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DEFINITIONS

IDA publishes the following documents to report the results of its work.

Reports
Reports are the most authoritative and most carefully considered products IDA publishes.
They normally embody results of major projects which (a) have a direct bearing on
decisions affecting major programs, (b) address Issues of significant concern to the
Executive Branch, the Congress and/or the public, or (c) address issues that have
significant economic implications. IDA Reports are reviewed by outside panis of experts
to ensure their high quality and relevance to the problems studied, and they are released
by the President of IDA.
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Group Reports
Group Reports record the findings and results of IDA established working groups and
panels composed of senior individuals addressing major issues which oth"eise would be
the subject of an IDA Report. IDA Group Reports are reviewed by the senior Individuals
responsible for the project and others as selected by IDA to ensure their high quality and
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relevance to the problems studied, and are released by the President of IDA.

Papers
Papers, also authoritative and carefully considered products of IDA, address studies that
are narrower in scope than those covered In Reports. IDA Papers are reviewed to ensure
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that they meet the high standards expected of refereed papers in professional journals or
formal Agency reports.

Documents
IDA Documents are used for the convenience of the sponsors or the analysts (a) to record
substantive work done In quick reaction studies, (b) to record the proceedings of
conferences and meetings, (ci to make available preliminary and tentative results of
analyses, (d) to record data developed in the course of an investigation, or (e) to forward
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information that is essentially unanalyzed and unevalnated. The review of IDA Documents
Is suited to their content and Intended use.

The wo,,k reported In this publication was conducted under IDA's Independent Research
Program. its publication does not imply endorsement by the Department of Defense, or
any other Government agency, nor should the contents be construed as reflecting the
official position of any Government agency.
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This Paper has been reviewed by IDA to assure that it meets high standards of
thoroughness, objectivity, and appropriate analytical methodology and that the results,
conclusions and recommendations are properly supported by the material presented.
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This paper was produced by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) under the
IDA Independent Research Program. The paper develops, tests and applies a systematic
theory relating force to space ratios and conventional combat outcomes, and describes a
simple PC-level computer model developed to automate the calculations associated with
that theory. The paper has several purposes. It is intended in part to illuminate policy
issues relating to conventional force reductions in Europe, and the development of post
Cold War strategy and force structure for the NATO Alliance. More broadly, however, it
is also intended to contribute to an improved understanding of the dynamics of conventional warfare at low force levels generally-and to the development of an improved
body of theory for explaining the outcomes of armed conflict at the theater level. There is
large and heterogeneous literature on the conduct of conventional warfare, but very
little of it was prepared with the clarity required to support selection among competing
hypotheses by systematic comparison with experience; a major purpose of this paper is
thus to contribute to the development of a more rigorous, cumulative approach to the
study of cause and effect in this crucial field of inquiry.

I
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The fundamental implication of this theory is that the widespread perception that
there exists a minimum force to space ratio for successful defense is largely incorrect.
While the force to space ratio does affect combat outcomes, and while lower force to
space ratios do tend to favor attackers over defenders, this effect need not be decisive, and
the relationship between force density and defense effectiveness is not independent of the
size of the attacking force or the doctrine and weapons used by the two sides. If the
defender adapts his operational doctrine to suit the demands of a lower density battlefield,
and if cuts in defensive forces are accompanied by cuts in offensive forces, the,, it should
be possible to defend effectively even at very low ratios of force to space. Given this,
there is no purely military floor on acceptable NATO force levels-as long as the
Alliance negotiates appropriate limits on Soviet forces, and as long as NATO militaries
make appropriate adjustments in operational doctrine.
To substantiate these conclusions, the paper is organized as a brief main report
which summarizes the theory and applies it to the policy issues of NATO troop

I1
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I
reductions and Alliance strategy. This summary is supported by a series of appendices
which describe the theory and the process by which it was developed in substantially
greater detail. That process began with an extensive review of existing theoretical
literature to establish the current state of knowledge with respect to the effects of force
density. The results of this review are described in appendices A and B. An explicit
hypothesis relating force density to combat outcomes was then developed and tested. The
equations constituting the resulting theory are derived, motivated, and described in
appendix C. Testing was conducted by controlled experimentation using a highly
detailed, disaggregate combat simulation, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's
JANUS model. The testing process, results, and epistemological issues relating to the use
of simulations as in vitro experimental tools are described in appendix D. A FORTRAN
code was then written to automate the calculations associated with the equations
embodying the final theory. This code constitutes a simple, theater-level model of
conventional combat embodying the relationships described in the theory. This VFM (for

I
I
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Variable Force eMployment ) model is documented in appendix E. The data file used to
produce the base case results is described and documented in appendix F. Sensitivity
analyses are given in appendix G, and a bibliography is provided in appendix H.
This work has benefited from the contributions of many individuals. Within the
IDA study team, David Gray performed the review of Western literature, and executed
JANUS experiments and regression analyses. Stuart Kaufman, now of the University of
Kentucky, performed the review of Soviet theoretical literature. D. Sean Barnett
developed the VFM model's optimization routine, and wrote the associated section of the
VFM code. Dennis DeRiggi reviewed the equations and, together with D. Sean Barnett,
wrote the FORTRAN code for the VFM model. Stephen Biddle developed the theory and
the strategy for testing it, designed the test procedures, conducted the analyses using the
model, and directed the study as a whole. The paper was formally reviewed by Dr.
Jeffrey Grotte and Mr. John Tillson of the IDA staff, Dr. Jerome Bracken of Yale
University, and General Ennis Whitehead (U.S. Army, retired). The authors are also
grateful for the many useful comments provided by informal reviewers, including Dr.
Joshua Epstein of the Brookings Institution; Dr. Peter Feaver of Duke University and the
Mershon Center at Ohio State; Col. David Glantz of the U.S. Army's Soviet Army
Studies Office at Ft. Leavenworth; Professor John Mearsheimer of the University of
Chicago; Dr. Ivan Oelrich of the Office of Technology Assessment; Dr. Robert Pape of
the University of Michigan, and the members of the Arms Control Seminar of the

iv
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University of Michigan's Program for Peace and International Security Research; and
particularly to their colleagues at IDA, especially Dr. Peter Brooks, Col. W.M.
Christenson (U.S. Army, retired), Mr. Marshall Hoyler, and Dr. Victor Utgoff.
Invaluable administrative and production assistance was provided by Mrs. Bernie Aylor,
Ms. Cori Bradford, Ms. Eileen Doherty, and Ms. Barbara Fealy.
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DEFENSE AT LOW FORCE LEVELS:
THE EFFECT OF FORCE TO SPACE RATIOS ON
CONVENTIONAL COMBAT DYNAMICS

A.

INTRODUCTION

Defense at low force levels has become a central issue for conventional net assessment and force planning. In Central Europe, for example, major troop reductions are now
all but inevitable given the dramatic political changes of the recent past. While some
forces will remain, it is now clear that any foreseeable East-West conflict would occur at
much lower force levels than those of the past four decades. Moreover, with the relaxation of East-West tensions in Central Europe, other security concerns acquire new
salience. The prospect of East-East conflict among tbh emerging nations of Eastern
Europe, for example, has become a significant issue. Any such conflict, however, would
involve radically smaller forces-although the frontiers to be defended are potentially
quite large. More broadly, an essential question for the development of any new security
architecture for a multipolar Europe is the ability of small armies to defend effectively
within a diverse system of potential coalitions. Nor is the issue of defense at low force
levels confined to Europe. Elsewhere in the world, force levels are often much lower
than has been the case for the traditional NATO-Warsaw Pact confrontation, yet the danger of armed conflict can be quite high. Pakistan, for example, defends a frontier with
India twice the length of the old Inter-German border, but with only half the troops of

3
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NATO.
Little is known, however, about the effectiveness of conventional defenses at such
low force levels, or about the proper design or employment of such small forces. For
most of the postwar era, the attention of the defense planning community focused on
warfare between large armies on the inter-German border. Until very recently, even
modest reductions in those forces seemed unlikely, while the prospects for deep cuts
seemed too remote to warrant significant analysis. As a result, the military consequences
of low force levels have heretofore received limited attention.
Yet there is reason to believe that defense at low force levels may be a very different proposition. It has been argued, for example, that to defend a fixed frontier requires a

I
certain minimum number of divisions-i.e., a minimum "force to space ratio." At

defensive force levels above this minimum, it is argued that combat pi -duces a slowmoving war of position, favorable to defenders on prepared terrain. If the defender falls
below this minimum density, however, it has been argued that combat becomes a war of
maneuver characterized by deep penetrations, encirclements and meeting engagements,
fought in the depths of the defense and favoring mobile attackers over static defenders.

I

S

Moreover, this minimum force density is generally argued to be independent of the size
of the opposing force. To mount an effective forward defense, it would therefore be

necessary to provide at least this minimum force, even if the attacking army were also
small in size relative to the length of the contested frontier. Even an attacker to defender
(or force to force) balance of parity, it is argued, could still produce defeat for the
defender if the force to space ratio dropped below the forward defense minimum.If true, this conception of defense at low force levels has important implications.
Most estimates of the minimum force to space ratio fall in the neighborhood of one division per 25 to 30 kilometers of front. For the reduced forces of the new Europe, however,
this density is quite high. NATO, for example, is virtually on the threshold today; future
troop cuts will thus push NATO well below this minimum. Even the Soviet Union will

be hard pressed toe maintain forces sufficient to defend its own borders at this troop
density, while no other East European army can provide such a density today, much less

t

For exemplary arguments, see James A. Thompson and Nanette C. Ga-tz, Conventional Arms nrol
Revisited: Objectives in the New Phase (Santa Monica, CA. Rand, 1987), Rand Note N-2697-AF;
John J. Mearsheimer, "Numbers, Strategy, and the European Balance," Ineationa Security, Spring
1988 (Volume 12, No. 4), pp. 174-185; General John R. Galvin, "Some Thoughts on Conventional
Arms Control," Srvival, April, 1989. pp. 99-107; Stephen J. Flanagan and Andrew Hamilton, "Arms
Control and Stability in Europe: Reductions are not Enough," Srvial, September/October 1988, pp.
448-463; James W. Moore, "The Estimation of Optimum Force Size and Force Reduction Potential in
Conventional Arms Reduction Negotiations," Arm n l September 1988 (Volume 9, No. 2), pp.
116-133; Operational Minima and Force Buildum of the Warsaw Pact and NATO (Bonn, Federal
Republic of Germany: Federal Ministry of Defense, 1989), unpublished manuscript; Jack Beatty, "The
Exorbitant Anachronism" The Atlantic Monthly, June 1989, pp. 40-52; Leonard Sullivan, Jr., Senriix
and Stabiliy in Conventional Forces: Differing PeceMions of the Balance (Washington, D.C.: The
Atlantic Council of the United States, 1988), pp. 8-9, 39, 60-5; Comments of General Hans Henning
von Sandrart, Commander in Chief, Allied Forces Central Europe, as reported in Peter Adams, "NATO
November 7,
Has Little to Barter in Conventional Arms Talks, Commander Says," D,
1988, p. 21; Andrew J. Goodpaster, Gorbachev and the Future of East-West Security: A Reanwone for
(Washington, D.C.: The Atlantic Council of the United States, 1989), pp. 1-17, esp. p.
t
11; United States General Accounting Office, NATO-WKM b"t Assment of the Conventional
alance (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1988), Main Report and Supplement,
GAO/NSIAD-89-23 and 23A, pp. 13, 18, supplement pp. 42-3, 63. For a more detailed review of the
public debate on this issue, see appendices A and B.
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after further troop reductions. If this conception of the effects of force to space ratios is

true, the consequences for military stability in the new Europe could thus be unsettling.

I
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More immediately, NATO must make near term decisions regarding specific troop cut
proposals and possible revisions of Alliance strategy. Under a conception of force to
space ratios such as that described above, however, it would be difficult to argue that any
realistic force level could provide an actual defense of the Alliance's borders, and it would
require NATO to abandon its strategy of Forward Defense.
To know whether this is so, we need a deeper understanding of the underlying
dynamics of defense at low force to space ratios. Current arguments on the nature of
force to space minima are useful as a point of departure, but as yet there has been no

systematic description of the relationship between force density and defense effectiveness. Without such a description, however, it is difficult to know whether the minimum

f
5

3

defensive density is above or below that achievable by any given state; whether the
minimum can be altered by changes in technology or doctrine; or even whether such a
"minimum" force to space ratio exists at all, independent of the force to force ratio

between the two combatants.
The purpose of this paper is thus to develop such a description-a rigorous, carefully specified theory relating force uo space ratios and conventional combat outcomes.
We will then use this theoretical foundation to address some particular policy issues of
significance for U.S. and Alliance decision making in the near term, specifically: how far
can NATO reduce its forces and retain a credible conventional defense against some

potential future Soviet attack, and would deep cuts in ground forces compel NATO to

£

modify or abandon its declaratory strategy of Forward Defense?
In particular, we will argue that a minimum force to space ratio does not exist
independent of the size of the attacking force and the doctrine and weapons used by the
two sides. While the force to space ratio does affect combat outcomes, and while lower
force to space ratios do tend to favor attackers over defenders, this effect need not be
decisive. If the defender adapts his operational doctrine to suit the demands of a lower

5
3•

density battlefield, and if cuts in defensive forces are accompanied by cuts in offensive
forces, then it should be possible to defend effectively even at very low ratios of force to
space. Given this, there is no purely military floor on acceptable NATO force levels---as
long as NATO negotiates appropriate limits on Soviet forces, and as long as NATO
militaries make appropriate adjustments in operational doctrine.

3

I
To substantiate these conclusions, the balance of the main report is organized in

I

four sections. A brief history of the force to space ratio issue is provided to establish an
analytic context. An overview of the theory developed in the study is then provided,
followed by a discussion of its application to the policy issues of NATO troop reductions
and Alliance strategy. The main report is supported by a series of appendices which
describe the theory and the process by which it was developed in substantially greater

3

detail. That process began with an extensive review of existing theoretical literature to
establish the current state of knowledge with respect to the effects of force density. The
results of this review are described in appendices A and B. An explicit hypothesis
relating force density to combat outcomes was then developed and tested. The equations
constituting the resulting theory are derived, motivated, and described in appendix C, as
are the limitations and bounds of application of that theory. Testing was conducted by
controlled experimentation using a highly detailed, disaggregate combat simulation, the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's JANUS model. The testing process, results,
and epistemological issues relating to the use of simulations as in vitro experimental tools
are described in appendix D. A FORTRAN code was then written to automate the calculations associated with the equations embodying the final theory. This code constitutes a
simple, theater-level model of conventional combat embodying the relationships
described in the theory. This VFM (for Variable Force eMployment) model is documented in appendix E. The data file used to produce the base case runs described below
is described and documented in appendix F. Sensitivity analyses are given in appendix
G, and a bibliography is provided in appendix H.

B.

5
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HISTORY OF THE ISSUE

While the salience of force to space ratios in the public debate is a recent development, the issue itself is much older.2 Occasional references to the effect of force
density on combat results can be found as early as the 1830s. 3 The first sustained treatment, however, was by European military officers in the decades prior to the First World
War. The issue arose in the context of the widespread effort to come to grips with the
meaning of the new, high firepower weapons technology that had become available in the
2 For a more detailed treatmne of the litcrature on foare-to-space mtios, wse appendices A and B.
3

I

lausewiz, for example, observed that: "Infact, a fairly constant ratio exists between the size of a fkme
and the area it can occupy .... it is enough to say that the relationship between the two is permanent ad
fundamental." Carl von Clauaewuz, On Wai. translated and edited by Michael Howard ud Peter PU
(Princeton,NJ: Princetm Univesity Press, 1976), Book VI, Chapter 25. p. 472.
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late nineteenth century. Writers such as Wilhelm Baick and Jean Colin concluded, in
effect, that against machine guns and rapid-fire artillery, a direct frontal assault c .1no
longer succeed. To advance against such weapons required that attackers find f nk, or
a gap, against which an assault could be directed without trying to overpow . an intact
defense directly. If a defender could present a continuous front, however (i.e., one with
neither flanks nor gaps), these writers concluded that any attacker would incur prohibitive
losses. 4 This conclusion led to a variety of fairly elaborate calculations of the number of

men per meter required to produce such a continuous front-in effect, calculations of
minimum force to space requirements.
This theme largely disappeared from military writing in the immediate aftermath
of the war. The issue resurfaced with Basil Liddell Har's work in the late 1930s. In

effect, Liddell Hart argued that insufficient force densities on the Polish border made the
Poles vulnerable to German attack in spite of the general defense-dominance he espoused

at the time, but that the more densely populated French frontier was proof against
invasion. 5

I

With the coming of the Second World War, the apparent failure of Liddell Hart's

I

predictions cast a general pall over his prewar assessments. 6 Moreover, in the aftermath
of Hiroshima, attention turned to the question of nuclear weapons and their implications.
Thus the issue of force to space ratios again subsided from view.

3

Liddell Hart, however, returned to this theme in 1960, codifying his thoughts on
force density in a book chapter and a corresponding article. 7 In these later writings,
Liddell Hart set the basic terms of the modem debate over force density. Much like
Balck and Colin, he argued that the defender's ability to create a continuous front was of
4See, for example, Jean Colin, The

msgmnim~s of W', translated by LH.R. Pope-Hennessy (London:

Hugh Rees, Ltd., 1912); and Wilhelm Baick, Tw&iRa, translated by Walter Kruger (F. Leavenworth
KS: U.S. Army Cavalry Association, 1915 translation of the fourth edition of 1908).
See, for example, Bas H. Liddell Hart. The Defense of Britain (London: Faber and Faber, L_., 1939),

pp. 54, 96, 107, 123. Liddell Hart subsequently sought to downplay the latter argument and stress the
former. See his later treatment of these issues in TeLiddell Hart Memoirs- Vol-11 (New Yodrk GY..

Putnam's Sons, 1965),pp. 138,253.
John J. Mearsheimer, Liddell Hart and the Weight of JiLor (Ithaca and London: Coneil University
Press, 1988), pp. 151-6, 178-9; see also Brian Bond, Liddell Hart A SMdv of his Military Thoumht
(New Bnmswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1977), pp. 112-115,119-121.
7 Basil
I. Liddell Hart, "The Ratio of Troops to Space," MdI
Review Vol.XL, April 1960, pp. 3-14;
and Deteent or Defense* A Fresh Look at the West's Military Position (New York: Przger, 1960),
pp. 97-109.
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crucial importance to the success of the defense. The number of men required to create
such a continuous front over a given distance he labeled the minimum ratio of "troops to
space." While attacks against a continuous front would require in excess of a 3:1 force
superiority to succeed, even modest attacks could succeed against defenses below the
minimum troop-to-space ratio.
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At this point, the issue again largely disappeared until John Mearsheimer rediscovered it in the context of the conventional balance debate of the early 1980s.8 While

I

significant, force to space ratios were but one of several issues addressed in that debate.
With the INF Treaty in 1987 and the emergence of a serious opportunity for conventional
arms control by mid-1988, however, the implications of force density for combat results
assumed paramount importance. Following publication of an influential RAND study
which explicitly linked force density and arms control policy, 9 the late 1980s thus
brought about a dramatic expansion in the volume of literature on the effects of force to
space ratios. At the same time, Alliance policy came to reflect the conclusion that a
minimum force to space ratio determines a floor for NATO force reductions, and the idea
became an essential underpinning of the NATO position in the CFE I negotiation. 10
But while CFE has driven the force to space ratio issue to unusual salience in the
larger public debate, the issue itself is thus much older. Concern for defense at low densities has been present in the military literature for at least the last hundred years, and has
waxed and waned at regular intervals since then. These various ups and downs have not,
however, produced a formal theory of force to space ratios sufficient to sustain attempted
falsification, or to answer the kinds of detailed questions that emerged once the policy
community discovered the issue. How strong is the force to space ratio effect? Would a
fifty percent force reduction lead to the collapse of Western defenses, or to a moderate
increase in an attacker's ability to take and hold ground? Can the disadvantages of a
lower force to space ratio be offset by reductions in the force to force ratio, and if so, by

8See
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John J.Mearsheimer, *Why the Soviets Can't Win Quicl in Central Europe,"gdjMW

Wand Deterence (Ithaa and Lodon: Comel
VoL7, No.1 (Summer 1982), pp. 3-39; also
University Press, 1983), pp. 181-3; and the somewhat later "Numbeus, Strategy mad the Eumpeuz
Baiance," op. CiLt
9

James A. Thompson and Nanette Gantz, Conventional Arms Control Revsited: Objetives in the Na

ETl.m op. Cit.
10 See, for example, General John R. Galvin, "Some Thoughts on Conventional Arms Control" op. cit.;
Peter Adams, "NATO Has Little to Barter in Conventional Arms Talks, Commnmder Says." op. cit.
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how much? Is the minimum force to space ratio wholly independent of the weaponry or
doctrine of the other side, or are there changes in the nature of the attacking army that
could lower the floor on defensive force levels? Are there changes in defensive forces or
doctrine that could lower the minimum? To answer these questions it is necessary to
move beyond the existing literature and to develop a more systematic explanation of the
relationship between density and combat outcomes.

3

C. A THEORY OF FORCE TO SPACE RATIOS
How, then, do force to space ratios affect combat outcomes? To answer this
question we will advance and test an explicit causal theory. Of course, causation in conventional warfare is clearly very complex; it involves a host of issues other than force to
space ratios per se. To develop a meaningful explanation we will therefore begin with the
larger context of theater-level combat as a whole and distill from this complex process an
abstraction of its underlying dynamics in terms that allow us to identify the role played by
force density.
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In particular, we will describe the dynamics of theater-level conventional combat
in terms of a race between attacker concentration and defender counterconcentration. The
effect of force density can then be explained in terms of the initial conditions it establishes for this race, and how these initial conditions influence the ultimate outcome. We
will then describe some important intervening variables affecting the relationship

3

between force density and combat outcomes as suggested by these dynamics. Given the
resulting theory, we can then deduce both the relationship between force density and
combat outcomes, and the degree to which that relationship is sensitive to changes in
other variables.
To facilitate this process of deduction, the variable interactions which comprise

I[
3

our explanation of theater dynamics have been specified more precisely as a series of
formal hypotheses. This more formal treatment facilitates testing and allows us to interconnect our hypotheses in an explicit mathematical model. This model, which thus
embodies the causal explanation developed in the theory as a whole, enables us to derive
the relationship between force density and combat outcomes by observing changes in the
model's output as we vary input force density.
We will not, however, attempt to specify these formal hypotheses (or the resulting
mathematical model) here. Detailed derivations of the hypotheses, the model, and the
validity testing conducted to evaluate those hypotheses are provided in appendices C, E,
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and D, respectively. Instead, our immediate goal is to outline the general logic of cause
and effect underlying the more detailed formulation in the appendices, and in so doing, to
motivate the relationship between force to space ratios and combat outcomes deduced

I

from that formulation.
1.

Force to Space Ratios and the Dynamics of Theater-Level Conventional
Warfare

Let us begin by assuming that the theater attacker ("red") chooses a point of attack
and concentrates a large fraction of his forces opposite that chosen point, defending
elsewhere with the remainder. We will further assume that, initially, the location of this
point is unknown to the theater defender ("blue"). Prior to discovering this point of
attack, blue distributes his forward forces across the length of the frontier. Forward
forces' mobility is limited by their proximity to the enemy;, once they are committed, they

are difficult to disengage. Defensive reserves are more mobile. Once the defender
locates the point of attack, withheld reserves thus move to that point, while engaged
forward forces defend in place. Upon arrival, reserves assigned to passive reinfocement
dig in astride red's axis of advance. Reserves assigned to counterattack concentrate
against a chosen point on the flank of the red penetration and launch a smaller scale
equivalent of the red theater offensive in an attempt to cut off the red spearheadL
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Prior to the arrival of those reserves, however, red's local concetration provides a
high attacker.defender force to force ratio at the point of attack. Red attempts to exploit
this local advantage by overwhelming the initially outnumbered forward defenders and
breaking through into blue's vulnerable rear area before sufficient reserves arrive as to
make further advance impossible. If red is able to break through, continued defense in a
theater as shallow as Central Europe would be extremely difficult. As a point of depar-

ture, we will assume that successful breakthrough is tantamount to the catastrophic failure
of the d.fense. If red fails to break through, his net territorial gain amounts to the ground
taken prior to being halted by the arrival of blue's reserves, less any territory retaken by
reserves assigned to counterattack. In either case, however, red's strategic objective is

5

assumed to be to take and hold as much blue territory as possible-ideally by breakthrough and annihilation of the opposing army or, alternatively, by continuously opposed

advance.
Given this race between red concentration-penetration and blue counterconcentration, what role does force density play? In effect, force density establishes the starting
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points for the race. Given our assumptions as to blue's initial state of knowledge, the
largest initial ground defense that blue could mount at the point of attack is simply that
fraction of the entire blue theater force that would occupy the red attack frontage if all
blue forces were allocated forward (since, prior to discovering the location of red's main
effort, blue must defend the entire frontier). Blue could deploy a smaller initial defense
by withholding some of that theater force as a mobile reserve, but the upper limit on the
of blue's initial defense is determined by force size-that is, by the force to space
Ario. For red, on the other hand, the largest initial ground assault that can be mounted is

Ssize

determined not so much by force size as by the terrain at the point of attack. Red can
only concentrate a finite ground force on a finite front, regardless of the size of the force
available to red in the theater as a whole. Attackers in excess of the terrain's carrying
capacity can eventually be directed against the point of attack, but they must initially

5

occupy follow-on echelons to the rear of the assault wave until space is opened for their
commitment. While these follow-on forces are of substantial value to red, they cannot
play a direct role in the initial assault.
iThus, as force levels increase--on both sides-the potential size of blue's initial
defense increases, but the size of a given red assault wave is terrain-limited and (for a
given frontage) cannot increase with overall force size. Additional red forces beyond this
are of value as follow-on units, but they cannot participate directly in the initial

Slimit

assault. Likewise, if force levels decrease, blue's maximum initial forward defense

5

decreases in size, but red's initial assault wave again remains the same. Fewer follow-on
forces will be available behind this initial wave, but the number of forces simultaneously
engaging blue at the point of attack can be maintained at the carrying capacity limit until
red has too few troops in the theater to reach the limit on the given front (while maintaining adequate security forces away from the point of attack).
This implies, however, that, ceteris paribus,the lower the force to space ratio, the
higher the initial red:blue force toforce ratio at the point of attack. If the size of red's initial assault wave is a terrain-determined constant, while the potential size of blue's initial
forward defense is proportional to blue's theater force level, then a smaller theater force

Sthe
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for both sides means a smaller defense against a constant attack and thus a higher initial
force to force ratio at the key point. Fewer follow-on forces will be available to back up
initial assaul but the initial assault itself will take place at more favorable odds for
the attacker, and thus the process of concentration, penetration and counterconcentration

9
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will begin with a bigger head start for red than if force levels were higher. Other things
being equal, lower force to space ratios thus tend to favor the attacker.

I

Conversely, higher force to space ratios imply a larger potential initial defense for
blue against a constant red initial attack, and thus a lower initial force to force ratio at the
point of attack. This in turn implies less early success for red, and a smaller head start in
penetrating the blue defense prior to blue counterconcentration. Other things being equal,

I

higher force to space ratios thus tend to favor the defender.1 1

!I

These effects pertain to both theater-level attackers and to smaller scale
counterattackers. That is, red must not only take ground from blue by penetration but
must also hold that ground against counterattack. But as low force to space ratios make it
more difficult for blue to prevent red's theater attack from penetrating, so low force to5
space ratios also make it more difficult for red to prevent blue's counterattack from penetrating. Thus force levels affect both the initial theater attack and the eventual blue
counterattack-and in both cases lower force levels tend to make penetration easier,

I

again, other things being equal.
2.

Intervening Variables

Other things, however, are not necessarily equal. A variety of other important
variables affect the dynamics described above in ways that impinge on the role of force
density, including:

3
3
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*Theaterwide Force to Force Ratios, that is, the ratio of red to blue forces in the
theater of war
impon
Some wriers, especially Liddell Hart and pre-World Wa I European theorists, also stre
of a "continuou fron" (se appendix A). They argue that at low force densities, it becomes impossible
for defenders to maintain an unbroken wall of fire across a long frontier. Gaps thus appear through
which attacker can maneuve against the defender's flanks and re. Taken litrally, however, it s not
cla that this is a sound description of die lae twentieth century bmtlefldk Few military writeu today
anticipate a strictly continuous, linear front at any force density. Radhr, defenes in depth and
mechanized attacken are generally expected to produce a numlar zone of conct (we, for exampl
Headqrtm, Depwtient of the Army, FM 1O0.5 Operatitm (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, May
1986 edition), pp. 2-3) in which a "continuous or a "discontinuous" front is a less useful distinction
than simply the ratio of the forces engaged across the attackeb's amult fronage at the pint of attack.
Thus we emphasize the lat here. Even at very low densities, where it is clkw tht some approach
routes will not be covemd by significat fire it is assumed that blue can at least otpost such auts so
as to provide intelligence on enemy movements for the purpose of directing blue counterattack or
reinforcement (which consitutes the bulk of blue's combat activity at such densities; we figure 14 and
accompanying text below). On the necessity of ouposti at low force densities, oe Major Wliamll
Bentson, The Problem of Width Divitio Taeties in the Deeml of a n ded Prmnt (Pout
Leavenworth, Kasas: U.S. Army School of Advanced Military Studies, 1987).
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. NSA= N.ix,, that is, the balance of armor, infantry, artillery, air, and advanced
conventional munition or "ACM" support available to each side;

i

•Terrain (especially "man-made" terrain in the form of barrier defenses); and

5
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- Force Employment that is, the operational concepts or military doctrine by
which the available forces are used in battle.

I

Of these variables, force employment is perhaps the most challenging to describe
analytically. Any operational doctrine represents a broad and often subtle collection of
guidelines for employing a force-and even if the totality of these official guidelines
could be pinned down, individual commanders in the field ultimately determine how
12
those official guidelines become actual practice.
Yet force employment is clearly a central issue for the dynamics of low density
warfare: when the existing literature argues that a low density battlefield will produce a
"war of maneuver," it is effectively suggesting that the employment of forces will change
for one or both sides - and that the net result of this change will undermine the prospects
for effective defense. To capture the essential effects of force to space ratios thus
requires that the interaction of force density and force employment be captured
analytically.

3

One way to do this would be to simulate (by direct imitation) the detailed
movements of the two sides' forces over time as an operation unfolds. Sand-table games,
field maneuvers, and map exercises, for example, all trace the stops, starts, turns and
dispositions of individual units over three-dimensional terrain in ways that enable the

Sform of any given maneuver to be recognized directly.

Such techniques enable analysts
to trace out the consequences of any particular sequence of movements and countermovements, and offer the flexibility to represent a wide range of different sequences. But

5
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while such techniques can show how any given sequence might play out, it is effectively
impossible to examine all potential combinations of all potential turns, starts, and stops;

12 By "operational doctrine" we follow the definition given by the U.S. Military Academy at West Point:
"the [officially accepted) body of idea ....concerning the use of available military resources to attain
strategic ends in a theater of war. As the link between tactics mid strategy, it govems the mann in
which operations are designed to meet strategic ends and the way in which campaigns are conducted."
John I. Alger, Definitia.n and Doctrine of the Military Art (Wayne, NJ: Avery Publishing, for the
Department of History, United States Military Academy, West Point, New York, 1985, pp. 7. 5).
Operaional doctrine is thus neither Alliance srategy (e.g., Forward Defense mid Flexible Response in
NATO). amnsmall unit tactics (e.g. assault formation or the siting of weapons for maximum
engagement range). Where possible, however, we will use dhe more specific term "force empioymen"
as is defined ingreater detail below.
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alternatively, attempts to develop "rules" by which to identify the one right or best
sequence of individual movements have been unsuccessful to date. As a result, although
there are many uses for such techniques, they are thus ill-suited for making general
observations about the effects of density on combat outcomes.
An alternative approach would be to step back from the detailed movements of
individual units and develop instead a more abstract description of the relationship

between broader classes of alternative operational concepts and their effects on combat
outcomes. Rather than literally walking individual units around a hypothetical battlefield,
we would instead isolate a discrete set of key dimensions along which to distinguish the
practical force employment alternatives and then describe how differences with respect to
those key dimensions of force employment affect combat outcomes--and how their
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effects change as force to space ratios change.
But how are we to identify such a set of key dimensions, or key aspects, of a force
employment concept? Fortunately, the military literature on force density eases our task
somewhat by emphasizing the importance of a small number of essential operational
issues for the effectiveness of defenses at low force density. While this is no guarantee
that these aspects of doctrine are sufficient for our purposes, the experience embodied in
the literature at least provides us with a sound point of departure.
These key aspects of force employment are five: depth, reserves, counterattack,
"tempo," and concentration. Respectively, these are defined for our purposes as the

distance from the initial line of contact to the defender's rear defense line (in
kilometers); 13 the fraction of the defender's total forces withheld from contact for use as
mobile reserves; the fraction of those reserves used for counterattack (as opposed to

3

I
13 Defensive "depth" is further separated into predeployed depth (the number of prepared defensive

I

positions initially manned by forward forces) and rolling depth (a function of the fraction of the
defender's forces in any given forward position that are withdrawn for use in secondary positions

behind the predeployed lines), as is discussed in greater detail below. These combine according to a
functional relationship described in appendix C to determine the ultimate depth of the defense as a
whole. The theory as developed in appendix C is also written to support variation in additional
dimensions of force employment--e.g., the atiackees casualty threshold for breaking off a local
assault, or the defender's attempted velocity of counterattack, although these descriptors we as yet only
partially implemented in the VFM model. For a more rigorous definition of these variables, see

appendix C.
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passive reinforcement); the attacker's assault velocity (in kilometers per hour); and the
frontage of attack (in kilometers).14

5

In these terms, the U.S. Army's 1970s doctrine of "Active Defense" can be characterized as one with a small fraction of total forces held in reserve, a small fraction of
reserves used for counterattack, and a limited deployment depth for committed forces.
The Army's current AirLand Battle doctrine, by contrast, is one with a higher fraction of
total force in reserve, a higher fraction of those reserves used for counterattack, and a
deeper forward deployment. A "blitzkrieg" offensive doctrine is distinguished by high
on a narrow front; a more cautious offensive would be conducted at lower

1

Svelocity

attempted velocity on a broader firont. 15

SForce
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employment affects many aspects of the theater dynamics described above.
The defender's allocation of forces between forward deployment and reserve, for
example, determines how close to the maximum will be the initial defense mounted by
blue at the point of attack. It also determines the rate at which blue reserves will build up
at the point of attack once that point is located and, thus, the rate at which blue counterconcentrates. (The more force blue deploys forward, the smaller the reserve and thus
16
the slower the rate at which those reserves arrive at a randomly located point of attack;

the more force blue holds in reserve, the faster the build up, but the smaller the initial

14

Note that neither "deep penetration," "envelopment," nor "meeting engagement" appear in this list. In
effect, these forms of combat activity represent ends rather than means with respect to the issues dint
concern us here. To the extent that, for example, a "deep penetation" occurs, it is because the defense
has matrially failed in its primary task of preventing breakthrough, which is a necessay precondition
for a deep penetton by the attacker. While different armies will choose different forms of maneuver
for the exploitation and pursuit phases of an operation, and while these differences are not
insignificant, for our purposes the effectiveness of the defense has already been seriously compromised
if any of these maneuvers are available as feasible alternatives for the attacker. In effect, our focus
here will be on distinguishing the preconditions under which these maneuvers can occur - and on

assessing the ability of defenders to prevent them from obtaining.
15 On the distinction between Active Defense and AiLand Battle, see for example John L
Romjue, Em
Active Defense to Airland Battle: Tlh Develoment of ArMy Docrnine. 1973-1982 (Ft. Monoe, VA:
Historical Office, U.S. Army Training and Docurine Command, 1984), esp. pp. 3-22, 51-74; and Hubs
Wass de Czege and L.D. Holder, "The New FM 100-5," NMlkn Review July 1982, pp. 53-70. The
term "blitzkrieg," while commonly used, is rarely defined in such a manner as to make possible
systematic comparisons with plausible alternatives. For a definition that goes beyond "winning
quickly," see Mearsheimer, Con
op. cit., pp. 33-43; for historical examples, see
eg.. Charles Messenger. 11e Art fglih
i* (London: Ian Allen, Lua., 1976).
16 Assuming that blue reserves are initially deployed in assembly areas distributed across the theater
withofut direct knowledge of the location of reds point of attack. Thus, their arrival rate is simply the
product of the density of those reserves and their average speed, which is proportional to the total
number of reserves in a theater of fixed length.
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defense.) The depth of the defended zone likewise influences the strength of the blue
opposition to the initial red assault (since for a given forward allocation, depth can be
increased only by spreading out a fixed number of defenders, putting fewer in reach of
any given assault wave). Depth also affects the time available for moving reserves prior
to red breakthrough and reduces the effectiveness of attackers by gradually wearing down
the coherence and coordination of a given red assault wave over distance. The fraction of
defensive reserves used for counterattack determines the strength of the red flank defense
required to prevent blue from cutting off the red spearhead; thus it also determines the

"overhead cost" of holding the ground gained by penetration.

3
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For the attacker, the frontage of the attack determines red's overall concentration,
in terms of the number of attackers ultimately to be committed against each kilometer of
defended frontier (given a fixed allocation of force to the point of attack). The attack
frontage also affects red's vulnerability to blue counterattack: the narrower the front, the
shorter the distance blue's counterattack need advance to sever red's line of communication (and thus the stronger the flank defense that red must deploy ii a given blue

counterattack force is to be stopped quickly enough). Finally, the velocity of the attack
affects the casualties the attacker will suffer to penetrate the defense, and the rate of that
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penetration. High velocity permits higher potential rates of advance but requires greater
exposure and allows less preparation-and thus can be obtained only at the price of

higher casualties in a given assault. Lower velocity limits the rate of advance but permits
more extensive preparation and more covered approaches-and thus produces fewer
casualties for a given assault.
As for the other intervening variables given above, the weapon mix, for example,
affects the casualty price the attacker must pay to penetrate the defense at a given force to
force ratio and assault velocity, and thus influences the ability of the attacker to exploit an
17
initial imbalance at the point of attack.

17

For a detailed discussion of the effects of variation in the weapon mixes (that is, the combined arms
balances) of the two combatants, see appendix C; in brief, however, the more infantry-heavy the
defense, the higher the price the attacker must pay for a high-speed advance at a given local force to
force ratio (and for a given offensive weapon mix), but the lowe the price he pays at low velocity.
Defensive artillery, by contast, tends to have less effect on the attacker the higher his velocity, while
defensive armor effectiveness tends to be relatively insensitive to the pace of the attack. For atuacker
offensive artillery can reduce losses for a given assault, but this effect is much stronger at low velocity
(where there is time for an extensive preparatory barrage) than at high velocity (where there is not).
Offensive infantry is extremely vulnerable at high velocity, but can be an imprtmant asset at lower
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velocity (where it can be dismounted and supported with a more extensive artillery and intelligence
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Terrain, particularly in the form of barriers, likewise affects the relationship
between the cost of penetration and attacker velocity. An advance through a barrier
system at high velocity incurs heavy casualties; at low velocity (where the attacker has
more time to clear obstacles and locate dug-in defenses), barriers have smaller effects.
Defensive barriers thus tend to compensate for low force levels, in that they encourage
slower velocity choices by red, giving blue more time to shift reserves to the point of
i

attack.

3

As noted above, terrain also limits the number of attackers that can usefully be
massed on a given front. If too large an assault force is crammed into too small a space,
its vulnerability to opposing artillery fire increases and it loses its ability to take evasive
action under fire, to choose the least exposed path between its jump-off point and its
objective, to maintain efficient formations that maximize its own firepower, or to change
direction quickly to meet unexpected threats. As a result, all terrain has a "carrying
capacity." Adding forces beyond the carrying capacity of the terrain produces less and
less additional combat power for each unit added-and may even reduce total combat
power in extreme cases. 18

--
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Finally, the theaterwide force to force ratio determines the number of initially
unengaged follow-on forces available to the attacker at the point of attack. Although
these follow-on forces cannot directly influence the local force to force ratio at the point
of attack (which is determined by the terrain and the density of the defender's forward
deployment), they can be of substantial value to red as replacements for spent assault
echelons and as flank defenders to forestall blue counterattack. Thus, the higher the

preparation). As with defenders, offensive armor effectiveness is relatively insensitive to attack
velocity.
1 Difficult or impassable terrain can also reduce the militarily relevant frontage to be defended in the
theater of war, thus effectively increasing the force to space ratio for a given theater and defending
force by reducing "space" while holding "force" constant. See, e.g., Paul K. Davis, el. al., Vaiabla
Affecting the Central Regon Stability: The "Operational Minimum" and Other Issues at Low Fce
Levels (Santa Monica, Ca.: RAND, September, 1989), pp. 15-35. Caution must be exercised,
however, in assessing particular terrain as "impassable." In World War II, for example, the French, and
then the Americans each underestinumod the suitability of the Ardennes foret for offensive operations
and were caught correspondingly ill-prepared for the German offensives of May 1940 and December
1944, respectively. See William L. Shirer, The Collapie of the Third R•eublic An In&niay into the
Fall of Framce in 1940 (New York: Simon and Schustwr, 1969), esp. pp. 609-610; Hugh M. Cole, The
Ardennes: Baole of the Bulge (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Office of the Chief of
Military Hiswy, 1965), esp. pp. 39-40, 55-56. For additional examples, see Bentson, op. cit., pp. 9-28.
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theaterwide red:blue force to force ratio, the longer red will be able to press its attack
before being halted by the cumulative effects of attrition and the "overhead cost" of
manning the flanks of a lengthening penetration corridor.
3.

Theoretical Implications

The explanation of cause and effect outlined above implies a particular relationship between the force to space ratio and the outcome of combat at the theater level. This
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relationship is depicted graphically in Figure I- 1.
Figure I-1 represents the output of the mathematical model (described in appendices C and E) which formalizes the description of variable interactions discussed above.
It plots the combat outcome predicted by the theory as a function of the defender's force
to space ratio, for a constant weapon mix and terrain, and a constant theaterwide force to
force ratio of 1:1 (i.e., parity between red and blue at the theater level). Combat
outcomes are assessed in terms of the theater attacker's net territorialgain-that is, red's
maximum penetration distance (in kilometers), less any ground retaken by the defender as
a result of counterattack.1 9 The force to space ratio is expressed in terms of the total
quantity of blue forces available in the theater for the defense of a constant theaterwide
frontage. Blue forces are denominated in units of "armored fighting vehicle equivalents"
(AFVEs); a frontage of 850 kilometers is assumed.20

19

Red breakthrough is represented by an arbitrarily large net territorial gain corresponding to the
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catastrophic failure of the defense.
20 An AFVE is simply a convenient, "generic" index of force size selected to facilitate summay presentation of combat results (and to facilitate comparison of highly disggregate JANUS output and equa-

tions for the estimation of theater-level combat outcomes). A single main battle tank represents one

AFVE (regardless of nationality, make or model). A single armored troop carrier with its infantry
complement is also scored here as one AFVE. A carrier without its infantry is half an AFVE; the
infantry without the carner is half an AFVE. Armored antitank, air defense, command, or reconnaissance vehicles we also one-half an AFVE. Field artillery and airc-raft wle accounted separaely in units
of tubes and sorties, respectively (see appendix C), and thus are excluded from the AFVE totals per se.
In these terms, NATO's post-CFE Central Region force to space ratio comes to about 37,000 AFVEs
on an 850 kilometer front. For force levels, see David G. Gray, IDA UnWL•tfd ronventicW Forces

DataLBas (Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, 1989), IDA D-708. Note that AFVE
scores as used here are merely a presentational convenience for describing the "size" of a heterogeneous theater force; the equations in appendix C and the associated VFM model are heterogeneous in
the sense that attrition is sensitive to the specific numbers of each weapon type present, rather than
merely the aggregate AFVE score as such (attrition in VFM is only partially heterogeneous, however,
in that the proportional reprentation of each weapon type does not change over time within any given
ran).
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Figure 1-1. The Effect of Force to Space Ratios: Theoretical Implication

To highlight the essential features of the theoretically deduced relationship, an

alternative conception has been depicted in Figure I-IA. This purely notional curve
corresponds roughly to the implicit understanding of this relationship that underlies much
of the public debate on the question of force to space ratios. This notional "threshold"

conception suggests that the defender fares reasonably well at high force to space ratios,
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Figure I-1A. The Effect of Force to Space Rlatios: Conventional Wisdom
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but very badly at low density. These conditions are separated by a sharp discontinuity at
a "minimum" force to space ratio where the nature of the fighting is transformed and
defensive effectiveness is fundamentally undermined. Moreover, this minimum occurs at
a relatively high force level corresponding to a density of roughly one forward division
per 25 kilometers of front.21
By contrast, the theoretically deduced relationship depicted in Figure I-1 provides
a very different understanding. Note, however, that there is still a force to space ratio
effect in Figure I-1: net territorial gain still changes as the force to space ratio changes.
Moreover, for a substantial range of force to space ratios, the direction of this effect is
essentially that which the public debate suggests: for most blue force levels, decreasing
the force to space ratio increases red's net territorial gain. The differences, however, are
substantial. The model output constitutes a smooth, shallow, continuous curve. There is
no threshold point at which the nature of combat fundamentally changes character, and

there is no identifiable "minimum force to space ratio" to constitute a floor for effective
conventional defense. Of course, it would still be possible to choose an arbitrary cut-off
value for net territorial gains above which blue could be considered "defeated," and to
label the associated force level a minimum force to space ratio. Under a continuous

I
3
3

£
3

conception of this relationship, however, it will always be the case that for any given cutoff value, force to space ratios slightly below the associated "minimum" will produce
combat outcomes only slightly worse than for force levels slightly above the minimum.22
Moreover, ff force levels go low enough, the continuous conception suggests that
outcomes will eventually improve for the defender until, at a theater force level of zero,
net territorial gain likewise falls to zero. For a constant theater force to force ratio, a blue
force level of zero implies a red force level of zero; thus at this extreme, red can take no
territory because it has no forces with which to do so. More generally, if red's strategic
objective is to take and hold blue territory, then as both sides' force levels fall, the number

I

21 Where one division is assumed to total roughly 800 AFVEs, and where one division is assumed to be
held in reserve for every two committed to the front line.
Of course, inasmuch as this conclusion is based on the dynamics of concentration, coon
penetration and counterattack, we consequently cannot exclude the possibility that there may exist an
-,

administratively determined minimum based on the requirements for efficient logistical spot nor
can we exclude the possibility of a minimum based on a requirement for border security or control of

infiltration. What we can exclude, however, is the existence of a minimum based on the central issue

raised in the literaur on ground force density and conventional force planning, i.e., the military
requirement to defend against a concentrated, high intensity ground offensive (for a more detailed
discussion of the bounds of application and limitations of the theory advanced here, see appendix C).
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of potential red defenders of seized territory also falls.3 Moreover, just as the task of

theater defense gets harder for blue as the blue force to space ratio decreases, so the task
of red's potential counterattack defenders gets harder as their own force to space ratio
decreases. Blue thus has an incentive to devote an increasing fraction of its forces to
counterattack as the theater force to space ratio decreases, thereby forcing red to allocate
more and more of its shrinking forces to defensive overhead, and eventually limiting red's
overall advance by virtue of insufficient forces for defense of seized ground.
What is responsible for this difference between alternative conceptions of the
same relationship? The answer lies with the role of force employment, and with the
difference between adaptation and stasis as force to space ratios fall. Since the theory
describes outcomes as a function of alternative employment choices, it enables us to
observe how predicted territorial gain varies with systematic variations in the two sides'
force employment. If we search over the whole range of defined employment choices,
we can identify the particular combination that provides the best outcomes for the given
circumstances-i.e., an optimal force employment profile. The mathematical model that
implements the theory thus enables us to determine optimal force employment choices
internally to the model, and consequently to re-optimize the two sides' choices to fit
changing circumstances as other variables change. The model can of course be
constrained to consider only a limited range of employment choices for either side, or
even to predetermine those choices if desired. But an important property of the model is
that it enables us to provide for optimal adaptation of force employment as force levels
change, and to reflect the effect of such adaptation on the relationship between force to
space ratios and combat results.
Figure 1-2 illustrates the significance of force employment adaptation by plotting
model output for two cases. The first, or base case, is identical to the curve in Figure I-1.
It assumes that blue adapts its force employment optimally to suit the demands of
23 It is also conceivable, especially at very low force to space ratios, that a potential invader could instead
adopt what Archer Jones has termed a "raiding strategy," in which invading armies seek not to defeat
the opposing army as a means of asserting control over the opponent's territory, but rather to avoid
contact with the opposing ground forces while penetrating deeply enough to destroy the opponent's
economic and political infrastructure for coercive purposes. See Archer Jones, The Art of War in the
ster Wrld (Chicago: University of nlinois Press, 1987), pp. 666-667 (such an objective is also
similar in many ways to the aims articulated by early airpower advocates; for a concise survey, see
David MacIsaac, "Voices from the Central Blue: The Air Power Theorists," in Peter Paret, ed., Make
of Modern Srnte (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), pp. 624-647). As a point of
departure, however, we will limit our consideration here to the more taditional objective of seizure and
control of opposing territory.
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decreasing force density. The second, or "Constrained Blue Employment" case, restricts
the range of force employment choices available to the defender. In particular, blue is
limited to a defensive depth roughly equivalent to that of blue's optimal choice at the
45,000 AFVE force level.24 The constraint thus amounts to an assumption that blue fails
to adapt as force levels fall, employing its forces in roughly the same depth regardless of
the force to space ratio. Red force employment, on the other hand, is unconstrained; thus

I
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red adapts while blue (at least with respect to depth) does not.
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Figure 1-2. The Effect of Force Employment Constralntr

The result of these constraints is that net territorial gain diverges from the base
case almost immediately as force levels fall. Once the force to space ratio falls below
about 40,000 AFVEs in the theater, the blue defense effectively collapses, and red breaks
through consistently until force levels fall to the point where neither side has meaningful
forces in the theater.

specifically, blue's predeployed depth is capped at 10 kilometers (the optimal blue choice for a
force level of 45,000 AFVEs), and blue's withdrawal fraction (which determines blue's "rolling depth,"
in addition to the static or "predeployed" depth) is capped at 0.78 (i.e., no more thm 50 percent higher
than the optimal blue choice at 45,000 AFVEs). For a more detailed discussion of depth in VFM, see
appendices C and E.

24 More
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This excursion result corresponds very closely to the threshold conception
depicted in Figure I- lA. In effect, if we do not explicitly account for the role of changing
defender force employment, then the theater dynamics described above are consistent
with the public debate on the force to space ratio effect. If we consider the defender's
potential to adapt doctrinally, however, we obtain very different results. In particular, we
obtain a relationship without an identifiable minimum and in which the net effect of a
lower force to space ratio is much less dramatic and much less problematic for the
defender. Put somewhat differently, the treatment in the public debate can be seen in this
light as a special case of a more general relationship-and a special case in which blue's
prospects are unnecessarily grim. Defense at low force levels could thus be substantially
more effective than the debate suggests if blue, and not just red, adapts its force
employment to suit the demands of a lower density battlefield.

U

The nature of the adaptation required is depicted graphically in Figures 1-3, 1-4,
and 1-5, which show optimal force employment choices as a function of the force to space
ratio as computed by the model for the base case considered above.25

Figure 1-3 gives the defender's optimal solution for depth of initial deployment (or
predeployed depth) as a function of the force to space ratio.26 Optimal predeployed depth

25 These optima, however, should properly be regardeds first order approximations. The VFM code does
not analytically solve for rue optima; rather, numerical techniques are used to approximate those
optima within user-deterimined constraints on computer run time. As run time is increased, approximation accuracy is improved, but only in the limit is the true optimum obtained (note also that as
approximation accuracy is increased, the curves depicted in figures 1-3 through 1-5 typically become
smoother, for a more detailed treatment of approximation accuracy, see appendix F). Perhaps more
importantly, the current version of the VFM code makes a number of simplifying assumptions in order
to facilitate computation and reduce run time. In particular, Red's assault fromge and Blue's counterattack frontage and velocity are exogenously determined on the basis of standard planning factors or

observed performance of the code rather than optimized endogenously. As a consequence, the
resulting optima in some cases display more extreme variation as a function of force density than

would be the case if these variables were treated endogenously. (Blue's optimal count•etck velocity,
for example, falls very steeply above a force density of about 12,000 AFVEs in the theater. If blue
were free to reduce counterattack assault velocity as force density increase, the slope of this curve
would be less steep, and it is likely that the minimum counterattack fraction would not fall all the way
to 0.01 as is depicted in figure 1-4.) The importance ot the results in figures 1-3 through 1-5 is thus not
so much the specific values depicted-which are necessarily initial appioximations-but more the
nature and direction of change illustrated, and in the nature arid importance of their effects on net

territorial gain.

26Total depth includes both initial, or predeployed depth, (as shown here) and roiling depth obtained via
withdrawal of those predeployed forces. For optimal withdrawal fractions, see figure 14 mad the
associated discussion below; for a more detailed treatment of both roling and predeployed depth, see

appendix C.
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is greatest at low force to space ratios, and smallest at high force to space ratios. Depth
buys time for defensive reserves to arrive at the point of attack and tends to erode the
efficiency of attackers that must advance over extended distances under the constant
threat of tire from concealed defensive positions. Depth thus makes breakthrough harder
for attackers. Depth also spreads defenders away from the frontier, however, and thus
puts fewer defenders simultaneously within range of any given assault echelon. Deeper

I
3
3
3

defenses thus make it harder for attackers to break through, but at the price of making it
harder for defenders to halt an attacker quickly near the frontier. At low force to space
ratios, the threat of attacker breakthrough is highest, and the opportunity to bring the
attacker to a quick halt near the frontier is low anyway. Under these circumstances, depth
is most valuable. At high force to space ratios, attackers are less likely to break through,
and a less spread-out defense has an opportunity to impose an early halt on a terrainlimited attacker. Depth is least valuable under these conditions.
Figure 1-4 gives the defender's optimal solutions for the fraction of total forces to

I

be committed forward, the fraction of total reserves to be allocated to counterattack, and
the residual force level (as a fraction of initial strength) at which blue tactical defenders
are withdrawn from a given defensive position (and thus blue's ability to add to the
defense's predeployed depth by "rolling with the punch" and giving ground). Optimal
forward allocations are lowest at low force to space ratios. At low force to space ratios,
blue cannot create a forward defense heavy enough to halt red quickly, even if blue

23

allocates his entire force forward. Because blue must defend the length of the frontier, his
forces are spread too thinly to meet red's concentrated attack at anything like even oddsand if he attempts to halt red at the frontier with a heavy forward allocation, blue will

then lack the reserves required to counterconcentrate over time. The result of a high blue
forward fraction at low force to space ratios is thus likely to be a red breakthrough.
Under these circumstances, blue is better off accepting some loss of territory while
amassing reserves, rather than trying to stop red too quickly and suffering catastrophic
rupture of a forward defense too thin to enforce an immediate halt. A low forward
fraction (with a correspondingly large reserve) thus provides a better outcome for blue at
low force to space ratios than does a high forward fraction.

i

I

3
3

At high force densities, on the other hand, blue has an opportunity to halt red
quickly by meeting red's terrain-constrained assault with a heavier forward defense. With
a larger theater force available to him, blue can now create a sizeable defense along the
entire front. Red's theater force is also larger, but terrain constraints prevent him from
using it all immediately at the point of attack. Blue can thus afford to deploy more of his
forces forward, and thus yield less ground prior to final counterconcentration, when
theater force levels are higher. Higher force to space ratios thus encourage higher
forward fractions for blue.27
Optimal counterattack fractions, on the other hand, are highest at low force to
space ratios and lowest at high force densities. In general, the dynamics described above
imply that the lower the defensive force density, the harder tactical defense becomes
relative to tactical attack. While this is true for blue's theater defense, it is also true for

3
3

red's flank defense. In effect, at high force levels, flank defense is relatively easy for red.
Blue thus has an incentive to use his reserves for passive reinforcement rather than coun-

terattacking an easily defended flank. At low force levels, however, flank defense is
difficult for red, giving blue an incentive to devote an increasing fraction of his reserves

27

Moreover, dte higher the theater force-to-force ratio, the lower the optmm forward fration for blue.

I

Here, with an asumned theater force-to-force ratio of 1:1, blue's optimal forward fraction approaches
0.8 for force levels in excess of 50,000 AFVEs per 850 la. At a theater force to force ratio of 1.75:1,
by contrast, blue's optimal forward fraction is under OA at 50,000 AFVEs per 850 kn. It should also
be noted that "reserves" as discussed here include any blue forces present in the theater capable of rapid

lateral redeployment (in effect, croacop or even cross-divisio movenent). By this definition, all
divion and corps-m well as army group or theater-reserves me included in the "resrve" total (and
thus excluded from the forces considered "forward committed."). For a wme detailed discussion of

reserves in VFM.

e appendices C and E
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to counterattacking this more vulnerable flank as the theater force to space ratio
decreases.
Optimal withdrawal fractions are likewise inversely related to the force to space
ratio. Withdrawal adds "rolling depth" to a defense by enabling defenders who survive a
given tactical engagement to fall back to rearward positions from which further resistance
can be offered. Inasmuch as these rearward positions are not fully occupied at the outset,
this process of withdrawal thus increases the effective depth of the defended zone beyond
that of the defender's predeployed positions. The earlier the withdrawal order is given,
the larger will be the number of surviving defenders available for redeployment in this
way, and the greater the resulting overall depth of the defense. By the same token,

however, the earlier the defender withdraws from a position, the lighter the casualty toll
the attacker must pay in order to take that position. Rolling depth via withdrawal thus
comes only at the price of lower attacker casualties per kilometer of ground taken. Where
depth is most important for the defense, this price is most worth paying. As argued
above, the lower the force to space ratio, the more essential is depth to the defender's
ability to hold. Thus, optimal withdrawal fractions are highest at low force densities and
lowest at high densities (where less overall depth is required).
Figure 1-5 gives the attacker's optimal velocity (in kilometers per hour) as a function of the theater force to space ratio. 28 Red's optimal velocity choice is also inversely
related to force density. At low force to space ratios, blue depends heavily on reserve
arrivals and mounts a relatively weak forward defense (assuming optimal blue employ-

Sment choices as described above).

Red thus has an incentive to advance rapidly so as to

penetrate as far as possible before those reserves arrive at the point of attack; moreover,
the casualty price to be paid for that rapid advance is relatively low while blue's initial

forward defense is weak. Conversely, at high force to space ratios, blue generally relies
less on reserve arrivals over time and deploys a stronger initial forward defense. Red thus
simultaneously faces a higher casualty price for rapid advance and has less incentive to

advance rapidly in order to avert blue reserve arrivals. Thus the velocity choice that

28For the curnmt version of VFM, velocity is the only anacker force employment choice optimized within
the model; attacker frontage is trated exogenously as a function of theater force size by reference to
stumdard planning factors (see appendices C and E). While the theory is sumctr•ed in such a way as to
make endogenous rentment of macker frontage possible, this is not implemented as such in this initial

code.
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maximizes net territorial gain for red is highest at low force to space ratios and lowest at
high force densities.
As a whole, then, the theory suggests a gradual transition in blue's optimal force
employment from a relatively shallow, forward-oriented posture at high force to space
ratios to a deeper, more counterattack-oriented posture with a higher fraction of available
forces in theater reserve at low force levels. For red, the theory suggests a transition from
a high velocity offensive at low force levels to a more deliberate, slower paced attack at
high force densities. In more traditional terms, the theory describes, in effect, a gradual
shift from a stiff blue positional defense at one extreme to an elastic delay-in-depth with
reliance on a large counteroffensive reserve force at the other extreme. When blue
employs available forces in this manner, optimal red employment resembles the
traditional blitzkrieg only at very low force densities-and even here, the defensive
combination of depth and counterattack makes such a posture unlikely to break through.
If both sides are free to optimize, the net result of these adaptations is a modest increase
in red's net territorial gain as force levels decline--until blue's increasing counterattack
threat limits red's ability to hold seized ground, and net territorial gains fall accordingly.3

I
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a. The Effects of Force to Force Ratios
As suggested above, the relationship between force density and combat outcomes
is affected by a variety of intervening variables. Figure 1-6 illustrates the effect of
perhaps the taost obvious of these, the red:blue theater force to force ratio (ffr). Whereas
the ffr was held constant at a value of 1:1 in Figures I-I through 1-5, here it is varied
systematically between a maximum of 2:1 and a minimum of parity.

29

Of course, this representation is necessarily an abstract one; the actual implementation of doctrinal
change requires answers to a wealth of detailed operational, logistical and command and control
questions not directly addressed here. In a NATO context, for example, changes such as those depicted
in Figures 1-3 to 1-5 would almost certainly require a variety of modifications in Alliance military
organization if they are to be fully effective. Increased emphasis on theater-level counterattack or
cross-corps reinforcement, for example, would be complicated by NATO's current "layer cake" corps
structure, and by the inconsistent interoperability of NATO materiel and command procedures. The
purpose of these assessments, however, is less to provide a detailed list of required changes in
procedures or organizations than it is to develop an overview of the nature of the required change and
the magnitude of its potential effect on outcomes. To these questions, the aiswers provided by Figures
i-I to 1-5 are depth, reserves, and counterattack--and a moderate impact for decreased force-to-space
ratios if these changes we realized.
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Figure 1-6. The Effect of Force to Force Ratio

For each of the resulting curves, reducing force density for a constant ffr hurts the
defender (at least for force levels above about 10-15,000 blue AFVEs). But there exist
many combinations of changes in ffr and changes in force to space ratios that leave blue
better off as a package. If, for example, blue were to move from an initial condition of a
2:1 ffr at a force level of about 50,000 AFVEs to parity at a force level 50 percent smaller
than this, net territorial gain would actually decrease from 100 to under 50 kilometers.

3
3~m

b. The Effects of Barrier Defenses
Another intervening variable is terrain-and in particular, man-made terrain in the
form of barrier defenses. The base case assumes a nominal defensive obstacle system
capable of increasing attacker losses (for a given assault speed) by 50 percent relative to a
defense with no barriers. Figure I-7 depicts the effects of more extensive obstacle
deployments by comparing the base case results described above with two excursion
cases representing the addition to the base case obstacles of two notional packages of
barrier defenses of increasing magnitude.
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Figure 1-7. The Effect of Barrier Defense
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The U.S. Army has done a number of studies to estimate the potential impact of
improved barrier defenses. In particular, a study done at the Army Training and Doctrine
Command's Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA) in 1978 concluded that a particular
combination of protective construction, camouflage and minefields could produce over a
100 percent improvement in nominal loss exchange ratios for a typical small unit
engagement at a given attack velocity and local force to force raio.30 Case A in Figure
1-7 represents the substitution of a package corresponding to that considered by
TRASANA for the less extensive barrier assumed in the base case. Case B represents the

3

substitution of an even more extensive package corresponding to an almost 200 percent
improvement in local loss exchange ratios.

i

Of course, more extensive barriers improve blue defensive performance: both
excursion cases produce lower net territorial gain than the base case for all force to space
ratios. Note, however, that improving barrier performance by about a factor of three
(case B in Figure 1-7) did not reduce red's net territorial gain by a factor of three at low

I

3

force densities. Just as blue is able to mitigate the negative effects of decreased force
density through changes in force employment, so red is able here to reduce the impact of
Depaent of the Army, United States Army Training and Doctrine Command Systems Analysis
30
Activity, Effects of Barriers in a Combat Environment (White Sands, NME TRASANA, 1978), as
referenced in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineer Studies Center, Survivablity--The Effort and
Ihmthyff, R-81-8, June 1981, pp. 21-23.
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blue's barrier deployment by changing the way red's forces are used. In this case, red's
optimal velocity fell from a value of 1.6 kilometers per hour at a force density of 20,000
AFVEs in the theater in the base case to about 0.9 kilometers per hour in case B. The
slower rate of advance allows for a more extensive and better-prepared barrier clearance
effort to support the red assault. By pausing long enough to discover barrier systems by
advance reconnaissance, to deploy the combat engineers required to conduct a deliberate
breach, and to support the clearance elements with a more extensive smoke and fire

3
3

support preparation, red is able to reduce his losses relative to the nominal casualties
estimated by TRASANA for a constant velocity attack. On balance, red is still worse off
as a result of blue's barrier deployment (since red's decreased velocity permits blue to
deliver more reserves to the point of attack for any given red advance distance). The
degree of change, however, is substantially smaller as a result of red's ability to adapt
force employment to suit changing circumstance.
c. The Effect of Tactical Warning

3

The basic theater dynamics described above assumed that the blue defender knew
nothing of the location of red's point of attack prior to red actually crossing the border. In
effect, only once the attack was under way could blue begin to counterconcentrate-and
even then, reserves could not begin to move until commanders had had time to formulate
plans, disseminate orders, and organize the forces to be moved in road march order from
hidden positions in dispersed assembly areas. In the base case, it is therefore assumed
that reserve movement toward the point of attack cannot commence until about four hours
red begins the main attack. 3 1 But what if the defender has some tactical warning-

Safter

3 1 See

Statement of General Fred K. Mahaffey, Director, Requirements Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations and Plans in DeMtent of Defense Authorization for AtmgrAtws for Fiscal
1981- Hearinn Before the Committee on Armed Services United States Senate. Ninety Sixth Conmg

Second Session- Part 5 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), p. 3030. General
Mahaffey estimates three hours of command and control time required from the moment a decision is

reached by higher command to begin counterconcentration to the time a brigade or larger reserve
formation could be given movement orders; in addition, we assume here that one hour is required for
the theater commander to process the necessary data and make that decision. Thus, if the stimulus for
action is the initiation of the red attack, it follows that reserve units would receive movement orders
four hours after the attack begins. Of course, this assumes that the blue theater commander has
positively identified the true point of attack as of the time that attack begins. It is possible that riskaverse commanders could take more time to be certain that feints had not been mistaken for real
attacks, or to discern with greater confidence the intended direction of the real attack (and thus the
appropriate deployment point for the arriving reserves).

U
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that is, intelligence on the location of the main attack sufficient to enable counterconcentration to begin prior to the onset of the attack itself? 32
Figure 1-8 answers this question by comparing the base case with three excursions
representing improvements in tactical warning sufficient to enable blue to begin moving
reserves 12, 24, and 36 hours prior to red's actual attack. The result of these improvements in warning is to flatten the relationship between force to space ratios and net territorial gain. In fact, if blue has enough advance warning of the location of red's attack, the
force to space ratio effect disappears almost entirely for force to space ratios between
about 5,000 and 35,000 blue AFVEs in the theater (and the effect of reductions below that
level is to reduce, not increase, red's net territorial gain). It is far from clear that tactical
warning on this order is a realistic possibility; red could, for example, redirect its lead
forces onto an alternative axis of advance with less than the 36 hours of visible warning
time that is assumed for the third excursion case here. Nevertheless, it is important to
recognize the crucial role of warning time assumptions in any estimate of the effects of
force to space ratios--and it is important to note, the potential utility of improvements in
warning for improving a defender's ability to cope with the demands of a lower density

I
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battlefield.

I

I
32 Note that we refer here not just to indications that an attack is imminent, but to more specific
battlefield
intelligence as to where that attack will fall and in what relative strength (for a less restrictive
definition, see Richard K. Betts,
. Atak (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1982), pp. 4-5). This
is very different from strategic warning-meaning intelligence indications that an opponent is
preparing for war. Tactical warning times ar typically much shorter, and tactical warning of the sort
described here can be substantially more difficult to obtain. Moreover, as noted above, advance
tactical warning indications may or may not be immediately acted upon by a theater commander, since

the consequences of committing reserves against a feint could well be to lose any chance of
disengaging them in time to affect the outcoir
the real point of attack. An additional advantage of

I

defensive depth in this context is that it gives , u-anders time to distinguish feints from real attacks
by observing differences in penetration distances rather than by reliance on intelligence indicators
alonle, and thus permits higher confidence decision making.
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Figure I-8. The Effect of Tactical Warning
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D. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
In short, then, force to space ratios do affect combat results, but theory suggests
that as long as the defender adapts its force employment, this relationship is continuous,
smooth, and shallow. There is no single "minimum" force to space ratio for effective
defense, and the relationship as a whole is relatively weaL Moreover, the effect of force
density on combat results depends on a variety of other variables, including the force to
force ratio, the prevailing weapon mix, terrain, and of course, force employment. As a
result, the defender can mitigate much of the potential negative effect of reduced force
levels through policy initiatives designed, for example, to improve tactical warning or
strengthen existing barrier defenses. Even without such initiatives, lower force levels
need not prove catastrophic given appropriate adaptation of defensive force employment,
but policy options are available for reducing the military impact of force reductions
should one wish to do so.
If this is the nature of the underlying phenomenon, then what are its implications
for policy? To answer this question, we will focus on two policy issues in particular:.
deep cuts in European conventional forces (whether negotiated or unilateral), and NATO
strategy.
1.

European Force Reductions
With respect to European force levels, the most important implication of the

theory is that there is no identifiable minimum force to space ratio to provide a floor on

31
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force density for effective defense. While lower force levels do favor attackers for a
substantial range of potential reductions, the magnitude of this effect need not be large.
In general, then, we should expect that the military consequences of force reductions

per se would be relatively modest-and may even be advantageous for certain
combinations of force cuts and changes in the East-West balance or the weapons with
which the forces are equipped.
More specifically, the theory's implications for particular NATO reduction options
are summarized in Table I-1. As a baseline for comparison, the VFM model was used to
compute a predicted outcome for a case corresponding to the NATO-Warsaw Pact
balance as of late 1988, prior to Gorbachev's announcement of unilateral Soviet force
reductions. Although the force levels that either side would actually bring to a conflict
are inherently uncertain, it was assumed as a basis for analysis that the Warsaw Pact
could mount an attack with some 70,000 AFVEs within about 2 weeks of mobilization.
With comparable mobilization time, NATO was assumed to be capable of meeting this
attack with about 43,000 AFVEs.33 Given the weapon mixes available to the two sides in
1988, and optimal force employment by each side, the outcome calculated by the VFM
3
model suggests a potential Pact ground gain of somewhat more than 70 kilometers. 4

SFor force levels, see Gray, op. CiL For a general discussion of the problem of uncertainty in assessing
force levels, see Stephen D. Biddle, "The European Conventional Balance: A Reinterpr
ion of the
Debt," Survival, MarchlApril 1988, pp. 99-121.
34 With the resulting force employment optima being, for NATO, a forward fraction of 0.42, a predeployed
depth of 26.5 kdlometers, a withdrawal fraction of 0.68, mid an allocation of about I percent of theater
reserves to counterattack; and for the Pact, an optimal assault velocity of I.A kilometers per hour.
For NATO, these computed optima are in fact broadly consistent with NATO's actual employment
profile in 1988. Of 124 available central front brigades, for example, NATO was expected to hold
about 56 in either corps or army group reserve (corresponding to a forward fraction of about 0.45; see
Gray, op. cit.). Perhaps 21 of these brigades belonged to either the U.S. m Corps or the French First

Army (counting each smaller French division as the equivalent
l ofe
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U.S. brtiade) and would thus

have been considered for use in counterattec
but it is not cleia what fonetiU.
bgeof
fo)mes would
actually have bee employed in this role. While the number would surely have been greater than one
percent of the total theater reserve, it would probably have been less than 20 perceanL Finally, the
predeployed depth computed as the optimum above would certainly not have exceeded the bounds of
NATO's existing plans for a "main battle area" of between 40 and 70 kilometers depth (see David C.
Isby amd Charles Kamps, Jr., Armies of NATO's Central Frn (New York aid London: Janes, 1985),
pp. 199-209,265-175).
For the Pact, the computed optimum assault velocity of 1.4 kilometers per hour is significantly slower
than that implied by the Soviets' own 1988 doctrine.-which in terms of our definition of assault
velocity (see appendix C) comes to between 2.3 and 4 kilometers per hour. This corresponds to die net
closure rate implied by a 25 to 50 minute fire support preparation followed by a 12 kilometer per hour
regimental advance in two echelons, followed by support and command elements, over an assumed
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Table I-1. European Force Reduction Outcomes

3
3

Scenario
_

_

_

_

_

_

Net Territorial Gain
_

_

_

_(kmn)

1988 Force Levels

72

Post CFE Force Levels

31

50% of CFE Force Levels

54

25% of CFE Force Levels

52

100% of CFE Force Levels,
Eastern Europe Neutral

3

25% of CFE Force Levels,
Eastern Europe Neutral

8

NATO at 50% of CFE Force Level,
USSR at 100% of CFE Force Level,
Eastern Europe Neutral

116

While it is difficult to say whether this outcome would or would not have met Soviet war
aims in an invasion of the West, it clearly does not represent either the complete collapse
of the NATO defense or the annihilation of the Soviet attacker. Rather, at the high force
density of the 1988 deployments, NATO's defenses perform well enough to contain the

I
distance corresponding to a five kilometer average searation between NATO defended positions in

depth; see Headquarters, Department of the Army. FM 100-2-1 The Soviet Army: Oeations and

TctirA (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, July 1984), pp. 5-17, 5-22, 5-27. Against the computed NATO
optimum employment profile, a Pact assault velocity in excess of 23 kilometers per hour produces

excessive casualties at the point of attack without pemiting a cmmensue increase int he rate at
which the attacker actually penetrates the defense, with rmelting net territorial gain of less than 60
kilometers; increasing assault velocity to 4 kiretes per hour reduces territorial ins to only 32

kilometers. There is some evidence that the Soviets themselves wer coming to similar coaclusons in
the late 1980s and were consequently moving in the direcon of a less tenk-heavy, mre infamy and
combined arms oriented oraiaion and doctrine as a means of penetrating what they perceived to be
an icreasingly dense NATO defense (for a more detailed discussion see appendix B). In ou terms,
this would imply a slower average amult velocity (note dat *amult velocity,* or the ckime rate of
auault formes with defended positions at the tactical level mad rate of advance, or the overall rate at
which the invader takes ground, ae not necessarily the -ine quantity-t4he discusion above pertains
solely to the former. For a nmoe detailed treatment of the distinction, see appendix C).

3
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Soviet offensive-even at an adverse force to force ratio-but not without some loss of
territory.

1

If we instead assume forces corresponding to the Central Front's share of the CFE
35 CFE I
treaty limits, then the Soviets' potential ground gain falls to 31 kilometers.
reduces NATO's force to space ratio (from 43,000 AFVEs in the theater at D-day to about
37,000), but compensates for this modest density reduction with a major reduction in the
theater force to force ratio (from 1.65:1 to 1:1). The net result of the two changes is that
the invader-favorable effect of a somewhat lower force to space ratio is more than offset
by the defender-favorable effect of a much lower force to force ratio, with the cumulative
consequence being a substantial reduction in the net territorial gain predicted by the

theory.

I

3
5
3

Of course, the forces permitted under CFE I will not necessarily be maintained by
either side in coming years. If we assume further reductions to 50, and to 25 percent of
CFE I force levels on both sides, the predicted ground gain increases relative to the CFE I
outcome. In neither case, however, does the reduced force density produce a Soviet
breakthrough-and in neither case does the predicted outcome resemble a catastrophic
failure of the NATO defense. Whereas CFE I cuts both the force to space and the force to
force ratio, the further reductions considered here affect only the ratio of force to space--the balance between NATO and Pact forces is assumed to remain constant at 1:1 as
further cuts are implemented. As we have seen, the theory suggests that lower force to
space ratios can increase net territorial gains, but that mutual force reductions eventually
leave attackers without sufficient forces to hold the ground they take. Thus a mutual 50
percent force cut from CFE I levels increases the Soviets' potential gains by some 23

I

5

kilometers, but a further cut to 25 percent of CFE I actually decreases net gains slightly.
With the effective dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, however, it is not clear that a
NATO-WTO conflict at CFE force levels is necessarily the most important case. Many
possible alternatives could be posited; for illustrative purposes, we will focus here on the
possibility of a future NATO-USSR conflict in which the East European states of Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria remain neutral, but do not contest
Soviet transit of their territory prior to its initiating hostilities with the West. Two variations of this scenario have been examined: one in which NATO ana the USSR each

3

For corresponding force levels, see Gray, op. cit.
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commit forces equivalent to their respective CFE limits, and one in which a combination

U.

of further force reductions and other contingencies prevents either side from committing
more than 25 percent of its CFE ceiling to a potential conflict. In addition, we have

13

3

examined an asymmetric reduction scenario in which NATO reduces its forces to a level
50 percent below its CFE ceiling, but the USSR commits a force equivalent to its ceiling

under the treaty.
The results of these analyses suggest that an unassisted Soviet attack would have
little success against a united NATO defense regardless of force level-that is, regardless

£of

the force to space ratio--as long as further reductions are not too asymmetric. Even at
25 percent of the respective CFE limits, the potential Soviet ground gain is less than a

I

3
3
3

dozen kilometers when both sides reduce proportionally. Without East European support,
a Soviet attack at the CFE sublimit force level would be substantially outnumbered by a
unified NATO defense.36 An outnumbered attacker faces a difficult military problem
against reasonably employed defensive forces at any force level. 37 If, however, NATO
reduces significantly faster or further than the USSR, then the potential territorial gain in
the event of a Soviet attack could increase substantially. Such circumstances combine the
effects of a lower force to space ratio and a higher force to force ratio, and can produce
territorial gains in excess of 100 kilometers if, for example, the Soviets commit forces
equal to their CFE limit against a NATO force reduced to 50 percent of that limit
Overall, then, the theory suggests that NATO can cope with even very deep cuts
in force levels. For these results to obtain, however, NATO reductions must be accompanied by cuts in Soviet forces, and NATO force employment must suit the demands of a
lower density battlefield. If NATO military doctrines remain unchanged as force levels
fall, theory suggests an increasing risk of breakthrough as force levels fall below the CFE
level. To minimize this risk, NATO militaries will have to deepen forward defensive

I

36

Fighting alone against a unified NATO, with only the formes permitted it in the Atlantic-to-Urals
(ATMU) region, the Soviet Union could expect only a 0.66:1 theaterwi•e attacke.defender force to
force ratio. Of course, the Soviets could, if strategic circumstances pennit, reallocate forces from
outside the ATrU region in the event of a war in the West. For an illustrative example of the
conseuences of force imbalances at lower force levels, see discussion below. On the general problem
of diplomatic and political uncertainty in the determination of theater force levels, see Biddle, op. cit.,
pp. 99-121.
Even outnumbered aawkers can succeed, however, if defenders employ their forces poorly. Even at an
adverse theater force to force ratio of 0.66:1 as assumed here, for example, the Soviets could still bmik
through the NATO defense if NATO were to fight a rigid defense in place (i.e., a withdrawal fracion
of 0) at a predeployed depth of less than 20 kilometers (assuming a counterattack fraction of one
percent, and a forward fraction of 0.4. as per the optimal 1988 NATO employment).
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positions, hold a larger fraction of total forces in reserve, and use more of those reserves
for counterattack than today. 38 Such changes may require different training and may be
more demanding of the skills of commanders and their troops than current doctrine.
Alternatively, if NATO force levels fall significantly faster or further than those of
the Soviet Union, then the combination of a lower force to space ratio and a higher theater
force to force ratio could leave NATO militarily worse off than it was in 1988-even if
NATO employs its forces optimally. 39 For deep cuts to be sustainable militarily, it is thus
important that these cuts be two-sided in nature.

There seems little reason to believe, however, that these two conditions could not
be met. With respect to opposing force levels, the unification of Germany and the
effective dissolution of the Warsaw Pact have already produced a major reduction in the

I
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forces potentially available for any attack on NATO. In combination with ongoing unilateral cutbacks in Soviet and East European armies, it seems likely that the size of any
potential attack force will continue to fall in coming years. Moreover, the ongoing arms

control process provides a formal mechanism by which NATO can both establish a
ceiling on future Soviet force levels, and verify those force levels to its own satisfaction.
With respect to changes in NATO force employment, it is important to recognize

that, although their influence on outcomes is potentially large, the changes themselves
constitute differences of degree, not of kind, relative to current practice. Any military
38
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In particular, were NATO to maintain the employment profile computed to be optimal for the 1988
conditions of a 1.65:1 theater force to force ratio at a NATO force level of 43,000 AFVEs, then the
theory predicts that NATO could avert breakthrough for deep force reductions at theater parity, but
with unnecessarily high net territorial gains in dhe event of attack, and very little margin for error. (in
effect, the advantage of a force to force ratio reduction from 1.65:1 to 1:1 enables the force
employment choices which are optimal at 43,000 AFVEs to be acceptable, if sub-optimal, at, e.g.,
18,500 AFVEs. By contrast, the force employment choices which are optimal for the post-CFE

U

conditions of parity at 37,000 AFVEs would produce breakthrough at a force level of 18,500 AFVEs-

39

i.e., without any further offsetting improvement in the theater force to force ratio.) As a general rule,
for a constant force to force ratio, lower force to splace ratio came force employment optima to shift in
the direction of larger fractions of theater force in reserve, larger fractions of theater reserves in
counterattack, deeper initial deployment of those forces committed forward, and a higher withdrawal
fraction for forward-committed forces. Such a shift cold provide a substantially increased margin for
error under conditions of low battlefield force densities.
Assuming, of course, that the Red Army constitutes a disciplined, coherent force capable of posing a
serious military threat, which is by no means a certainty for the post-Cold War ema. If so, however, a
combination of numerical imbalance at lower force levels and ill-suited force employment choices
could have particularly severe military consequences in the event of an attack. I, for example, the
Soviets committed forces equal to their CFE limit against a NAIO force reduced to 50 peremt of that
limit, and NATO defended with a pre-CFE operational doctrine, the predicted result would be a clean
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doctrine consists of both static and mobile, active and passive, and forward and reserve
elements. All modem armies are trained to counterattack and to reinforce; all modern
armies deploy forces forward and withhold mobile reserves; and all modern armies
conduct delays and practice defenses-in-place. The particular balance differs from doctrine to doctrine, but the underlying elementr are common to all. Thus, the adaptation

3
5

1
3

described here does not represent a wholly novel approach to force employment, but
rather amounts to a change in emphasis among functions already present in the opera-

tional repertoire of current NATO military organizations. 40 Such changes in emphasis
are a normal part of an army's response to ongoing developments in technology, threat,
and strategic circumstance; the U.S. Army, for example, has already changed its official
doctrine four times since 1945,41 and is in the process of a fifth major modification
now.42 There is every reason to believe that further doctrinal development would eventually proceed in all NATO armies as a natural consequence of an Alliance decision to
reduce its forces. While this process requires conscious effort on the part of both military
and civilian organizations-especially given the pace of ongoing changes in European
security relationships, it is thus more reasonable to assume doctrinal change than to
assume that armies would operate identically on high and low density battlefields.
Deep cuts in force levels thus need not undermine effective conventional defense.
This does not necessarily mean that any given reduction proposal should be adopted,
however. There are larger questions of alliance politics and national foreign policy goals

that must be addressed before a sound decision can be reached on the force level that best
suits U.S. and NATO interests.

I
breakthrough (as opposed to the 115 kilomeer ground gain rored in Table I-1) €e without the

of the East European states in the attwk.
40puriacipabion
See

5

note 29 above for a more detailed description of the indicated change.
41 Specifically, the introduction of the Pentomic Division in 1956, the Reorganized Armored Division
(ROAD) concept in 1962, the Active Defense in 1976, and the ArLand Battle in 1982; and not
including the many less sweeping modifcaktions of doctrine between these formal revisions, or the ihift

in amphasis owrd c

tbhatchmactmised the Vietmnm era. See, for example, Robert A.

Doughty, The Evolution of US- Army Tactical Doctrine. 1946-76 (Ft. Leavenworth, KS: Combat
Studies Institute), Leavenworth Paper No. 1, esp. pp. 12-25, 40-50, and Romjue, op. ciL See also Paid

HL Habe, Toward lte e Avilable T

I

Mae Writin r of Field Mo-nol IM, - "ono.. u•=- by

the United Stat: Arm- 1973-1976, Ph.d dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1985; and Wass de

Czege amd Holder, op. cit., pp. 53-70.
42 See, for exampe, "Caling the Shots," &imx.Iimz November 26,1990, pp. 22.24,61.
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What this does mean is that deep cuts in European force levels are primarily a
political, rather than a military question. If we conclude that major reductions in forces
are in our larger national interest, then the results of this study suggest that the military
effects of those reductions can be managed. Whether they should be managed is not a
question that can be answered on the basis of a military analysis.

I
U

2.

3

Alliance Strategy

A second policy issue of immediate significance for U.S. decision making concerns the validity of NATO strategy in an era of lower force levels. Since 1967, NATO
strategy has consisted of two key elements: a nuclear strategy of Flexible Response and a

3

conventional strategy of Forward Defense. Each is now being re-evaluated in light of the
diminished threat from the Soviet Union. In the case of Forward Defense, however, this

re-evaluation is motivated not only by changing threat perception, but also by changing
perceptions of the military capacity of a reduced Western force structure. In particular, it
has been widely suggested that deep force cuts will make Forward Defense impossible-

even given corresponding reductions in Soviet forces. Consequently, it is argued, the

3

Alliance must renounce the strategy of Forward Defense, and begin deliberations to
define an alternative which would be better-suited to the demands of a low density
battlefield.
The theory advanced here, however, suggests that the defensive potential of a

5

reduced NATO force structure need not be substantially lower than that of today-and
that there is consequently no military need to abandon the underlying aims embodied in
the strategy of Forward Defense. This is not to suggest that sweeping change in the
institutional underpinnings of European security either is or is not required by the
demands of the post-Cold War world, and it is certainly not to suggest that NATO's
military posture can be left unchanged in response to these developments. Profound
change in many aspects of NATO's posture will clearly be required. 3 Moreover, the

I

3

Alliance is very likely to abandon the term "Forward Defense" as a description of its

SAt a minimum, the "layer cake" arrangement of national corps sectors will almost cetainly be
elimiate the level of multinmidonal military itegratio will almost crainly be lowered hom the
cwrmet system of multiational army groups to the level of multintionl corps or even divisiom nd
the theater c3 system for coordinmatimg the maneuver of Alliane forces will almost certinly require

bsitatial modiicaton [on the lahe point in piuculmr, see Paul Swtu, QinmM3
(Wadiingon D.C.: Brookig, fthcoming)).
.m
Setgu ims okxSwab
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wartime aims.44 But it is important to recognize that these changes need not undermine
the substance of the political commitment embodied by the strategy of Forward Defense
as the Alliance has understood it for the past two decades-and indeed, it is highly likely
that this commitment can in the future be met at substantially lower levels of conven-

I

tional forces.
To substantiate this contention, we must answer two questions: What is Forward
Defense, and what has it meant in specific military terms? Will deep cuts in NATO's

5

military forces compel NATO to adopt a posture fundamentally inconsistent with that

5
3

As for the first of these questions, Forward Defense is a declaratory policy
describing the broad aims of Alliance strategy in the event of war-it is not a specific

meaning?

operational doctrine for the employment of military forces. On the contrary, in NATO,
operational doctrine is a national, not an Alliance, responsibility. NATO in fact has 16
different operational doctrines governing the actual use of the forces assigned to it. The
American doctrine of AirLand Battle, for example, is unique to the U.S. Army. The
British Army of the Rhine operates according to a different, more positional doctrine;
German doctrine emphasizes fluid operations from shallower deployments, and so on.' 5
Forward Defense establishes the bounds within which these national doctrines may vary,

but it is not in itself a blueprint for military operations.

I

Moreover, the bounds established by Forward Defense. are quite broad. The real
substance of Forward Defense is a commitment by NATO o the Federal Republic to
defend as much of its territory as possible. The specific nature of this commitment,
however, is deliberately ambiguons. On the one hand, Forward Defense has clearly
excluded the alternatives of a voluntary withdrawal to the Rhine, or of a defense by
guerilla warfare in the German interior.46 On the other hand, however, it clearly does not
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44 See, for example, John Broder, *NATO Ministers Take Steps to Fmomdmeitaly Change Allianc,"L

AaTimes-imm N
May 24,1990, p. 16; also NATO to Change European Strategy," Defm Pk
October 8,1990, p. 2.

s.

45 See, for example, Phillip A. Karber, "In Defense of Forward Defense," Armed Forces Journl

Itnation, May 1984, pp. 27-50;, also Isby and Kamps, op. cit., pp. 199-209,265-175.
The forme was in fact NATO policy prior to Germn rearmamet; sm, for exampl Roger L L Facr,
S(Sam Monica, CA RAND, 19&5),
pp. 15-17; also Kaber. op. cit., pp. 27-50 Isby and Kamps, op. cit., pp. 14-15. The le

has bean

proposed by a variety of "Alternative Defense" advocates, including, for exanpe, Gene Sharp md
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constrain NATO to deny the Soviets a single inch of Federal territory, or to deploy forces

in a shallow cordon defense at the international border. On the contrary, existing plans
call for a delay-in-depth across a covering force zone extending some 15 to 40 kilometers
deep. Behind that is a main battle area of between 40 and 70 kilometers depth. It has
been intended that a Soviet offensive would be halted, and ultimately reversed, within the
latter zone-a prescription which more or less guarantees that the Soviets would initially
overrun some German territory, even if the defense were wholly successful according to
plan. 4 7 Forward Defense is thus clearly not a specific mandate for a shallow, linear
tactical deployment at the international border. Rather, within the broad guidance of
defending as much of the Federal Republic as possible, Forward Defense already provides substantial latitude for military organizations to operate their forces as they see fit.
Turning to the second question, are the military requirements of defense at low
force levels inconsistent with the underlying aim of Forward Defense? Given the degree
of latitude that has always existed for military implementation of that aim, the answer is
no. The analysis above suggests that, even at very low force levels, NATO's ability to
deny a Soviet attacker control of German territory need not be significantly lower than
that of today. Indeed, for some force levels such a defense could on balance prove more
effective than today's, in that lower force density would be accompanied by parity (or

i
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i
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better) between NATO and Soviet forces. To be clearly inconsistent with a strategic aim
as broadly defined as Forward Defense has always been, a military posture would have to
undermine significantly NATO's ability to hold ground; it is far from clear that the
consequences described here fit such a description. 4

m

Perhaps the fundamental policy implication of this analysis is thus that deep cuts
are primarily a political, rather than a military, question. Defense at lower force to space

3

Horst Aflheldt; for a survey, see, e.g., Jonathan Dean, "Alternative Defense: Answer to NATO's
Central Front Problems?"
l
Winter 1987/88 (Vol.64, No.1), pp. 61-82.
47 See Isby and Kamps, op. cit., pp. 15, 269. For a more general discussion of the question of depth and
elasticity in Centr! Europe, see Defining Stabilit in the EUronan Thet,.
Defens PbfiaX Panel of die Commiite nn Armed ServcesHou
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sBearings
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No 100-104, 1989, pp. 121-122.

As noted above, effective defense at lower force levels will also require a variety of changes in the
organization of NATO's deployed military posture. The point is not that NATO can operate in the
future as it does today. Rather, the point is that the necessary changes can be subsumed within even
the Alliance's current definition of Forward Defense without doing violence to the principles upon
which that strategy has operated over the preceding two decades.
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ratios can be managed militarily, and without requiring wholesale abandonment of the
fundamental principles underlying NATO's declaratory strategy. To do so requires that
we ensure that reductions in NATO forces be matched by those of the USSR. To do so
also requires that a variety of operational changes be made in the military doctrines of
NATO member states, and it may require that the Alliance military organization be
modified to facilitate cross-corps reinforcement and interoperability. This study has not
attempted to provide a detailed or comprehensive list of the necessary modifications; this
can only be done by the military organizations involved. Nor has it been intended as a
road map for a CFE negotiating strategy that would best ensure that force levels remain
balanced as both sides reduce their strength. What this study has attempted to provide is
a conceptual structure for understanding the nature of the changes introduced by radical
reductions in force density, for assessing their interaction and relative magnitude, and for
relating elements of change and of continuity in a rapidly evolving international security

environment. To this end a systematic theory has been developed, tested, and exercised.
In the process, an approach has been developed with the potential to address a broad
range of military issues--and thus to provide at least a partial contribution to the larger
problem of planning for national security in this era of rapid change.
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REVIEW OF WESTERN LITERATUR
David G. Gray
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A. INTRODUCTION
This appendix is intended to provide a thorough treatment of prior thought on the
issue of force to space ratios from the perspective of western military theoreticians.
Soviet literature is treated separately in appendix B.
Force-to-space ratios are by no means a new issue, but the history of western
thought in this area is highly episodic. Given this, the literature is treated in three
sections, dealing respectively with works prior to the First World War, contributions in
mid-century, and the modern debate as it has developed after about 1980. Authors whose
insights are comprehensive or particularly significant are examined in some detail.
For each author or school of thought, several key questions are posed. First, how
is the relationship between force density and combat results characterized, and why?
Does decreased density benefit attackers or defenders? Is the relationship continuous, or
discontinuous; steep or shallow? Second, what other variables or -elated effects, if any,
do the authors cite as significant? Is the relationship between density and combat results
essentially fixed, or is it susceptible to change as a result of the influence of other
battlefield phenomena? Finally, how important an effect is the force to space ratio seen
to be? Is it considered to be of paramount importance, or to be of secondary concern
relative to other issues addressed by the writers?

Following the description of existing literature, an assessment is made of its
strengths and weaknesses. On the basis of that assessment, implications for the further
development of theory on this question are derived.
In essence, this appendix concludes that the existing literature is of substantial
value as a source of insight into the range of effects and interactions to which force

density is relevant on the conventional battlefield. That insight, however, is neither
systematic nor conclusive. Terminology is inconsistent, classification of evidence is
often ambiguous, and bounds or limits are rarely defined. The literature thus offers at

best a partial description of this phenomenon. To provide an appropriate basis for policy
making, a more complete and systematic understanding is necessary-and will be
undertaken in appendices C, D, and E on the basis of the foundation provided by the
existing literature as described here.

A-1

I
B. MILITARY THOUGHT PRIOR TO WORLD WAR I
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The effects of force density have been a topic of discussion among military
writers for over 150 years. Clausewitz, for example, wrote in the immediate aftermath of
the Napoleonic Wars:
In fact, a fairly constant ratio exists between the size of a force and the
area it can occupy. This ratio cannot be expressed in numbers;
besides, it is subject to change by other circumstances. Here it is
enough to say that the relationship between the two is permanent and
fundamental. One may be able to march to Moscow with 500,000 men,
but never with 50,000-even if the invader's strength relative to the
defender's were greater in the second case than in the first.I
The first sustained treatment of the issue, however, arose in the decades preceding World
War I. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were a time of great change in
European military science. New technology was arriving at an unprecedented rate, and
the question of its proper use and ultimate effect on military operations captured the
attention of a generation of theorists and doctrine writers. In particular, the problem of
attacking a defense armed with modern weaponry attracted widespread attention. 2 In the
opinion of most experts, the firepower newly available to defenders (in particular,
machine guns and modem rifles), when combined with easily deployed field fortifications
(most notably, barbed wire), made a defensive position almost invulnerable to frontal
assault. 3 Nevertheless, a "cult of the offensive" dominated pre-war military doctrines. 4
The majority of writers concentrated on describing the means by which defensive
firepower could be overcome by a decisive attack. The more pragmatic of these writers
focused on the firepower available to the attacker, arguing that the firepower of the attack
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Carl von Clausewitz, OnWa, translated and edited by Michael Howard and Peter Pare (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press. 1976), Book VI, Chapter 25, p.472. As will be seen, few other writers have
shared Clausewitz' aversion to quantification of the effects of force to space ratios-specific "minimum
force densities" are in fact characteristic of the literature as a whole. Interestingly, Clausewitz also takes
particular account of the impact of force density on attackers rather than on defenders alone. For most
writers, the force to space ratio is primarily (if not exclusively) a defensive cooncen,.
For example, see the discussion of "the cult of the offensive" in both Stephen Van Evera, "The Cult of the
Offensive and the Origins of the First World War," and Michael Howard, "Men Against Fire:
Expectations of War in 1914" in Steven Miller, ed., Military StrateRv and the Origins of the First World
Wg (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1976).
3 Howard, pp. 42-43.
4

This "cult of the offensive" preached the superiority of the attack over the defense. Nonetheless, it
recognized that a successful frontal assault would be both costly and difficult. For a contemporary
perspective, see Freidrich von Bernhardi, On War.of.lod. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Comuany,
1914), pp. 155-160.
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could overwhelm that of the defense. 5 The majority of experts, however, simply
emphasized the moral superiority of the attack, reasoning that spirit could overcome
6
technology.
Within this context, however, a few writers approached the problem from a
different perspective. Rather than concentrating on what an attacker might do to

overcome a defender's advantage, they developed insights into what a defender had to do

I

3

to gain that advantage. Most significant for this study, a number of these authorities
concluded that the defender was required to maintain a minimum force-to-space ratio. In
general, these writers were inspired by the combat results of the Boer War and by the
Russo-Japanese War of 1905. In particular, the views of two writers are crucial in this
respect: Commandant Jean Colin of the French War School, and General Wilhelm Balck
7
of the German army.
Lieutenant General Wilhelm Balck commanded an infantry division on the
Western Front during World War I. Prior to the war, Balck, then a Colonel, wrote
Jac&ti,

a study of the infantry tactics and army regulations used by the major powers.

The first edition of Tactics appeared in 1896. The fourth edition of the work incorporated
the lessons of the Russo-Japanese war, and was issued in 1908. In France, Commandant

3
I

Jean Colin of the Ecole De Guerre wrote The Transformations of
in 1912, in which
he drew primarily upon the evidence of modern battles (from the German-Austrian War
of 1866 through the Russo-Japanese War of 1905) to make judgements on the state of
modern warfare. Although both Colin and Balck looked to contemporary battles for
inspiration, they labored at different tasks. Colin produced a work of military history and
analysis. Balck's Tactics. on the other hand, was a pragmatic book firmly grounded in the
In particular, (then) Colonel Ferdinand Foch made this argument while teaching at the Ecole de Guerre
in 1900. Seeop.ciL, p.42.
6 See Ibid., pp. 55-57, and van Evera, op. cit., pp. 60-61.

It must be stressed that even these authors--in particular, Jean Colin and Wilhelm Balck-lay firmly
within the mainstream with respect to the "cult of the offensive." Although (as will be seen) Colin held

3

that a frontal attack had relatively little chance of succeeding, he nonetheless believed firmly in the
moral value of attack, and of the frontal assault in particular "if it is the outflanking movement that is
productive of victory, it is the frontal attack that reaps the moral fruits of victory, and it is by prolonging
it as a direct pursuit that one obtains great results." See Jean Colin, The Transformations of Wartranslated by L.-IR. Pope-Hennessy (London: Hugh Rees, Ltd., 1912), pp. 70-73. Balck, although he
stressed the importance of firepower to the outcome of a battle, also held that the moral effect of the
bayonet made it indispensable to the infantry. He wrote, "If the infantry is deprived [of the bayonet] .
An infantry will be developed which is unsuitable for attack and which moreover lacks a most essential
quality, viz. The moral power to reach the enemy's position." See Wilhelm Balck, Tactics Volgme I•
Introduction and Formal Tactics of Infantry. translated by Walter Kruger (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas:
U.S. Army Cavalry Association, 1915), p. 383.
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infantry regulations of the day. It was a manual intended to offer combat guidelines to
the prospective commander. These different objectives drove the two authors to distinct
(but not contradictory) insights. 8
In his work, Cohn offers a more detailed examination of why a minimum forceto-space ratio should exist Balck, on the other hand, concentrates on identifying what the
minimum actually might be for a specific situation. As each author tends to focus on
distinct issues, the work of Colin is emphasized in the first sub-section (called
"Discontinuous Fronts") and that of Balck dominates the second sub-section (called
"Important Variables"). First, however, we examine those ideas common to both Balck
and Colin.
In particular, three common points are worthy of note. First, lower force to space
ratios favor attackers over defenders, and force densities that permit successful attack are
separated from densities that prohibit attack by a unique minimum or threshold value.
Second, Colin, in particular, argues that this minimum exists because of the deleterious
effect (on the integrity of the defense) of gaps in the front line.9 Third, Balck (and to a

lesser extent, Colin) identifies a number of independent variables as important to a
determination of the minimum force-to-space ratio. These include weapon technology,
the use of field fortifications, the defensibility of the natural terrain, and methods of force
employment (e.g., the attacker's ability to launch flank attacks).

I
I
8 On on significant issue, Balck and Colin appear to disagree. As will be seen, the belief tha gaps pose a
danger to the defense is central to Colin's explanation of why a minimum force-to-space ratio should
exist. Balck, on the other hand, writes (p. 411)
This [the need for a minimum force-to-space ratio] does not imply dot
the position must be held in equal strength all along the line; portions of
the line that are very difficult to attack need only be kept under
observation. Gaps in the defensive line are, as a rule, of very little
value to the assailant, as the defender will frequently be able to sweep
the space in front of them from a flank,
Note, however, that in discounting the danger of the gaps, Balck makes three importat assumptions: 1)the
gaps re in very difficult terrain; 2) the gaps are kept under observation; 3) the gap are small enough that
they cui be covered by fire. When viewed from the scale used by Colin (in general, armies of hundreds of
thousands deployed along fronts many kilometers in length), it seems probable that gaps such as are
discounted by Balck would not even appear as such.
9 Colin, p. 158.
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Balck and Colin's arguments stem from their belief that modem defenses are
almost invulnerable to frontal assault. Consequently, the weakest parts of a defender's
front line are the flanks. 10 With respect to this point, Balck writes
The German Infantry Drill Regulations (par. 397) further
emphasize the fact that, when well-trained infantry employs
its rifles to good advantage in defense, it is very strong in
front; that it can hold a position with a comparatively small
force; and that, in this case, it has only one weak spot, the
flank, which it must seek to protect by distribution in depth.
This view is fully borne out by the recent events in South
Africa and Manchuria. II
Colin's studies of contemporary battles lead him to a similar conclusion: frontal assaults
against a prepared defense almost invariably fail. 12 After analyzing the results of the
Franco-German War of 1870 and the Russo-Turkish War of 1877, Colin concludes that
"fronts are inviolable". 13 Likewise, in the Boer War, the British could not penetrate the

I

3

defensive lines of the Boers with a frontal assault. 14 In contrast, he argues that flank
attacks often succeed. In the Boer War, the British succeeded when they resorted to
flanking maneuvers and operations against opposing lines of communications rather than
direct assault. 15 In the Russo-Japanese War, the Japanese won at Liao Yang and Mukden
with turning maneuvers that exerted pressure on the Russian flanks. 16
Balck end Colin, like others, attribute the power of the modern defense to three
main factors: 1) the firepower of modern weapons; 2) the use of trenches to protect

3

They were not alone in this belief. The elder Molke once wrote, "...litle success can be expected from a
mere frontal attack, but very likely a great deal of loss. We must therefore turn towards the flank of the
enemy's position." As quoted in von Caemmerer, The Development of Strategical Science During ihe
19thLCent=, (London: Hugh Rees, Ltd. 1905), p. 82. Count von Schlieffen, as is widely known,
disdained the frontal assault and based the Schlieffen Plan on a massive flank attack. He once wrote,
"flank attack is the essence of the whole history of war." As quoted by Gerhard Ritter, T]e.kShlieffen
Plan: Critique of a Myth, (Westport, CL: Greenwood Press, 1958), p. 50.

3

Balck, p. 229.
12 Indeed, although Colin admits that frontal attacks do succeed, Colin's examination of history had
convinced him that "such a success ... Is very rare, so rare that a general would be mad to seek

deliberately
for victory
throughinathefrontal
Colin, attack.
pp. 70-71. As noted earlier, however,
Colin simultaneously
believed
moral attack.
power "
of See
the fr-ontal

313

Ibid.,p. 41.
14 Ibid., p. 61-62.
15

3
*

Ibid., p. 62. See also Howard, p. 46.
16 Ibid., p. 63. See also B. H. Liddell Hart, "The Ratio of Troops to Space", M•iliMy..•,ve.

April 1960, p. 4.
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defending infantry; 3) the use of barbed wire to hinder attacking infantry.17 When a
defensive position combined these three advantages with those traditionally given to the
defender (e.g., superior knowledge of the terrain), it became almost impossible for an
attacker to take that position from the front. Of these factors, they judge firepower to be
the most important. 18 If the firepower of the defense were greater than some minimum,
then the attacker would not be able to launch a successful frontal assault. Consequently,
they conclude that there is a minimum number of men necessary to achieve this level of
defensive firepower.

I

I

3

Moreover, both Balck and Colin maintain that this minimum number declined
during the nineteenth century. Colin bases his conclusion on evidence from the Boer War
and the Russo-Japanese War of 1905. In the Boer War, the British failed to penetrate
fronts that were defended by a force to space ratio of one man per two or three meters. 19
Colin writes that "the Boers astonished the world" with these results.20 During the RussoJapanese War, the Japanese front at the battle of Liao Yang and the Russian front at the
battle of Mukden were each held with force-to-space ratios of 4 men/meter. 2 1 In
comparison, a force-to-space ratio of 4 men/meter was approximately half of the density
normal to the American Civil War and the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.22 Balck, in a
table entitled "Influence of Various Rifles on the Density of Battalions," documents the
drop in force-to-space ratios over the course of the entire 19th century. For example, he
estimates that 11,000 muzzle loading rifles were used per kilometer at Waterloo, while
17

3
3

See Colin, op. cit., pp. 61-63 and p. 158; Balck, op. ciL, pp. 227-229 and p. 241.

Balck writes, "The infantry combat is decided by the combined action of long firing lines." Only those
forces that could shoot at an enemy could contribute to the outcome of a battle. See Ibid., p. 233.
19

Colin, op. ciL, p. 61. Colin used the following figures for his calculations. At Modder River, the Beers
held 7 kilometers with 3000 men; at Magersfontein, 10 kilometers with 5000 men; at Coenso, 12
kilometers with 4000-5000 men. These figures give force-to-space ratios of .43 men/meter, .5
Smen/meter, and .38 men/meter respectively.

3
3

Ibid., p. 61.
21 For the battle of Liao Yang, see Ibid., p. 147-148. For the battle of Mukden, wee
Ibid., p. 157.
22 According to Balck, the French force-to-space ratio at the battle of Gravelotte in 1870 was
approximately 7200 rifles per kilometer, or roughly 7 men per meter. See Balck, op. cit., p. 240.
According to Liddell Hart, during the first part of the Civil War, a defensive force-to-qape ratio of
12,000 men/mile, or approximately 7500 merometer, was considered normal. This ratio was also

used in the Franco-Prussian war. See LiddelI Han, op. cit., p.4. Others estimated the drop in fecue-tospace requirements to be even more severe: "if fory years ago we counted ten men per pace of front, we
could do to-day with three men or less per metre." See Von Bemnardi, op. ciL, p. 156. Futhennore, as
Ie as 1893, General Lewal, French commander of 17th Army Corps, estimated that an army of 60,000
men could not safely hold a front of more than sixty kilometers, a force-to-space ratio of 10 men per

meter. See Von Caemmerer, op. Cit., p. 87.
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the Russians used 4000 magazine rifles per kilometer to hold the line at the battle of
Mukden. 23
Both men conclude that the reason for this decline in battlefield densities lay with
new technology. As suggested by the title given to his table of historical force-to-space
ratios, Balck argues that the advent of modem rifles had been the primary driver behind
the decline in the defender force-to-space ratio.24 Colin likewise attributes declining
densities to the use of modem weapons, and adds that increased use of trenches and wire
also played a factor in the decline of minimum force-to-space ratios.25
1.

*

Colin: Discontinuous Fronts

Colin, unlike Balck, stresses the need for continuous fronts on the defense. A
capable attacker would choose to attack the flanks created by the gaps and weak spots in
a discontinuous line, and could thereby win a victory that could not have been achieved
with a frontal attack. 26 In effect, every discontinuity in the line offers an attacker two
additional flanks that could be exploited. 2 7 Colin concludes that a continuous line, as
measured in men per meter, is the first requirement of a successful defense.28
Colin supports this conclusion by reference to the battle of Sha-ho during the
Russo-Japanese War. The Russians occupied a series of strong but discontinuous
positions, and the battle was reduced to a number of small fights for these fortified
localities. The Japanese, by dint of superior morale and training in small unit tactics,
defeated each position in detail and successfully pierced the Russian front. In the other
battles of the Russo-Japanese War, the Russian fronts were more evenly held, and the
battles were decided upon the extreme right or left. 29

23 Balck, op. cit, p. 240.
24Ibid., pp. 227 and 240.
25 Colin, op. cit., pp. 61-63 and p. 158.
26Ibid., p. 157.
27 By "discontinuous line", Colin refers either to the defensive tactic of relying upon a series of fortified
positions or to econmies of force that result in a line of alternately weakly sd strngly defended zones.
See Ibid., pp. 152-154.
28
Ibid., p. 157.
29Ibid., pp. 151-154. The force-to-space ratio at Sha-Ho was approximately 4 men/meter. The forceospace ratio at the battle of Mukden was also 4 mei/meter. Colin attributed die success of the defensive
line at Mukden to the even distribution of troop strength and the uninterrupted trench line, which
combined to make the line continuous. See Ibid., p. 157.
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Colin was not the only military expert to link defender force-to-space ratios and the
probability of a successful penetration of the defensive line. Count Alfred von Schlieffen,
Chief of the German General Staff from 1891 to 1905, raised such a possibility in his
analysis of the dynamics of a German advance through Belgium:
The aim must always be to envelop the enemy's left flank
with a strong right wing... Should the enemy try to prevent
the envelopment by extending his left wing, he will so
weaken his front line that a break-through may well become
possible. 30
Schlieffen supported his reasoning by calculating the force-to-space ratio, in men
per meter, of the French defensive line:
The three positions Verdun-Dunkirk, Verdun-La FereAbbeville and Verdun-La Fere-Paris have approximately
the same length. With the addition of the line BelfortVerdun, each is about 500 kilometers long. [Assuming a
French field army of one million.] This gives an average of
two field army infantrymen per metre. [After Territorial
troops have been added to the forces of the field army] ...
An average of four men per metre may be reckoned upon.
If the German right wing has been made strong, it may be
hoped that the position Verdun-Dunkirk can be
penetrated. 3 1

I
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Thus the French, to cover the entire length of their line, would be forced to defend with a
force-to-space ratio of four men per meter. In Schlieffen's opinion, this force-to-space
ratio was low enough that a successful penetration might be possible. Schlieffen thus
clearly linked defensive force-to-space ratios to the chance of breakthrough by the

i

attacker.
In fact, such calculations were widespread among European military planners on
the eve of the war. Ironically, the French themselves used an argument similar to that of
Schlieffen to conclude that if the Germans attempted such an attack, the Germanforce-tospace ratio would fall to two men per meter. Against such a density, the French believed
that their own attack would cut the German forces in half. On this basis, the French
discounted the possibility of a German invasion through Belgium. 32

30 Riuer. op. ciL, p. 157.

31 Ibid.. p. 157.
32 See Bua Tuchmm,

mGtms of fmAn(New York: MacmUm Publishing Co., 1962), p. 28.
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Balck: Important Variables

Baick, by contrast with Cohn, stresses the variety of battlefield considerations that
affect the density required for a defense to resist frontal attack. Balck defines the
fundamental question as:
with how weak a force may I occupy the position and still
obtain the frontal strength described in the regulations, and
how strong can I make the general reserve so as to bring
33
about a decision?
In reply, Balck concentrates on four factors that he argues determine the answer:. 1) the
weapons available to the defender, 2) the terrain of the defensive position; 3) the
minimum size of the reserve force; 4) the mission the defender is tasked to accomplish.

I

The characteristics of the weapons available to the defender are the major factor in
determining the number of men required along the actual firing line itself. Balck ascribes
the decisive role in the outcome of a battle to fire effect
In deciding how many men are required to occupy or attack
a position, the principal point to be considered is the effect
of fire. The modern long range magazine rifle will, no
doubt, enable us to defend a position with a smaller force
than was possible in the past with the older less improved
weapons.34
Given the technological capabilities available to the defender, the actual number of
men required to hold a front would depend upon features specific to that piece of ground.
Thus, Balck declares that "the number of troops which will be required to hold a given
piece of ground must be determined separately in each case" 35. Balck lists three terrainrelated factors that bear on a calculation of the minimum force-to-space ratio:
1) the strength, natural or artificial, of the position; 2)
obstacles in its front; 3) salient angles which can be easily
36
enveloped.

I
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Physical features that determine the "strength" of a position are "favorable terrain, cover,
and intrenchments (sic)". 37 Balck does not elaborate upon the "obstacles" to which he
refers. Presumably, these include major terrain features, such as rivers, mountains, and
33

Balck, op. ciL, p. 411.

34

Ibid., p. 227.

35

Ibid., p. 231.

36

Ibid., p. 232.

37 Ibid.,

p.241.
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swamps, and perhaps also, more localized factors such as are subsumed under the
"strength" of a position. The importance of "salient angles" lies in the vulnerability of the

I

flank of a defense (as discussed earlier).
Although Balck maintains that reserves contribute nothing to the immediate
outcome of the battle, he concludes that they are necessary because they allow a
commander "to exercise a constant influence on the course of action" throughout the
battle. 38 However, Balck holds that the size of a reserve force is inversely related to that
of the forward force:
Distribution in depth and frontage are interdependent; the
greater the frontage, the less the distribution in depth, and
visa versa. 39

I

As the battle is actually decided by the forces on the firing line, Balck argues that only the
minimum number of forces should be retained in reserve. 4 0 The question is how
to
4
1
determine that minimum. Balck argues that the size of the minimum reserve force
reflected the amount of risk associated with a particular defense. The larger the risk,
Bakck reasons, the larger the size of the minimum reserve force. 42

i

Balck identifies three more specific variables as particularly important to this
determination of the required reserve size: 1) the defensibility of the flanks (a function
largely of terrain); 2) the need for reinforcements along the front line (considered by
Balck to be a function of mission); 3) the need for a counter-attack force (a function of

3

I

I
38 Se rMA pp. 22-225, and p. 232. Reserves serve four important functions: 1)to reinforce the frontI
line; 2) to guard the flanks of the line; 3) to launch a counter-attack 4) to guard against unespected
contuigencies. Forwanrd forces, once engaged in a battle. can only rarely be re-direcied toward another
isk. Inperforming their missions, reserves offer the commader a flexibility that cannot be provided by
forces along the firing line.
39 Ibid.,p.

225.
40 Ibid., pp. 222-225. The retention of the bare minimum reserve force would be the optimal solutioL
Balck, however. argues m'st
the danger of retaining too small a reserve force is greater than thatdu
41re taiigOw large a mseave force,
"Te result of the combat depends in many canes upon a happy mswer to
toaetsrfc.
41Balck
rtinwrites,
Ibid.. p. 225. Note that Baick's method of determining how to disrbute one's forces implies dat one
should calculate the minimum required reserve force, retain dat force (or per;aps a little more, o beI
conservative) in resrve, and deploy the remainder of one's forces on the firing line.
42 Ibid.. pA229-.
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mission).4 3 The first and third of these factors are the most mportanL44 Balck concludes
that the combined effect of these three variables produce a non-linear relationship
between the size of the minimum reserve force and the level of aggregation of a unit .45
C. MID 20th CENTURY: BASIL LIDDELL HART
Captain Basil Henry Liddell Hart has come to be regarded as one of the twentieth
century's most influential military theorists. Over a fifty year career, Liddell Hart created
a body of work that touches upon almost every aspect of warfare. Of particular
43

I

IIbid., pp. 229, 232, 233, The mission a unit is tAs to perform affects both the minimum size of th
reserve and the minimum size of the forward force. Moreover, a change in mission may
dioorintly change the size of one force with respect to the other. Two examples given by Baik
serve to derme the boundaries of this variable's effect. These examples give illustrative force sizes
for a delaying defense and a deliberate defense. Each defense is
of rifles)front
in number
(expressed
on unspecified (and, one assumes, neutra) terrain:
conducted along
a one kilometer
iDelaying Defense
520 rifles
ifresere fores:
flank defense:
60 rifles/flank
0 rifles
"reinfcements:
400 rifles
counter-attack fores:
minimum foce-to-spice ratio: 82 rifles0nete
Deliberate Defense

front line:
1000 rfles
1400 rifles
reserve forces:
200 rifles/lank
flank defense:
reinforcements:
200 rifles
go0 rifle
counter-attack forces:
force-to-speo ratio: 2.4 rfle/meter
1m-nium

Sown

Two features of these examples are noteworthy. Flrst, although the size of the reserve force is much
largwr in the cas of the deliberate defense, the proportional size of the reserve force is slightly mnaller
(reflecting the greater risk associated with a delaying defense). Second, to Bakk, the chief distinmc
between the gols of the two defenses is the length of time each was designed to resist th enemy. The
delaymg defense seeks Dslow the overall advance of the enemy. The deliberane defense is designed to
last indefinitely.
"T"he importaoce of coune•r-atack is shown by Baick's exmnples. The importance of the flanks is based
in Baick's belief that the flanks represent the most vulnerabl part of a defense. In p•rtiular. Balk
believed that a unit whose flanks were secure (either due to the prsn of frindly neihbors or
becaume of terram obstrucis) couMd hold a significantly larger frontage than a unit required to guard its
flanks. See Ibid., pp. 230 mid 235.

I
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importance for this study, Liddell Hart developed a set of insights on the impact of force
to space ratios that have had an important effect on the modern debate.46
Liddell Hart's first comments on force-to-space ratios appeared in late 1938 or early
1939.47 It was not until 1960, however, that he codified his thoughts on force density in a
chapter of his book, Deterrent or Defense: A Fresh Look at the West's Military
Positi. 48 Liddell Hart then published an expanded version of this chapter in the U.S.
Army's professional journal Milita Review under the title "The Ratio of Troops to
Space." 49 It is on this last articulation of Liddell Hart's views on the question that we will
focus here.

I

I
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In "The Ratio of Troops to Space," Liddell Hart examines the force-to-force and
force to space ratios characteristic of the battles of the two world wars. Based upon these
studies, he concludes that force-to-force ratios can not accurately predict the outcome of a
battle. Even apparently overwhelming force superiorities for the attacker do not suffice
to achieve a quick victory. The answer, Liddell Hart argues, lies in the power of a dense

45 Ibid., pp. 230, 234-235, 241. Balck concludes that "the [maximum] frontage (for a given unit] does not

increase in proportion to the size of the force." See Ibid., p. 241. Baick attributes this non-linear
relationship to two causes. Fist, flank protection is provided by the aggregate unit. The flanks of a

I
U
U

battalion deployed along the front line are secured by its neighbors. However, the corps to which that
battion belongs must secure the flanks of the corps by deploying several bettalions to guard each flank.
Second, Baick holds that aggregate units, in addition to establishing their own reserves, often supply the

46reserve needs of their constituent pans
Although Liddell Har was far and away the most significant commentatcr on force-to-space ratio issues
during the mid 20th century, he was not the only writer to touch on the subject In "Corps Defense on a
Broad Front," for example, LA. Colonel E. M. Postlethwait analyzed the problem of a corps forced to
defend a front roughly twice as broad as that prescribed by doctrinal norms. He concluded that an

attacker would penetrate such a defense more easily. However, a successful defense would be possible
if the defense took steps to limit the significance of this penetration. He emphasizes the need for high
mobility, strong intelligence-gathering, a strong central reserve (to launch counter-attacks or block
penetrations), and all-around defense of position. See U. Colonel E.M. Postlethwait, "Corps Defense
on a Broad Front, MWW Reiew, July, 1949, pp. 50 - 56.
47See John J. Mearsheimer, Liddell Hart and the Weight of Hitnry, (Ithaca and London: Cornell
University Press, 1988), pp. 120-121, and note 75 in particular.
48Basil H., Liddell Hart, Detwent or Defens: A E h LoIo al the West'a Military Pbsition (New York:

I

Pmeger, 1960), pp. 97-109.
49

Basil H.. Liddell Hart, "The Ratio of Troops to Space." MHim
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defense, as expressed in its force-to-space ratio.50 If a defender can maintain a force-tospace ratio above some minimum value, an attacker must wage a campaign of slow,
costly advances, even if the attacker significantly outnumbers the defender. Conversely,
if the defender fails to achieve this minimum force-to-space ratio, the attacker is granted
the opportunity to achieve a decisive, speedy victory, even if the force-to-force ratio does
not significantly favor the attacker.
To Liddell Hart, the two world wars demonstrated that a defender possessed a
considerable tactical advantage over an attacker. During 1915, the Germans, defending
on the Western front with a force-to-space ratio of 6000 men/mile, held the line against
Allied assaults striking with a local force superiority of approximately five to one.5 1
During the fall of 1918, the Allies, with an overall force superiority of three to one, did
52
not succeed in breaking through the network of German defensive lines. During World
War I[ in North Africa, the British at Tobruk and the Germans at El Alamein successfully
defended against attackers with force superiorities of three to one or greater.53 In the last
stages of the war, German defenders held out for significant periods of time against
superiorities of five, or even seven to one.54 Liddell Hart concludes that a defender, even
if heavily outnumbered, can maintain a viable defensive line for a considerable time, but
only if some minimum force-to-space ratio is maintained along the front. At force-tospace ratios above this minimum, Liddell Hart, like Balck and Colin, argues that the
strength of a continuous defensive line is too great for an attacker to overcome.
Liddell Hart defines this minimum force-to-space ratio to be "the extent of space
that troops armed with modern weapons, other than nuclear ones, can cover with a closely
It is important to note that Liddell Ha's standardfor a successful defense did not actually require the
a battle or campaign. For example, the Germans (the defenders in the majority of
defender
to win
Liddell Har's
cases) lost die mapority of the battles cited by Liddell H-art LI.ddenl liras stndard for a
successful defense is based upon the length of um do defense he~ld its line qainst a sueo atace.
Tus, the German defense in Normany in 1944, faced with a much superior attacker, did not lose

t51

quickly
is adjudged to be successl. In May, 1940, the Allies losquickly to an inferior attacker,
and thus failed to defend successfully.
Ibid., pp. 4-5.
52 Ibid., p. 6. During the fall offensives, the Allies achieved local force superiorties of up to sixteen to
one. Despite dhe overwhelming success of the steamroller approach usd by the Allies, at the time of the
Armistice, Liddel) 7-t notes that Allied commanders felt that OGermany is not broken in a military
semv_ a

53 Ibid., p. 8.

II54

Ibid, pp. 8-9. In No•mandy, it was estimated dtm the Allies needed a superiority of five to one f an

attack were to succeed. On t
mare) to one.

Eastern frot, the Russians achieved local sperorides of seven (or
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interwoven network of fire".55 Like Colin and Balck, after examination of the defensive
force-to-space ratios of major historical battles, Liddell Hart concludes that the defender's
force-to-space ratio had dropped significantly over time. 56 Liddell Hart also identifies a
number of independent variables important to the issue of defender force-to-space ratios.
These include terrain features, technological characteristics of weapons, methods of force
employment (most notably, the relative tempo of the attack and the defense, the
defender's distribution of forces, and defender's employment of his reserve), and troop
quality. In particular, Liddell Hart stresses the importance of (what he called) the "time
factor" in providing a link between tactical force-to-space ratios and theater-level
outcomes.

I
N

a

Liddell Hart draws a distinction between the tactical force-to-space minimum and
the strategic minimum. The tactical minimum applied to the battlefield and is the forceto-space ratio that determines the outcome of breakthrough battles. However, a defender,
in all likelihood, would not have to guard all sectors of his front at once. Therefore, the
strategic minimum represented the smallest in-theater force that could defend the length
of that theater. Liddell Hart's examination of historical battles leads him to conclude that
the strategic minimum had historically been much lower than the tactical minimum, but
that the distinction was lost in World War I. Armies chose to cover the worst-case
scenario by maintaining the tactical minimum along the entirety of a front.57 Liddell Hart
argues that the key factor in determining the difference between the two minima is in the
55

g

IbiL, p. 11.

56 IAddeil Hart based his conclusion upon the following estimates of defensive force-to-space ratios For
the Napoleonic Wars, 20,000 men/mile; for the American Civil War, early period. 12,000 men/mile; for
the Civil War, late period, 5,000 men/mile; for the Boer War, 600-800 men/mile; for the Russo-Japanese
War, 8000 men/mile; in World War I, the average force-to-space ratio (including reserves) in active
sectors was I division per 3 miles (6,000 men per mile); the force-to-space ratio of divisions actually
deployed along the front line (not including reserves) was one division per 4-6 miles (4,500 - 3,000
men/mile); for World War II, the Battle of France, 3.5 miles/division; for World War II, El Alamein, 8

I

miles/division; for WWII, Normandy, 10 miles/division; for WWU, Eastern Front, 20 miles/division.

See fid., pp. 4-9.
It must be noted that Uddeli Hart follows no consistent pattern in calculating these force-to-space ratios.
Some of these force-io-space ratios are calculated at the theater level (Russo-Japanese War. Battle of

Wan, El Alamein). Some included reserves (the first WW I number) while others do not (the second
WW I number).
57

Ibid., pp. 12-13. Liddell Hart calculates strategic force-to-space ratios by dividing the length of a

defender's theater front by the forces in that theater. For example, Napoleon held the frontier of France
with a strategic force-to-space ratio of 180 men per mile. The Confederate Army defended its frontier

with a strategic force-to-space ratio of 250 men per mile. Both of these figures are an order of
magnitude smaller than the tactical force-to-space ratios calculated by Liddell Hart (and noted earlier).
In conmaK, in World War I, the mrategic fore-to-space ratio for the Germans in 1915 was one division
per five miles. The tactical force-to-space ratio was one division per three miles. See Ibid., p.4.
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time required for a defender to react to an attacker's decisive thrusts. 58 If this period of
time were too short for an attacker to damage the defense irreparably, the defender could
afford to defend his frontier more thinly. The key variables in determining this period of
time are the relative mobility of the attacker and the defender, and the defender's ability tc
correctly the attacker's routes of advance. 59

fapprehend
5

Using an argument similar to the one used to tie tactical and strategic force-to-space
minima, Liddell Hart addresses the strategic consequences of breakthrough in terms of

the force to space ratio.60 The issue is the interaction between the tactical force-to-space
ratio at the point of attack and the relative operational mobility of the defender's reserve.
If the local force-to-space ratio drops low enough, the attacker can achieve a
breakthrough. The significance of this breakthrough depends primarily on the relative
operational mobility of the defender's reserves (a product primarily of the tempo of the

attack, the reserve's rate of movement and the defender's initial force distribution); these

I

reserve forces are the only forces that the defense can readily use to stop the breakthrough
once it occurs. Therefore, the combination of high tactical force-to-space ratios and high
relative reserve mobility results in a situation highly favorable to the defender.
Breakthroughs are very unlikely to occur. If they do, they can contained quickly. This
et.,ironment characterized World War 1.61 The combination of low force-to-space ratios
and low defender mobility relative to the speed of the attacker results in a situation highly
advantageous for the attacker. Breakthroughs are likely to occur, and if they do occur,
they often result in a quick, strategic victory for the attacker.
characterized France in May, 1940.

This condition

Given this interaction, one can define the minimum tactical force-to-space ratio as
the lowest force-to-space ratio that gives the defender time to concentrate reserves and
deny the attacker a strategic breakthrough. At force-to-space ratios above this minimum,
the attacker may still achieve localized, tactical breakthroughs. However, these
58 This is the "time factor" referred to earlier.
59
nbid., p. 13.
60 The discussion above is drawn primarily from Uddell Hart's analysis of the faMl of France in May, 1940.
To Liddell Hart, this battle represented the archetypical instance of low tactical foere-to-space ratio and
low reserve mobility. The Allies deployed their forces poorly. They maintained a small, immobile
central reserve, and left the defense of the Ardennes "perilously weak." Once the Germans (who relied
upon a high tempo of operations) penetrated this region of low defensive force4o-space ratio, the Allies
possessed no fomes that could be used to stop the advance. See Ibid., pp. 6-7.

3

6 1 If the rtae

of advance of the attacker is very slow (as was the case in World War I), the mobility of the

defender's reserves could be relatively low (in modern terms), and high rekaive mobility could sl
the result. See Ibid., p. 6.
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breakthroughs will not lead to strategic gains for the attacker. 62 In addition, Liddell Hart
identifies a number of other independent variables that have a secondary influence on this
interaction. These are: 1) the defender's ability to apprehend correctly the attacker's
routes of advance (as defined above); 2) the degree of surprise initially gained by the
attack; 3) the defender's reaction time; 4) the attacker's reaction time.
Liddell Hart explains the twentieth century's drop in force-to-space ratios by the
simultaneous improvement in the technologies employed by armies.63 Modern equipment
lowers the force-to-space ratio by enabling a smaller force to create that "closely
interwoven network of fire" over a larger area. Like Balck and Colin, Liddeii Hart argues

3
I
5
3

that greater weapon range and more powerful weapons allow units to concentrate more
firepower at greater distances.64 Liddell Hart also attributes this decline to the advantages
conveyed by the combination of improved tactical troop mobility (due to the advent of
ground and air mechanization) and vastly superior surveillance and communication
methods (caused largely by the widespread use of radio and the reconnaissance potential
of aircraft). Enemy advances can be detected along a much wider front, and troops can
65
move more quickly and from more distant locations to confront the enemy. Liddell Hart
concludes that, if anything, the doctrinal force-to-space guidelines (of his era) were too
high. If the Boers in 1900, relying primarily upon magazine rifles for firepower and
exclusively upon horses for mobility, could hold their line while heavily outnumbered
with a force-to-space ratio of 800 men/mile, then, Liddell Hart argues, modem armies

I
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should be able to deal with an even lower force-to-space ratio.66
Two further variables figure prominently in his discussion of the tactical force-tospace minimum: terrain, and troop quality. Terrain that acts to impede the mobility of an
attacker lowers the minimum force-to-space ratio. Examples of such terrain include
natural obstacles such as mountains, rivers, and forest, and artificial obstacles such as

I
62

Consider, for example, the German breakthrough attempts in March and Aril of 1918. The Germans
achieved tactical breakthroughs, but the relative operational mobility of the Allied reserve forces was
high, and these breakthoughs were stopped before strategic gains were achieved. See Ibid., p. 5.

Ibid., pp. 11-12.
64 Ibid., pp. 9-11.

65 Ibid., pp. 9-11.
6 6 Ibid.,
p. 11.
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fortifications and minefields. 67 Higher troop quality acts to lower the force-to-space
minimum by rendering all military operations more efficient, allowing fewer troops to
produce an equivalent net output of military strength. 68
In calculating historical force-to-space ratios (both tactical and strategic), Liddell
Hart expresses his results in units of men/mile or miles/division. He himself admits that
these units, while easily used in calculations, did not express other factors important to a
calculation of military strength: "equipment, terrain, area, communications, training,
tactical methods, leadership, and morale". 69
D. THE CONTEMPORARY DEBATE: THE CONVENTIONAL BALANCE,
ARMS CONTROL, AND FORCE-TO-SPACE RATIOS
Recent discussion of the impact of defender force-to-space ratios has been driven
by the policy debates over the conventional balance and conventional arms control.
While these debates have produced a large literature, much of which at least touches upon

I
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67

3

For a discussion of the obstacles that might be encountered by a Soviet invasion of West Germany, see

Ibid., pp. 13-14. Mines were used by Rommel at El Alamein, and fortifications by all sides in World
War I. Note that terrain must be occupied to be of benefit to the defender. The French in May, 1940
considered the Ardennes to be impassable, left it largely unoccupied, and paid for their mistake. See
Ibid., p. 7.
68Ibid., p. 10. In Liddell Hart's opinion, the Germans in World War II were able to operate effectively
with a lower force-to-space ratio tm NATO could safely risk. He attributes this to NATO's *mixture of
nationalities, different training systems, and other handicaps." In particular, Liddell Hart disparaged the
6 possibility that short-term conscripts could defend with a low force-to-spece ratio.
Liddell Hart admitted that proper consideration of certain of these variables was difficult to incorporate
into numerical calculations. However, he encouraged readers to try.
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the question of force density minima, 70 the central theoretical contributions of this work
can be appreciated by a detailed review of the work of three authors in particular:
Professor John J. Mearsheimer of the University of Chicago, the RAND conventional
arms control policy group, and Professor Archer Jones of North Dakota State University.

a

Before turning to a more detailed review of these sources, however, there are
several broad conclusions common to the modern literature as a whole. First, it is widely
held that force density is an important contributor to battlefield outcomes, and that lower
densities tend to favor attackers over defenders. 7 1 Moreover, the relationship between
70

For individual references, see the following: William Mako, U.S. Ground Forces and the Defense of
C.
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1983); Stephen Flanagan and Andrew
Hamilton, "Arms Control and Stability in Europe: Reductions Are Not Enough", Sunval, VoL XXX,
no. 5 (September/October, 1988), pp. 448-463; Barry Posen, "Measuring the European Conventional
Balance" in Steven Miller, ed., Conventional Forces and American Defense Policy (Princeton, NJ.:
Princeton University Press), pp. 79-120; Phillip A. Karber, "In Defense of Forward Defense%, Armed
Foces Journal Intwer
nal, May 1984, pp. 27-50; Jack Snyder, "Limiting Offensive Conventional
Forces", Itrtinl*
Security, Vol. 12, No. 4 (Spring, 1988), pp. 48-77; Leonard Sullivan, Seiuix jind
Stabilitv in Conventional Forces: Differing PerceMpions of the Balance, (Washington, D.C.: The
Atlantic Council, 1988); Lynn Whittaker, Rept of a Conference on "U.S. ConventiMna Forces:.
Current Commitments Future Needs"- (Cambridge, Ma.: Center for Science and International Affairs
No. 88-2, 1988); Klaus Wittnan, Adelphi Paner 239: Challenges of Conventional Arms Control,
(London: Brassey's, 1989); James Moore, "The Estimation of Optimum Force Size and Fcme Reduction
Potential in Conventional Arms Reduction Negotiations", Arms Cotrol, Volume 9, No. 2 (September,
1988), pp. 116-133; Federal Republic of Germany Ministry of Defense,
anna-- .Minima.
and oEM
Bildup of the Warsaw Pact and NATO John Galvin. "Some Thoughts on Conventional Arms Control",
Srnvival- April, 1989, pp. 99-107; "The Generals New Order for Europe: Andrew Goodpuser and the
Eisenhower Vision", Arms Conrl Tea, May, 1989, pp. 3-8; Andrew Goodpaster,
Future of East-West Security: A Res~nse for the Mid-Term, (Washington, D.C.: The Atlantic
Council, 1989); John J. Mearsheimer, "Assessing the Conventional Balance: The 3:1 Rule and its
Critics", International Security Vol. 13, No.4 (Spring, 1989), pp. 54-89; John J. Mearsheimer,
Conventionl Deterrence. (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983); John J. Mearsheimer,
"Numbers, Strategy, and the European Balance", International Securit Volume 12, No. 4 (Spring,
1988), pp. 174-185; John J. Mearsheimer, "Why the Soviets Can't Win Quickly in Central Europe",
Inernatoal
e
Volume 7, No. I (Summer, 1982), pp. 3-39;, James A. Thompson and Nanette C.
Gantz, Conventional Arms Control Revisited: Objectives in the New Phase, (Santa Monica, Ca.:
RAND, 1987); Bruce W. Bennett, et. al., Main Theater Warfare Modeling in the RAND Stratet•
Assessment System (3.0). (Santa Monica, Ca.: RAND, 1988); Paul K. Davis, et. al., Vazinhigs
Affecting the Central Reimon Stability: The "Onerfional Minimum" and Other Issues at Low Force
Lexvs. (Santa Monica, Ca.: RAND, September, 1989).

71 For example, Phillip Karber writes, "... The outcome of combat is less dependent on the ratio of forces
than it is to the density of the defense - that is, the ratio of force to space." Karber, op. cit., p. 36.
William Mako identifies the minimum force-to-space ratio as one of three factors that should be used to
determine the ground forces required to deal with a given contingency (the other two being the force-toforce ratio and the minimum size of the operational reserve). He goes on to quote fcormer Secretary of
Defense Schlesinger as stating, "Whether we are talking about Central Europe or Korea, if a front is to
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be held along its length with a reasonable degree of confidence, there must be a minimum density of
manpower along that front, with no significant gaps between units." Mako, op. CiL, p. 35-36. Jack
Snyder, writing on a potential arms control agreement, offers a more picturesque metaphor describing

the same phenomenon:
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force to space ratios and combat outcomes is widely held to be discontinuous-meaning
that a minimum or threshold force to space ratio exists at which the nature of the
campaign changes character and the relative fortunes of defenders and attackers change
dramatically.72 Above the minimum, combat is dominated by attrition effects and the
pace of battle is slow. 73 Below the minimum, the outcome is decided by a faster-moving

A defenders force needs depend as much on the width of the front to be
defended as on the size of the awcking force. At Thermopylae. a few
good Greeks held off the Persian multitudes by clogging the narrow

pass so that the Persians could attc

diem with

only a few men at a

time. (Snyder, op. cit., p. 66.)
This consensus view has not been unchallenged, however. See, for example, Joshua Epstein, "The 3:1
Rule, Adaptive Modeling, and the Future of Security Studies", International Security. Vol. 13, No. 4

(Spring, 1989), esp. pp. 123-4, foomtot 84.
72 For example, NATO's Supreme Allied Commander General John Galvin writes:
Furthermore, force-to-space ratios and the dictates of terrain mean there
are certain force levels below which the West cannot reduce..Western
defensive doctrine allows for divisional frontages of 40-60 Ikn in the
defence... Reductions in thisforce could not cut very deeply before the
considerationsof terrain andforce-to-space ratios would become a
dominantfactor [emphasis added]. In order to cover the front am carry
out the defensive mission, Allied Command Europe would be forced to
conduct moare mobile operations... (Galvin, op. cit., p. 103.)
As discussed in greater detail below, the RAND combat model CAMPAIGN bases its determination of
the success of an attempted breakthrough on a discontinuous relationship between a defender's force to
space ratio and the character of the ensuing battle. See Bennett, et. al., op. cit., p. 55. Jack Snyder
argues that if a defender had just enough forces to establish a defensive line with this minimum force-tospace ratio, it would be in an attacker's interest to trade a relatively large reduction of his own forces for
even a small reduction of the defender's forces. See Snyder, op. cit., p. 67.
73

William Mako, drawing explicitly upon Liddell Hares ideas on force to space ratios, writes:
...once the ratio of defenders to the amount of space being defended
reaches some threshold, an attacking force-despite a numerical
superiority of 5:1 or even higher-can well find it impossible to move
rapidly through that defense. The defense may eventually be worn
down and pushed back; but, in the meantme, it can perhaps hold up the
offense long enough for defender reinforcements to arrive or for
counterattacks to get under way. (Mako, op. cit., p. 36.)
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war of maneuver. 74 The minimum density at which this transition occurs is generally
75
held to lie in the range of 25-30 kilometers per division.

A second point of broad consensus is that force-to-space ratios primarily affect

breakthrough battles, in which an attacker attempts to penetrate a prepared defense. 76 In
particular, the force-to-space ratio plays a role in determining the length of time required

I

77

for an attacker to penetrate a defense.

Finally, many authors agree that the relationship between force density and combat

I

outcomes is affected by variables such as terrain, and some have suggested that it is also

affected by variations in weapon types. 78 Moreover, military authors in particular have
emphasized the importance of force employment for outcomes on a low density
battlefield. It is often asserted that lower force to space ratios would force NATO
member states to change their national military doctrines; it is sometimes argued that to
do so would force NATO to modify or abandon its declaratory strategy of forward
defense.79

74William Makto, for example, writes
For planning purposes, analysts in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense posit twenty-five kilometers as a standard frontage for a U.S.
Heavy division in Central Europe. Divisions might, if necessary, hold
wider fronts...At some point, the defense would be stretched so thin that
a breakthrough could occur. (Ibid., pp. 35-36.)
Analysts who cite a number in this range include William Mako, Barry Posen, James Thomson and
Nanette Gantz, Leonard Sullivan, John Mearsheimer, Stephen Flanagan and Andrew Hamilton, Klaus
Witman, the German Ministry of Defense, and the analysts who produced the RAND "Operational
Minimum" study. For specific references, see the bibliographic footnote given earlier in this section.
76 See, for example, Mearsheimer, "Numbers", op. cit., pp. 177-179. See also Posen, op.
cit., pp. 106-110.
77 For example, Phillip Karber writes
Thus, for example, a NATO mechanized brigade screening a 30kilometer sector of open terrain would be hard pressed to delay a Soviet
force at 2:1 odds for more than several hours, whereas the same unit in
well-prepared positions on a 10-kilometer constricted movement corridor could stop a force at 6:1 odds for several days. (See Karber,

78

Op. CiL, p. 36.)

Mako, for example, estimates that an infantry division could not defend as wide a front as an armored
division. See Mako, op. cit., p. 37. In general, the literature argues that the minimum force-to-space
ratio is lower in forests or urban areaw. Mako, however, maintains that the minimum is actually higher
in those situations. See Ibid.; Sullivan, op. cit., p. 39, Karbt, op. cit., pp. 33-36, and especially the

second RAND study.
79

SACEUR General John Galvin and retired SACEUR General Andrew Goodpaster, in particular,
have
emphasized the importance of force employment in this regard. As noted above, General Galvin argues
that a reduction in NATO's force level, thereby lowering NATO's force to space ratio, could compel a
change in NATO's plan of operations. General Goodpaster argues that:
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1. John Mearsheimer
Drawing upon Liddell Hart's work, John J. Mearsheimer has developed a descrip""ion of the process by which force-to-space ratios influence combat outcomes. In
3

3

particular, Mearsheimer concludes that the defender's force-to-space ratio plays a key role
in determining an attacker's ability to initiate blitzkrieg warfare. In turn, the ability to
wage a blitzkrieg plays a central role in Mearsheimer's assessments of the conventional
balance in Central Europe. 80
Mearsheimer's description is based upon two key insights: 1) terrain constraints
limit an attacker's ability to concentrate; 2) the defender possesses a considerable tactical

advantage in combats determined by attrition. Starting from these insights, Mearsheimer

I

concludes that force-to-space ratios play the deciding factor in determining the character
of a battle: whether the conflict will be determined by a slow campaign of attrition or by a
fast campaign of blitzkrieg and maneuver. If the defender's force-to-space ratio is above
some minimum value, the attacker has effectively no chance of achieving the quick
breakthrough necessary to initiate a blitzkrieg. 8 1 Below this value, a high probability
exists that an attacker will penetrate the defensive line quickly and will thereby be able to
attempt a blitzkrieg.82
If we go down the road [to alliance prity at farce levels of 50% current
NATO levels], it will be necessary to devise new doctrine and new
plans and new modes of employment and comumand...
See Goodpaster interview, p. 5. (It is important to note, however, that General Goodpaster is more

opumistc regarding NATO's prospects in the event of such change than are most analysts in the current
debate. In the above reference, for example, Goodpaster advocates that the reductions described be
seriously considered by the Alliance. See also Goodpaster, Gorbachev and the Future of East-Wen
Scrity op. Cit.). For other observations by U.S. Military officers on the importance of force
employment on a low density battlefield, see, for example, Benison, op. cit., and Postlethwait. op. cit.
g Menrsbeimer first wrote on the subject in his article "Why the Soviets CanWt Win Quickly in Central
Europe." Subsequently, force-to-space ratios played a part in Mearsheimer's theory of conventional
deterrence, as presented i Conventional Dec e, The most complete description of force-to-space
constaints appears in "Numbers, Strategy, and the Conventional Balance."
8l1t is important to note that Mearsheimer uses force-to-space ratios to determine the immediate likelihood

82

of a successful breaktluough battle. If the breakthrough does succeed, the eventual outcome of the battle
will be decided by other factors. The most notable of these are the defender's ability to stop the
breakthrough and the defender's strategic depth. The first is largely a matter of the strength of a
defende's mobile reserves and the competence shown by commanders in employing those reserves.
The second is a matter of geography. For a more complete discussion of blitzkrieg warfare, see
Mesirseime, Can
, op. cit., pp. 35-52.
In general, the defender does not automatically lose if the minimum force-to-space ratio cannot be
maintained or achieved. In effect, the attacker achieves a breakthrough and must then successfully
exploit this advantage. As indicated above, measures can be taken to neutralize the penetration.
However, in the specific case of NATO's forward defense of Central Europe. a breakthrough of any sort
could well be disastrous. See Mearsheimer, o
tional Deterrence, op. cit.. pp. 4&49.
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Mearsheimer's description is based on the interaction of attacker concentration and
defender counter-concentration. In general, a defender possesses a tactical advantage
over the attacker. 8 3 The attacker seeks to overcome this advantage by concentrating at the
point of attack and achieving local force superiorities. Mearsheimer argues that an
attacker's ability to concentrate is limited by the local transportation network and the local
geography. Any forces in excess of this limit would have to be placed in echelons behind
the forward forces, and would have no immediate impact on a battle (the "crossing the T"
phenomenon). 84 This constraint on concentration proves crucial because it severely
limits the potential advantage of large attacker force superiorities. If the defender can
maintain some minimum force-to-space ratio along the front line, the attacker cannot
achieve the immediate force superiorities required to break through the defensive line.85
The minimum force-to-space ratio required to hold a particular length of front is
determined by the particular terrain features of the front and by the capabilities of the
specific units tasked to hold that terrain (e.g., what force imbalance are they able to
handle). Obstacles, such as "rivers, mountains, forests, swamps, urban sprawl, man-made
defensive positions," limit an attacker's avenues of advance, thereby effectively reducing
the length of front to be defendecL86
2.

3
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RAND

The RAND Corporation has released a number of studies in which force-to-space
ratios play a part in determining the stability of the conventional balance in Central

3

83T

advntags trditonaly assigned to dte defense include the ability to fight from protced positions,
beoe firing positiom, famiiarity with the terrain, and the ability to use obstacles (mefieds, tank traps.
ditches) to slow or kill the attacker. See Mearsheimer.mAssessing the Conventional Balance -.. op. cit.,
p. 57. Mearsheimer expresses thewe advantages in the 3:1 rule of thumb. This rule usaes that an attacker
requires a force ratio of 3:1 at the point of attack to achieve a breWktrough. See Mearsheimer,
"Numbers ... Oop. cit., p. 177. At the prest time, the 3:1 rule is the subject of intese debate in the
community. See Interatioal Secrit, Vol. 13, No. 4 (Spring, 1989), and especially the articles of

Epstein and Mewsheimer.
84 Mearsheimer, "Numbers," op. cit., p. 178. These "stacked up" forces would be crucial in the
latter
stages of a breakthrough attempt. Presumably, however, by the time these forces came into play, the

defenders would also have called upon reserves. The breakthrough attempt would therefore become a

85

battle of atrition dependent upon rmes of reinforcement. See ibad., p. 179.
The minimum force-to-space ratio would depend upon the force inferiority one is repared to a

Using the 3:1 rule, and setting the maximum attacker concentration at I brigade per 7 kilometers,
Mearsheimer feels that a good rule of thumb for the minimum force-4o-space ratio is I brigade per 15
note?7.
kilometers. See Ibid., p. 178,

Ibid., p. 177. See also the discussion of a Soviet advance through Central Europe in Mwsheimer, "Why
the Soviets...", op. ciL., pp. 23-29.
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Europe. Two of these will be reviewed in detail: Conventional Arms Control Revisited:
Objectives in the New Phase, and Variables Affecting the Central Region Stability: The
"Operational Minimum" and Other Issues at Low Force Levels. Both studies are based
on the output from the CAMPAIGN model, a theater-level combat simulation developed
at Rand.
CAMPAIGN is the land warfare component of the Rand Strategy Assessment
System.87 CAMPAIGN may be used either interactively or as a closed simulation (no
human interaction). When used non-interactively, all force-employment decision-making
is performed by a number of "expert systems" decision models. 8 8 In the interactive
mode, these decision models make only some of the force employment decisions. 8 9 In

I

either mode, a series of combat decision rules are important to the estimation of
outcomes.
In structure, CAMPAIGN is a modified "piston model" of ground combat. 9 0
Attackers move along axes of advance that run across a terrain grid of Central Europe. 9 1
Combat interactions are assessed between attackers and defenders on the same axis; thus
each axis is a semi-independent "piston" with a separate FLOT (forward line of troops)
which advances at a rate determined by the balance of forces on the given piston. Models
of this structure cannot explicitly model operational maneuver (e.g., breakthroughs,
encirclements, flank attacks, and so on) as such. Instead, CAMPAIGN represents the
effects of maneuver indirectly by modifying the nominal strengths and advance rates of
the forces on a given axis to reflect the impact of the maneuver phenomena presumed to
take place within the piston. 9 2 The nature of the maneuver presumed to occur is
estimated by the model as a function of the local combat environment--and in particular,
as a function of the force-to-space ratio.

87 For a more complete description of the RSAS environment of which CAMPAIGN is a par, see Bennett,
etal.
89Ibd., p. 4.
89

The simulation automatically makes many of the brigade-level decisions. For example, on a given
autk axis, a decision model known as the "axis commander" determines which forces (of those
allocated to that axis of advance) fight in the first echelon and which are held in reserve. As attrition
occuns, the "axis commander" raoes brigades between reserve and forward deployments. Ibid., p. 53.

90

Ibid., p. 11.
91A given cell ofthe grid mightbe60 km deepby 80km wide. Ibid., p. 10.
92

Ibid., p. 47.
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To do this, CAMPAIGN breaks a battle into cyclical phases: preparation, assault,
breakthrough or stalemate, and (given breakthrough) exploitation and pursuiL9 3 Attrition
and attacker rate of advance are calculated differently for each phase of battle. 94 The
highest defender attrition and attacker rates of advance occur during the breakthrough and
exploitation stages. 95 Therefore, the attacker's immediate tactical objective is to achieve
and exploit a breakthrough along the major axes of advance. The defender, in turn seeks

I

I
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to prevent a breakthrough. Failing that, the defender attempts to end the exploitation
phase of battle by re-establishing a stable defensive line.96 If a new defensive line is
established, the cycle of battle begins anew.
Within CAMPAIGN, the defender's force-to-space ratio plays the key role in
governing the transition between the assault phase and the breakthrough (or stalemate)
phase. If the force-to-space ratio falls below some threshold value, a breakthrough is
assumed to occur, and the battle automatically shifts to the breakthrough and exploitation
phase. 97 If the force-to-space ratio remains above this breakthrough threshold for the
entire combat, stalemate eventually ensues.98 The exploitation phase ends if and when
the defender force-to-space ratio rises above the breakthrough threshold. This threshold
force-to-space ratio is determined independently of the attacking force, and varies with
the type of tenain and with the degree of terrain preparation. 99
CAMPAIGN defines four ranges of the defender's force-to-space ratio: maximum
density, hold density, minimum density, and breakthrough density. These threshold
93

Ibid., pp. 54-55.

94

Ibid., p. 47.

95For defender aurition rates, see Ibid., p. 59. For rates of advance, see Ibid., p. 62.

96In general, anew defensive line isestablished by Mhe depioyment of operational reserves
p.55. 7he force-to-spee ratio is measured in divisioins along the PLOT (forward line of troops)
divided by the length of PLOT held. Divisiomnazrves we counted (ie, if one brigade of the division
were held in the rear m a reserve, this brigade would still be counted) but divisions stioned behind th,
FLOT a opeaional reserves would not be counted. RAND measures divisional strength in equivalent
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3
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97 Ibid.,

divisim (ED), in which one U.S. Arnored division is equal to one ED. An illustrative breakthrough
minimum for Centrl Europe might be 60 km/ED. See Ibid., p. 18.
9 8 Within CAMPAIGN, the force-to-force ratio of attacker to defender must
exceed some minimum in
order for a atacker to continue o aack. See IbidL, p.44. If the fwce-tospeý
ratio remains above the
minimum for a sufficient period of time, atrition will this force4o-fove ratio so fall below the minimum

required

anack, and stalenmae will resulL See Ibid., p. 55.
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values are user-inputs. 100 The breakthrough threshold is explained above. The other

thresholds reflect varying levels of defensive effectiveness.10 1 In addition to the role
described above, these thresholds are secondary factors influencing an attacker's rate of
advance. 102 Above the hold density, the attacker's nominal rate of advance is multiplied
by a factor less than one. Between the hold and the minimum densities, the nominal rate
of advance is not changed by force-to-space ratio considerations. Below the minimum
density, the nominal rate of advance is multiplied by a factor greater than one. Below the
breakthrough level, the breakthrough velocity is used.

3
3

In Conventional Arms Control Revisited: Objectives in the New Phase, James A.
Thomson and Nanette C. Gantz of RAND use this model to analyze the impact on NATO
of an arms control agreement authorizing significant force cuts. 103 They paint a
stark picture of the task confronting NATO arms control negotiators:
To have some effect, proposed reductions should be
substantially asymmetric, probably at least at a Pact/NATO
ratio of 5:1 in overall combat capability...Smaller
asymmetries are likely to leave the balance more precarious
from NATO's standpoint.104

Istability

This conclusion is based on the role of low force to space ratios in promoting

Sbreakthrough

conditions, as described above. Because NATO fares badly once local
force densities fall too low, NATO in effect requires a certain minimum force to man the
front thickly enough to keep the battle from shifting into breakthrough conditions. The

1

rule of thumb used in the CAMPAIGN runs performed for the Thomson and Gantz study
held that the minimum force-to-space ratio required to maintain a coherent defense is 25
99 Ibid., p. 55. Terrain modification of the minimum force-to-space ratio is based upon the degree to which
the
terain See
facilitates
(presmably
by providing
cover,areadvantageous
linesdeliberate,
of sight, and
othra
benefits).
Ibid., p.defense
56. Four
levels of defense
preparation
possible: Hasty,
prepared,
fortified. Hasty defenses require the highest force density to prevent breakthrough, fortified defenses the

I

Inatue

lowest density. See Ibid., p.49.
100 Sample values for these thresholds are given for Centrl Europe. These are, respectively, 15 kilometers
pe standard division, 25 kilometes/sd. Div, 40 km/stLd. Div., and 60 km/ sid. Div. Ibid., p. 18. The
of a standard division is determined using the WEI/WUV M] methodology. See Ibid., p. 23.

101 The maximum density represents the strongest possible front-line defense. The minimum density
represents the weakest front-line defense that has any chance of withstanding an attack Ibid., p. 18.

3

12Ibid., pp. 61-63. The primary faL.;ors determining the attacker's rate of advance ae the type of
engagement (determined by the phase of the battle and the degree of defensive prearation) and the
force ratio. This nominal rate of advance is then modified by terrain considerations and by the
defenders force-to-space ratio.
103 Thomson and Gantz, op. cit., p.6
104

IIbid.,

p. 16.
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kilometers per equivalent division (ED).1 05 Similarly, the Pact requires at least a certain
forward force density away from the point of attack. Forces in excess of these minima
constitute operational reserves, to be fed forward to replace losses at the point of
attack.106 The ratio of these residuals (i.e., the balance between the two sides' reserves)
then largely determines the outcome of the battle of attrition that results. This ratio of
excess forces is thus, as Thompson and Gantz put it, "a good measure of the balance [in
Central Europe]." 107 At present, the ratio of excess forces predicted by Thomson and
Gantz is "roughly 4:1" in favor of the Warsaw Pact.108 If arms control reductions are to
improve the conventional balance in Central Europe, the agreements must therefore
authorize asymmetric cuts of (at least) approximately 4:1 (Pact forces for NATO forces).
This critical ratio of acceptable reductions is thus driven largely by the force to space
minimum required to forestall the transition to breakthrough. The lower the force to
space minimum, the larger the excess forces on each side; given that NATO has fewer
forces than the Pact, lowering a common density floor will reduce the ratio of Pact to
NATO reserves, thus lowering the degree of asymmetry required for a given arms control

I
n

I

I

agreement to be in NATO's interest. 109
In Variables Affecting the Central Region Stability: The "Operational Minimum"
and Other Issues at Low Force Levels, Paul K. Davis, Robert D. Howe, Richard L.
Kugler, and William G. Wild reach two conclusions. First, they estimate the minimum
force (including reserves) required to defend the Central Region to be 27 equivalent
divisions (ED). 110 Second, at force levels below this "operational minimum," they
suggest that the stability of NATO's defense is problematic, but that a successful defense

3

10 5

Ibid., p. 12. This coesponds wthe hold density" used in CAMPAIGN. See Bennet, et al, op. cit.,
p. 18.
106 Ibid., p. 12.
107 Ibid., p. 12.
108 Ibid., p. 12.
109 Consider the following example. At this force level, NATO would require thirty divisions to hold a
750 kilometer inter-German border. If NATO is assumed to have 40 total divisions, NArO's excess
forces ae 10 divisions. If the Pact is assumed to have a total force of 80 divisions, the ratio of excess
forces is 5:1 (if the Pact is assumed to match NATO's distribution along the line). Now consider an
instance where the minimum force to space ratio was 40 kmi/division. NATO would now have roughly
19 divisions on the front line, mad 21 divisions of excess forces. The ratio of excess forces would now
be 61:21. or slighdy less than 3:1.
10 Davis, eL al., op. cit., p. 31. The front is question is 750 kilometers in length. It includes the Dmish
sector but excludes the Austrian border. This gives a force-to-space ratio of roughly 28 kilometers per

ED.
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is nevertheless not, in theory, impossible. 111 In the process they provide additional
insight into two issues in particular: 1) the effect of terrain on minimum force-to-space
ratios; 2) the potential effect of defender force employment at low force-to-space ratios.
The authors divide Central European terrain into four classes: closed, rough,
mixed, and open. 112 Associated with each terrain type is a rule of thumb that determines
the minimum tactical force-to-space ratio with which that terrain type may be
defended. 113 These rules of thumb reflect the extent to which the terrain impedes and/or

j

--

1

channels the advance of the attacker, and the extent to which the terrain differentially aids
the defender (e.g., by providing cover, advantageous lines of sight, ambush positions, or
easily fortified rear positions such as rivers). 114 Of the four terrain classes described,
closed is assessed to be the most defense-favorable, followed in order by rough, mixed,
115
and open.
Starting from these terrain-based force-to-space minima, the authors calculate
NATO's minimum force size to be 27 EDs.1 16 To arrive at this figure, the authors
estimate that 60 percent of NATO's 750 km front is "militarily usable"; the remainder of
IIIIbid., p. Vii.
112 ClosW* terrain refers to densely urbanized areas or very mountainouxs areas. "Rough" terrain refers to
forested areas penetrated by only narrow roads or to moderately mountainous or hilly areas penetrated
by few roads. "Mixed" terrain refers to a mix of rough and open terrain. "Open" terrain refers to
relatively flat and easily trafficable regions such as plains or croplands.
113 These rules of thumb are: for dosed terrain, 60 km/ED; for rough terrain, 40 km/ED; for mixed
terrain,
30 km/ED; for open terrain, 20 km/ED. Ibid., p. 24. These values represent authors' estimates (see
Ibid., pp. 15-6, and p. 25).
114 In addition, the following non-natural characteristics of a piece of terrain figure prominently
in the
determination of the minimum tactical densities appropriate to that piece of terrain: The available road
network, the depth of the terrain, the position of the defense line with respect to the terrain (forward,
within, rear), the defender's mission, possible defender force tailoring (specialized light infantry for
forests, mountains, or urban areas), the presence of sensors and obstacles, attacker force tailoring
(specialized assault troops for forests, mountains, or urban areas). Ibid., p. 22. In general, terrain that
impedes the attacker's movement and/or channels the attacker into certain approach routes also
differentially aids the defender in other ways. However, while assuming as a point of departure that
more difficult terrain benefits the defender, the authors take cam to note that this is not always the case.
The some terrain characteristics that prohibit or limit major avenues of advance can also shorten lines of
sight, to the detriment of the defender who must be able to detect the advance of the attacker. Dense
forests characterized by many minor routes of advance provide the best example of this. A defense in a
dese forest may require less firepower than a defense on an open plain but more manpower (Le., by
dividing the deftnse's firepower into mnuy discrte units, the front may be held more completely, if less
strogly). See Ibid., pp. 23-4; c.£ Mako, op. cir., p.37.
15Davis, et. al., Op. Cir., p. 24.
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the front need not be held with significant strength. The nature of this usable terrain is

open-to-mixed. The minimum force-to-space ratio for open-to-mixed terrain is 25 kmn/
ED. Thus, NATO requires at least 18 EDs forward. In addition, the authors estimate that

U

NATO's operational reserve should be 50 percent of NATO's forward force. Therefore,
117
NATO's operational minimum is 27 EDs overall.T

With respect to defenses conducted below the operational minimum, the authors
conclude that success is problematic, but possible in certain situations. The authors used
CAMPAIGN to examine the outcome of a war in Central Europe in which NATO's force
level was 18 EDs. Under conservative assumptions in which NATO attempts to hold at
the inter-German border, CAMPAIGN predicted that the Warsaw Pact would penetrate to
a depth of about 300 kilometers in approximately three weeks. (In comparison, under the

3
I

same conditions, a defense conducted with 27 EDs would halt the Pact at the Weser
River).118 The authors then tested the effectiveness of the defense in two instances in
which the original conditions were changed. In the first variation, NATO was assumed to
fall back to the Weser in order to buy time for counterconcentration, and construction of
fortifications on the Weser. In the second variation, NATO was assumed to begin
moving reserve forces to the main-attack sector prior to the actual assault.1 19 In both
instances, NATO conducted a successful defense with 18 EDs. 120

5

3.

3

Archer Jones

Archer Jones, in The Art of War in the Western World, treats force-to-space ratio
issues more broadly than the majority of the modern literature. Of particular interest for

B

£

116 Ibid., p.11 and p.31. Whs value represents the density of forces per kilometer of fronage as viewed
from the army group perspective, and is assessed to be "the minimum operational density of forces
needed to maintain a cohesive line and hold ground for perhaps a week or so with reasonable
confidence."
117 Ibid. p. 31. The authors stress that this figure represents a "strawnan" estimate. For the authors'
comments on their choice of 50 percent as the fraction of reserve forces, see Ibid., p 17.
118 Ibid., p. 54. For the specific assumptions, see Ibid., p. 52. In general, the authors assumed parity, a
NATO atlempt to hold at the inter-German border, no differential concentration on the par of NATO,
sluggish defender command and control, and no pjwepd defenses on -day.
119 Presumably, this advantage reflects enhanced sensor and intelligence capabilities on the par of NATO.
120 Ibid., p. 55. The authors did not model counter-attack, so the possible outcme of an auempt to regain
the status quo ante is undetermined. However, the Pact's unsuccessful attempts to penetrate the Weoer
line do case e force ratio to shift decisively in NATO's favor (PacrjNATO z-.76). See Ibid., p. 55-56.
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our purposes is Jones' argument that the impact of density on combat outcomes is a
function of both the attacker and the defender force-to-space ratios 121

In eras when the force-to-space ratios of both the attacker and the defender have
been high, Jones concludes that warfare is characterized by slow battles of attrition.
Flanks are extended to become unassailable. Attacks are instead made frontally against
continuous fronts that cannot be penetrated quickly. Overall defensive effectiveness in an
characterized by high force-to-space ratios is therefore high.122

Moreover, Jones argues that defensive effectiveness has also been quite high in eras
when the force-to-space ratios of both the attacker and the defender have been low. This
is because the attacker is simply not numerous enough to conquer and hold territory. 123

3Even

if the attacker wins a decisive victory over the defender's armed forces, he is not

powerful enough to occupy the country. 124 Moreover, such an attacker may not even be
able to defend his own borders in the event that the defender opts to counter-invade rather

than to intercept the attack. 125 Jones, in effect, predicts that, if attacker and defender
force levels are comparable and vary together, an attacker does best at mid-range forceto-space ratios, and worst at high and low force-to-space ratios. 126
Jones limits these conclusions, however, to cases in which both attackers and
defenders employ weapons with broadly similar capabilities. In particular, Jones stresses

1

The following discussion is based on Archer Jones, The Art of War in the Western World. (Chicago:

University of Illinois Press, 1987), esp. pp. 666-667. In addition, Jones (like Balck, Colin, and Liddell
Hart) concludes that the prepared defender is effectively invulnerable to direct frontal assault. Jones
argues that this conclusion is a constant throughout the history of war. Ibid., p. 691.
122 Jones cites World War I as the best example of this phenomenon. See Ibid., pp. 440.441.

123 When the military strength of both atacke and defender is roughly equivalent, the attacker, in an era
of low force to space ratios, suffers from an inability to force decisive battle upon an opponent. For
example, see Jones' description of the Thirty Years War. especially pp. 227-232. However, even if an
atcker's strength were such as to dominate the defender militarily, the attacker would not be able to
hold the defender's territory. For example, "issituation obtained during the French operations in Russia

and Spain during the Napoleonic wars, and during the English operations in France during the Hundred
Years War. See Ibid., pp. 168,355,366-67,371,440.41, and 666-67.

124 For emxmple, Hannibal's victory at Canme did not allow him to end the war on satisfactory terms. See
Ibid., pp. 65-69.
125 Jones suggests that in situations where neither side has sufficient force to hold territory, the best option

for a potential combatant will often be a "raiding strategy," in which the freedom of rianeuver resulting
from
low force densities is used to pillage the opposing countryside while avoiding contact with the
iopposngarmy.
See Ibid., pp. 666-667. This situation obtained during much of the Thirty Yeas War,
when Gustavus, Tifly, and Wallenstein conducted many logistics raids, but fought relatively few frontal

battles. See Ibid., pp. 223-243.
126 Ibid., pp. 666-667.
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the potential impact of differing weapon mobility for the attacker and the defender. 127 A
highly mobile defender (e.g, tank forces) faced with a slow-moving attacker (e.g., foot
infantry) may be able to defend his country successfully regardless of his force-to-space
ratio.
E.

CONCLUSIONS
The literature on force to space ratios is thus fairly extensive and extremely

I

3
3

heterogeneous in nature. It has taken shape intermittently over a span of more than a
century, and includes contributions from theorists, practitioners, civilian analysts and
serving military officers. Interest in the issue was high in the decades prior to the First
World War, fell in the postwar years; was revived by Basil Liddell Hart prior to the
Second World War and again in the early 1960s; and fell again until rediscovered by John
Mearsheimer in the early 1980s. The public debate over the conventional balance and
especially conventional arms control has driven the issue of force density to an unusual
salience in the last years of the decade, but it is thus not a new issue.
Notwithstanding the heterogeneity of this literature, zeveral conclusions aret
nevertheless matters of broad consensus. First, it is generally believed that defenders
require a minimum force for defense of a fixed front. Defenders without at least this
minimum force density lose the advantages of position and concealment normally
associated with the tactical defense, and thus risk breakthrough when confronted with a
concentrated attack. Since attackers can only concentrate a finite force on a finite front,
however, a more densely defended line can present an attacker with a difficult target,

3

slowing offensive advance rates long enough for defenders to counter offensive

concentration by moving reserves to the point of attack.
Second, while there is some disagreement among sources, most argue that this
defensive minimum is largely independent of the size of the opposing force. Thus, small
forces in large theaters are widely regarded as promoting the offensive--even if the two
sides are of roughly equal strength. 128 As a consequence, it is widely argued in the
modem literature that the minimum force to space ratio constitutes an effective floor for
conventional arms control more or less regardless of Soviet concessions-or

I

5

alternatively, that Soviet concessions must be extraordinarily asymmetric in nature for
NATO to be able to accept significant reductions in its own forces.
Ibid., pp. 666-667.
128 For an exception, see Jones, op. cit., pp.666-667.
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Finally, while different authors cite different lists of secondary (or intervening)
effects that influence the minimum force to space ratio, some of these effects recur
frequently enough to be treated as points of consensus. In particular, three classes of such
effects can be identified: terrain, weapons technology, and force employment.

With respect to force employment, three particular aspects are most frequently
addressed: the "tempo" of the campaign, the defender's capacity to counterattack a
penetrating attacker, and the distribution of the defender's forces (both in depth, and most
often, with respect to the maintenance of reserves). 129 As noted earlier, "tempo"
the severity of a potential breakthrough. If the attacker is moving faster than
the defender can react, then the defender requires a greater density of forces forward than

Sdetermines

if the defense can keep up with the attacker. The ability to counterattack determines the
defender's ability to contain the attacker if and when he penetrates into the defense. 130
Thus, limited counter-attack capability implies a higher minimum force-to-space ratio.
The third force employment variable, the distribution of forces, concerns the depth of the
defense and the proportion of total force that is held in reserve. 131 Deep defenses deny

I
I
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the attacker the ability to penetrate the defense by winning a single battle, thereby
slowing the attacker's rate of advance. 132 Deeper defenses imply sufficiency for lower
force-to-space ratios. The size and deployment of reserve forces determine a defender's
ability to counter-concentrate. Small, poorly placed reserve forces deny the defender any
chance of counter-concentrating at the point of attack; this implies a need for higher

force-to-space ratios.
Weapon technology is often d --cribed as a primary driver in observed changes in
force to space minima over time. Indeed, the introduction of new, high firepower
weaponry in the late nineteenth century was the initial inspiration for the first period of
active consideration of density effects in the decades preceding World War I. Many
129 The modern literature offers relatively few specific guidelines with respect to the interactions of force
employment and force-to-space ratios. It therefore cannot be said that any tre consensus has formed
with respect to the specific nature of these interactions. Nonetheless, among those authors who
comment upon force employment (e.g., Galvin, Goodpaster, the RAND analysts), there is relatively
little disagreement.
SIn May, 1940, the initial deployment of the Allies left them with no forces with which to counterattack
the German spearhead. This nullified any chance the Allies might have had to stop the German advance
short of the ChanneL See Liddell Hart, op. cit., pp. 6-7.
131 Depth as used here is not related to the size of the reserve. Therefore, one can increase the size of the
reserve force without increasing the depth, and visa versa.
132 See, for example, Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterr
, op. Cit., pp. 49-50.
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authors point to advancing weapons technology as a driver for a general reduction in
density minima over the course of the twentieth century. 133
Terrain effects are addressed in two broad categories:

m

3

natural features and

artificial terrain features and/or enhancements. Natural features include rivers, hills,
mountains, plains, forests, and swamps. Artificial terrain features include roads, bridges,
and urban areas. Man-made military enhancements include trenches, the use of wire,
minefields, and other attempts at fortification. The literature stresses two aspects of
terrain: trafficability and advantageous combat features (such as cover, good lines of
sight, ambush locations, etc.). Higher trafficability (such as that provided by plains or
extensive road networks) implies higher combat tempo and, therefore, a need for higher

force-to-space ratios. Likewise, lower trafficability (characteristic of mount'inous
regions or mine-fields) implies a need for lower force-to-space ratios. Terrain
characterized by many advantageous combat features (such as forests or fortified

positions) allows the local defender to fight more effectively. This implies that lower
force-to-space ratios would suffice.
Force to space ratios have thus been the subject of considerable if sporadic
attention for an extended period of time, and this consideration has produced a substantial
degree of consensus on certain broad aspects of the issue. Corporately, the resulting
literature thus represents a major source of insight into the nature of the issue, and in

particular, into the range of effects and considerations that must be taken into account
when evaluating the consequences of a given force density.
Yet few writers on the subject have accorded it extensive or primary treatment;
most often it is addressed instrumentally in the course of an investigation to which it
relates, but is not the direct subject. This has contributed to an unstructured and largely
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non-cumulative literature. As a consequence, the insight provided by this body of
thought, while rich, is neither systematic nor unambiguous. Terms are inconsistently
defined; consequences are rarely specified in other than a very general manner, and

I
133 Interestingly, however, the possibility that changes in weapon technology could reduce the floor on

NATO force levels for arms control purposes has not been widely explored. For a more detailed
treatment of this issue, see appendix C.
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preconditions are often left unstated. 134 Author's estimates and rules of thumb are most
often the underlying foundation upon which minimum force estimates are based. While
these are not necessarily without merit-and are substantially superior to the absence of
assessment-they are best regarded as expedients until a more rigorously based
understanding can be developed. 13 5 In the meantime, results are best regarded as
provisional hypotheses. Thus, while this body of existing thought is of considerable
value as a point of departure, it does not as yet constitute a complete or wholly sufficient
description of the impact of force to space ratios for the purposes of the defense planning
community. For this, further exploration of these issues is required.

I

I

134 The term "force to space ratio" itself has been variously defined as theater forces divided by length of
theater front; forward forces divided by length of theater front; theater ,wforward forces divided by area
of deployment; or forces at the point of attack divided by the attack frontage (see, e.g., IAddell Hart, op.
cit., pp. 4-9; Davis, op. cit., pp. 11-13; Mearsheimer, "Numbers," op. cit., pp. 177-179). Alternatively,
the consequences of a low force to space ratio have sometimes been described as offensive brakthough
even at "low" force to force ratios, and sometimes as a style of combat favoring attackers; the
consequences of a force to space ratio above the minimum are sometimes described as "successful"
defense, other times as delayed offensive breakthrough, and other times as a style of combat favoring
defenders (see, e.g., Mako, op. ciL, pp. 35-36; Karber, op. cit., p. 36; Mearsheimer, Cumnhigna
op. cit., pp. 48-49; Galvin, op. cit., p. 103; Liddell Hart, op. cit., pp. 6-7). Bounds of
applicability are typically left unstated, but the nature of the treatment often either directly implies or at
least indirectly suggests very broad applicability. Examples, for example, are frequently drawn from
both world wars and widely divergent theaters of war within those conflicts (see esp. Liddell Hart, op.
cit., pp. 4-13). It is thus difficult to infer whether these relationships are meant to be applicable, for
example, to modem warfare in the Middle East, Africa, or the Indian subcontinent; whether some new
weapon technology would undermine the relationship; or whether the nature of the relationship is
specific to some particular military doctrine or national strategy.
135 On the epistemology of judgmentally based estimates and rules of thumb, see John Mearsheimer,
"Assessing the Conventional Balance", IntationlSeur, Volume 13, No. 4 (Spring, 1989).
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Appendix B
SOVIET VIEWS ON THE EFFECTS OF
FORCE TO SPACE RATIOS
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A. INTRODUCTION
A complete review of existing thought on the relationship between force-to-space
ratios and combat outcomes requires a careful survey of Soviet, as well as Western,
theoretical literature. Soviet military writing is extensive and often very systematic in
nature. Moreover, it has been suggested by a number of prominent Western analysts that
the particular question of force-to-space ratios has played an important role in Soviet
writing-particularly with respect to the problem of pre-emptive attack as a means of
circumventing the mobilization of a dense NATO defense. The Soviet treatment of this
issue, however, takes place in the context of a very different analytic tradition from that
of the Western literature. As such, to do justice to Soviet thought on this issue requires

I

separate treatment.
The purpose of this appendix thus is to summarize and evaluate the state of
knowledge in the Soviet military literature with respect to the issue of defensive force
density, and to assess the arguments by Western analysts with respect to the role of force

3to
3
3
3all
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space ratios in that Soviet literature. The central conclusion of this review is that little
evidence has been discovered to suggest that force to space ratios are a central or overriding concern for the Soviets. There are no publicly available Soviet studies specifically
about force to space ratios, at least for the past two decades. Density is one among many
variables in Soviet calculations, and it is not notably more prominent than others.

Discussion of the issue is often brief or indirect. General Staff planning methodologies,
for example, demonstrate a force to space effect, but this property is implicit in models
that focus primarily on the "correlation of forces" at the point of attack.0 The Soviets do
believe that, other things being equal, lower densities favor attackers over defenders. But
other things are not necessarily equal, and the Soviets focus more on the other
things--especially the force to force ratio, defensive depth, terrain preparation, weapons
effectiveness, and troop quality. Moreover, when the Soviets address the issue of dense
defenses, it is most often in the context of prescriptions for overcoming them (most often
through the use of offensive artillery).

l~See John Hines, "The Operational Calculations for Equal Security Under Army Control," Conference
Paper presented at "International Symposium on Conventional Stability in Europe: Prerquisites and
Analysis Requirements," 10-13 October 1989, German Armed Forces University, Munich; Col A.
Gaonoyv. "Corelation of Forces and Rate of Advance," Y=I.n
L Nov. 10, 1971; Professor Fritz
Stoeckli, "Soviet Operational Planning: Superiority Ratios aamd Casualties in Soviet Front and Army
Operations,: RBuLIgjua, Spring 1989.
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An important caveat about this, or indeed any other issue of Soviet military
thinking, is that Soviet military theory is in an extraordinary degree of flux in the late
1980s. A number of Soviet sources imply that a new period of military development
began for the Soviet Union around 1985-86.2 This seems to reflect a growing recognition
in the Soviet military, spurred by the work of Marshal Ogarkov, the former Chief of the
General Staff, of the implications of new advanced and precision-guided conventional
weapons technologies. 3
In May 1987 another major shift was announced: the Warsaw Pact's announcement of a move toward a defensive posture of "reasonable sufficiency," with a primary
emphasis on avoiding war. Yet another major change was Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev's December, 1988 announcement of deep unilateral cuts in the Soviet Ground
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and Air Forces. Thus at the end of the 1980s Soviet military thinking is being altered
simultaneously by new fundamental assumptions about Soviet goals in a possible war, by
radical cuts in Soviet military capabilities, and by a belief that recent changes in military
technology are "revolutionary in their character."4
These changes have a number of implications for this review. The fact that Soviet
ideas are changing means that older statements (even five years old or less) may not
reflect current Soviet views. Further, since the changes are both so basic and still
continuing, even the most recent Soviet statements are likely to reflect either tentative or
unofficial views. Finally, the shift to a proclaimed defensive strategy means that views

1
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about Soviet offensive success are likely to be particularly subject to change. To the
extent that Soviet statements represent general theories about military cause and effect,
they are of value as theory even as circumstances (and doctrine) change. But given
current changes, any projections about the future directions Soviet views may take must
be highly tentative.
These caveats in mind, this appendix will continue with a discussion of the school
of Western analysts mentioned above, followed by a discussion of other Western analysts
2

The Soviet sources we LL Gen. V. Reznichenko, "Sovetskie Voomzheanye Sily v poslevoennyy period,"
K~nna~mmmiuVlinihumkh Sil No. 1. January 1988; dhe book be is reviewing is by A.A. bakov and

V.V. L
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Voadat, 17).

ov(Moscow.

C.F. Colonel David M. Glantz, -Soviet Operational Art and Tactics in a Era of Reform," Soviet Army

Studies office, Fon Lavenwonth. KS, AMUil 1989, p. 25 footume.
Perganon-Basey's, 1988). p. 216. C.F May C. Fitzgerald, "Marshul Oprkov an the Modem Theater

Operation," Naval War Cab= Rmew, Auunnn 1986.

5

Remichenko, "Sovenkie Voouzhenye Siy," op.ciL, p. 87.
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See Colonel General Makhlut Akbni4ovich Gareev, M.V. Frui
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with differing views. With a consensus elusive, we will turn to the Soviet literature over
the past two decades, ending this section with some inferences about current Soviet
views. Finally, we will conclude with some summary observations about Soviet views on
the issue of force-to-space ratios.
B.

--

I

DENSITY: WESTERN OBSERVERS

Most Western discussions of Soviet military literature on defensive force- tospace ratios take place in the context of a larger debate about the strength and prospects
of NATO's defenses. One theme in this larger debate has particular significance for this
review, i.e., the argument that NATO's defense, if fully deployed, would be so dense as to
be virtually impenetrable to Soviet attack. Because the Soviets fear attacking such a
dense defense, they are argued to believe that the success of their attack would depend on
pre-empting the deployment of the defense. In works in this vein, the discussions of
density are usually subordinate to and closely bound up with this issue of pre-emption
(and, in particular, how Soviet pre-emption is driven by NATO density) but if true, these
arguments are clearly of importance for the general question of the relationship between
force-to-space ratios and combat results. We shall therefore discuss the issues together.
The first major Western discussion of this type was in a article published by
Phillip Karber in 1976. Karber wrote:
Soviet writers have long held that density-the ratio of force to space-is
the key variable influencing rate of advance. The greater the quantity of
force in a given area the slower the movement, and conversely with low
force-to-space ratios the battlefield becomes granular rather than linear,
fluid instead of static. Instead of nuclear weapons to disperse the defence,
the [Soviet] armour advocates call for pre-emptive manoeuvre-attacking
the defence before it mobilizes and deploys a dense anti-tank defence.
Soviet writers note that surprise attacks with conventional weapons offer

the same opportunities as nuclear strikes for low force densities: fluidity

of manoeuvre, and a high initial rate of advance. 5

A similar line of argument was taken up a few years later by Christopher
Donnelly, and still later by Charles Dick, both of the Soviet Studies Centre at the Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst. Donnelly writes:
During conventional battle, however, due to the high density of anti-tank
weapons in NATO armies, and due to the resilience of a strong defense to
Soviet air or artillery bombardment, an attack on a prepared defensive
position will normally require the troops to dismnott and attack on foot, in
5

Phillip A. Kota. -M

Soviet AWi-Tank Debme," SnyWL 1976, p. 111.
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close co-operation with accompanying armour and under cover of well
coordinated artillery fire.6
From the very serious attention given to NATO defense, and the great
strength imputed to it, it is certain that in future wars NATO defensive

strength could easily be sufficient to compel the Soviet Ground Forces to
engage in a massive concentration of effort in order to maintain the tempo
of their offensive, and hence win the war very quickly. Put another way,
this Soviet realization of the potential strength of a modern prepared
defense must make pre-emptive surprise attack ever more attractive to
every Soviet soldier from corporal to Commander-in-Chief. To quote the

most common 'cry' voiced by contributors to the last debate,"you

3

forestall--you win all."'7
Donnelly, like Karber, argues here only that pre-empting is attractive for the
Soviets, not that it is necessary. 8

g

Later, Donnelly and especially Dick go much further. They begin from the
assumption that the Soviets believe it is essential that, should a war occur, they be able to
win a quick victory. Donnelly argues, "If the war drags on, there is a high risk that it will
develop into a catastrophic nuclear exchange and/or that the strains of war will destroy
the Soviet bloc from the inside."9 Dick adds that Soviet economic weakness
relative to
the West would by itself doom the Soviet Union to defeat in a long war. 10
The need to win a war quickly creates the demand for a blitzkrieg strategy.
Donnelly and DY .k argue, however, that the Soviets are dubious that they could win a
blitzkrieg war against a fully deployed NATO defense. The reason? The density of
NATO's defense makes achievement of a breakthrough too difficult. Dick argues:
Of crucial importance is the defender's ratio of force to space. A defense

which is overstretched can be penetrated and destabilized by an enemy
6C.N.

Donnelly, "Tactical Probls Facing the Soviet Army," linteratonal
aLDn, Re
IDR), No. 9, 1978, p. 1406.

7

I
3
I

ewft orth

1Wi p. 1412.

8 1n

another article written a year later, Donnelly explicitly argues that the Soviets see victory as pmsible

without preemption: "The shear weight of the massed tmak formations plus atillery and air suport would
be such that they would overwhelm the defense on a narrow front." (C.N. Donnelly, "Soviet Tactics for
Overcoming NATO Anti-Tank Defenses," IDR No. 7, 1979, p. 1106.) Some other analysts make the
argument for Soviet emphasis on quick victory and surprise without mentioning NATO defense density as
a significant factor in Soviet eyes (see James H. Hansen, "Countering NATO's New Weapons: Soviet
Concepts for War in Europe," IDR No. 11, 1984, p. 1621. See also C.N. Donnelly, "The Soviet
Op~erational Maneuver
Grour

A New Challenge for NAT().- MUlgn Review March IM8, p. 44. for a
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similar argument.)
9Donneily,
10 CJ.

ilm .Reviex, March 1983, p. 44.

Dick, "Catching NATO Unawares: Soviet Army Surprise and Deception Techniques," IDR No. 1,

1986, p. 2 1. C.F. Vigor, op.cit,
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with mere parity in strength. But, with the advantage of the initiative, the
enemy will be able to concentrate all of his efforts on the chosen sector of
attack
The traditional massing of men and material on a breakthrough sector can

no longer be accomplished. In the face of sophisticated modern reconnais-

sance means and nuclear weapons, such a course could be suicidal. Even
if NATO was unlikely to use nuclear weapons (for instance, in the early
days of the war), some contemporary weapons can be almost as devastat-

ing to massive troop concentrations. Given the effectiveness of modem

defense, a traditional breakthrough operation must be uncertain of

5

success-it is certainly incompatible with the demand for speed.

The worst case facing the Soviets would be the need to conduct a conventional breakthrough against a prepared enemy under the nuclear shadow.
While the Soviets would simply not initiate hostilities in this situation, no
matter what diplomatic humiliation resulted, they could be forced to mount
such an operation against enemy strategic reserves. 11
For Dick, then, the Soviets would under no circumstances attack a fully deployed
(and therefore dense) NATO defense because they have no confidence in their ability to
break through it. Elsewhere, Dick explains that it is the quality of modem anti-tank

I

weapons which makes a dense defense so formidable:
NATO deploys anti-tank weapons with a range, accuracy and destructive
power unknown during the Great Patriotic War. Modem tanks and
ATGWs, when dug-in, are seen as having a 5:1 advantage over tanks
advancing in the open. Combined with rapid minelaying techniques and a
plethora of hand-held anti-tank weapons, they pose a formidable barrier to
mechanized assault.

5

It is no longer sufficient to mass more men and tanks per kilometre of
front to overwhelm the enemy. There is simply not enough room to bring
enough mass to bear. The contemporary problem is one of the ratio of
force to space. To illustrate this point with an example, it is not possible to
cram more than 40 tanks per kilometre into an assault wave. Faced with a
density of 15 heavy and medium anti-armour systems per kilometre (a
typical NATO deployment), the attacking tanks will, according to Soviet
calculations, take 65% casualties-more than enough to bring the attack to
12
a halt.
Donnelly's discussion of the issue essentially agrees with Dick's:
Curent Soviet calculations show that NATO, when fully deployed, could
establish a defense that will resist attempts at breakthrough with
conventional weapons alone. This is because the growth in effectiveness
of anti-tank weaponry (including tanks and mines) in recent years has

3

Il~aries j. Dick, 'Soviet Opeatioal Concepts, Pat I,"Milk=x.eview. September 1985, pp. 35-36.
12 CJ. Dick, 'Soviet Operational Art, Part I: The Fruits of Experience," IDR No. 7,1988, pp. 759-760.
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made density (the ratio of force to space) as important as the correlation of

13
forces (ratio of force to force) in establishing a strong defense.

Colonel David Glantz of the U.S. Army's Soviet Army Studies Office agrees that
the Soviets view fully deployed enemy defenses to be extremely difficult to penetrate. He

defines a prepared enemy defense to be one fully occupied by enemy troops (an
unprepared defense, in contrast, is occupied only by an enemy covering force, and is

I

3

3

therefore, by definition, less densely manned). 14 After outlining Soviet operational practice against prepared enemy defenses, Glantz concludes, "The Soviets strongly believe
requisite offensive success can be achieved only against an unprepared or partially

prepared defense." 1 5
Density alone, however, is widely acknowledged to be but one of several
important issues for the success of an attack. In particular, the role of supporting artillery
in suppressing a dense defense is clearly pivotal. Dick and Donnelly have argued,
however, that the Soviets do not think attacks on such defenses would be very successful
even with good artillery preparation and support.
Donnelly makes the point rather less strongly. Examining a series of articles on
the use of artillery in the Soviet Ground Forces journal, Donnelly lists a number of
problems the Soviets had identified. Those relevant to breakthrough operations against
dense defenses include: "the high proportion of moving armoured targets which are difficult to locate, hit and damage;...the high and also fluctuating speeds of the assault which
the artillery is supporting; the extreme effectiveness of enemy counter-bombardment,
especially with advanced projectiles; the difficulty of locating enemy batteries in
defensive positions; the need to locate and destroy individual weapons capable of
delivering nuclear warheads...." 16 Donnelly's conclusion is cautious: "it is clear that
these doubts assail the Soviets themselves, but it is also clear that they have given much
thought to their resolution." 17
Dick is less equivocal. Using Soviet norms, he calculates that a breakthrough
attempt on a front of 5-6 kilometers might demand 30,000-40,000 rounds for artillery
preparation. He argues that this would require improbable logistical capabilities,

13

C.N. Donnelly, "Future Soviet Military Policy, Part 2: Where and How," IDR No. 2,1989, p. 141.

14

DaiM M. Glantz, "Operational Art mnd Tactcs," Milk= Review, December 1988, pp. 37-38.

151bid, p. 39.
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C.N. Donnelly, "The Wind of Change in Soviet Artillery," IDR No. 6,1982, p. 737.
171%d, p. 744.
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excessively dangerous concentration of forces, and excessive expenditure of time. His
conclusion: "Not surprisingly, the Soviets regard the time, ammunition and casualties
involved in gnawing through prepared defenses as unacceptable, even were they to be
more certain of success than they actually are. This tactical problem adds yet more
weight to the conclusions which they have drawn from strategic considerations. The
Soviets must fragment NATO's defenses before they have been formed...."18
The conclusion of Dick and Donnelly is that, to the Soviets, "some considerable
degree of surprise is essential" for Soviet success-i.e., that the Soviets believe they can
succeed only against a defense which has not yet achieved maximum density. 19 Dick
lists a number of advantages the Soviets would hope to seize by surprising the enemy in
this way: pre-empting NATO's reinforcement plans, acting as a force multiplier to avoid
the need for breakthrough battles and ease the i:-'rtion of operational maneuver groups,
lessening casualties and logistical burdens by guaranteeing mobile operations, and acting
before Warsaw Pact allies can find a way to avoid involvement in battle. 20 These
advantages of successful surprise are substantial, and Dick shows good evidence that the
21
Soviets stress the importance of surprise for most of those reasons.
Glantz makes a similar case. His point is this: "Drawing heavily from research
done on the theme "the initial period of war" or, specifically, what a nation's army must
do to win rapid victory or avoid precipitous defeat, the Soviets have concluded that the
prerequisite for victory is the surprise conduct of rapid operations by forces
concentrated well forward." 22 How is this achieved? The Soviets, he says, envision their

3principal
3

"forces operating in a nuclear-scared configuration employing operational and tactical

maneuver in the critical initial period of war to pre-empt and quickly overcome enemy
defenses, to paralyze the enemy's ability to react and to win rapid victory within carefully
defined political limits."23 The purpose is precisely to overcome the dangers otherwise
attendant in an attempt to assault a dense defense.24

5

18CJ. Dick, IDR, No. 7,1988, p. 760.
19 DoumeUy. Mi•iiuRevie, March 1983, p. 44.
2 0CJ. Dick, IDR

No. 1,1986, pp. 21-22.
obvions resom, one of the issues the Soviets do not discuss is the need to surprise their own allies.
22 G0anz, Mil•,
Decemnber 1988, p. 33.
2 3 Ibid, p.
34.
24 MTe assumption of preemption also explains why the Soviets expect a future war to be characterized by
"great maneuverability...and the absence of a continuous front line in defense and attack." V.G.
Reznichenko (ed.), Ivtims, 1984, Translation Bureau, Secretary of State Departnent, Ottawa, Canada,
2 1For

I
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ALTERNATIVE WESTERN VIEWS

There is thus a substantial school of thought in the Western literature which
argues that NATO's high force to space ratio (once fully deployed) compels the Soviets to
pre-empt or fail. An alternative view is proposed by John Hines and Phillip A. Petersen,
analysts for the Rand Corporation and the Defense Department, respectively. Hines and
Petersen's view of Soviet thinking is that the Soviets see defensive density as a problem
that can be handled, and tactical surprise (not pre-emption) as sufficient for offensive
success. They do note the density problem, writing:
At the bottom of the tactical hierarchy, the Soviet platoon leader must
penetrate a NATO defense dense with antitank guided missiles (ATGMs).
NATO ATOMs, from protected positions, can destroy all of his armored
fighting vehicles and tanks while still at a distance of several kilometers
and while the NATO weapons themselves are still well out of range of the
tanks' main guns.25
Petersen and Hines argue, however, that such a defense can be neutralized.
"Under the concept of 'integrated fire destruction'," they say, "the volume of fire to be
used against sectors of NATO defenses selected for penetration is likely to be
overwhelming." They estimate a Soviet frst-echelon division on the main axis of attack
would be supported by almost 300 artillery and mortar tubes, about 80 fighter-bombers,
and probably 18 multiple-rocket launchers, a battalion of surface-to-surface missiles, and
a regiment of attack helicopters as well. They conclude:

I

3
I

I
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The concentration of such a mass of fire throughout the enemy's tactical
depths in a sector sometimes narrower than 6 kilometers is likely to
achieve the 60 percent destruction norm required by Soviet doctrine.
Because potential antitank guided missile (ATGM), tank, and artillery
positions are to receive special attention within the sector, the combat
effectiveness of unprotected ATGM and artillery crews is likely to be
drastically reduced if not completely destroyed. 26
Hines and Petersen are basing their argument on different kinds of calculations
from the ones made by Donnelly and especially Dick. Hines and Petersen argue that
Soviet norms involve concentrating so many artillery tubes and other firepower that the

U
(Washington: USOPO, 1987), p.36, (emphasis in origial. The Soviets, accordirg to this view, plan to
attwk before the enemy can set up a continuous line.
2 5Phiflip A. Peterse and John G. Hines, "The Conventional Offensive in Soviet Thrate Suaegy," Okis,
Fall 1983, p. 706.
2 6 Ibid, pp. 714-715.
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Soviet bombardment would afortioribe successful. Dick counters that such a concentration would be dangerous--it would become too tempting a target for nuclear attack or
attack with modern conventional artillery. He also doubts the Soviet ability to supply the
ammunition needed to meet Soviet norms-about 100 rounds per tube just for the
artillery preparation (not counting ammunition for counterbattery and support fire).

3

These considerations are mostly at the tactical level. In another work. Hines

I
Sper
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explains the criteria the Soviet General Staff has proposed for use in operational-level
planning. These are embodied in a mathematical model in which force-to-space ratios
se do not appear-the model is mostly about the effect of the "correlation of forces,"

or force ratio between offense and defense, on the attacker's rate of advance. 2 7 Force
densities do affect outcomes in this model, but implicitly rather than explicitly.
The equation, it is worth noting, can be easily derived by making a few simple
assumptions. The model assumes that the defender deploys all his forces evenly across
the front, and that the attacker deploys only a minimal covering force across most of the
front, concentrating everything else in one narrow attack sector. One then derives the
force ratio in the attacker sector (Ca, to be:

Ca=(Cg-Cmin) (WgtWa) + Cmin
where Cg is the overall force ratio, Cmin is the force ratio maintained by the covering
forces, Wg is the widtih of the front, and Wa is the width of the attack sector.28 One can
see that in this equation the expected correlation of forces in the attack sector (i.e., the
attacker's force advantage there) rises as that attack sector becomes a smaller proportion
of the entire front (as Wg increases or Wa decreases). For example: a Soviet front (i.e.,
army group) can have a main sector of attack as narrow as 20 km.29 If the overall
frontage is only 200 km, the attacker can expect to face about 1/10 of the enemy force in
the attack sector. But if the same forces face each other across 400 km of front, then the
can muster nearly the same attack force on that 20 km sector-but he will face
only 1/20 of the enemy force. Thus, the Soviets conclude, "the opportunities for the
intensive use of existing men and equipment are greater as the spatial scope increases." 30

3
3attacker
5

I
U

27 Hiw.%~ Mwh Operational
281bid, ,41-42.

Uaculation," Figurt 1.p. 50.

2Id pp.414

29Pxd,p.43.
3OColonel

U

A.G. Tarekhan (Ret.), quoted in bid, p. 5.
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Because this model applies specifically to front-level operations, it also implies
that mutually smaller forces on a constant-size front line also make attack easier. If the
number of Soviet formations in the theater diminishes (and the enemy shrinks proportionally), then each remaining frtn= (army group) holds a longer frontage, so both sides have
more room for maneuver and more opportunity for offensive concentration. Thus, the
prospects for at least local offensive success improve as theater-wide force densities on
both sides go down.
Regarding surprise, Petersen and Hines minimize not the importance of achieving
it but rather the degree of surprise the Soviets need and expect:
Strategic surprise is virtually ruled out since the Soviets anticipate that a
major international crisis would precede hostilities. Attainment of even
operational surprise would be a challenge because, as the Soviets have
noted, modern technical reconnaissance would make it extremely difficult
to deny information about one's activity to the enemy.

I

I
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Whatever the means, Warsaw Pact leaders would probably hope at most to
deny NATO knowledge of precisely when rather than whether the Pact
would attack. In addition, they might hope to mislead us as to the main
directions of their advance. Given the character and timing of the strategic
offensive operation itself, however, surprise measured in days or even
hours might be adequate to give the Pact the initiative and momentum they
31
would need for success.
Petersen's overall assessment is that the Soviets are confident
capability to launch a successful offensive should the necessity arise.
Soviet source he quotes, "a well-proportioned military organization
permitting the accomplishment of missions of any scale under any

that they have the
According to one
has been created,
conditions." 32 In

short, then, Petersen and Hines disagree with half of the argument formulated by
Donnelly and Dick. They agree that the Soviets desire a short war, and that overcoming
dense NATO defenses presents them with a serious challenge. But they argue that
artillery and air support would probably be sufficient to suppress those dense defenses,
and therefore conclude that a degree of tactical surprise regarding the time and place of
attack is sufficient, in Soviet eyes, to make success possible.

31peteenand Hines, p. 734.
3 2 1bid, p. 733.
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D.

ASSESSMENT OF THE DEBATE

What are we to make of these arguments? One group of analysts argues that
defensive density plays a central role in Soviet thinking, driving a Soviet conclusion that

3
5
5

they must pre-empt or fail in case of war. John Hines, on the other hand, argues that
while defensive density plays an important, though implicit, role in Soviet calculations, it
is not a central issue. Hines and Petersen do not detect an exclusive Soviet reliance on

pre-emption.
Unfortunately, a complete assessment is complicated by the scarcity of documentation in some arguments. Dick and Donnelly, for example, provide as formal
documentation only one published source which is directly relevant to this issue. 33 The
34
source is a 1978 article by a Lieutenant General of Artillery Yu. Kardashevskiy.
Kardashevskiy offers a table showing the probability of offensive success as a function of
the density of attacking tanks and defending anti-tank weapons. The table shows that a
3:1 superiority of tanks results in a 50% probability of success for the attackers, and that
at high densities of anti-tank weapons (more than 20 per kilometer), no density of
attacking tanks has a significant chance of success.

5
3

The article, however, is entitled "Creatively Plan the Fire Destruction of Targets,"
and it merely uses the table as an object lesson in what happens to an attack which is
launched without effective artillery support. Most of the article is concerned with how
artillerists can calculate the amount of artillery support necessary to allow offensive
success against various defenses. Kardashevskiy explains:
In defense, hand-held and stand-supported antitank grenade launchers and
ATGM weapons are employed for the struggle with attacking tanks...And
as research shows, a breakthrough of [a defense so equipped] is possible
only in the case of the reliable suppression of the whole defense and first
of tll the systems of anti-tank fire.
Success also depends on the correlation of antitank means and attacking
tanks, as is shown in table 1.
The data presented in the table show that reliable success of the attack can
be achieved with a correlation of 5:1 and more in favor of the attacker.
33Wh

5

I

e Professor Donnelly apparenly has not cited a source for this claim iany published work, he has
used the table from the Kardashevskiy article in briefings on this subject. For example, in an IDA
briefing, Professor Donnelly has told this author that he has relied on the work done for the British
Ministry of Defence by Professor H.F. Stoeckli for this argument. Unforumately, the papers in question
by Professor Stoeckli are not publicly available.
34 Dick, IDR No. 7, 1988, p. 761. (Incidentally, Dick erroneously attributes the article to 1979; it was
published in 1978.)
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From here the conclusion can follow that in the planning of fire it follows
to proceed from the concrete level of fire destruction of enemy targets, the
result of which will be the achievement of the necessary correlation of
forces and means. 35
In other words, the thrust of Kardashevskiy's argument is not that a dense defense
is insuperable, but simply that it must be suppressed by an adequate degree of artillery
bombardment. He suggests no reason to believe that such suppression cannot be
achieved. His article, therefore, appears insufficient in itself to substantiate the claims of
Donnelly and Dick.
E.

THE SOVIET LITERATURE

The more important question than Kardashevskiy's view per se is the extent to
which his is a typical Soviet view. Is there further support for Dick's position elsewhere
in the Soviet military press? To answer these question it is necessary to do a broader
survey of Soviet military literature over the past two decades. For most purposes, the
single most authoritative source is the Soviet General Staff s journal Miti=ar 11Thugbht
which is available in the West for the years up to 1973. Similarly authoritative are the
Militar EnU&angdic Dictionary and the Soviet Military Encyclopedia. both edited by
either the Minister of Defense or Chief of the General Staff at the time they were
published.
The next most authoritative source on Soviet military art is Voenno-Istoricheskiv
Zhumal (Military-Historical Journal), the articles in which often explicitly claim to be
directly applicable to current conditions. For discussions of Ground Forces tactics and
a) is
some operational issues, the Ground Forces journal YoenniYVesmik (Militar
also useful. Zarubezhne Voennovye bozrenic (Foreign Miitar Review) focuses on
technical issues more than operational ones, but it is occasionally relevant. Soviet
Milita Review is the least authoritative source, as it is published in English and may
therefore have some propaganda purposes; it has nevertheless been consulted to some
degree.
Selected articles from these journals have been the main sources for this review.
Milita Thought was considered only from 1968-73 (earlier years would have been
particularly obsolete, focused almost entirely on nuclear war; later years are not
available). The other journals were sampled selectively for the years 1974-89. A few
3 5 Lieutenant

Tseley,"

General of Artillery Yu. Kardashevskiy, 7Tvorcheski Planirovat' Ognevoe Porazhbeie
nnym=•MsV.k, July 1978, p. 64, Author's translation.
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particularly authoritative books (such as the text called Taci

or books written by

authoritative authors (such as A.I. Radzievskiy, then-he',d of the Frunze Military
Academy), have also been considered. Also considered have been a few particularly
relevant, if not necessarily authoritative books.

IOne

major finding of the survey of the Soviet literature is that Kardashevskiy's
theme is a recurring, if not extremely common one.36 High density of an enemy defense,

U

especially in anti-tank weapons, is from time to time mentioned as a factor making a
successful attack more challenging. However, in keeping with the offensive flavor of
most Soviet military writing before the late 1980s, most of those discussions focused
primarily on how to overcome such dense defenses. Recommended methods usually

involve effective reconnaissance followed by strong artillery and air preparation and
support, high tempos of advance following the artillery preparation, 37 and appropriate
concentration of attacking forces to achieve superiority in the attack sector.

5

When Soviets are discussing their own defenses, density is sometimes mentioned,
and occasionally discussed in some detail, as one of the factors making for a strong or
stable defense.
However, defense density is almost always listed as one among many such
factors, and there is rarely any implication that it is the most important factor.
Furthermore, defensive density is rarely described as a factor important in and of itself;
rather, it is generally considered to be a measure of the defender's success in massing
forces in the decisive sector. In other words, density is usually considered primarily as an
indicator of the force to force ratio, rather than as being important in itself.

I
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The article on "Density of forces and means" in the authoritative Milit=
Encyclopedic Dictionary, edited by then-Chief of the General Staff N.V. Ogarkov,
illustrates this Soviet conception of density. The full definition is:
36

The survey was far from comprehensive. We were interested primarily in the evidence for the
contentions of ProfL Donnelly and Dick and Col. Glantz. We therefore focused our efforts particularly
on material cited by those scholars (and by Mr. Petersen), as well as on soures suggested verbally by

Prof. Donnelly, Col. Glantz, Prof. H.F. Stoeckli of the University of Neuchatel, and Dr. Eugene Rumor of
The Rand Corporation.
37In principle, dtere is a tradeoff between the length of artillery bombardment and the rate of advance. The

Soviets in effect finesse this issue by defining the advance as beginning only when the formes leave theik

final jumping-off point--just before the artillery preparation has ceased.

The specific meaning of Soviet prescriptions like those listed tend to change over time. For example,
Donnelly's article on Soviet artillery (IDR No. 6, 1982) discusses changes in Soviet views on the best
way to implement artillery preparation and support for an offensive. In the general sense, however, these

Sprescriptions are commonly repeated and stable over time.
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Density of forces and means--level of saturation of a region of combat
actions with forces and military equipment, calculated as the average

quantity of forces and means per kilometer of front. Is an indicator of the
level of massing of forces and means, and also a calculated indicator in the
planning of operations (battles). The necessary density of forces and
means is defined by the staff on the basis of a calculation of the correlation
of forces and means in the entire area (sector) of combat actions and in the
directions of blows (concentration of main forces). Distinguish density of
infantry (motorized infantry), density of artillery, density of tanks and
density of obstacles, and by scale-operational and tactical density. 38

I

1

Thus in this definition, density is not in itself considered a factor in defensive
success; it is merely "an indicator of the level of massing of forces and means." There is
no indication here that the appropriate defensive density is affected by such issues as the
nature of the terrain. Instead, it is determined solely by the requirements imposed by
enemy force levels.
1.

1

Soviet Views, 1968-73

For the 1968-73 period, we can concentrate on examining Soviet views from the
General Staff journal Military Thought. In a 1968 Mility= IThoubht article entitled
"Artillery in Modern Combat Operations of the Ground Forces," a Col. Shkarubskiy
writes:
In order to oppose mass tank strikes, it is necessary to have a deeply
echeloned antitank defense. The chief efforts here should be concentrated
in tactical depth in order from the very beginning of an enemy attack to
groupings and not to permit
tank troops.
destruction
against
inflict
of his
friendly
break into
the disposition
them todecisive
To ensure insurmountable defense at the most important zones, considerable densities of antitank means are required. Such densities can be
created by deploying a certain number of these means directly in the
combat formations of the defending troops and broadly maneuvering them
from the depth and from secondary zones.

I
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In the Great Patriotic War, density of anti-tank means was up to 25 units
per kilometer in front of probable lanes of tank approach in tactical depth,
and up to 30 units in operational depth. At the present time, in connection
with the presence of qualitatively new, more effective antitank means (in
mind, above all, is the antitank guided missile), it has become possible to
decrease the above densities. 39

38"Plotnost sil i sredstv," in Voennyy Entsikloaedicheskiv Slovar'. N.V. Ogarkov (ed.), (Moscow:

Voenizdat, 1983), Author's wuanslation.
3 9 Col.

P. Shkarubskiy, "Artillery in Modern Combat Operations of the Ground Forces," Vnaxa Mur
No. 6, 1968, itr. by CIA in "Selected Translations from Military Thought" (henceforward VM), p. 65.
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This article is worth quoting in detail because it displays a number of important

Soviet tendencies concerning defensive force density. One is the general tendency of
Soviet military writers to refuse to admit the existence of tradeoffs, in this case the
tradeoff between density (measured as weapons per square kilometer) and depth (square
kilometers of defended zone). For a given force size, any increase in depth will reduce
density, a consequence Shkarubskiy ignores.

I

5
3

A book by Herbert Goldhamer entitled The Soviet Soldier devotes two sections of

a chapter to this phenomenon: "Having the Best of Both Worlds," and "Everything Is
Equally Important."40 If one is confronted with a choice between, in this case, defensive
density and depth, solutions which involve sacrificing one value to enhance the other are
discouraged-both are too important. Thus in the above article Shkarubskiy is simultaneously recommending that the defender position his antitank weapons in depth, and that

he maneuver those weapons up from the depths in order to achieve high densities near the
forward edge of the defense.
An article, a few years later, suggests avoiding this tradeoff by appealing to "the
concentration of the main efforts on the decisive axes," which the author identifies as

"one of the most important principles of the art of warfare." If the defender achieves such
concentration, it is pointed out, he will have enough forces in those key areas to achieve
both density and depth. 4 1

I
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Another useful bit of information in Shkarubskiy's article is the definition of a
"dense" antitank defense: 25-30 antitank weapons per kilometer of front for World War
11-era weapons, and somewhat less for an ATGM-equipped defense.42 These numbers
will become relevant in the discussion below.
The third important aspect of the Shkarubskiy article is that it is primarily about
the use of artillery, as the title indicates. The author devotes most of his energy to discussing the need to achieve a high density of artillery on the attacking side, both to launch
heavy artillery preparation before the attack begins and to offer artillery support after it
begins. He argues that the old World War ITconcept of an "artillery offensive" ought to
40

Herbert Goldhamer, The Soviet Soldier: Soviet Militnrv Manafment at the TZoo Level. (New York:

Crane, Rusask, 1975).
41

Col IL Kushch-ZhMarko, "Principles of the Art of Wxfae in Defense," VM No.9,1973. p. 29.

42 A

3

somewhat later article expands on the point that increasing effectiveness of antitank weapons is an

important factor to be considered in evaluating the capability of a defense. See Col I. Andrushkevich,
"Combat Against Tanks in Modern Operations," VM No. 4, 1969. Attention to this point has also

persisted in more recent years; c.f. V.G.Reznichenko, (ed.), Tactics, op. cit., p. 99.
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1
be revived for use in non-nuclear operations. Thus, regardless of the characterization of a
dense defense as "insurmountable," the thrust of the article is that proper use of artillery
makes it surmountable. A rare example of a discussion of a dense defense without discussion of how to overcome it is an article on "Defense in the Past and Present" in a 1971
issue of the same journal. The authors, two colonels, begin by noting, "the threat of
nuclear attack by the advancing force compels the defending force to avoid establishing
dense formations in areas where the main attack effort is concentrated, as was practiced in
the last war."4 3 As will be noted below, this is not an outdated concern: Soviet discussions of conventional operations the 1980s take into account the nuclear shadow.

I

I
I
I

Nevertheless, the authors recommend later in the same paragraph "establishing...a
denser fire system and system of obstacles," regardless of the danger of overconcentration. They also note, "In spite of a twofold and threefold increase in width of
defense zones and sectors, the density of antitank weapons and tanks has increased
greatly in comparison with what it was in the Great Patriotic War," especially due to the
introduction of ATGMs. "Today the antitank defense system has merged with the overall
defense system, becoming its foundation."44 This theme, that anti-tank defense is the
basis of the entire defense, has grown in importance since this article was written.
The authors reserve the greatest respect not for antitank weapons but for defending armored vehicles, noting that a U.S. or West German defensive area may have "an
average density of 30-50 units [armored vehicles] per kilometer of frontage."
Furthermore, if these are dug-in, "it is extremely difficult to push past such 'armored'
positions using only conventional weapons...[they] stand up well under artillery fire from

I
I
I

indirect-fire positions as well as direct fire."45
Perhaps to offset the impression left by two upstart colonels that dense antitank
defenses are difficult to penetrate, Lt. Gen. of Artillery M. Makarychev answered a few

n

months later in the same journal with an article entitled "Artillery in Overcoming an AntiTank Defense in an Offensive." 4 6 Makarychev characterizes enemy defenses as being
dense with anti-tank weapons allowing solid fields of fire. His main message, however,
is clear: "in any situation,...artillery can successfully hit antitank defense targets...Success

4 3 Col G. lonin and Col K. Kushch-Zharko, "Defense in the Past and Present," VM No. 7,1971, p. 68.

I

44Ibid, p. 70.
45
mid, p. 72.
4 6 LL. Gen. of Artillery M. Makarychev, "Artillery in Overcoming an Anti-Tank Defense in an Offensive,"
VM No. 1, 1972.
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in the effort against antitank weapons in turn depends in large measure on troop
7
preparedness to accomplish this mission."4

3

These articles, and a few other similar ones, make clear that in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, Soviet military scientists were concerned with the question of defensive
density. To put this concern in context, however, a number of other issues related to the
requirements of offensive success received as much or more attention. The most
important of these is the ratio of attacking and defending forces. In an article entitled
"Correlation of Forces and Rate of Advance," for example, Col. A. Gaponov is concerned
with calculating the likely rate of advance of units on the offensive 48 His main variables
are the number of forces and the effective rate of fire on both sides. Neither Col.

5
3

Gaponov nor those who criticize him in later issues of the journal mentions the density of
the defense per se. Gaponov's model is, in some ways a clear forerunner to the model
Hines discussed (detailed above). It lacks, however, even the implicit effect of force-tospace ratios which the later model reflects.
Offensive force density, a prominent cousin to the force ratio issue, is another
factor heavily emphasized in Soviet literature on the determinants of offensive success.
For example, Lt. Gen. V. Reznichenko, prominent editor of standard Soviet texts on
tactics, writes of World War II tactics: "massing of men and weapons created conditions
for dynamic development of the attack and ensured penetration of the enemy's defense to
full tactical depth normally on the first day of the offensive operation."4 9

5
3
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3

Reznichenko mentions that densities of artillery were especially increased during
the war. Other articles explain why. One of the critiques of Gaponov's "Correlation of
Forces and Rate of Advance" article made the argument that all forces do not correlate
equally, as Gaponov assumed. For exampk., these critics said, a 5:1 advantage in artillery
and 3:1 in infantry would lead to a higher rate of advance than 3:1 in artillery and 5:1 in
infantry. Indeed, they claim, inadequate artillery density "constituted the primary reason
for a low rate of penetration of the enemy's defenses" in some unsuccessful Soviet offensives early in World War U.50 Another article argues that the quantity of artillery needed
"to neutralize the enemy's defense in the breakthrough areas" depends solely
on the
S~47Ibid,

p. 85.
48Col, A. Gaponov, "Correlation of Forces and Rate of Advance," VM No. 10, 1971.
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49

LL. Gen. V. Reznichenko, "Characteristic Features and Methods of Conducting an Offensive," VM No.1.
1972, p. 68.
50
LL Col L. Veselov and LL Col. V. Selyavin, "The Question of the Correlation of Forces and the Rate of
Advance," VM No. 5, 1972, p. 73.
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number of enemy battalions to be neutralized: a denser defense requires denser artillery;
5
more defenders require more artillery. 1
There was one book published in the early 1970s, Antitank Warfare by Major
General G. Biryukov and Colonel G. Melnikov, which heavily emphasizes the importance of defensive density. The authors list a number of principles learned in World War
II "which have retained their significance to this day," including "massing and
distribution of antitank weapons in depth in the most important defence sectors and carrying out large-scale manoeuvres with these weapons." 52 They also pay some attention to
the value of prepared defensive positions. 53 On density and depth, the authors elaborate:
One of the reasons for our success [at Kursk] was that the antitank efforts
were distributed unevenly, the greatest densities of antitank weapons being
created in vital areas which ensured the stability of the defences.
By August 1941 the Soviet Army had discarded the linear organisation of
antitank defences and had begun to distribute them in depth...the antitank
5
defenses thus organised proved much more stable. 4
It is worth noting that, like Shkarubskiy, the authors are emphasizing the
importance of concentrating forces in "vital areas" in order to achieve high densities
specifically in those threatened spots. 55
Unusually in a Soviet publication, the authors of this work grapple explicitly with
difficult tradeoffs, such as that between density and anti-nuclear dispersion. They write:
The constant nuclear threat calls for dispersed battle formations, including
the dispersal of antitank weapons. The extent of their dispersal, however,
must be such as to provide for the fire density, especially anti-tank fire,
needed to repel the enemy attacking in denser battle formations. Battalion
defence areas must therefore be arranged as compactly as possible, by
decreasing the intervals between the company strong points. 56
Thus, the authors are suggesting trading off some anti-nuclear security in order to
increase fire density. They note, however, that one need not go too far in this direction:

"51 Col J. Kaczmarek, "Concerning the Density of Artillery," VM No. 12, 1971, reprinted from Ifta
Woisko (Warsaw) No. 4, 1971.
Major General G. Biryukov and Colonel G. Melnikov, A•m•.itankLfare (Moscow. Progress Publishelrs
1972), p. 60.
53
1bid, p. 100.
52

54 1bid, p. 58.
55

1bid, p. 55.

56Ibid. pp. 112-113.
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"Present-day weapons are not likely to require concentration in such densities
as were
characteristic of the final period of the Great Patriotic War because the range of their
direct fire (guided fire) had doubled or even quadrupled and their effectiveness has
multiplied several times over." 57
The authors also argue for increasing density in forward positions even if at the
cost of weakening positions further back. At Kursk, they point out:
The greater part of all antitank weapons was emplaced beforehand in the
forward position of the defence zone and only about 35 percent of these
weapons remained in reserve and in the second echelons of regiments and
divisions. Thus concentration was achieved by providing in advance the
highest possible densities of antitank weapons and by increasing these
densities in the course of fighting through maneuvering with the reserves
and through counterattacks. 58

3
3
3

The authors note that larger antitank reserves were maintained later in the war
when more such forces were available. But today, they argue, "In non-nuclear war the
role of the first defence position is enhanced, which means that it has to be packed with
antitank weapons to such a degree as to ensure repulsion of the enemy tank attacks." 59
Another point worth noting is that the authors give some clues about how
necessary force densities should be calculated. They say, "In distributing the total
number of antitank weapons required to repel the enemy attacks (determined on the basis
of antitank weapons-to-tanks ratio) the defender will also have to place some of the
weapons in other positions and assign some to ambush and reserves." 60 Thus, in accord
with the later Military Encyclopedic Dictionary definition, they say density should be

5
I

determined on the basis of the overall force ratios.
What, specifically, should the antitank-to-tank ratio be? They point out that for a
defense in a prepared position, "its chances to repel the enemy almost double. Thus for
defence of a battalion we may assume the mean ratio of all its antitank weapons (without

I
57 mid

3

58

p. 107.
obid, p. 61.

59

bid, p. 113.

60 1bid. p.

114.
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light grenade launchers) to the enemy tanks to be 1:1.5-2 (sometimes 1:3)."61 This
estimate accords with Kardashevskiy's later report, which shows defenders with a 1:2
ratio defeating the attacker 90% of the time.62
Significantly, the authors do not stop here. They also point out that the necessary
ratio depends as well on the degree of enemy "fire superiority...the nature of the terrain
63
and its organization, the forces and weapons of the defenders and their morale."
What can we conclude about this book? Clearly, it shows some significant Soviet
attention to the question of defensive densities. It also puts such concerns in the usual
context of attention to overall force ratios (the "correlation of forces") and the concentration of forces at the decisive place and time.
However, the authors show no evidence of particular pessimism about the
possibilities of overcoming enemy defenses in general, noting only that, for example, "an
inadequate softening-up of the enemy defences, especially the antitank defences, may
result in breakdown of the whole offensive as was the case in a number of operations and
battles of the Second World War."64
2.

Soviet Views: Mid-1970s to Mid-1980s

For the years after 1973, Military. Thught-our most preferred source-is
unfortunately not openly available in the West. The open Soviet literature since 1973
seems to show, if anything, less attention to the issue of defensive force density than did
Military hought earlier. Occasional articles in the Ground Forces journal Militar
Herald are among the few discussions found. The Kardashevskiy article discussed above
was found in this journal.
Most of these articles, however, are in the "rockets and artillery" section, and as
one might expect they devote their primary focus to the use of artillery, in this case for
overcoming dense defenses. The actual discussions of defensive density per se are
6 1

Ibid, p. 100.

62Kardashevskiyp. 64.

63LAnt.t•n

, p. 100.

64Conclusions about the mood of pessimism or optimism should be drawn from this work only with great
care, however. It was not published, as is usual for such works, by the Military Publishing House
(Voenizdat). Rather, it was published in English by Progress Publishers. Both the language of publication and the choice of publisher serve as cautions that the work may have some propagandistic
purposes-more so than most military publications, which are clearly designed more for internal
audiences. While the general arguments in the book acord with usual Soviet ideas, the mood or tone of
the work is particularly susceptible to manipulation, and so should not be given much weighL
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usually limited to a few sentences, for example: "As we can see, the density of antitank
means in the sector of [the enemy's] defense can reach up to 50 units per km of front.

3
3
5
3

And for successful struggle with them it is necessary to know well their fire and maneuvering capabilities, tactics of action, strong and weak points."6 5 The title of one of these
articles-"Overcoming Defenses Saturated with Antitank Means"--clearly illustrates
their focus.66

Another of these articles, "The Reliable Fire Destruction of the Enemy-the Basis
of High Tempos of Offensives," is by Major-General of Artillery G. Biryukov--one of
the authors of the book discussed above. In the article he expands on one of the points
mentioned mithe book: the reduced standards for achieving "high" densities since World
War II. He notes that a modem battalion has, for example, over twice as many tanks and
over four times as many heavy anti-tank weapons as did a German battalion during World
War U. Furthermore, he notes, these weapons have much greater accuracy and range, and
therefore effectiveness, than did the earlier weapons. He concludes:
notwithstanding the increase in a battalion's defensive front, its fire, and
especially antitank capabilities have grown several times in the context of
a stable density of attacking tanks of 20-30 machines per kilometer of
front. The fire action on attacking tanks has also been increased by
artillery firing from the depth of the defense and by blows from firesupport helicopters. 6 7

I
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5

Biryukov's discussion explains a more general tendency: Soviet writers tend to focus
more on the capabilities of weapons than on their density because their density is not
particularly high by historical standards--while the density of their lethal fire is very
high, because of their range and accuracy. Hence it is range and accuracy of weapons,
not their density, which the Soviets discuss more. In 1976, the first volume of the
authoritative Soviet Militar Engyclogdia appeared, written under the editorship of thenMinister of Defense Marshal Grechko. It contains an article on the "Army Defensive
Operation," which includes this discussion:
The contemporary army defensive operation is characterized by such
features as the deep echeloning of forces and means dispersed in their
6 5 Lieutenant

General of Artillery A. M. Sapozhnikov, "Deystviya Diviziona pri Prorive Sil'noy
Protivotankovoy Oborony," Voenniy Vestnik (MililiarzaL henceforward VV), No. 8,1980, p. 58,

Authors tranlation.

66Colonel P. Konoplya, "Preodolenie Oborony, Nasyshchennoy protivotankovymi u'edstvami," VV No. 6.
1980, Author's taslation.
6 7 Major-General
of Artillery G. Biryukov, "Nadezhnoe Ognevoe Porazhenie Protivnika--Osnova
Vysokikh Tempov Nastuplenia" VV No. 5, 1977, p. 79, Author's translation.
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I
disposition; variety in the means employed in conducting the defense; a
combination of firm positions with broad maneuver of fire, obstacles and
forces; the simultaneous conduct of combat actions in several directions at
various depths with sharp and frequent changes in the situation; and
activeness and fierce struggle for seizing the initiative.68
This article illustrates another current in Soviet hinking about defensive
operations: a heavy emphasis on the nuclear threat. The accent here is on depth and

I

I
i

(anti-nuclear) dispersion of defensive deployments. The article does discuss organizing
the defensive system of fire and terrain preparation. 69 But troop densities which are high
by historical standards-which to the Soviets means World War II standards-are simply
out of the question in a nuclear-threatened environment.

The article on "Defense" in Volume 5 of the Encyclopedia (1978, edited by Chief
of the General Staff Ogarkov) explains this historical shift even more clearly. The article
traces the historical development of the defensive, primarily in Russia and the Soviet
Union, and highlights the Soviets' favorite defensive battle-Kursk. The discussion of
the Battle of Kursk focuses on the depth and the degree of preparation of the Soviet

defenses, and concludes by mentioning the operational densities. When the postwar
period is considered, density is not an issue: "the deeper echeloning of forces and means

and the dispersal of their deployment became characteristic." 70
In articles in Military-Historical Journal around this period, there was a peculiar
ambivalence to discussions of defensive density, presumably because of the issue of the
nuclear threat. For example, one article, "The Development of Tactics for Defensive
Battle," begins with the fairly common assertion that it is considering issues "which, in

I
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our -'iew, have actual significance also in contemporary conditions." 7 1 The key statement

of conclusions appears to be this:

The experience of the war showed that success of defensive battle
depended on the correct choice of the region and area of the zone of
defense, the skillful deployment of combat units, the massing of forces and
means in the probable direction of the enemy's main blow, the engineering
equipping of the locale, correct organization of the system of fire, active-

6 8K.

I
I
I

L. Kushch-Zharko, "Airneyskaya Oboronitci'naya Operatsia," in Marshal of the Soviet Union A. A.

Grechko, (ed.), Sotkaa Voennaya.EntsiDdia. VoL 1 (Moscow, 1976), p. 246, Author's translation.
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1bid, p. 247.
K. L. Kushch-Zharko, "Oborona," in Marshal of the Soviet Union N.V. Ogarkov (ed.), Sovetskaya
n
.i , VoL 5 (Moscow, 1978), pp. 661-2.
71Major-General V. Chernyaev, "Razvitie Taktiki Oboronite!'nogo Boya," Voenno-Ithkivznal
(henceforth VIMh), No. 6, 1976, p. 20.
70
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cooperation of types of
ness of the forces, commanding them precisely,
72
etc.
security,
material
forces, combat and
It is worth noting that defensive density does not even make this list. Curiously,

5

though, the author does not undervalue issues of density elsewhere in the article. About
the Battle of Moscow, he writes:

3

Low densities of antitank artillery (3-5 guns per km of front), dispersion of
tank [and] artillery means along the front, the lack of artillery-antitank
reserves [and of] reliable fire connections between antitank strong points
led to the fact that strong enemy tank groups often overcame the antitank
defense of our forces. 73
It seems unclear why the author would omit the factor of density from his
summary list when he seems to rate it (or at least its absence) as so important We can
only hypothesize that he wished to make the point that density was important at the time
of the war, but it should not be included among factors "significant in contemporary
conditions."

3

Articles about the offensive in the same journal in the early 80's showed little
more interest in the density of the opposing defense. One example is "The Employment
of Tank ..ubunits and Units in Breaking Through the Enemy Defense," by Colonel N.
Kireyev, published in 1982. Writing about post-World War II developments, Kireyev
seems to find defensive density to be a relevant concern only for the 1945-53 (i.e., pretactical nuclear) period.74 When he discusses enemy defenses for more recent periods, he
states that the main challenge for the attacker in a conventional war would be "breaking
through a well-prepared enemy defense." 75 He briefly mentions increases in tactical
depth and the use of obstacles, and discusses the improved capabilities of the
"qualitatively new antitank means" of the "probable enemy." He does not explicitly
mention density in this connection at all.
Indeed, even a 1981 Military Herald article entitled "Contemporary Defense"
essentially ignores the factor of the density of the defense. The author, Colonel G. Ionin,
mentions that "the stability of the defense is most closely connected with its activeness."
He devotes a great deal of attention to the need to set up a single, integrated system of fire

1

?72Ibid,

pp. 21-2, Author's translation.

73

i
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1bid, p. 28, Author's translation.
Colonel N. Kireev, "Primenenie Tankovykh Podrazdeleniy i Chastey pri Proryve Oboron
V1Zh No.2, 1982, pp. 33-4, Author's translation.
751bNd., p. 38.
74
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which covers the entire front, including any gaps in deployment. 76 He explains that even

I

at the battalion level it is suggested that units deploy in two echelons (i.e., in some depth).
But he does not mention explicitly that defensive density might be desirable. To the
contrary, he writes, '"The experience of wars and troop exercises provides evidence that a
dispersed deployment of defending forces reduces their vulnerability and thereby secures
their combat capability."7 7 Thus anti-nuclear dispersion is important, while increasing

I
3
3

density is not mentioned.
What about books on the offensive published during this period? How did they
(Th Breakthrough), by
treat the issue of defense density? One such book was Pro
Gen. A. I. Radzievskiy, published in 1979-that is, around the same time as the 1ij=

3

Herald articles discussed above. A book about breakthroughs, even if ostensibly focused
on the experience of World War II, should be relevant for our purposes.
It turns out that there is virtually no attention to defensive force density in
Radzievskiy's book. There are only a few brief mennt-on-. for example: "In offensive
operations of the Great Patriotic War the main blow was inflicted most often on a weaker,
vulnerable place in the enemy defense. Such places were usually sectors with low
densities of forces and means, with insufficiently developed systems of engineering
equipping of the sector, occupied by forces with weak preparation and low moral-combat3
qualities...Seams and flanks are always considered more vulnerable spots."78
However, when Radzievskiy discusses strong defenses, he only rarely mentions
density. For example: "The experience of breaking through a positioned, deeply
echeloned defense showed that such a defense occupied by steadfast forces harbors

i

3

enormous forces of resistance. A breakthrough is connected with great losses in forces
and means and often surpasses the boundary of the possible." 79 Again and again, the
emphasis is not on density but on action taken to prepare the terrain-how well troops are
dug in, construction of pillboxes, deployment of wire and mines--and on defensive
depth.80 Density, overall, seems to be secondary; force ratios, especially in artillery, are

seen as crucial.

76

Coloncl G. loain, "Sovimennaya Oboromna," VV No. 4, 1981, pp. 15, 17, Author's translation.

77Ibid., p. 14, Author's iranslation.
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A1. Radzievskiy, a

9 Nid.,p.

80 1bid.,

(Moscow: Voenizdat, 1979), p. 167, Author's translation.
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What Radzievskiy does discuss, in great detail, is offensive force densities.
Sometimes artillery densities are mentioned first, along with densities of infantry and
tanks. 8 1 Other discussions focus on the density of artillery alone.8 2 In these cases,
offensive densities and the ratios of offensive and defensive force, . often given-so
defensive force densities can be calculated-but defensive dens: ;s are not mentioned
explicitly.83

U
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A more authoritative text, Lt. Gen. V. G. Reznichenko's 1984 TIacic pays
significantly more attention to defensive force density, but in the "mainstream" vein of
most earlier Militr Thought and Miliua Herald articles-i.e., with an eye toward how
dense defenses can be overcome. Reznichenko writes:
In essence, the antitank defensive system now constitutes the basis of the
defense. The density of antitank weapons has increased drastically. In the
Great Patriotic War, antitank weapon density on the main axes came to
about 20-25 weapons per kilometer of front, while now, according to the
experience of NATO exercises, this has doubled or tripled.
Moreover, the combat capabilities of antitank weapons, i.e., their firing
range and accuracy, and the power of their projectiles (missiles), have
increased substantially. To disrupt modem enemy antitank defense
systems, it is necessary to destroy or neutralize a considerable portion of
the antitank weapons (70-80 percent of their total, according to the
experience of local wars) while still conducting the fire preparation for the
attack. Also the attacking subunits must immediately exploit the effects of
the fire strike. The swifter and more unexpected the attack, the fewer
casualties the attacking troops will suffer and the quicker they will be able
to cross the zone of dense, overlapping enemy antitank fire.8 4

I

Reznichenko, then, in 1984 and again in his 1987 edition, is repeating the
"mainstream" Soviet view of defensive force density: a dense antitank defense is
formidable, but can be overcome with adequate artillery support and proper tactics. It
should be noted, however, that in some places Reznichenko suggests that the Soviet
expectation of a maneuver war is based on an assessment that defensive densities will be

3
5

low. He writes:
Favorable conditions for maneuver were limited in the past because of the
presence of continuous defensive zones. The first-echelon formations and

I
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8 11ipd.,

pp. 171-173.
1bid., pp. 176-178.
8 3 Pbi. p. 37. p.
46.
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units, operating in narrow zones, were initially forced to carry out a frontal
attack and to break through continuous enemy defenses, i.e., to create a
breach in his formation for carrying out a close or deep envelopment.
Now the defense is formed up with considerable gaps between defended
areas and strong points. Besides, employment of nuclear weapons, or even
powerful conventional weapons alone, makes it possible to inflict heavy
losses on the enemy and create breaches in his battle formation in the
shortest periods of time. At the same time, the great mobility of troops
85
makes it possible to swiftly exploit the effects of nuclear and fire strikes.
Thus there seems to be a contradiction in Reznichenko's analysis: on the one
hand, he professes concern about the density of NATO antitank weapons, as we noted
above; on the other hand, he notes the opportunities for maneuver presented by gaps
between enemy strong points. This is no isolated reference; elsewhere he notes, "During
World War II an infantry division would usually occupy a defensive zone 8-10 kilometers
wide and 5-8 kilometers deep, but today the dimensions of a defensive zone have
increased to 30-40 kilometers in frontage and 20-25 kilometers in depth."8 6
Reznichenko appears to be reinforcing a point mentioned earlier: while NATO
troop densities are now low by historical standards, the density of lethal fire is much
greater. Thus a defensive zone has fewer troops but more anti-tank weapons, and more
8 7 This
lethal ones. It also has a much greater density of anti-personnel ordnance.
situation simultaneously affords more opportunity for maneuver (if that fire can be
suppressed) as well as danger (if the suppression of enemy fire is inadequate).
As in other discussions, however, density is not the main factor affecting the
strength or "stability" of the defense in Reznichenko's book. A section on "The Battle
Formation" for defense emphasizes depth and dispersion (to reduce vulnerability to
nuclear attack), with some mention of camouflage and deception-but none of trying to
increase density. 8 8 There follow sections on preparation of positions, "The Fire

84Reznichenko, Jacsia, op. cit., (fn. 24), pp. 99-100. A new edition of this volume was published by the
Soviets in 1987, expanding the section under discussion, though the quoted portions art unchanged. See
V.G. Reznichenko, Taktl (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1987), pp. 241-242.
8 5 jbid., p. 37.
86 1bid. p.65
.
87 Engineer-It

Col. R. Balaboikin, "The Future of the Infantry of the Main Capitalist Countries." VM No.
12,1973, p. 113.

881bid., pp. 155-158.
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Plan,"and "Hitting the Enemy on the Approaches to the Defense," among which the issue
of density appears only briefly in the last, and not at all otherwise.89
In 1985-86, a number of articles discussing defense-related topics appeared in
Military-Historical Journal. Most devoted very little attention to defensive densities.
One such article, on tactics between the World Wars, stated:
The stability of a defense was to be achieved by altering the width and
depth of the areas of responsibility of the defending formations, increasing
the tactical densities, making skillful use of the terrain and its engineering
equipment, developing the fire system, the antitank and air defenses, and
improving the battle formations and operating procedures of the troops. 90

I

Of the issues listed in that statement, depth of defenses received only very brief
additional treatment (two sentences) while the rest were discussed in one or more
additional paragraphs. All, that is, except the issue of density, which received no further

3explicit
discussion at all.

3
3

Density receives slightly more attention in another article a few months later.
This article, "Development of the Fire Plan in Defensive Combat," makes a few
statements to the effect that "it is essential to mass the weapons on the most important
sectors in the aim of achieving maximum densities here." 9 1 The article also has a
paragraph and part of a table which show the increase in tactical densities on the Soviet
side during World War II. The main focus of the piece, however, is on the layout of
defensive fire plans-fire support for flanks, adjustments to cover obstacles, depth and
number of lines, etc.

5
3
5

U

3.

Current Soviet Views

As discussed earlier, Soviet military thinking has been undergoing a period of
change since the mid-1980s. This change is being driven by two separate factors, either
of which alone would be sufficient to drive basic rethinking by the Soviets. The first
cause of the shift is growing Soviet belief that the increased precision and destructiveness
of conventional weapons has revolutionary implications for warfare. The second cause of
change is the shift since 1987 in Soviet political-military doctrine toward greater defen-

89ThidL,

I
3

I

158-172.

90 Colonel

R.A. Savushkin and Colonel N.M. Ramanichev, "Development of Combined-Arms Tactics
Between Civil and Great Patriotic Wars," VEZh No. 11, 1985, tr. JPRS, p. 18.
9 1 Colop! A.A. Pastukov, "Development of Fire Plan in Defensive Combat," VIZh No. 2,1986, tr. JPRSUMA-86-046, p. 13.
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siveness, "reasonable sufficiency," and an emphasis on the avoidance of war, rather than

the fighting of one.
What effect have these changes had on Soviet views of defensive force density?
To compare with the 1979 Radzievskiy book, one might examine I. M. Ananyev's 1988
Tank Armies in the Offensive. 92 Like Radzievskiy a decade earlier, Ananyev is little
interested in the density of enemy defenses = se as an explanation of attack success or
failure. Like Radzievskiy, when he discusses the defense at all, he focuses more on the
depth of the defense 93 or on the degree of preparation. 94 And like Radzievskiy, he is
more interested in the density of offensive forces than in any characteristics of the
defense. 95 Thus Ananyev's views about defensive force density show little change from
Radzievskiy's a decade before.
One notable change in the Soviet literature in general is that since early 1987,
there have been relatively many articles about the defensive in Soviet military publications. While there are still some "how-to" discussions of attack, for example in Milij=
I-lrad, there are more such discussions of defense than previously. But these articles
generally do not include consideration of density as a factor governing defensive success.
For example, the lead-off article in a series in Mili
Ha ld about defense discussed
such questions as the depth of the defense, the terrain, degree of fortification or preparation, mobility and maneuver, and the preparation of systems of fire, but did not mention
density at all. Interestingly, the article was apparently written by one of the men, a Col.
G. Ionin, who wrote the 1971 article in Militr T1Ihought discussing defensive density

(and not how to overcome it).96
Other articles which might logically have considered the density issue also did not
do so. A 1987 article on 'The Bundeswehr Armored Division on the Defense," for
example, argued:
Division-level defense on the modern battlefield should be active, firm,
echeloned in depth, prepared for armor, vertical envelopment, nuclear
weapons, and massive air and artillery strikes...Its firmness is achieved
92

1A. Annev. Tankovie AuniX v N~auleniy (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1988).

93

1iNd., p. 19.

94

1bid., p. 262.

95

1bid., pp. 253, 258, 263. Unlike Radzievskiy, Ananev focuses primarily on the density of close-suppa

tanks in the offensive, rather than on the density of attacking artillery.
9Colonel G. Jonin, Foundations of Modern Defensive Battle," Y..axmu.MiL No. 3,1988,
Itr.JMRSUMA-88-014.
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mainly through the proper combat formations for the situation, skillful use

of the terrain, use of coordinated barriers, antitank fire, and the obstinacy

of the forces conducting the defense. 97

Again, density is not mentioned here. There is a brief mention of the usual
frontages for Bundeswehr units, but the implications for density are not drawn out. The
goal of the Bundeswehr defense is said to be the "greatest volume of fire" possible--not
the greatest density of fires. Other journals seem to be following a similar pattern. For
example, a 1988 Milil= Herald article entitled "Motorized Infantry Battalions of the
Bundeswehr in Battle" discussed the frontage such a unit would hold on the defensive,

but did not mention the density of anti-tank or other weapons that would result, let alone
discuss the implications of such a density. 98 Similarly, a Military-Historical Journal

3

article on "Breaching Enemy Defenses" discussed offensive densities in detail, but did not
mention defensive densities-and indeed barely mentioned opposing defenses at all.99
The article's conclusion makes clear it is intended that the principles identified in the
article be applied to current problems.
The most recent article identified which mentions defensive density explicitly is
from a 1987 issue of Soviet WMit Revie. The discussion is as follows:
The density of fire and power of modem anti-tank weapons have increased

multifold...That is why the attack momentum acquires in contemporary

conditions primary importance. If the attack is a success and the
advancing tanks burst into the enemy forward area, the attack will develop
successfully and the mission will be fulfilled. If the attack fails (tanks
have been stopped and infantry forced to hit the ground) the commander
will have to start everything anew.100
This discussion is slightly different from the "mainstream" one, emphasizing
attack tempo rather than artillery support. Nevertheless, like the "mainstream" view, the
accent is on practical methods of overcoming dense defenses, and the implication is that

such defenses can be broken through.

3

9 7 Colonel

A. Egorov, "BundeswChr Armored Division on the Defense, Zarukzhnoe Voennoe Obxenie
[Foreign Military Review] No. 1, 1987, tr. JPRS UFM-87-003, p. 29.

98N. Niidtin, "Motopekhomye Batarony Bundesvera v boyu." VV No. 9,1988.

"9MajorGeneral (res) A.P. Maryshev, "Breaching Enemy Defenses," VV No. 3,1988, tr. JPRS-UMJ-88i

009.

10 0

Major-General Ivan Skorodumov, "Attack Momentum," Soviet MiliayRevie
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One recent rather suggestive article argues that "stable defense is attained in large
measure through the construction of an elaborate system of fortifications"I 0 1
Unfortunately, the article is in Soviet Military Review (which is published primarily for
export). Its focus fits far too neatly into the propaganda goal of convincing the West of
the essential defensiveness of the new Soviet military thinking for it to be considered
reliable as an indication of a trend. Nevertheless, there is also a recent Soviet book on
fortifications. It is possible that Soviet interest in the subject is growing.
So what can we infer about current Soviet views on defensive density?
Reznichenko's attention to it in both editions of Tactics is too important to be ignored.
Nevertheless, the apparent trend away from discussing the issue in the periodical literature may be significant. One thing that this might reflect is that to the extent density
matters at all, it is the density of lethal fire, rather than of men, weapons, or anything else,
which signifies. This was noticed even two decades ago, in the recognition that more
lethal antitank weapons, like ATGMs, can be considered "dense" even if there are fewer
of them per kilometer than there were anti-tank weapons of World War II vintage.
In the context of even more destructive modem systems-what the Soviets call
"reconnaissance-strike complexes" and conventional weapons "approaching low-yield
nuclear weapons in destructive power"-this becomes more true than ever. Indeed, as the
range, especially, of new and projected NATO systems grows, and thereby the ability of
these systems to shift their fire across broad sectors of front, the density of fire against
attackers in the main breakthrough sector becomes far greater than that generated by
defending forces actually deployed on that sector. It is therefore the density of fire which
attracts attention rather than the density of shooters. In this sense, diminishing Soviet
interest in the density of defensive weapons systems is logical.
But what about the more immediate future, in which armored targets are still
mostly destroyed by direct fire from at most a few kilometers away? Here, the Soviet
ideas of the early and mid-80s would still apply-including their ideas about the capabilities and densities of currently deployed NATO ATGMs, as discussed by Reznichenko
and others. And as these Soviets make clear, they have thought deeply about necessary
steps, such as an "air operation" and strong fire support, to overcome NATO defenses,

10 1 Lieutennit Colonel Georgy Stepamnenko, "In the Interests of Stable Defence," Soviet Mililar Review
No. 3, 1989, p. 13.
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even if prepared and dense. 102 The tone of Soviet discussions of these issues is not
a
pessimistic one.

Another relevant factor, of course, is the restructuring of the Soviet military. As
the Gorbachev troop cuts begin to bite, and as reorganizations to make the remaining
troops more "defensive" proceed, Soviet offensive capabilities are likely to decline,
perhaps significantly. But as of this writing, the changes are not yet significant enough to
affect the assessment.
*

F.

CONCLUSIONS

One major conclusion of this study concerns the limited scope of the Soviet literature about defensive force-to-space ratios. There is no mature, systematic Soviet theory
about the effect of defensive density on the likelihood of offensive success, and limited
attention is paid to this issue in the Soviet literature. There are no books or articles which
are focused primarily on that issue; when it is discussed, the discussions are rarely in
depth, and are often brief, passing remarks. There is therefore little evidence to support a
contention that defensive force-to-space ratios play a central role in Soviet thinking.
Soviet writings do reflect the view that, all else being equal, higher force-to-space
ratios favor the defender. General Staff mathematical models also demonstrate this
behavior. To this extent, Soviet views of the subject agree with most Western views.
However, the emphasis of Soviet writings is on ways to overcome dense defenses, with
the implication that a well-planned attack using sufficient artillery wi.ll generally succeed.

SThus the Soviets clearly do not view defensive density as the dominant feature of the
battlefield.
To the Soviets, there are a number of factors which interact with force-to-space
ratios to affect what they call the "stability of the defense." The most important of these
is the force-to-force ratio, with an emphasis on counter-concentration to maximize the
force ratio at the decisive point. Other important issues the Soviets consider in their
analyses include defensive depth, the degree of defensive fortification, organization of the
fire plan, and leadership and morale. The Soviets also note that modern weapons technology, especially nuclear weapons and "reconnaissance-strike complexes," decreases the
minimum force-to-space ratio needed for defensive success by increasing the lethality of
individual weapons.

S102ror a good discussiom of these ideas, see Petersen and Hines, op. cit., QN, Fali 1983.
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Concerning the debate in the Western literature on Soviet attitudes toward
defensive density, it is clear, as all the analysts discussed here note, that the Soviets are
concerned to some degree about force-to-space ratios, and believe that less dense
defenses are easier to penetrate than more-dense defenses. Ultimately, the disagreement
concerns the questions of salience and severity: do the Soviets see penetrating dense
NATO defenses as their central problem, and a hopeless one; or do they see it as a less
important and more tractable problem? There is little evidence to support the former
view. Indeed, the most emphatic case to this effect in the West-Dick's--is based on
Dick's own, first-principles calculation that the Soviets' proposed solutions are infeasible.
While these calculations may be correct, 103 there is little information in the open
literature to suggest that the Soviets think so.

103Som
distgM• withis
f setmcaL Richod E. Simpidn argues (p. 199), 0..even if NATO put
everything it had in the ho window...the weights mad intensities of fire and Voop densities which the
Soviets we in a position to employ will crack the line mewhere, probebly sooner rather than later."
Richk d E. Simpkin, RB ArmM (Oxford. Bmssey's 1984), p. 199.
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Appendix C
THEORY
Stephen D. Biddle
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A. INTRODUCTION
The literature reviews in appendices A and B suggest that neither Western nor
Soviet writers have yet produced a systematic theory to explain the impact of force-toratios. For the purposes of this study, our primary task must therefore be to
develop such a theory and to subject it to initial testing. This appendix is intended to

Sspace

accomplish the first part of this task-to provide a causal theory relating force-to-space
ratios to conventional defense effectiveness. 1 appendix D will provide the second of
these tasks by describing the results of initial quasi-empirical testing using the JANUS
combat simulation.
To develop this theory, we will begin by defining a dependent variable, or

I

outcome to be predicted by the theory, and identifying a set of independent variables by
which to explain that outcome. We will then describe the overall dynamics of theaterlevel conventional warfare in broad terms that will serve to establish an analytic context
within which to understand the interactions of the independent variables. Given that
context, we will go on to describe in some detail the behavior of each of the identified

3

variables, and the military logic underlying that behavior. Finally, a set of equations will
be presented which will describe those behaviors in quantitative terms and enable us to
deduce the relationship between force-to-space ratios and combat outcomes from the

sometimes complex interactions of the identified variables. To describe the military logic

I

I

I

By causal theory we mean an explanation of a phenomenon that permits prediction and control, and
which holds over an identifiable span of time and space. Such a theory consists of a system of law-like
statements, assumptions, and a causal logic by which these elements are harnessed to explain the
phenomena of interest.
Given this, a model represents (or, in Kenneth Waltz' words, "depicts") an underlying theory in an
analytical structure which facilitates the deduction of implications from the theory itself: See Kenneth
N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (New York: Random House, 1979), p. 7. Like theories,
models can be univariate or multivariate, quantitative or qualitative, simple or complex (for examples
of qualitative models in the study of international relations, see, e.g., Paul Diesing, atterns of
Discovery in the Social Sciences (Chicago and New York: Aldine-Atherton, 1971), pp. 108-114; also
Waltz, op. cit., pp. 7, 59, 93-5). Models are thus not alternatives to theories--and in fact cannot be
constructed without at least an implicit theoretical foundation. Rather, models are merely convenient
representations of the relationships explained by the theory, and especially, representations which
facilitate the process of deductive inference. In particular, mathematical models can be essential tools
for deducing the consequences of theories whose if-then propositions are quantitative and complex.
The usefulness of the resulting model, however, is only as great as that of the underlying theory--ind
the construction and use of such a model is an integral element of rigorous theoretical investigation for
such questions. On the general distinctions embodied in this terminology, see also Arthur Danto and
Sidney Morgenbesser, "Laws and Theories" in Arthur Danto and Sidney Morgenbesser, eds.,
ilonhv of Sience (New York: Meridian, 1960), pp. 177-181.
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of these interactions, however, we will pursue a highly idealized, notional development in
our discussion of the behaviors of the independent variables; this idealized treatment is
intended as motivation for the equations that follow, rather than as a substitute for them.
Finally, it should be noted that we will attempt neither to formally prove the theorems in
this appendix nor to provide a fully axiomatized theoretical system. While desirable,
such a degree of mathematical formality is beyond the scope of the present inquiry, which
is necessarily focused primarily on the military and policy issues associated with defense
at low force densities.
B.

KEY VARIABLES
The phenomena of primary interest for this study involve conventional combat

between more or less sophisticated opponents at the theater level in Central Europe.
While it is possible that the resulting theory may have useful application beyond these
bounds (e.g., to theaters other than Europe), as a point of departure we will restrict our
scope here to the prediction of military outcomes for European, theater-level offensive
ground operations. 2

2 Thus low intensity conflict, naval or amphibious warfare, strategic (or other independent) air, or nuclear
warfare are excluded from consideration here. An "operation" may be defined as an interconnected
series of military actions (or "engagements") of a duration corresponding to the planning horizon of the
initiating combatant's theater commander. Typical examples might include Operation Cobra (the
American breakout from the Normandy perimeter, 24-27 July 1944), Operation Goodwood
(Montgomery's offensive east of Caen, 18-21 July 1944), Operation Citadelle (the Battle of Kursk, 4-17
July 1943), or Operation Fall Gelb (the German invasion of France, 10 May to 5 June, 1940). Warfare
of longer duration or larger scope is clearly of interest, but can most readily be addressed through the
analysis of its component operations. The Battle of El Alamein in 1942, for example, consisted of two
distinct operations: Lightfoot (23-26 October) and Supercharge (27 October to 4 November), of which
the former stalled, while the latter successfully broke through the German defense.
Our focus on the operation as the primary level of analysis is intended largely as a matter of convenience
with respect to more extensive historical validation efforts which may follow the present study.
Unambiguous classification of historical battles is crucial for such validation, and for this it is necessary

to be very clear with respect to the boundaries of the class of phenomena being described. For this

purpose, the operation is easier to delimit than, say, the campaign. As an example, the combat activity
on the Eastern Front in July 1943 is particularly instructive. Is the German offensive of Operation

Citadelle to be classified as a separate case from the subsequent Soviet counteroffensive east of Orl? If
the level of analysis is the operation, this combat activity would be clmsified cleanly as two operations,
and thus two historical data points--.a German offensive operation toward Kursk which stalled prior to
breakthrough, followed by a Soviet operation immediately to the north which broke through the German
line. If the level of analysis were the campaign (an interconnected series of operations), classification
would be more ambiguous. It would be arguable that this episode would constitute a single data point.
a German offensive toward Kursk which ultimately resulted in a Soviet breakthrough at Orel [since the
Soviet offensive was intimately-and consciously-connected to the preceding German attack, which

the Soviets expected to provide a weaker target for their own attack; for a description of the offensives at
Kursk and Orel, see, for example, John Erickson, The Road to Berlin (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1983),
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The specific outcome of interest with respect to these phenomena is the ability of
one combatant to invade and subjugate another by force of arms. To do this, an aggressor
must assert military control over the territory of its opponent. While the destruction of
opposing military forces is likely an indispensable means to this end, the ultimate end
itself is the control of opposing territory and the economic means contained in it, whether
in its entirety or in part (as might be the case, for example, in an attack with limited
aims). Given this, we will define the dependent variable for the theory (that is, the
specific outcome to be predicted) as the net territorialgain an aggressor could expect in
the event of an invasion. In particular, we will estimate the maximum penetration
distance (in kilometers) that a putative offensive could take and hold against defensive
counterattack.
The primary independent, or explanatory variable for this study is of course the

I

defender's theater force-to-space ratio. We will define the force-to-space ratio as the ratio
of defender forces present in the theater over the length of the theater frontier, or more
specifically, as the number of "Blue" armored fighting vehicle equivalents (AFVEs)
3
defending a constant 850-kilometer border at the time hostilities are initiated.
Should we consider additional independent variables? A theory should be as parsimonious as possible-that is, the number of indeper-1- . variables should be as few as
possible. 4 Parsimonious theories are easier to tesE, easier to understand, and easier to
apply. Indeed, the whole function of theory is to order the complex events of the real
world in terms of simpler relationships that man
more readily be understood and manipulated. The more parsimonious the theory, the more completely this ultimate aim of

I
inherent in the operation but not necessarily available at the campaign level thus offers a convenient
delimiter and is therefore used here.

3 An AFVE is simply a convenient, "generic" measure of force size selected to facilitate the comparison

I

of highly disaggregate JANUS results and equations for the estimation of theater-level combat
outcomes. A single main battle tank represents one AFVE (regardless of nationality, make or model).
A single armored troop carrier with its infantry complement is also scored as one AFVE. v carrier
without its infantry is half an AFVE; the infantry without the carrier is half an AFVE. i rmored
antitank, air defense, command, or reconnaissance vehicles are also one-half an AFVE. Field artillery
and aircraft are accounted separately in units of tubes and sorties, respectively (see appendix C), and
thus are excluded from the AFVE totals per se.
"4 Ncte, however, that a very parsimonious underlying theory can give rise to very intiicate deductive
models of phenomena. Lanchester theory, for example, is quite parsimonious, but the interactions

which can be deduced from that theory can be very complex.
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theory-building is met. But while a theory should be as parsimonious as possible, parsimony must be balanced against requirements for validity and utility. We must include
sufficient independent variables to explain the observed variation in outcomes.

I
I

Moreover, for a theory intended to inform the development of public policy, we must
include a sufficient range of explanatory variables to account for the policy maker's range
of available options. Of course, no single theory will ever be able to incorporate the
entire scope of nuance available to the policy maker for influencing outcomes. At the
same time, however, a theory will be discarded as irrelevant unless it at least addresses

most of the primary options for action.
For the case of force-to-space ratios, many potential options are available by
which policy makers could affect the relationship between density and combat outcomes.

The balance of opposing forces could be altered through arms control, as could the nature
of the weapons or equipment with which potential combatants are armed. Weapons technology could be altered to rely more heavily on tactical aircraft or long range missiles and
artillery, barrier defenses could be expanded, warning and intelligence systems could be
improved, or military doctrine could be adapted.
Moreover, the literature suggests strongly that the primary relationship between

force-to-space ratios and combat outcomes is strongly influenced by a variety of
important intervening variables. To ignore these variables would risk biasing the resulting theory and undermining its validity as an explanation of theater combat results.

3

Given this, we will consider a multivariate formulation. The particular variables
to be included are to be determined ultimately by the result of testing (see appendix D);
as a point of departure, however, the literature was used as a heuristic device to suggest
candidate variables for more exhaustive consideration and test. While the existing litera-

-

ture is not theoretically rigorous or systematic, it does constitute the collective observations of many experienced soldiers and analysts over a substantial period of time. It is
thus rich in insight. As such, it offers a degree of insurance against the danger of
overlooking effects with important consequences for outcomes and provides a sound
point of departure.

U
3

Three broad categories of these intervening independent variables emerged from
the literature reviews in appendices A and B and survived the process of testing described
in appendix D. These are weapon mix, terrain, and force employment. These categories
can be broken down into more discrete (and thus more readily operationalized) concerns.
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With respect to weapon mix, for example, the literature deals both with distinctions
between weapon types (e.g., tanks as opposed to small arms) and between more and less
effective versions of the same weapon type (e.g., muskets as opposed to machine guns; or
short range, as opposed to long range, artillery). With respect to geography, we can
distinguish two sub-issues: the effects of natural, and of "man-made" topography-that
is, the impact of forested vs. open natural terrain, and the impact of mined or otherwise
prepared ground vs. unprepared. With respect to force employment, the literature
identifies as important issues the pace or tempo of the attack and its frontage; the depth of
the defense; and the availability and use of operational reserves.

3

A fourth class of potential intervening variable is the theater force-to-force

ratio-or the balance of attacker to defender forces in the theater of war. Force to force
ratios are clearly important. For our purposes, however, it will prove most convenient to
address their effects implicitly, via their influence on the other three classes of explanatory variables. Our consideration of force-to-space ratids will thus focus explicitly on the

effects of weapon types, weapon effectiveness, terrain and its preparation, tempo,
defensive depth and operational reserves-and their interaction with theater force-to-

force ratios, and of course, the force-to-space ratio itself.

3

3

C. ANALYTIC CONTEXT: THEATER DYNAMICS
A theater-level operation consists of many discrete military engagements occurring over a broad geographic area and a significant period of time. Many of the independent variables discussed in the theoretical literature, however, are much more localized in
their immediate effects-and our analytic treatment of these variables will similarly be
grounded in their effect on the local engagement. To reach conclusions as to theater-level
outcomes on the basis of such analysis, it is thus necessary to posit some relationship
between the engagements that make up an operation, and to describe how the results of

those engagements combine to affect the operation as a whole. In effect, it is necessary to
provide a description of the theater-level dynamics of conventional combat.

I

3I
3

To do this, we will rely heavily on the understanding of theater dynamics
provided by the existing literature. This understanding is broadly consistent. Similar
descriptions can be found as early as the mid-nineteenth century in the work of Carl von
Clausewitz and especially Antoine-Henri Jomini; in the mid-twentieth century in the
writings of Basil Liddell Hart; as recently as the late 1980s in the work of analysts such
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as Richard Betts; or even in the fifth century B.C. in Tle Anr of W
5
soldier-philosopher Sun Tsu.

by the Chinese

While they differ in detail, all tend to focus on the process of attacker concentration and defender counterconcentration; on the changes these produce in local force-toforce ratios; and on the consequences of those changes for the attacker's ability to break
through. Most authors, for example, credit attackers with some ability to choose the time
and place of their attack. This in turn enables the theater attacker ("Red") to concentrate
a large fraction of his force on a narrow sector opposite that chosen point (or points),
while defending elsewhere with the remainder. Initially, the location of this point is
unknown to the theater defender ("Blue"). Prior to discovering this point of attack, Blue
6
is generally assumed to be more uniformly deployed along the frontier than is Red.

I

I
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Once Blue locates the point of attack, he attempts to counter-concentrate his
forces to match those of the attacker. This process takes time, however (especially if

5 For Clausewitz, see especially the discussion of "the decisive point" and "the culminating point of the
attack," in Carl von Clausewitz, On W , edited and translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1976), Book III, Chapter 8, pp. 194-7, Chapter 11. p. 204;
and Book VII, Chapter 5, pp. 528-9. For Jomini, see Antoine Henri Jomini, A Summary of the Art of
WN . translated and edited by JD. Hittle (Harrisburg, PAL The Military Service Publishing Co., 1947),
especially pp. 67-70. For Liddell Hart, see, for example, his treatment of counterconcentration in Basil

I

H. Liddell Hart, Ea= in Arms (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1937), pp. 83, 334. For Betts, see
for example, Richard Betts, "Conventional Deterrence: Predictive Uncertainty and Policy Confidence"
trans. Samuel B.
World.Potic, January 1985, pp. 153-79. For Sun Tsu, see Sun Tzu, TheA.,
Griffith (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), esp. p. 98, verses 13 and 14.
6 Of course, no actual deployment is ever truly uniform. The nature of the terrain and the value of the
deploy a constant force density across the entire frontier. Instead, the defender typically leaves less
well-defended those sectors he thinks less valuable or less likely to be attacked and deploys stronger
forces on sectors he judges most valuable and most likely to be attacked, while retaining reserves with
which to react to the opponents actual choice once observed (more on this below). In effect, the
defender distributes his forces so as to minimize his expected loss of value, given a certain expectation
(or in Bayesian terms, a certain subjective prior probability distribution) with respect to the attacker's
choice of main attack sector.
Note, however, that a property of an optimal defender allocation across sectors (i.e., one that minimizes
expected loss of value) is that the marginal utility (i.e., the marginal increase in expected total defensive
value after attack) of additional force deployment will be equal across sectors. This in turn implies that

the attacker will face equal expected gain of value across sectors. In effect. then, the actual dynamics ofI

concentration and counterconcentration will mirror the simple, heuristic description given above in
important respects: while the distribution of men on the ground may not be uniform, the distribution of
military attractiveness for attack will be uniform. Moreover, for the special case of an undifferentiated
theater in which terrainand military value are identical across sectors, and in which the defender has no
knowledge of attacker plans as of some initial reference time (which need not be the time of attack), the
optimal allocation of defensive troops per se will in fact be uniform. As a heuristic, and as a first order
abstraction of the more complex allocation problem, an assumption of a uniform initial force distribution
in an undifferentiated theater is thus an appropriate point of departure, and will be employed here.
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Blue must disengage and displace forward units in contact with the enemy, rather than
simply dispatching operational reserves from rearward assembly areas). Prior to the
arrival of those reserves, Red's local concentration provides a high attacker.defender
force-to-force ratio at the point of attack. Red attempts to exploit this local advantage by
overwhelming the initially outnumbered local defender and breaking through into Blue's
rear area before sufficient reserves arrive and make further advance impossible.
If Red does break through, the viability of the Blue defense is seriously undermined. Armies depend on an elaborate supply, command, air defense and transportation
infrastructure. This infrastructure is extremely vulnerable to direct attack. An attacker
who has broken through the defender's forward positions and gained access to the rear
can thus do grave damage by destroying that infrastructure. Even a modest exploitation
force surviving at the point of attack can thus pose a serious threat to the defense in the
event of breakthrough (provided that exploitation force has the freedom of maneuver to
range widely once in the rear).
If the attacker fails to break through, however, his maximum advance will occur
at what Clausewitz called the "culminating point" of the operation--that is, the moment
at which some combination of attacker losses and defender counterconcentration
produces a local force-to-force ratio too small for continued advance. 7 This culminating
point constitutes both the attacker's high water mark and potentially his point of greatest
vulnerability, in that he will have had limited time to prepare defensive positions or redistribute forces for effective defense. A prudent attacker will thus employ his forces in
such a manner as to avoid reaching such a culminating point in a condition which would
allow an aggressive defender to break through the attacker's lines at this point of
maximum weakness.
In effect, our task is thus to distinguish between circumstances that produce
breakthrough and those which produce culmination short of breakthrough (and in the case
of the latter, to estimate the attacker's advance prior to reaching his culminating point).
Given the dynamics described above, this amounts to an evaluation of the crucial engagements at the point of attack in the context of a race between attacker concentration and
attempted breakthrough, and defender counterconcentration and possible counterattack.

I
7 See Clausewuiz, op. ciL, Book VII, Ch~ape 5.,pp. 528-9.
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TEMPO

What do we mean by "tempo," and how are we to operationalize it as a variable?
In the theater dynamics described above, Red penetration and Blue counterconcentration
constitute a race. While Blue moves reserves, Red is taking ground at the point of
attack-if Red advances far enough quickly enough, he may break through before Blue
has sufficiently reinforced the threatened sector. The key issue is thus one of relative
speeds, or, alternatively, of tempo: can the attacker prosecute a local advantage quickly

3

enough to break through before the defender can react?8
We can thus address the issue of "tempo" as identified by the literature in terms of
two, more concrete quantities: the attacker's rate of advance, and the defender's rate of
counterconcentration. Each of these quantities involves a substantial element of choice.

For the attacker, this choice requires a tradeoff between advance rates and casualties; for
the defender, the tradeoff involves allocation of forces between forward and reserve roles.
For the time being, we will concentrate on the first of these; we will turn to the question
of the defender's balance of forward and reserve elements (and its effect on the rate of
counterconcentration) in the section on defensive reserves and counterattack, below.

I

1.

3

Military Effects of Tempo: The Trade-off Between Velocity and Casualties

How, then, do advance rates and and casualties trade-off? Let us begin by considering the problem at the tactical level, in the form of an assault on a defended position.

Let us further posit a range of conceivable closure rates for this assault of between zero
and about 60 kilometers per hour-i.e., the maximum speed of modern armored vehicles.
To reach this upper bound, attackers must advance in vehicles on paved roads in open
country, in column formation with sufficient inter-vehicle spacing to prevent collisions in
the event of an unexpected halt, and without delaying for extensive intelligence or

artillery preparation. Such tactics would require extreme exposure to enemy fire, while
minimizing the forward firepower of the advancing units and thus limiting their ability to

3

8 This usage is consistent with the widerlying concerns raised in the liteature on this issue. When Basil
Liddell Hart, for example, emphasizes the importance of "aempo"

for the German invasion of France in

1940, he in effect observes that the Germans were capable of accomplishing their goals-of breaking
through and exploiting that breakthrough--mce quickly than the French could respond. Alternatively,

when John Mearsheimer writes of the inerdependence of "blitzkrieg" and the force to space ratio, he is
effectively explaining the relationship in terms of the relative rate of offensive penetration and defensive

I

reaction-and of the sensitivity of those rates to changes in force density. For a systematic treatment of
the term see Richard Simpkin, Race to the Swift: Thoungts on Twenty-First CentCMr Warfare (New
York. Brassey's, 1985), pp. 106-112; for a more detailed description of the literature on this point, see
appendix A.
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reduce losses by silencing defenders with return fire. Extreme speeds can thus produce
extremely high casualties. 9

3
3

3

Of course, a variety of means are available for reducing losses. At a minimum,
attackers can leave the road and deploy into a line-abreast formation better suited for
returning fire. Cross-country movement, however, is substantially slower than road
movement--especially if line-abreast formation must be maintained over broken country.
Preparatory artillery fire can destroy, suppress or obscure defenders, but to do so requires
that the assault be delayed long enough to allow the artillery to deliver the necessary
volume of fire. Tactical reconnaissance can locate defenders and thus improve the
effectiveness of offensive fire (or permit less-exposed advance routes to be identified),
but it requires that the assault and the artillery preparation be delayed for scouting.
Dismounted infantry can clear dug-in defensive positions on rough terrain with fewer
casualties than mounted units, but in the process the assault speed is reduced to that of a
walking rifleman (or less, if defensive fire drives the attackers to ground). Techniques
that would reduce attacker casualties thus also reduce the attacker's net rate of closure
with the enemy; to reduce casualties in a tactical assault thus requires that the attacker
reduce speed.10

3
1

U
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2.

Graphical Analysis

These observations can be generalized to produce the hypothesis depicted in
Figure C- 1, in which attacker casualties in a given tactical assault (C) are related to the
attacker's attempted assault velocity (V).11 As hypothesized in Figure C-l, casualties are
highest at high velocity, where attackers have the fewest opportunities to reduce their
9 Exceptions do exist--e.g., where an attacker is faced with a weak direct fire defense but extremely
heavy defensive artillery fire (see Figure C-18 and accompanying discussion below); or where the
attacker has broken through the defended zone and is engaged in exploitation operations in the enemy
rear (see the discussion under "Militay Effects of Depth," below).
10 For a more detailed treatment of the mechanics and consequences of these techniques, see the
discussion under "Weapon Technology," below.
"I "Velocity" is defined as the elapsed time between initiation of offensive action (including artillery or
ground reconnaissance preparaton) against the position in question and the arnival of assault elements
on the objective, divided by the distance between jump-off and objective. "Casualties" wre total losses
(AFVEs destroyed or disabled) to the attacker incurred over the dumtion of a single engagement (i.e.,
incurred between the initiation of offensive action and the arrival of assault elements on the objective).
In some circumstances, losses to the defender would be inversely related to these, although this need
not necessarily be the case (e.g., where mounted attackers with a substantial numerical advantage could
overrun a defense too quickly for the defenders to withdraw, defensive casualties would be higher for
high assault velocities than for low V, where the slower rate of closure would permit surviving
defenders to escape).
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exposure or bring their own firepower to bear.1 2 The slower the velocity, the wider the
range of tactical options available to the attacker, and hence the greater the opportunity
for selecting a combination that enables the defending position to be taken with fewer
losses. A modest reduction in speed permits, for example, off-road deployment but
excludes artillery preparation or advance reconnaissance-and thus enables a modest
reduction in losses. A more substantial reduction in casualties can be obtained by
combining off-road deployment and artillery-delivered smoke and suppressive fire
against suspected defensive positions, but this increases the time required to complete the
assault and thus can be obtained only at the cost of a further reduction in speed. To
obtain greater reductions in casualties would require that the above measures be
augmented by techniques such as careful pre-assault scouting of the defensive position, or
support by dismounted infantry to clear difficult terrain, but to exercise these options
would further reduce the velocity of the assault.

I
3
3
I
3

I
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VI
Figum C-1. The CeasUIy-Vokity Trade-off

r

Ile casualty-velocity trade-off hypothesized in Figure C-1 thus represents anI
efficient frontier. That is, it would certainly be possible for an attacker to produce an
assault that lingers needlessly and thus suffers unnecessarily heavy losses at slow velocities (point A in Figure C-l)--but it would not be possible for an attacker to attain a given

12

The graphical analyses presented in appendix C constitute theoretical posulates motivated by the

discussion of military phenomena associated with the given variables. The validity of these postulated
curves in quasi-empirical testing is addressed in appendix D.
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velocity without suffering at least the casualties associated with that V (e.g., point B in
Figure C-1 is infeasible). In other words, for no point on the frontier is it possible to
reduce casualties without simultaneously reducing velocity.
We will posit that the curve which represents this frontier is strictly convex. This
is because techniques for casualty reduction can be rank ordered from the most to the
least marginally effective-that is, from the technique that offers the largest casualty
reduction per unit of velocity reduction to that which offers the smallest. A rational
attacker would logically choose the most marginally effective technique first, turning to
successively less effective options only as necessary to reduce casualties further. Thus,
the lower the velocity (and hence the more options for casualty reduction that have

already been exploited), the smaller the marginal casualty reduction that can be obtained
for a given further reduction in velocity, with the result that the slope of the frontier is
greatest at high velocity and smallest at low velocity. As long as the marginal effective13
ness of each technique is not identical, the frontier itself is thus convex.
The particular curve shown here is, of course, specific to a given set of circumstances. In the following sections of this appendix we will discuss a variety of variables

which determine in part the position and slope of this trade-off. For now, we will
in detail only one of these, the local force-to-force ratio. Figure C-2 depicts the
hypothesized effect of variations in force-to-force ratio (given as the attacker.defender
of maneuver forces in contact at the point of attack) on the basic casualty-velocity

S]]consider
Sratio

trade-off shown in Figure C-1. As shown, the higher the local force-to-force ratio, the

fewer casualties an attacker will suffer in an assault at a given velocity. Alternatively, the
higher the local force-to-force ratio, the higher the velocity an attacker can maintain for a

given level of casualties. In effect, an increase in the local force-to-force ratio thus shifts
the efficient trade-off frontier to the right; a decrease in the local force-to-force ratio

shifts the frontier to the left.

1

13

For the purposes of the discussion here we will assume, but not formally prove, differentiability and
strict convexity in addition to the simple convexity argument given above. By way of motivation for
this assumption, note that while any given casualty reduction technique may be discrete in nature (thus
producing a piecewise linear, rather than strictly convex, frontier in combination with other such
techniques), over many engagements under varying local conditions the velocity bounds wad specific

casualty reductions associated with ay given technique will very. Thus, as die number of individual
engagements gets lar

the frgntier would become inaeasingly curve-like. It should also be noted that

the empirical investigation described in appendix D supports the claim of simple convexity advanced

above.
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Figure C-2. The Effect of Force-to-Force Ratio on the

Casuafty-Velocity Trade-off

For any given force-to-force ratio, the casualty-velocity trade-off frontier thus
represents the set of possible efficient choices for the attacker in conducting an assault on
a defended position. While each of these points is efficient, in the sense that they offer
the greatest speed available without an increase in casualties, they are not equally
desirable. That is, it may be possible to conduct an assault at a velocity of 30 KPH that
leads to the fewest casualties possible without slowing the speed down to 25 KPH, but
that does not necessarily make higher casualties at 30 KPH preferable to lower casualties
at 25 KPH. How are we to determine which of these alternatives constitutes the most
desirable choice?
To answer this question, we must return to the overall dynamics described earlier.
The attacker, in effect, is engaged in a race with the defender. He seeks to advance far
enough to break through the defender's line before the defender can shift enough reserves
to the point of attack to bring the attacker to a halt. 14 Speed is thus a virtue for the
attacker. In this race, however, the efficient attacker can increase his speed only by
increasing his losses. Yet a weakened attacker can be halted by a smaller quantity of
defensive reserves. For a constant rate of defensive reserve arrivals, higher velocity will
14

3

a

Since arriving reinforcements (as distinct from coumteritackers wee discussion under "reserves
below) wre not ordinarily moved directly into an ongoing firefight (to do so would be to risk their

ty to dig tmelves in), we nassme he
destructon in the open before they have any o
that the aaackes casualtes in any given assuit we influenced only by the sate of the defending foc
inplace when dhe autcker inithiss offensive action agaist the poitinon inquestion. Thus, by slowing

down, the attacke does not increms the number of defenders immnediately opposig him; rather, be
increases the number of defnders which wil oppose him in his assault on the mm defenive posimtio.
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thus allow the attacker to advance further in a given time but will also reduce the time
required for the defender to move a sufficient force to the point of attack (since higher
attacker velocity means higher casualties and thus fewer surviving attackers, and since a

smaller reserve force will suffice to halt a smaller attacker). Alternatively, a slower
attacker will cover less ground in a given time but will have more time in which to
advance before the defender can deliver enough reserves to halt the larger force of
surviving attackers.
We can therefore define a set of curves relating attacker velocity-casualty choices
that yield the same advance distance prior to successful defensive counterconcentration
(for a constant rate of defensive reserve arrival). A representative set of such "isoground-gain"curves is posited in Figure C-3. The direction of increasing ground gain is
to the lower right of the plot-i.e., the direction of increasing velocity and decreasing
casualties. Thus, curve IG5 represents choices that yield a higher total ground gain than
choices that lie on curve 104, and so on. A given iso-ground map is specific to a given
rate of defensive reserve arrival. The effect of varying arrival rates is posited in Figure
C-4, wherein IGa depicts an iso-ground curve for the same ground gain, but a higher
arrival rate than that of I0- ' i effect, the higher the rate at which reserves are arriving,

3

the fewer the casualties n attacker can afford to suffer at a given velocity and still gain
the same amount of ground; hence IG is below and to the right of IGb.
For a given defensive reserve arrival rate, however, we will posit that iso-ground
gain curves for non-zero ground gains are strictly concave, non-intersecting, and monotonic.15 By way of motivation, let us assume an attacker velocity choice V 1 , and

3

associated casualty level C1 , that enables the attacker to advance a distance G in time t1
before being halted by the arrival of defensive reserves. If we now consider a higher
casualty level C2 , how much higher must be the new velocity choice V2 if the new point
(V2 , C2) is to lie on the same iso-ground gain curve as the initial point (Vh C1 )? Higher

I

attacker velocity enables the attacker to cover the distance G in less time, i.e., at some
(t, - At). Fewer defensive reserves will have arrived by (t, - At) than by tl; hence the

I

attacker can afford to incur higher casualties during the advance and still cover the same

S15

5

The special cue of zer ground gain products a vertical line at V- 0. We will exclude the possibility
of negative ground gains. While a catastrophic assault could lead so ground loss for an aricer, for
this to be an optimal outcome requires an assault (or the plausible threat of an assault) by the

defender-a circumstance which we will accommodate by reverting the identities of the auacker and
defender mid aplying the logic developed here for non-zero, positive ground gins (see die discussion
of "counterattack." below).
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distance G before being halted by this smaller defensive force. If the defensive reserves
arrive at a constant rate, then an attacker that arrives at G two hours sooner than tI averts
the arrival of twice as many defender reserves as an attacker that arrives at G one hour
sooner. The attacker can therefore incur twice as many additional casualties during that
advance and still reach G before being halted. Similarly, by arriving three hours sooner
than tl, the attacker averts the arrival of three times as many reserves as would have been

3

averted one hour earlier, and he can therefore incur three times as many additional casual-

ties as he could have had he arrived one hour earlier. Thus, the permissible casualty
increase associated with a given At increases at a constant rate as At increases. To arrive
At hours sooner, however, requires larger and larger increases in velocity the larger the At
(for At = t1 , for example, the velocity increase required would be infinite; in effect, the
attacker would have to arrive at G the same moment he sets out). Thus, to offset a
constant increase in casualties (C2 - C, = C3 - C2) via an increase in velocity requires an
ever larger increase in velocity (V3 - V2 > V2 - VI). As this is true for any arbitrarily
small difference in casualties (Ci - Cj) and associated difference in velocity (Vi - Vj), the
result is the strictly concave shape of the curve given in Figure C-3a. Finally, since,
ceteris paribus, a given attacker casualty level and velocity produces a unique ground
gain, iso-ground gain curves thus cannot intersect. And since any increase in velocity
will enable an attacker to cover a given distance in less time and thus avert the arrival of
at least some defenders, any increase in velocity will permit a corresponding increase in

I
j
j

casualties for the same ground gain. Thus iso-ground gain curves are monotonic in V and
C.
By combining an iso-ground gain map with a given casualty-velocity trade-off
frontier, we can determine an optimal choice of attacker velocity. For the purposes of
this study, we have assumed that the attacker's objective is to take and hold opposing
territory. This assumption enables us to define the iso-ground map as an iso-preference
map for the attacker (or alternatively, an indifference map for the attacker). The attacker
prefers any point on iso-ground curve IG 5 from Figure C-3 to any point on iso-ground
curve IG 4 , since IG 5 by definition represents points which produce higher net territorial
gains than those lying on IG4 . If the casualty-velocity trade-off frontier represents the set

I

3
3

of possible efficient choices, the attacker will thus maximize his net territorial gain by
choosing the point on that frontier which intersects with the highest-value iso-ground
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curve. This will necessarily be at a point of tangency, producing an optimal choice as at
point A in Figure C-5.16
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Figure C-5. Ground-MaxImizing Velocity Choice

i

This approach of seeking points of tangency on an efficient frontier will serve as a
useful heuristic for understanding and motivating the velocity treatment in the equations
to follow, and for visualizing the impact of changes in weapon mixes and geography (as
will be discussed in more detail below). We will find it computationally more convenient
to treat the iso-ground map implicitly in the equations that follow, and the computer code
developed to automate those computations conducts a search for an optimal solution

16 This follows from our assumptions as to the strict convexity of the casualty-velocity frotier, the strict
concavity of the iso-ground map, and the monotonicity and non-intersection of iso-ground curves. It
further follows that there will be one and only one such point of tangency--and that zero velocity (mnd
thus zero ground gain) will never be an optimal choice for red as long as there m forces availabl for
use in attack. Of course, there may be many circumstances in which a potential attacker would be
better advised to forgo attack and stand on the defensive rather than accept offensive losses which
might make him vulnerable to a crushing counterblow. We will accommodate this condition, however,
by constraining red to withhold reserve forces sufficient to defeat a blue counterattack. Only surplus
forces beyond this self-defensive reserve can be allocated to tack. Circumstances under which red is
better off standing on the theaterwide defensive will thus yield an offensive surplus of zero; any
situation in which this surplus is non-zero is thus one in which red's ground-maximizing choice (for a
single offensive operation) is to conduct an assault at the velocity given by the point of tangmcyI
between the casualty-velocity frontier corresponding to the local force to force ratio (and other
conditions; see discussion below) and the highest iso-ground curve. Note, however, dtt this optimal
choice is sensitive to the assumption that the time horizon for the decision is that of a Aingle opertion
if further such operations can be foreseen, the class of circumstances under which zero velocity
constitutes red's optimal choice will be larger.
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without explicit calculation of an iso-ground map per se. The functional relationship
between velocity (or tempo) and net territorial gain described here, however, is ultimately
that implemented in the equations and the associated code. That is, there is a trade-off
between attacker casualties and v Alocity, and the ground-maximizing velocity choice will
be that which best balances the conflicting demands of speed and conservation of force in
17
light of the reaction of an active defender.
E.

DEFENSIVE DEPTH

What do we mean by "defensive depth?" Defenders rarely leave their entire force
within firing range of the front line. A sizable fraction of that force is normally removed
from direct contact with the enemy. These withheld forces can be used as mobile
reserves to perform the counterconcentration function described above. Some, however,
are typically employed in prepared defensive positions a modest distance behind the front
line itself and are assigned the task of engaging (from those prepared defensive positions)
attackers that penetrate the front line in their sector. This practice of distributing prepared
defenses over some distance behind the front line constitutes a defense-in-depth, the area
within which the attacker will encounter these prepared defenses can be defined as the
defended zone, and the distance between the rear of this zone and the front line can
therefore be defined as the depth of the defense.1 8

if

Depth, however, embodies a trade-off with mass. A commonplace among military theoreticians and doctrine writers is that forces should be concentrated at a decisive
point-an injunction sometimes referred to as the "principle of mass."19 Yet ceteris

3
I

paribus, mass and depth are inversely related. For a defensive force of a given size (and
given reserve withhold), depth can be obtained only by reducing the number of troops

17 Of course, the treatment above does not constitute a formal proof that the relationships described above
in two-space necessarily hold in n-space as well. We will not, however, attempt to provide such a

proof here. As a result, we will not attempt a rigorous definition of the complete envelope of
applicability for these relationships in n-space.
18 in the literure, the distinction between depth for this purpose of prepared defenses (which fie behind
the front line itself but are intended to deal with threats-in-sector) and "depth" in the sense of withheld
reserves intended for employment across sectors is not always clearly differentiated (see appendix A).

For our purposes, only the first of these will addressed be here; the issue of mobile reserves will be
treated in detail under "Reserves and Counterattack," below.
19 See, for example, Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 100.5, OE-ration (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, 1982), p.B-2.
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available to engage the enemy at any given point. Hence the only way to obtain depth is
to reduce mass relative to that which could be achieved in the absence of depth.20
While the nature of the trade-off between depth and mass is thus straightforward-i.e., the two are inversely related-the nature of the optimal choice between the
two is not. To understand this choice, and thereby to posit a functional form for relating
the defender's depth choice to net territorial gain, we must begin by looking at the
military effects of deep defenses on attackers.
1.

Military Effects of Depth

Those effects are several fold. First, the loss of mass associated with the dispersion of defenders into depth can itself be of value in reducing the defender's vulnerability
to offensive area fire weapons such as nuclear or conventional artillery. Although target
planners strive to locate specific defensive targets as precisely as possible, artillery effectiveness is nonetheless quite sensitive to the overall density of defenders in the target
area. Other things being equal, the greater the density of targets, the higher the number of
kills per volley fired, and thus the more effective the preparatory barrage. The larger the
threat from opposing artillery, the more important dispersion becomes for survivability.
When the artillery threat is very great, this effect may outweigh the associated reduction
21
in the number of direct fire weapons immediately available for opposing the attack.
A second effect of depth is to reduce what might be termed the coherence of an
attack. The effectiveness of an assault is strongly dependent on the attacker's ability to
get the most out of the resources available to him. Artillery support has the potential to
reduce offensive casualties-but only if it is properly coordinated with the local
commander's maneuver scheme, properly directed against positions likely to hold defend-
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ing troops, and in position itself and ready to fire at the required time. Suppressive fires
must be maintained until the last possible moment, but lifted in time to permit assault
elements to enter the objective without losses from friendly fire. Assault formations must
20 We will consider below an exception to this principle in the form of withdrawal; as we shall see,

however, the exception is only a partial one.
21 This function of depth as a means of reducing the defender's vulnerability to artillery was especially
significant in the latter years of World War I. See, for example, Timothy Lupfer, 71be
Doctrine: Chang=es in German Tactical Doctrine Durin the First World War (FL Leavenworth KS:
US Army Combat Studies Institute, 1981). Leavenworth Paper No.4, pp. 7-21; also G.C. Wynne, If
Germany Attacks: The Battle in Deoh in the West (London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1940, reprinted
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be maintained in order to provide maximum firepower and prevent isolated attack
elements from being overwhelmed by unexpected enemy action. Infantry and armor
must be kept within mutual support distance in the face of enemy fire. Air defense
systems must be maintained in positions capable of covering maneuver forces throughout
their period of potential exposure. 22

I

The attacker's ability to orchestrate (or, as the U.S. Army puts it, to synchronize)23
these diverse elements is at its peak at the jump off point of an attack, when the benefits
of advance planning and careful staging and positioning of components are closest at
hand. As the attackers advance through the defense, however, it becomes increasingly

V
3

difficult to maintain tight coordination of all these elements in the face of changing
demands imposed by terrain, enemy forces, and the cumulative burden of unexpected
events. Formations gradually spread out. Assault units lose contact with neighbors and
with supporting artillery and air defense elements. Suppressive and preparatory fires
must be extemporaneously arranged rather than pre-planned. Leaders and subordinates
may lose communications, or subordinates may find themselves too busy for adequate
reporting on rapidly unfolding events. As a result, the tight order and coordination characteristic of the early stages of an attack break down as the attack advances into depth. 24

I

This property of a deep defense in promoting the gradual loss of order in attacking
units might be termed the entropic effect of defense-in-depth: the further the attacker
presses the attack, the less ordered that attack becomes, and as a consequence, the less
effective the attacking forces become--above and beyond the effect of any casualties

3
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by Greenwood Press, 1976), pp. 110-130;, and Hew Strachan, Eurnean Armies and the Conduct of
War (London: Allen and Unwin, 1983), p. 140.

22 On the importance of coordination and close coopeamon in the two World Wars, see Shelford Bidwell
and Dominick Graham,
i

'Epo=

British Arme Weano= and Tories of War. 1904-1945 (London:

Allen and Unwin, 1985), esp. pp. 1-4. For a treatuent extending through the present day, see Jonahan
M. House, Toward Combined Arms Warfae- A Sue of Twentieth Cetr Tatc= Doctrine, and

anza

(FTL Leavenworth KS: US Army Combtm Studies Institute, 1984), esp. pp. 188-90.

23 See Headquarters, US Depatment of the Army, FM 100-5- Ooeration (Washington, D.C.: USGPO,
1986 edition), pp. 17-18.
24 The World War I German doctrine of "elastic defense"-which laid the foundations for German
defensive doctrine in both world wars-was particularly oriented to the exploitation of this effect

(especially with respect to the separation of aacking armor and infantry). See Lupfer, op. cit., pp. 12,
13-16; Wynne, op. Cit., e.g. pp. 142, 155-6; and Timothy A. Wray, Standing Fast: German Defensive
Doctrine on the Russian Front Durina World War lI (Ft. Leavenworth KS: US Army Combat Studies
Institute, 1986), pp. 1-21. See also Paddy Griffith, Forward into Battle (London: Anthony Bird,
1981), pp. 79-80. For a British example, see Bidwell and Graham, op. cit., pp. 254-6.
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taken by the attackers in the course of the advance. By extending the distance the
attacker must cover in order to penetrate the defense, depth thus reduces (ceteris paribus)
the coherence of the attack and, in the process, reduces its effectiveness.
Finally, a deeper defense buys time and provides a shield for the movement of
defensive reserves to the threatened point. While within a defended zone, attackers are
bound by the casualty-velocity trade-off described above. Thus speed comes only at a
high price in increased casualties. Moreover, in a defended zone, opposed movement can
be achieved only by massing offensive forces sufficient to defeat prepared defenders (i.e.,
to improve the local force-to-force ratio at least to the point where positive velocities are
available as choices). This limits the attacker to advance along a few discrete axes on
which these forces can be massed. If the attacker can break clear of the defended zone,
however, these constraints on movement are greatly eased. Attackers can now accelerate
without paying an immediate price in casualties-indeed, at this point in an operation
higher velocity may well reduce casualties by making successful interception of the
attacking spearheads harder for any surviving defensive reserves.25 In addition to higher
speeds, attackers now enjoy much greater freedom of direction. Without the requirement
to mass forces in order to overcome prepared resistance (indeed, in this phase attackers
typically bypass rather than engage any prepared positions they do encounter), attackers
can advance along multiple axes simultaneously. In the process, they pose a serious
threat to the command, logistical, air defense and transportation network upon which the

I

if

3

remaining defensive forces in contact depend for continued resistance. This infrastructure is essential to the functioning of modern armies; once behind the defended zone,
however, the attacker destroys infrastructure almost by the very act of moving through
it.26

I
2.5 J.F. C. Fuller and Basil Liddell Ha

for example, were particularly imprse with the potential of

mechanized forces to reduce their losses through speed in exploitation. Fuller and Liddell Ham, however, overgeneralized this exploitation phase relationship between speed and casualties, leading to the
argument that attackers should always opt for speed over preparation or firepower. The experience of
World War 11 seriously undermined this hypothesis: see, e.g.. Brian Holden Reid, "J. F. C. Fuller's
Theory of Mechanized Warfare,. JoralofSttgiStdie, December 1978, pp. 295-312; and LE.
C. Fuller: Military Thinker (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), p. 155.

I

26 On the importance of the rear to the functioning of an effective defense, see, for example, J. F. C.
Fuller, Lectures on F. S.R. I. (London: Sifton Praed and Co., Ltd., 1932), pp. 85, 116. Perhaps the
best known recent example of this phenomenon is Ariel Shron's use of a token mechanized force to
destroy the Egyptian SAM network on the West Bank of the Suez in the exploitation of the Isrewli
crossing of the canal in 1973. See Chaim Herzog, "Il War of Atonment (Boston: Little Brown and
Company, 1975), pp. 231-251.
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Early breakthrough is thus an important characteristic of a decisive attack. By
forcing the attacker to advance further through defended territory prior to breaking
through, a deep defense can thus help buy the time and protect the infrastructure needed

to move reserves to the threatened point. By the same token, however, a deep defense

'5

necessarily reduces the force-to-force ratio at that threatened point in the meantime--thus
allowing a relatively higher rate of advance over that distance than might otherwise have

i3

been the case. Moreover, the entropic effects of a deep defense can be countered by an
attacker willing to replace spent echelons with fresh formations at frequent intervals, or
who is simply willing to halt assault formations periodically to regroup. Clearly, depth is
not an unmitigated virtue; how, then are we to determine the nature of the defender's
optimal choice for the depth of his deployment?

I

2.

5

Graphical Analysis

At this point, it will be useful to return to the casualty-velocity trade-off analysis
described in the previous section. We will hypothesize that defensive depth affects this
trade-off in two ways. By reducing the number of defenders within direct fire range of
the attackers at any given time, depth increases the attacker:defender force-to-force ratio,
and thus shifts the efficient frontier to the right. This phenomenon, termed the mass
effect of depth, is illustrated in Figure C-6, in which CVF2 represents the hypothesized
effect of increased depth relative to that of CVF1.
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Figure C-6. The Mans Effect of Dept.
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To get onto the efficient frontier, however, the attacker must coordinate his
available resources effectively. Depth reduces the attacker's ability to maintain the coordination, or coherence, of his forces the further he advances into that depth. The attacker
can reduce this gradual loss of coherence, but only if he halts his formations periodically
to reorganize or replaces spent formations with fresh units from the rear. Either of these
counteractions requires delays in the attacker's advance. In effect, an attacker who wishes
to maintain a high velocity under a condition of increased defensive depth must therefore
accept a less coherent attack and thus a higher level of casualties in a given assault
(relative to an attack against a defense of zero depth but equal local mass). If the attacker
wishes to maintain coherence as he advances into depth, he must accept a slower average
velocity. Depth should thus increase the slope of the average casualty-velocity trade-off
frontier for engagements conducted during penetration of a defense-in-depth. This
phenomenon, termed the entropy effect of depth, is illustrated in Figure C-7, in which
CVFB represents the hypothesized effect of increased depth relative to that of CVFA.
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Figure C-7. The Entropy Effect of Depth

The net impact of an increase in defensive depth on the nature of the trade-off
between casualties and velocity ought thus to be the sum of the mass effect and the
entropy effect of the change. This net impact is illustrated in Figure C-8, in which CVF2
represents the hypothesized effect of increased depth relative to that of CVF 1 . At low

I

I

velocities, the attacker is able to mitigate the effect of entropy, while enjoying the benefit
of a higher local force-to-force ratio as a result of the reduced mass associated with an
increase in defensive depth. The result is a reduction in the casualties associated with a
C2-22
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given assault velocity for low values of V. At high velocities, the attacker still receives
the benefit of a higher local force-to-force ratio, but is more and more exposed to the
entropy effects of depth as V increases. As a result, the higher the velocity, the more the
mass effect is counterbalanced by the entropy effect. At some V', the two curves
intersect. 27 Consequently, for velocity choices greater than V, increased depth increases
attacker casualties; while for velocity choices less than V', the same increase in depth

I

Sdecreases attacker casualties.
I
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Figure C-B. The Net Impec of Increeaing Depth

Figure C-9 completes the analysis by illustrating the result of these changes in the

SC

casualty-velocity trade-off on the attacker's optimal choice of velocity and consequent net
territorial gain. The increased depth associated with CVF 2 relative to CVF1 results in a
decrease in optimal velocity from V 1 to V2 , a corresponding decrease in casualties from
1 to C 2 , but a net reduction in ground taken from IG2 to IGI. Note, however, the result
of the attacker's freedom to choose his assault velocity: if the attacker is given the same

3

I

27 Given the conditions posited hete, there will be one, and only one, point of intersection V'. This
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velocity V1 , but defensive depth increases to that associated with CVF 2 , the loss in net
territorial gain is much more substantial (i.e., he is now on IG0 rather than IG 1 ).2I

I
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V

Figure C-9. Effect of Increased Depth on Optimal V and G

3.

Static Depth, Rolling Depth and Withdrawal

A final point must be made regarding different forms of depth. The depth of a
defense can be increased in two ways: by extending static pre-deployment of forces
further into the rear, or by "rolling" depth via withdrawal. In rolling depth, defenders in a
given engagement do not merely stand and fight in their given positions, but rather disengage from the attacker at some point and withdraw to the rear. They then either prepare
new defenses immediately behind the initially defended zone, reinforce pre-deployed
forces to the rear of the positions from which they were withdrawn, or occupy empty preexisting positions to the rear of the ongoing engagement. Voluntary withdrawal thus
enables a defender to overcome to some degree the mass trade-off inherent in establishing
depth by static predeployment. Since the same forces occupy successive positions in
depth, withdrawal permits a greater ultimate depth than exists at the beginning of the
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attack, and enables a given force to establish greater depth for the same mass than could

3

be achieved through static pre-deployment alone.29
Defensive withdrawal, however, trades off against reduced attacker casualties in a
given engagement. By comparison with an in-place fight to the finish,, withdrawal frees
some defenders to fight again further to the rear, but it also spares some attackers who
would otherwise have been killed by those defenders had they stayed to fight.3°
This trade-off is hypothesized graphically in Figure C-10, in which normalized
attacker casualties, C (i.e., attacker casualties given the defender's withdrawal, divided by
attacker casualties assuming no withdrawal) are plotted against the fraction of the initial
defending force withdrawn, W. For a fight to the finish in which no defenders are withdrawn, W = 0 and attacker casualties are maximized (of course, so are defender casualties). At the opposite extreme, since killed defenders cannot be withdrawn to add depth
to the defense, the only way to withdraw all the initial defenders (i.e., to obtain W = 1) is

5

to withdraw prior to combat, 31 in which case C = 0. As for points in between, if the loss
exchange ratio (LER = attacker casualties divided by defender casualties) were constant
throughout the engagement, the result would be a linear relationship bounded by the
points (1,0) and (0,1). Ordinarily, however, the tactical LER is highest early in an
engagement, when the range between attackers and defenders is longest, and lowest at the
end of the engagement, when attackers have closed the range.32 If this is true, then early
to extensive defensive casualties (i.e., a high value of W)-will take

Swithdrawal-prior

29 Most historical defenses in depth relied on a combination of predeployed and rolling depth. For the

paradigmatic example of the form, see the descriptions of the German elastic defense in Lupfer, op.
cit., pp. 13-16; Wynne, op. cit., pp. 150-158; Wray, op. cit., pp. 3-5. In fact, the appropriate degree of

reliance on withdrawal for this purpose-and the best balance between, in effect, predeployed and
rolling depth-was an issue of considerable debate within the German General Staff in the First World
War. See for example, Wynne, op. cit., pp. 158-163; Lupfer, op. cit., pp. 3-4, 21-22. On the Eastern

front in the Second World War, Hitler's "stand fast" (i.e. no withdrawal) directive was of course
extremely unpopular with the officer corps: see, e.g., the exchange described in Earl F. Ziemke,
StaliMgrad to Berlin" The German Defeat in the as (Washington, D.C.: US Army Center of Military
History, 1987), p. 180; Wray, op. cit., pp. 118-123.
30 As noted, for example, in Joshua Epstein, The Calculus of Conventional War: Dvnanic Analysis
SWithout
Lianchesu Theerv (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1985), pp. 4-6, 16-18.
31 While it may often be possible for the defender to pick off some attackers at long range without
suffering loss, then withdraw intact, it will never be possible to guarantee this. Over many such

5

engagements, some defending casualties will occur, with the result that while the statistical expectation
value for defensive casualties may be quite small for such circumstances, it will never be identically

zero unless the defender declines to offer battle and withdaws prior to firing upon the attacker.
32 See, for example, General William E. DePuy, "Technology and Tactics in Defense of Europe" A=
April 1979, pp. 15-23.
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place at a high ratio of attackers to defenders killed. Hence the 10 percent defender
casualties represented by W = .9 will produce more than 10 percent of the attacker's total
casualties, with the result that W = .9 implies C > 1. Since the ratio of attacker to
defender losses decreases monotonically as the engagement proceeds, 33 the result is that
normalized attacker casualties will always be greater than normalized defender casualties
(1 - W) until termination (W = 0), and the shape of the curve will be as hypothesized in

i

I

Figure C-10.
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Figure C-10. Trade-off Between Defensive Withdrawal and Attacker Casualtles

Voluntary withdrawal and static predeployment together determine the ultimate
depth of the defended zone and, hence, the nature of the optimal attacker choice between
velocity and casualties, as described above. Each represents an opportunity for defender
choice, and together offer a range of possibilities varying from a shallow initial deployment with a very high fraction withdrawn (approximating a traditional delaying action) to
an extremely deep but static defense (resembling many proposals for non-provocative, or
non-offensive defense), to a combination of moderate depth with provision for gradual
withdrawal under pressure (in effect, the German doctrine of elastic defense).
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33 Ibid. seeesp.Figure l,p. 19
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F.

DEFENSIVE RESERVES AND COUNTERATTACK

4

1.

The Defender Reserve Fraction

What constitutes a "defensive reserve," and how is such a reserve used? With
respect to the first of these questions, as we observed above, defenders rarely deploy their
entire force within immediate firing range of the enemy. However, not all forces beyond
direct fire range constitute "reserves" in the sense that the literature on force-to-space
ratios uses the term. In the literature, a theaterreserve is a force that is capable of lateral
movement (i.e., parallel to the line of battle) over significant distances and that, hence, is

u

well suited to the counterconcentration mission discussed above. Theater reserves are
thus distinct from pre-deployed defenders-in-depth in three respects. First, reserves are
typically located further to the rear34 and held in assembly areas rather than being
deployed in prepared defensive positions per se.35 Second, reserves are organizationally

Forces held too close to the front risk exposure to enemy fire and consequent restriction of safe
movement. Indeed, the principal reason for retaining a "subtracted reserve" has traditionally been the
difficulty of disengaging forces within artillery (or worse, direct fire) range of the enemy (see, e.g.,
Archer Jones, "The New FM 100-5: A View From the Ivory Tower," Mli•B eie, Vol.58, No.2,
February 1978, pp. 27-36). Defenders ordinarily seek protection from enemy fire by digging
themselves in or locating behind cover. Movement often requires leaving this cover in the face of a
superior enemy who may be pressing forward at the time of the attempted move. Such movementwhether for the purpose of lateral countermoncentration or merely in order to withdraw to the
immediate rear-is thus very risky. While disengagement can of course be accomplished under the
right circmnstances, it is not a trivial operation.
35 Forces deployed in prepared defenses are often ill-suited to immediate long distance movement-even
if they are beyond immediate enemy fire-since they are distributed over (and into) the ground in
accordance with the defensive potential of the terrain rather than to facilitate rapid organization of an
orderly march column. The task of assembling a unit for a long road march can be a substantial
undertaking; to organize a brigade-size unit into movement formation might require as much as two
hours even if that unit begins in an assembly area designed specifically to facilitate this task, and even
if we exclude the planning and communications time required (see Statement of General Fred K.
Mahaffey in Lh•nM of D n
n
o for AMV~p"aj= fo Fiscal
Before the Committee on Armed Services. United States Senate. Ninety Sixth Conme Q&Md
&as
Part (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1980), pp. 3023-3039; on the complexity of the planning
effort involved in cross-corps, counterconcentration-type movement, see Colonel Ted A. Cimral,
"Moving the Heavy Corps," Miliga Reie Vol.68, No.7. July 1988, pp. 28-34). This delay would
be much greater for units deployed in prepared defensive positions. Reserves are therefore deployed in
assembly ares well back from the immediate fighting and organized with a transition to road march in
mind, rather than the defense of their position per so. (Like any military force, reserves in assembly
must be concerned with security and ame therefore positioned to provide for defense against unexpected
attack; they are not, however, ordinarily dug into mutually supporting positions in depth while in
34

assembly areas.) For more detailed discussions of the purposes and organization of assembly areas,
see Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 7-20 The Infantry Battalion (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, 28 December 1984). pp.D19-21; also, Head
, Department of the Army, FM712Th
Tank and Mechanized Infantry Batalon Task Force (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 30 June 1977),
pp.H8-9.
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distinct from forward, "engaged" units with a defense-in-depth mission and are normally
held at higher echelons of command. Finally, theater reserves are used primarily for

lateral, long distance movement, whereas defenders-in-depth typically fight where they
are initially deployed.

36

As with defensive depth, the size of the defender's reserve is ultimately a choice

I

I
I

made by the defending commander. In effect, all defenders must partition their available
forces between forward elements and reserves. A given defender could conceivably
choose to hold in reserve anything between zero and 99 percent of whatever force he has
(with the balance deployed forward). How are we to evaluate this choice?
We will begin by formulating the choice in terms of a tradeoff between mass and
response time. The first defenders an attacker will encounter will be those which are3
forward deployed. Only a fraction of these forward deployed defenders will be located
opposite the attacker's main effort, however. The remainder will face only pinning (or
"fixing") attacks designed to complicate disengagement of those forces (and to mask the
location of the attacker's main effort). If the attacker advances on a narrow front relative
to the length of the theater, the great majority of the defender's forward forces will
therefore be occupied away from the attacker's main effort.
Defensive reserves, by contrast, must move from their assembly areas to the point
of attack before they can be committed to action; thus, they are not immediately available. Reserves, however, retain freedom of maneuver by virtue of their distance from the
front lines. As a result, they are not susceptible to pinning operations in the way forward
forces are, and they can direct their entire combat power against the critical sector.
Forward defenders thus offer immediate availability, but at the price of directing
only a fraction of their total mass against the threatened point. Reserves throw their

3

entire mass against the threatened point but reach that point only after a possibly
extended movement delay. In effect, the defender must trade time of availability against
mass for a given overall force size.

3

I

Of course, units a any level of command can be held out of combat as a *mobile reserve" by the local
comminder. The difference betwee these local assets and a theater "reserve" in the sense addressed
by the force to space ratio literature lies in the ability of the withheld units to cross higher fonnmaton
boundaries i lateal movement for the purpose of coun•z•oncentratiou. Thus, a single company
withheld by an engaged battalion's commandr does not contribute to the defender's heaer reserve in
this sense, since it is unlikely that this company would be split away from its parent battalion and
moved perhaps hundreds of kilometers to counterconcentate against a distant point of attack. A
division withheld by a corps commander, by contrast, could be employed in this way.
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2.

Graphical Analysis

The posited trade-off is depicted graphically in Figure C- 11, which plots defender
force size at the point of attack, B(t), against time, t, as a function of the fraction of total
defensive forces that are held in reserve, fr. The analysis in Figure C-I1 assumes that the

I

arrival rate of defensive reserves at the point of attack is proportional to their quantity,
that only a fixed fraction of total forward forces are located at the point of attack, that all
reserve forces ultimately reach that point of attack, and that all defender forces are either
"forward" or "reserve." The implication of this analysis is that the defender can increase
the ultimate mass of forces at the point of attack by holding a larger reserve (i.e., by
increasing fr), but that to do so he must accept a lower initial force mass.37
fr;=1.0
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Figure C-I1. Trade-off Between Defensive Mass and Availability as a
Function of Rserve Fraction (fr)

The implications of this trade-off for the attacker's choice of velocity and the
resulting net territorial gain are given by Figure C-12. The initial decrease in the size of
the defensive force at the point of attack associated with an increase in the defender's
reserve fraction will produce a corresponding increase in the local attackerdefender

137
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While Figure C-II portrays the relationship between B(t) and t as linear, this need not necessarily be
the case, and this condition is not strictly necessary for the analysis that follows. One could imagine,
for example, that non-uniform distributions of reserve assembiy areas with respect to the location of
the red point of attack could produce blue buildup rates at that point of a&ack that would be faster (or
slower) for low values of t than for high values-o that imperfect communications could result in
disproportionate delays in the arrival of the last few blue units. While the particular formulation
posited for reserve arrivals in the equations to follow assumes linear arrivals, it could readily be
modified to reflect alternative assumptions such as these, and the depiction given in figure C-II is not
imended to rule out such possibilities.
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force-to-force ratio. We have hypothesized above that such an increase will shift the
casualty-velocity trade-off frontier to the right, from cvt1 to cvt2 in Figure C-12. An
increased reserve fraction will simultaneously increase the defender's arrival rate (recall
the analysis in Figure C-11). An increased arrival rate, however, will shift and flatten the
associated iso-ground curve since for a given attacker velocity-and thus a constant
elapsed time to reach a given advance distance-the defender will now have delivered
more forces to the point of attack. Only if these additional defendevF are balanced by a

I

5
5

reduction in the attacker's casualties for that velocity can the attacker expect to achieve
the same total advance. The slower the attacker's chosen velocity, the larger the required
reduction in casualties to obtain a constant advance distance, since the total time to reach
that distance is longer for slower velocities, producing a correspondingly larger increase
in defensive arrivals (since defenders arrive at a constant rate). Consequently, we may
posit that an increase in the defender's reserve fraction will shift the iso-ground curve for
a given net territorial gain from IG1 to IG2 , producing an increase in the optimal attacker
velocity from Vi to V2, and (in this case) an increase in optimal attacker casualties from
C1 to C2 for the same total advance distance.
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Figure C-12. Casualty-Velocity Implications of Increase In Defender Reserve Fraction
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Of course, net territorial gain need not necessarily be constant with respect to
change in the defender's reserve fraction (if it were always so, the issue of reserve size
would be irrelevant to theater combat outcomes). Whether a given increase in defender
reserve fraction will produce a net increase or decrease in attacker advance distance will
depend on external circumstances (such as the ratio of the attacker's assault frontage to

the length of the theater, or the speed with which the defender can prepare his reserves for
movement). For any given set of such circumstances, however, we can determine an
optimal defender reserve fraction by recomputing the equations describing the curves in
Figure C-11 and then applying the resulting trade-off to the attacker casualty-velocity
trade-off as shown in Figure C- 12 for various reserve fractions. The defender will choose

the reserve fraction which offers the lowest attacker-optimal ground gain solution (see the
equations below for a more detailed implementation).
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2.

Counterattack
For a given rate of reserve arrivals, however, how should those arrivals be used?

Two broad alternatives exist. Arriving reserves can be used (in much the same way as
withdrawn forward defenders) to reinforce prepared defenses or to extend the depth of the
existing defended zone. The impact of such employment is essentially equivalent to that
of an increase over time in the strength of the forward defenses at the point of attack.
Reserve arrivals can also be used, however, to counterattack. 38 The allocation of arriving
reserves between reinforcement and counterattack roles thus constitutes a scond
defender choice with respect to the general issue of reserve employment; how are we to

evaluate this choice?
We must begin by considering the basic dynamics of defensive counterattack. In

3
£
£
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particular, we can think of counterattack as a special case of the attack in general. R-,all
that in the standard offensive, the theater defender, Blue, partitions his forces between

forward and reserve and initially distributes the forward forces uniformly across the front
he judges to be susceptible to attack. The theater attacker, Red, concentrates against a
fraction of that front and attempts to break through while Blue redistributes his forces by
moving reserves to the point of attack. Note that as Red advances, however, he creates
38 In this sense we refer to large scale, deliberate counterattacks (what the Germans called the
gegenangrift). Smaller scale or hasty counterattacks (gegenstoss in German usage) may be executed
by any echelon of command and do not necessarily require the massing of forces over large distances.
We will focus here primarily on the former. For a more detailed treatment of the distinction and its
significance, see, for example, Wynne, op. cit., pp. 97, 152-58; Wray, op. cit., pp. 87-8, 167-171.
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for himself a defensive front along his flanks-where the theater defender may choose to

counterattack the theater attacker. 39 Red's problem of flank defense, however, is directly
analogous to Blue's problem of initial defense albeit on a smaller scale. Red does not
know where Blue's counterattack will fall and, hence, must deploy more or less uniformly
along his flank until Blue's point of counterattack is known. Blue concentrates his counterattack forces on a narrow front to achieve a high local force-to-force ratio against a

fraction of Red's flank defenders, and attempts to break through that flank defense before
Red can move enough reserves to the point of counterattack to thwart Blue's advance.40
While the basic dynamics of attack and counterattack are thus quite similar, the
special case of counterattack is different in several crucial respects. In particular, Red

I

I
I
3

faces a number of constraints in flank defense that Blue does not face in initial defense.
Blue, for example, can choose whatever defensive depth and withdrawal fraction best
suits his goal of minimizing attacker net territorial gain. Red, on the other hand, is
defending the flanks of a narrow penetration corridor. Red's flank defenders are thus
limited to an ultimate defensive depth no greater than the width of his attack sector. In
fact, the available depth is even less because Red must maintain a clear channel through
the center of this penetration corridor wide enough to support a high volume of supply
and troop movements if he is to keep his assault spearhead moving forward.41

5
3

U
39 Although the flank is ordinarily the auackrs most vulnerable point, this need not necessarily be so; for
a more detailed discussion of the issue of selecting a target point for counterattack in the context of
operations on the Eastern Front in World War U, see Department of the Army Historical Study No. 20233, German Defense Tactics Agins Rssian Brenk-Throubhs (Washington, D.C.: US Army Center
of Military History, 1984 reprint of 1951 orig.), pp. 3-14. As a point of departure, however, we will
assume here that counterattacks can best be directed against the theater aacker's flank.
40 On the historical and theoretical importance of counterauack and, conversely, of the invader's capacity
to defend against counterattack, see, e.g., Clausewitz, op. cit., e.g., Book VI, Chapter 1, pp. 357, 358,
Book VI, Chapter 5, p. 370, Book VI, Chapter 8, p. 380, also Book VI, Chapter 9, p. 392; Jomini, op.
cit., e.g., pp. 103, 104; Ritter Wilhelm von Leeb, Ed=fm, edited and translated by Stefan T. Possony
Company, 1943 edition of 1938
and Daniel Vilfroy (Harrisburg, PA. The Military Service Publishing
original), pp. 41-3,49-50, 54-5.99, 111, 116-8, 121; J. F. C. Fuller, Lecturm an F.St = op. cit., e.g.,
p. 117; also "What is an Aggressive Weapon?" EnlihRiew, June 1932, pp. 601-5; Basil H. Liddell
H, The Defence of Britain op. Cit., p. 121; also The Liddell Hart Memoirs. VoiL 1895-1938 op. cit.,
pp. 166, 221,243; Department of the Army Historical Study No. 20-233, op. cit., pp. 3-14; Wray, op.
cit., e.g., pp. 3-6, 10-16, 18, 25-33, 39-48, 86-89, 93, 117-8, 138-9, 146-50, 156-161, 167-172, 175-6;
House, op. cit., e.g., pp. 26-7, 98-9, 102, 127; Lupfer, op. cit., e.g., pp. 15-21, 55-56; Wynne, op. cit.,
op. cit., e.g. pp.
e.g., pp. 147-58, 191ff., 291ff.; Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 10134-6, 139-141.
41 On the implications of penetration frontage for flank defense, see, for example, Department of the
Army Historical Study No. 20-233, op. cit., p. 13; also Wray, op. cit., pp. 148-51 and 152.
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The geometry of the penetration corridor also constrains Red's ability to move

I

reserves to the threatened point. Whereas Blue reserves can approach the attack sector
from many directions and can thus exploit a wide range of different routes to reach the
same point, Red reserves can reach the point of counterattack only by moving along the
narrow channel down the center of Red's penetration corridor. Road availability is thus
constrained for Red (and the available roads will already be in demand for resupply of the
assault spearhead), with the result that Red's reserve arrival rate is likely to be both lower
than Blue's and more severely constrained by road capacity than by reserve availability
per se.

3

Finally, the Red flank defender faces preparation time constraints not faced by the
Blue initial defender. Blue owns in peacetime the territory that he will have to defend.

3

Although few nations will exploit this advantage to its theoretical limit, in theory, Blue
thus has a near-infinite amount of time to site and fortify weapon positions, clear fields of

3

[(at

3

fire, emplace barriers and obstacles, and familiarize defending troops with the ground on
which they will fight and the potential approach routes over which they would be
attacked. Red, by contrast, can only begin to prepare his positions once they have been
taken from Blue by assault. As a result, Red must also prepare these positions under fire
least for those positions within range of Blue artillery), whereas Blue enjoys the
opportunity to employ vulnerable engineering equipment and exposed laborers in peacetime without the danger of enemy fire. Thus, on average, Red's flank defenders will have
to prepare in less time and under more difficult circumstances than will Blue's initial
defenders.
The consequences of a successful Blue counterattack, moreover, are potentially
severe for Red. If Blue breaks through with sufficient force to seal off the Red spearhead

5

from resupply or reinforcement, Red is left in an extremely vulnerable position. Much of
Red'r combat power in the main attack sector is typically concentrated forward. This
concentration of combat power is now cut off from resupply of munitions, fuel or food;
surrounded by hostile forces and thus required to spread its resources to cover the possibility of attack from any direction; and denied a safe retreat route to the rear. An isolated,
immobilized Red spearhead surrounded by hostile forces is hardly in a strong position to
continue its advance. More important, it grows weaker over time simply by virtue of its
isolation from resupply and thus becomes increasingly vulnerable to further pressure
from Blue air or ground forces. A successful counterattack thus threatens Red with the
annihilation of the assadlt force he had concentrated for the initial attack, at a minimum, a

I
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counterattack that breaks through compels Red to halt his offensive while spending
valuable time dealing with the threat to his rear.42
Other things being equal, then, counterattack is thus easier than attack, since flank
defense is harder than initial defense. But if these are the basic dynamics of counterattack, then what does this tell us about the defender's choice between counterattack and
reinforcing roles for his arriving reserves? And how should we address the related question of the theater attacker's decision as to the quantity of his force to devote to flank
defense?
With respect to the theater attacker, flank defenders are an overhead cost. The
lighter the flank defense, the more force he can devote to the assault spearhead which
actually takes ground and advances his offensive. On the other hand, the consequences of
being cut off are so grim that it can never be an optimal choice for Red to leave his flanks

I

I
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so thinly guarded that a Blue counterattack breaks through. The optimal choice for Red
will therefore always be to allocate just enough force to flank defense to prevent Blue
from breaking through. Allocating more means accepting unnecessary overhead costs;
allocating less means accepting the isolation and possibly the annihilation of his assault
spearhead.
What is this minimum flank defense for the prevention of a Blue breakthrough?
This of course depends on the size of the Blue counterattack force, which brings us back

to the issue of the defender's allocation of arriving reserves between counterattack and
reinforcement roles.
We can now define Blue's choice as an optimal allocation problem in which the
defender has a fixed force available as a result of reserve arrivals, and must allocate that
force between counterattack and reinforcement so as to maximize return to an objective
function. Moreover, the defender's objective function can now be simplified from the
broader goal of minimizing the theater attacker's net territorial gain to the narrower goal
of using a fixed force to remove the largest number of attackersfrom availabilityfor
continued assault. Since force size and arrival rate are now fixed, and since the location
of the threatened sector is now known with certainty, the defender's choice boils down to

42
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For a detailed treatment of the difficulties imposed by encirclement, and of the requirements for
effective break-out of encircled forces, see Department of the Army Historical Study No.20-234,
porons of Encircled Foces (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1952), esp. pp. 65-6; on the latter point,
see also Headquarters. Department of the Army, FM 71-3, op. cit., pp. 5-7 to 5-8.
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choosing the allocation that most reduces the size of Red's assault force. Counterattack
and reinforcement reduce that assault force in different ways, but each accomplishes this
same end. Counterattack accomplishes this end by forcing Red to divert potential assault
forces to flank duty. Reinforcement accomplishes this end by killing Red assault forces

3
3

as they attack the reinforced position.
3.

Graphical Analysis

Which allocation, then, removes the largest number of attackers from the assault?
Figure C-13 illustrates the nature of the optimal allocation in terms of the changing
marginal value of counterattack and reinforcement as a function of the fraction of
available forces devoted to each role. For each option, marginal value, MV, is defined as
the decrease in Red assault force size for an arbitrarily small increase in fca, the

3

fraction of defending reserves allocated to counterattack. 3 Since the fraction allocated to
counterattack and the fraction allocated to reinforcement sum to one, Figure C-13 gives
MV as a function of allocation in terms offca; for a given fca, the fraction allocated to

3

reinforcement is simply the complement offca.
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Or, more formally, we may posit MV- -dR/dfA, where It= Red assaut force size, andfdenoes the
fraction of Blue rewves allocated to the given role.
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For reinforcement, MV as defined here amounts to the attacker.defender lossexchange ratio. This exchange ratio will typically increase as the defender deploys larger
forces against a constant attacker, hence we would expect MVr, the marginal value
associated with an arbitrarily small change infca, to increase asfca decreases." We will
therefore posit that MVr is highest at low values offca and lowest at high values offca.
With respect to counterattack, MV as defined here is the number of troops Red
must divert to flank defense per Blue counterattacker per kilometer of flank, times the
distance the attacker has advanced (and hence the number of kilometers of flank to be
defended). Since Red does not know where the counterattack will strike, an increase in
the size of Blue's counterattack threat must be met by an increase in the density of flank
defenders along the entire length of the flank. Consequently, the overall impact of a
given increase in Blue's counterattack force is more severe the longer the Red flank it
threatens. Diversions of Red forces from assault to flank defense decrease Red's ability to
take ground, however, and thus decrease the length of Red's flank. Thus the larger the
Blue counterattack force, the shorter the flank Red must defend, and the smaller the
marginal value of further increases in counterattack size for Blue. As a result, we will
posit that MVc, the marginal value of an arbitrarily small increase in counterattack size, is
highest for low values offca, and decreases asfca increases.
Given these marginal value curves, we can find the optimal allocation between the
two roles by observing that the optimal solution will generally be one for which the
marginal value of the two alternatives is equal4 5-which implies that the optimal point is

44 Basic lanchester theory, for example, suggests that for all but pure linear law conditions, the
attackerdefender loss-exchange ratio will be inversely related to the local attacker.defender force-toforce ratio. See, e.g., Alan F. Karr, "Lanchester Attrition Processes and Theater-Level Combat
Models" in Martin Shubik, (ed.), The Mathematic of Conflict (New York: Elsevier, 1983), pp. 89126; also James G. Taylor, Lanchester Models of Warfare, 2 Vols., (Arlington VA. Operations
Research Society of America, 1983), esp. Vol I, pp. 159-66. Luichester theory, of crs- e, has serious
limitations-among them being that it displays no diminishmig marginal return to very high force
concentrations (see Joshua M. Epstein. The Calculus of Conventional War:. Dcnmic Analysij
Without Lanchester Theory (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1985), pp. 11-12). If we assume,.
however, increasing marginal returns to defensive force size for low defensive force concentuaions and

diminishing marginal returns for high defensive force concentrations, then the conclusions given below

45

continue to hold-the only difference being that the MVr curve in Figures C-13 to C-15 will turn
upward after some given value offca (which of course implies different specific values for tie optimal
allocation, although the nature of the optimum and its behavior as force levels change will be the
same).
For examples from optimal allocation issues that arise in microeconomic theory, see, e.g., Walter
Nicholson, M cr o inir Tk= (Hinsdale, IL Hok, Rinehart, and Winstoq/ryden Press, 1978),.
pp. 74-76, 528-29. For exceptions, see below.
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described by the intersection of MVc and MVr, at point A in Figure C- 13 (producing a
fractional allocation to counterattack of fl). For the marginal value curves given in
Figure C-13, any allocation point for which the marginal values are not equal would
produce lower total value. Total value for the optimal allocationfj is given by the shaded

f
3

area CA + R in Figure C- 14A. Region CA under the MVc curve between 0 andfl represents the total value derived from counterattack; the region R under the MVr curve
betweenfl and 1 represents the total value from reinforcement. If Blue underallocates to
counterattack by choosing point f2 in Figure C-14B, his total value would be CA2 + R2;
this area is smaller than that forfj in Figure C-14A by the area of the unshaded triangle
L2 . L Blue overallocates to counterattack by choosing pointf3 in Figure C- 14C, his total
value is again lower than that of Figure C-14A by the area of the unshaded triangle L 3 .
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Figure C-14. Effect of Suboptimal Allocation on Total Value

This optimal allocation point is sensitive to changes in conditions. Since MVc is a
function of Red's total advance distance, conditions that would tend to increase total Red
advance would tend to cause Blue to compensate by allocating a larger fraction of his
reserves to counterattack. If, for example, a lower theater force-to-space ratio caused the
initial force-to-force ratio at the point of attack to increase, Red would gain ground faster
and the length of Red's flank at any given reference time (prior to culmination) would be

5

longer. This would increase the total diversion of Red troops required to counter a given
increase in Blue counterattack forces and, thus, would shift MVc to the right, as shown in
i
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Figure C-15. This shift in the marginal utility of counterattack from MVci to MVc2
would in turn shift the intersection point A to B, with a corresponding increase in the

fraction of reserves allocated to counterattack from fj to f2. As a rule, then, we would
expect that lower theater force-to-space ratios would encourage the defender to adopt a
more counterattack-oriented mode of employment for reserves.
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Figure C-15. Effect of Increaed Local Force4o-Fores Ratio on Optimal Alocation

At an extreme, changing conditions such as these could produce a corner solution
offca = 1 or 0. An extremely high initial force-to-force ratio at the point of attack, for
example, could shift MVc rightward to the point where there is no intersection point
within the range off,;a (i.e., 0 to 1). In this case, the optimal allocation would be entirely
to counterattack (since the marginal value of counterattack is now higher at all points).
Alternatively, an extremely low initial force-to-force ratio at the point of attack could
shift MVc sufficiently to the left as to deny an intersection point within the range offca;
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thus a more defender-favorable force-to-force ratio at the point of attack (as we would
expect at higher theater force-to-space ratios) could produce an optimal allocation offca
= 0 (since the marginal value of counterattack is now lower at all points). More
generally, whenever either option dominates the other (i.e., offers a higher associated
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marginal value curve over the entire feasible range), the optimal solution is, of course, to

allocate all reserves to that role.
There are two classes of exceptions, however. First, it is possible that under some
circumstances an intersection point could constitute a total value minimum rather than

3
3

maximum. If MVr is steeper than MVc, and if the marginal value of reinforcement is
greater than that of counterattack at fca = 0, as depicted in Figure C-16A, then any
interior choice offca will produce lower total value than a comer solution of eitherfca =
0 orfca = 1, and the point of minimum total value will be given by the intersection point
fl. Under these conditions, allocating all Blue reserves to reinforcement would provide a
total value greater than that of allocationfl by an amount equal to the area of triangle Lr
in Figure C-16A. Allocating all Blue reserves to counterattack would provide an increase
in total value relative to that of allocationji equal to the area of triangle LCA. Conditions
such as these would require that: (a) the loss-exchange advantages of increased numbers
of defensive shooters be very great; (b) these advantages increase without bound over all
possible allocations of reserves to defensive reinforcement; and (c) the impact of Red's
force diversion to flank defense have little effect on Red's total advance (i.e., that the

1
5

slope of Blue's diminishing returns to increased counterattack be modest). Depending on
the relative positions of MVc and MVr, these conditions would produce an optimal
allocation of either all-counterattack (if MVc were shallow but high) or all-reinforcement
(if MVc were shallow but low).
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Figure C-16A. An Exception: Total Value Minimum at MV€ a MVr
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Second, there could be multiple points of intersection, as in Figure C- 16B. Given
non-linear marginal value functions, the optimal allocation will be described either by the
intersection point closest to the origin (point fl in Figure C- 16b) if the area of Region P is
greater than that of Region Q, or by the pointfca. = 1.0 if P < Q.46
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Figure C-16B. An Exception: Multiple Points of Intersection
G. WEAPON TECHNOLOGY
Unlike tempo, depth, or reserve employment, weaponry is essentially an external
given for the battlefield commander. If his forces are armed with M60 tanks and M113
armored personnel carriers, the commander cannot simply choose to have them be MIs
and M2s instead-he must fight with what he is given. Weapon mix, then, will not in
itself be treated as a choice variable like those we have discussed above. For our
purposes, technology is thus an exogenous variable: we do not seek to explain why technology is what it is at a given time or place. Rather, we seek to explain how an externally

I
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given set of technologies affects the endogenous independent variables of force employment, and of course, the dependent variable of net territorial gain. Our concern in this
section is thus to describe how weapon mix affects force employment choices, and

I

thereby to evaluate its effect on combat outcomes.
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"Weapon mix," as we have noted above, embodies two distinct issues as encoun-

tered in the theoretical literature: class and quality. Weapons of different class (e.g.
tanks as opposed to infantry or artillery) affect combat outcomes differently, as do
weapons of different quality within a given class (e.g., T55 tanks as opposed to T62s or

3

7T72s). Although both are important, we will focus here mainiy z'a the former-i.e., the
impact of different weapon classes-as this is arguably the more fundamental of the two,

and in any case is a necessary precondition for an adequate understanding of the effects
of quality within a class. While we thus will not directly address the impact of marginal
improvements in quality, we will discuss in somewhat greater detail one particularly
important (and potentially revolutionary) improvement in weapon quality-the
replacement of traditional artillery with terminally guided Advanced Conventional

Munitions (ACM).

3
5

5
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To do this, we will first describe the strengths and weaknesses of the major
weapon classes for theater warfare (infantry, armor, artillery and aircraft) in terms of four
key characteristics: mobility, firepower, hardness, and visibility. We will then go on to
address the special case of ACM and to describe the differing impact of these classes of
technologies on force employment choices.
1.

Mobility

"Mobility" as used here refers not just to the maximum speed of the weapon
system, but also to the range of terrain types over which that speed can be maintained.
Tracked armored vehicles such as tanks, armored troop carriers (ATCs), or self-propelled
artillery (SPA) have high maximum speeds but are immobilized by steep slopes or
heavily wooded terrain. They are also slowed (but not stopped) when moving crosscountry rather than on roads. Dismounted infantry have slower maximum speeds
(perhaps 5 kilometers per hour vs 65 for an M1 tank), but maintain that speed over a
much wider range of terrain types. Aircraft, of course, offer the highest maximum
speeds, and these speeds are effectively independent of the terrain. Fixed-wing aircraft,
however, are constrained by a high minimum speed that can make target acquisition

problematic, especially against concealed targets in difficult terrain.

5

2.

Firepower

"Firepower" encompasses mass, range, ind accuracy. Artillery, for example,
delivers the greatest mass of munitions per unit time and can do so over long ranges, but

C
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with only limited single-round accuracy. 47 Tank guns are of smaller caliber, and
typically have access to smaller supplies of on-hand ammunition. Moreover, tank guns
are designed for flat trajectory directfire!S and thus are limited to much shorter engagement ranges. The high arc of howitzer and especially mortar trajectories enables artillery
to engage targets located behind a terrain mask using indirectfire.49 Tanks using direct
fire must also accept that a certain fraction of the terrain they overwatch will be masked
dead space against which they cannot bring fire to bear and in which opponents can
therefore shelter;, artillery faces fewer such constraints. Tanks thus provide less effective
mass and less range than artillery. Tanks, however, fire much more accurately. Direct
fire pits tanks against targets they can see directly and engage with individually aimed,
high velocity, low dispersion rounds.5°
Infantry weapons vary considerably. They include heavy, long range antitank
guided missiles (ATGMs) such as the U.S. TOW or the Soviet Sagger, light, very short
range disposable rockets like the U.S. LAW (Light Antitank Weapon) or the Soviet RPG
series; hand grenades, and small arms. Heavy ATGMs offer longer range and better
potential accuracy than tank guns but suffer from slow rates of fire and vulnerability to
countermeasures. 51 Lighter weapons must be used in quantity at short range to be

47 For general surveys of artillery technology and employment, see J.B.A. Bailey, Field Artdller.yand

Emcg= (Oxfort The Military Press, 1989); and Headquarters Deparment of the Army,

620-
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Fire Support in Combined Arms Onerations (Washington, D.C.: USOPO, 1977), esp. appendix B,
"The Field Artillery System." See also Bidwell and Graham, op. cit.; House, op. cit. For detailed
treatments of Soviet artillery practices, see Chris Bellamy, Red God of War: Soviet Artillery and

4

(New York: Brassey's, 1986); and David C. Isby, Weapns and Tactics of the Soviet
Roket Fm
4 M (New York: Jane's, 1988), 223-49.
In which shooter and target awe intervisible.

49 In which shooter and target ae not intervisible, and for which some form of spotter, or other target

acquisition means remote from the firing platform must therefore be employed to direct the fire.
50 On th tradeoffs between armor and artillery with respect to frqower, see Shelford Bidwell, Mode
Warfare: A Survey of Men. WeImn and Theories (London: Allen Lane, 1973), pp. 162-3, 53-9;
also Bidwell and Graham, op. cit., p. 214. For general surveys of tank technology and tactics, see

Richard Simpkin, TukacWfam (New Yodc Crane Rusack, 1979); Richard Ogodrewicz, AMui
a.
(New York, Arco Publishing Company, 1970); Kenneth Macksey, Tank Warfare: A History of

I

Tanks m TIaft (New York: Stein and Day, 1972).
51

For gena1 surveys, see Richaid Simpkin, AMitank (New York, Brassey's, 1982); R.G. Lee et. al.,
ided ECK= (Oxford: Brassey's, 1983); and Seymour J. Deitchman, Military Power and the
Advance of Thnoloy (Boulder, C. Westview, 1983), pp. 6745. The Soviets have additionally
retained a number of large caliber towed antitank guns for infantry support. See Isby, op. cit., pp. 215-

20.
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effective. Given trained operators in sufficient numbers, however, light infantry antitank
52
rockets have proven highly effective historically.

Aircraft armed with precision guided munitions offer potentially the same
accuracy as tanks and ATGM against targets in the open. Their mass of fire per sortie is

3
3

low-a single F16, for example, might carry a combat load of six Maverick air-to-surface
missiles. Aircraft compensate for this limited mass per sortie, however, with an ability to
concentrate many sorties at a threatened point. Their long range permits aircraft to be
massed from great distances, while high speed permits that massing to be carried out
quickly. Long range also permits aircraft to overfly the front lines and direct deep strikes
with aimed, accurate fire against targets beyond the line of sight of ground weapons. The
high minimum speed of fixed-wing aircraft, however, restricts them largely to easily
located targets-typically either fixed installations or moving vehicles in the open.
Helicopters, on the other hand, have no minimum speed, but their range is shorter and

3

they are highly vulnerable when overflying hostile territory. Traditional "tube" artillery
can reach beyond the ground forces' line of sight but cannot do so with the accuracy of
aircraft-delivered fire. Emerging terminally-guided artillery and surface-to-surface
missiles offer the potential accuracy of air-delivered munitions at comparable ranges, but
may also be of limited effectiveness against stationary or concealed targets. 53

3

3.

Hardness

"Hardness" refers to the ability of a weapon system to survive fire directed against
it. The effective hardness of a weapon system is a function of its organic armor protection, and the availability of cover-the interposition of earth, masonry, sandbags or other
projectile-resistant substance between the target system and the weapon firing at it.
Tanks provide the maximum in mobile organic armor protection. While no armor
can ensure survival against all types of attack at all ranges or from all directions, modern
tanks provide frontal arc protection sufficient to require large caliber weapons for
successful penetration at long range. Lighter weapons require some combination of
shorter ranges or firing opportunities against more lightly armored flank or rear surfaces
to be effective against tanks. Traditional artillery is of limited value against heavy

*

52 See, for example, John Weeks,

*

lind 100-104.
53 For an overview of air to ground combat dynamics, see Deftchman, op. ciL, pp. 31-65.
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1975), esp. pp. 68-73,

I
armor-a direct hit is required to penetrate, but the inaccuracy of standard artillery makes
this improbable without prolonged barrage by large numbers of guns.54 Tanks, however,

!

are unlikely to remain in position under such a barrage long enough for its full effect to
be felt. Their armor protection enables tanks to move out from under artillery fire; unless

the barrage area is extremely wide, this will ordinarily enable tanks to escape the worst
effects of opposing artillery.
Tanks are also able to exploit the advantages of natural cover by operating in
defilade. A hull-defilade position is one in which the hull of the vehicle is masked,
typically by the crest of a hill or the edge of a man-made entrenchment, leaving only the
turret exposed. 55 The tank is thus able to fire, but more than half its theoretical target
area is "hardened" by the addition of the earthen armor behind which the vehicle is
sheltered. Defilade, however, is available mainly to defenders. 56 Attackers may exploit
covered approach routes by interposing hillsides, streambanks, or buildings between
themselves and opposing direct fire weapons (thus advancing in deadspace masked from
enemy fire), but typically this prevents either side from firing while such cover is in use.

3
i

Armored troop carriers are armored to withstand small arms fire and shrapnel
from traditional artillery, but do not enjoy the same level of protection as tanks. Whereas
tanks resist penetration from many types of anti-armor weapons until the range to the
opponent closes substantially, ATCs can be penetrated by a much wider variety of
weapons to a longer range. ATCs are also somewhat more vulnerable to artillery than are
tanks, in that an APC can be overturned by a near miss that would not affect a heavier

5
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See, for example, the results of the Army's Human Engineering Laboratory testing of artillery batteryforward observer teams against moving vehicle targets (the HELBAT lest series). For a dvripion of
the series, see, for example, R.B. Pengelley, "HELBAT Stries Back:"1nmianal Defemne Review,
May 1981, VoLI4, No.5, pp. 555-578.

55 Other forms of defilade are possible, notably turret defilade, andfull deiade, in which (respectively)
the cupola, and none of the vehicle is expmed. Turret defilade enables observation, but not fire, while
exposing only the tank commander to opposing fire. Full defilade (sometimes referred to as a "hide

position) is occupied prior to engagement, or in displacement between f'iing positions. See
Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 71-1. The Tank and MeThanized InftrCn.enm
(Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 22 November 1988), pp. 6-27 to 6-32; also Headquarmtrs, Deparment of
the Army, FM 5-103- Survivability (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 10 June 1985), esp. pp. 4-13 to 4-15.
56 Attackers may employ overwatch forces in stationary positions to provide direct fire support for

moving assault elements, and these overwatch forces may be placed in defilade, but while the defender
is often able to position his entire force behind such cover the attacker can exploit defilade for only a
fraction of his force. On overwatch techniques, see FM 71-1. op. cit., pp. 3-12 to 3-13 and 3-20 to

3-25.
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tank. Like tanks, however, they can be employed in defilade on defense and (where
possible) used to exploit covered approach routes in the attack.

3
3
3

Self-propelled artillery is likewise lightly armored. SPA, however, is protected
mostly by cover in the form of its removal from the front lines. Long range indirect fire
enables artillery to deploy beyond the reach of direct fire systems like tank guns or
ATGMs; the primary threat to artillery comes rather by counter-battery fire from other
indirect fire artillery systems. Counter-battery, however, is slow by contrast with direct
fire. Target acquisition is more complex, and the range between shooter and target is
typically long enough to require non-trivial flight times for counter-battery rounds to
reach their target. As a consequence, SPA can usually evade return fire by so-called
"shoot-and-scoot" techniques, whereby artillery pieces fire a mission, then quickly leave
the position and displace to a new firing location before opposing counter-battery fire
arrives. Shoot-and-scoot is inefficient, in that it requires a substantial movement delay

between fire missions and thus reduces the scooting guns' effective rate of fire. But

3

3
3

5

where counter-battery fire is a serious threat, shoot-and-scoot offers an effective option
for reducing artillery losses. 5 7

Dismounted infantry is without significant armor protection. Exposed infantrymen can be killed by almost any weapon found on the modern battlefield, and to the limit
of the weapons' range. For protection against this array of threats, infantry requires cover.
At the same time, however, infantry is uniquely suited to exploit cover. On the defense,

infantry can dig themselves in, and when properly dug in, expose very little target area.
A tank in hull defilade may nevertheless present up to half its total frontal area above the
terrain cover.58 An infantryman in a prepared fighting position need expose only his head
and upper shoulders to bring effective fire to bear.59 With proper overhead protection,
dug-in infantry can be difficult to kill with artillery, requiring a direct hit or very near
miss to penetrate an earthen foxhole roof. On the attack, the small size of individual
57 Of course, shoot-and-scoot is not the only approach to improved survivability for SPA. Alternatives

include dispersion, hardening (e.g., digging in personnel and ammunition, or placing howitzers in
defilade), enhanced communications security, or other countermeasures to target acquisition such as
chaff or direct attack of counter-projectile radars. Of these, however, shoot-and-scoot is perhaps the
most effective, albeit at a price in effective rate of fire. Fu a more complete review of artillery

survivability issues, see Bailey, op. Cit., pp. 93-114; Isby, op. Cit., pp. 246-7; also Headquarters
Department of the Army, FM 6-20-1- Field Artillery Cannon Battalion (Washington, D.C.- USGPO,
27 December 1983), pp. 1-39 to 1-48.

58 See, for example, Simpkin, TIaMarnk op. cit., pp. 139-40.
59 See, for example, diagrams in FM 5-103, op. cit., esp. pp. 4-3 to 4-9.
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infantrymen enables them to exploit smaller terrain features for cover. This increases the
fraction of dead space in front of a defensive position, and increases the likelihood of
finding a useable covered approach. Infantry's mobility in difficult terrain also enables
them to utilize covered routes such as forested draws or swampy riverbeds, which would

be closed to armored vehicles.
Infantry's dependence on cover creates a number of vulnerabilities, however. For
example, infantry are particularly susceptible to suppressivefire. Suppression does not
kill directly; rather, suppressive fire forces the target to take evasive action that reduces
its effectiveness and thus enables other weapons to kill the suppressed target. Even
perfect cover provides only partial protection. To fire, all weapon classes must risk some
degree of exposure. If hostile fire is threatening enough, a weapon system can often
reduce its exposure by more fully exploiting available cover, but only at the cost of
ceasing its own fire. A defending tank, for example, must expose its turret to fire from
the cover of hull defilade. If receiving heavy fire, it can retreat to turret defilade but
cannot then return the fire. The tank may move to a new position and resume fire, but in
the meantime it is effectively suppressed, enabling other attackers to close the range or to
reach a flanking position from which the tank can be destroyed in spite of defilade.6W
To force a tank into full cover in this way can be difficult since the tank's heavy
frontal armor enables it to remain partially exposed under all but very heavy, aimed fire.
Dug-in infantry, on the other hand, presents a different sort of target. Its exposed area is
very small, making effective aimed fire of this sort very difficult. Infantry overhead
cover can only be penetrated by a direct hit from a large caliber weapon. But the small
area an infantryman must expose to fire is unarmored, so small projectiles are sufficient
to kill or disable if the small target can be hit. Artillery and automatic small arms can
efficiently spread shrapnel and small caliber bullets over a wide area, forcing infantry to
pull back into full protection and, in the proces, suppressing their fire without killing
them directly. 6 1
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Vulnerability to suppression creates a second vulnerability for infantry-it can be
pinned in place by artillery fire. Many defensive positions offer withdrawal routes
covered from opposing direct fire, but few such routes provide overhead cover against

60 Alternatively, tanks may be suppressed to a degree by being forced to close hatches und artillery fire
(that is,to "button up,") and, thus, to reduce their ability to see and hear.
61 On infantry and suppression, see e.g., Bidwell, Mod.ern W[f= op. ciL, pp. 156-7.
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indirect fire. For most infantrymen, to leave a prepared position under an artillery
barrage is to risk complete exposure in the open. By contrast, tanks and ATCs can

simply leave a barrage zone and move to a secondary position. Neither armored vehicles
nor infantry positions can be destroyed by artillery without a near-direct hit; the odds that
randomly placed individual rounds within a barrage will strike a tank in the short time
before the tank clears the area are thus very small. Infantry, however, cannot leave
safely. If the barrage is maintained long enough, the odds of hitting a stationary target
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gradually increase. Sustained artillery fire can thus eventually destroy defending infantry
outright. 62

Aircraft pose different problems. Like infantry, they are without significant armor
protection and therefore must rely on cover. Unlike infantry, however, aircraft must
maintain their mobility under fire; consequently, they take "cover" by flying low to
exploit terrain-masking rather than by occupying prepared positions.

And unlike
infantry, aircraft are capable of great speed and, hence, limited exposure times during
dashes between covered points. For aircraft, then, "hardness" is largely a matter of
limiting exposure time. 63 Fixed-wing aircraft accomplish this through high speed at low
altitude. Helicopters do so through the use of "pop-up" techniques, in which they hover
a terrain mask until a target is identified (typically by a second, scout helicopter)
and then climb to clear the mask, engage the target, and descend behind the mask again to
thwart antiaircraft fire. Either of these techniques leaves the flight crew little time to
acquire and engage targets, but each is important to aircraft survivability.

Sbehind
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Visibility
"Visibility" has two component parts: the ability of opponents to see the weapon
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in question, and the ability of the weapon crew to see the opponents (that is, target
signatureand targetacquisition). Tanks suffer in both respects. Tanks are large, clumsy,
and loud. In the attack, their size and mobility restrictions limit the availability of
concealment, and in any case their advance is typically audible over long distances. In
dry weather, a moving tank column can raise a dust cloud visible for miles. In the

62 See, for example, John A.English, On.Infa
(New YorkL Praeger, 1984), p. 205.
63 Given the nature of guidance systems and target acquisition means for antaircraft weapons, aircraft
also rely on a much broader range of electronic warfare techniques to increase survivability. While
important to the broader issue of aircraft survivability per se, these techniques are of only indirect
relevance for our topic; we will thus not address them in detail here.
C
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defense, tanks can be concealed much more effectively, especially against long range
observation. Even here, however, their size--and the size of their armament-makes
them difficult to hide completely. The muzzle flash and report from a tank gun firing can
be dramatic; just the shock wave from the firing of an Ml's 120-mm gun creates a noticeable rumbling of the earth for hundreds of yards. Even well-camouflaged tanks can
therefore expect to be seen after the firing of a relatively few rounds, necessitating

m
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displacement to a secondary firing position if they are to regain concealment.

n

Tanks are also difficult observation platforms from which to spot the enemy.
Especially when "buttoned up" for protection against artillery and small arms, tanks offer
a limited field of view. Against long range targets, the vibration, pitching and bouncing
typical of cross-country movement in tracked vehicles, together with the limited peripheral vision available through the vehicle's vision blocks, complicates target acquisition.

5

At short range, tanks suffer a blind zone, an area within a distance of some 5 to 50 meters
from the vehicle (depending on aspect) that contains a total of some 3000 square meters
over which no crew member can see the ground.64 Even were the platform better suited
to observation, tank units are light on manpower and as a result simply have few pairs of
eyes with which to search. A U.S. tank platoon consists of four tanks and a total of 16
men; a mechanized infantry platoon with four ATCs has almost three times the manpower
and, thus, almost three times the number of potential observers.65
Infantry, by contrast, are both difficult to see and highly capable as observers.
The small size that enables infantry to exploit available cover also enables them to exploit
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concealment so as to avoid being seen. On the defense, properly dug in and camouflaged
infantry can be extremely difficult to spot, especially from long range and in forested or
urban terrain. As a result, a prepared infantry position can often remain unseen by
attacking armor even as the tanks pass over the foxholes. In World War H, German
defensive doctrine directed well-concealed infantrymen to allow attacking armor to pass
through the positions before opening fire on accompanying offensive infantry.66 More

3

generally, infantry at short range constitute a major threat to armor-in large part because

64 In addition, there is a larger dead zone in which none of the vehicle's weapons can be boght to bear.
See Richard E. Simpkin,
(Oxford and New York Brassey's, 1980), pp. 46-48.
65 Headquarters, Department of the Army, Ornizatian of the United States Army (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, December 1988), p. 8.
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66 Wray, op. ciL, pp. 16-18.
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of the extreme difficulty of spotting covered, concealed infantry from a buttoned-up

tank67

On the attack, infantry benefits from its ability
to advance over rough or forested
ground, its surefootedness in darkness and bad weather, and its ability to move silendy.68
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Attacking infantry units can often infiltrate a defensive position at night using concealed
approach routes closed to armored vehicles which would in any case be too loud to move
far without betraying their location to the enemy.69 Even in broad daylight, a dismounted
infantry advance over a forested approach provides a substantial measure of effective
concealment. While the defender may see parts of the advancing formation, it will be
difficult to see enough at any one time to formulate an accurate picture of the formation's
boundaries and center of mass. Without such information, however, the effectiveness of
70
defensive artillery fire is reduced substantially.
While infantry is thus difficult to see, infantrymen are excellent observers. This is

particularly important on the attack, and especially for attacks on dug-in infantry
defenses. Dismounted infantry have excellent peripheral vision, no minimum
observation distance, numerous observers, and an ability to inspect suspicious terrain
directly. Infantry's capability to root out concealed infantry defenses therefore far
exceeds that of armored units of comparable size. In cooperation with armor, dismounted
infantry offers synergistic benefits: the infantry provides the eyes and pinpoint small
arms fire to protect the armor against defending infantry; the armor provides firepower to
deal with strong points and opposing armored vehicles too tough for organic infantry
weapons, and simultaneously provides supporting machine gun fire with which to help
71
suppress identified opposing infantry.
67 For historical examples, see, e.g., G.D. Sheffield, "Blitzkrieg and Attrition: Land Operations in
Europe, 1914-45" in Colin Mclnnes and G.D. Sheffield, eds., Warfare in the Twentieth Centmry

Ib

and Practice (London: Unwin Hyman, 1988), pp. 51-79, esp. pp. 68, 71-4; English, op. cit., pp.
110, 112-13; Wray, op. cit., pp. 29-30, 100-104. Fora more personalized perspective, see the attitude
of tank crews toward opposing infantry as described in Ken Tout's memoir of life in a World War U
Sherman tank crew, Tank (London: Robert Hale, 1985), esp. pp. 83,117-118.
68 On the rough terrain mobility and stealth advantages of infantry over armor, see Headquarters
Department of the Army, FM 7-10- The Infantry Rifle Company (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 8
- and Air An&lt Briade
January 1982), pp. 1-1 to 1-2, 3-2 to 3-3,4-i; FM 7-30, InfantMr A
pa~ju
(Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 24 April 1981), pp. 1-3 to 1-4, 2-12.
69 For historical examples of infantry infiltration attacks, see English, op. cit., pp. 101-2,172-3,159-62.
70 See, for example, Wray, op. cit., pp. 166-7.
71 See Bidwell, op. cit., pp. 149-50, 170-1; English, op. cit., pp. 200, 202, 110, 112-13, 142; Griffith, op.
cit., Chapter 5, "1915-1945: The Alleged Triumph of Armour over Infantry," esp. pp. 97-98; Strachan,
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Infantry's strength as observers is also of value on the defense. This is particularly
so for defense against dismounted infiltration attacks at night. Tanks are notoriously poor
counter-infiltration weapons. 72 Their smaller numbers, restricted field of view and
muffled hearing are substantial penalties in opposing stealthy attack in darkness or bad
weather. The greater manpower available in an infantry unit of a given size can be
distributed to cover more potential infiltration routes, while the greater sensitivity of
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infantry as sensors offers a better chance of detecting stealthy movement on a given
route. Again, however, the combination of infantry and armor offers synergistic
advantages-the firepower of armor in a defensive role can be a powerful asset in dealing
with infiltrators identified by the defending infantry.
Aircraft also pose a different set of problems with respect to visibility, again
largely because of the great difference in speed and exposure time between aircraft and
other weapon classes. As weapon platforms (as opposed to their role in reconnaissance,
for which they are often specially equipped), aircraft suffer from their relatively brief
opportunity to search an area prior to selecting a target. As such, they have particular
difficulty acquiring concealed defenders and tend to do better against exposed targets in
the open. Fixed-wing aircraft are easily seen-and easily heard. Concealment is thus
less important to them than is cover and brevity of exposure. Helicopters, on the other
hand, can be very difficult to spot at long range when hovering in the vicinity of a broken
tree line. They have the additional advantage of rapid displacement following remasking, thus forcing searchers to spread their efforts over a wide area rather than
focusing in on a few meters of horizon. While their noisiness makes most helicopters
inappropriate for missions that require true stealth (such as nighttime infiltration), they
are thus not without a significant capacity for concealment?
5.
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Advanced Conventional Munitions

How do ACM differ from traditional weapon classes in these respects? In effect,
long range ACM (such as the developmental U.S. ATACMS, or Army TACtical Missile

op. Cit., pp. 183-6; Ogorkdewicz, op. Cit., p. 128; Anthony Frrar-Hockley, laufa
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Tmtics (Lonon:

Almark. 1976), pp. 29-33, 62-68.
72 See, for example, Wray, op. cit., pp. 26-27,40.
73 On helicopter operations, see Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 17-50-

uak HelicoAter

Cmnu (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1 July 1977). For Soviet practice, see Isby, op. cit., pp. 432-
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443; for non-US NATO, see Isby and Kamps, op. cit., pp. 225-6 cf. pp. 357-8.
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System) offer the precision anti-armor firepower, range, and speed of concentration
advantages of aircraft, but without the aircraft's constraints with respect to the need for
cover in order to survive antiaircraft fire. Long range ACM are thus less vulnerable to
loss en route to the target than are aircraft Short range ACM (such as the MLRS/TGW,
or Multiple Launch Rocket System with Terminally Guided Warheads) are somewhat
less useful for counterconcentration, in that they still require ground transportation to the
of attack. Like aircraft, however, all ACM are less effective against concealed or
stationary targets than they are against moving vehicles in the open. Thus, they are wellsuited to engage an advancing assault wave, an administrative march column, or
defensive forces while withdrawing or while moving to the point of attack from rearward
assembly areas. They are ill-suited to engage rearward forces while in hide positions, or
74
forward defenders in prepared positions.

Spoint
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6.

Impact on Force Employment

Tanks, then, offer great hardness to enemy fire, accurate and fairly heavy firepower, and high maximum speeds when operating on favorable terrain--but, they are
immobilized by rough terrain, subjec to poor crew visibility, and seen easily by opponents. Dismounted infantry, on the other hand, is difficult to see (especially from moving
armored vehicles) and is excellent for observation, it can be hardened by the use of cover,
and it retains its mobility on rough terrain. But it, too, has drawbacks: slow maximum

3

speed, limited firepower at long range, and vulnerability to large-scale suppressive fire or

to extended artillery bombardment Artillery offers heavy long range firepower, removal
from direct fire, and the capability to evade indirect counterfire by displacement, but it is
inaccurate and requires remote target acquisition to locate targets. Aircraft provide a
capability to concentrate rapidly over long distances, to reach targets deep in the enemy
rear, and to provide accurate, directly observed firepower against targets beyond the reach
friendy ground vehicles. However, they are limited by exposure time and flight
speeds tu targets that can be acquired very quickly (typically exposed or moving
vehicles). ACM offers capability much like that of traditional fixed-wing aircraft, but at
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Stationary vehicles ar substantially easier to conceal against acquisition by top-attack ACM

submnunition sensors; for an overview of count
to such munitions, see Stephen Biddle, How
go Think About Conventional Nuclear Suhititution: The Problem of Structural Uncertainty
(Alexaxdia, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, 1986) IDA P-1884, esp. pp. 10-15.
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potentially higher levels of firepower. What does all of this mean for force employment
and, thus, for combat outcomes as a whole?
To answer this question, we must look at the differing effects of these weapon
classes on the relationship between attacker casualties and velocity. Artillery, for example, affects casualties in direct proportion to the time available for delivering fire. Given
its inaccuracy, artillery is essentially a means for covering a specified area with a certain
density of shells. For a given firing rate and a given number of firing tubes, the only way
to increase the area under fire (or the density of fire in a given area) is to increase the
duration of the barrage. 75 Thus, for the attacker, the longer the preparatory barrage, the
more extensive the effects on the defender and thus the fewer the direct fire casualties to
the assault forces--but the longer the time required from initiation to completion of the
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attack (and thus the lower the attack velocity). For the defender, the quicker the attack,
the less time available for defensive artillery fire and thus the fewer attacker casualties
from defensive artillery. Moreover, quick attacks rely mostly on armored vehicles,
against which defensive artillery has little effect. Slower attacks typically produce more
dismounted targets and provide more time to deliver artillery against those targets. Thus
slower attack velocity increases artillery effectiveness for the defender as well as the
attacker.
Infantry effectiveness is also strongly a function of attack velocity. For the
attacker, for example, infantry can be extremely useful, but only for a slow velocity
assault. For maximum impact, infantry must dismount. At best this reduces velocity to
that of a walking foot soldier. For infantry to survive dismounted, however, requires
further preparations which add to the time requirements for a successful infantry assault.
Especially careful reconnaissance is required to identify approach routes which provide
the necessary cover and concealment, since exposure has such grave consequences for
dismounted infantry. The routes themselves are likely to be circuitous and time-consuming to traverse. It may be necessary to await darkness to provide concealment, or to delay
long enough for a smoke screen to be planned, delivered, and fully formed. It is also
essential to ensure cooperation with other weapon classes-especially artillery-to
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SAlternatively, if the attacker can more tightly specify the defender's actual locations, then artillery fire

can be directed ito a smaller area-thus proiding higher effectiveness per hour of barrage tme. The
only way to improve target location accuacy, however, is to spend time in recoassa . The
conclusion thus remains the same: for a constant nunber of tubes, artillery effectiveness is directly

use. On this relationship, see the historical perspective in
to the time allotted
proportional
op. Cit., to
Pp.its53-9.
Bidwell, Modern.Warfare,
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provide suppressive fire. As noted in our discussion of defensive depth, rapid advance
tends over time to break down the cohesion of units and reduce the coordination of
component arms. To use infantry effectively in the assault, time must therefore be
allowed to bring the proper supporting weapons into close cooperation with the infantry
itself and to maintain that cooperation as the assault advances into depth.7 6
On the defense, infantry effectiveness is again strongly a function of attacker

velocity. If an attacker simply charges ahead at maximum velocity-and thus with little
preparation and no dismounted support, an entrenched infantry defense can extract a very
heavy toll. 7 7 At the opposite extreme, if an attacker is willing to pound an infantry
defense with an extended artillery barrage, that defense can eventually be annihilated at
almost no casualties to the attacker-but only at the cost of a very slow-moving attack.78
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Armor effectiveness, by contrast, is less dependent on attack velocity. For the
attacker, casualties can certainly be reduced by taking the time to deploy off-road or to
provide smoke obscuration, but the sensitivity of armor losses to such preparations is
much less than that of infantry. Moreover, it is unlikely that any amount of scouting, or
any delay for circuitous transit will permit armor an unexposed approach to the target.
While a more concealed route will still be superior to a less concealed one, the magnitude
of the attainable difference will be smaller for armor-as are the consequences of success
or failure in finding concealment.

I

For the defender, armor effectiveness is likewise less sensitive than infantry or
artillery to the attacker's choice of velocity. Defensive armor is little affected by the
length of the attacker's artillery preparation. It is also less sensitive than defensive
infantry to the attacker's choice of mounted or dismounted attack. Defending ingfantry can
remain concealed even as the attacker moves through the position unless the attacker
dismounts; defending tanks will be seen by the attacker once the range closes, whether
the attacker dismounts or not.
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76 On the potential speed penalties ot close combined arms cooperation, see, for example, bMackay, op.
ciL., p. 245; also FM 71-,1 op. Cit., p. 3-27.

77 As, for example, the Israelis discovered in the Sinai in 1973. See Herzog, op. cit., e.g., pp. 182-96.
See also Bidwell and Graham, op. ciL, p. 288.
78 This was typically the case, for example, during the Allied "artillery offensives" of 1916 and early
1917. These multi-week-long preparatory barrages essentially wiped out those German positions
which were subject to atack. The extraordinarily slow pace, however, permitted German reserves to

arrive and occupy positions outside Allied artillery observation range. As the French described such
tactics: l'amillerie conquime rinfanterie occupiet" (the artillery conquers, the infantry occupies):
John Keegan, TheFace.of.Balr (New York: Random Home, 1977), p. 215.
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Aircraft, like armor, are relatively insensitive to attacker velocity. Aircraft
effectiveness can be improved if the attacker slows sufficiently to permit more elaborate
air-ground liaison and if artillery are able to suppress enemy air defenses (SEAD), but
neither of these are especially time-demanding functions. Since the aircraft themselves
can afford only brief exposure over the target area, there is little opportunity for any
interaction that would require large amounts of time. Aircraft are most effective against
exposed, moving targets, but the relative rate of those targets' movement is less
79
importantL
7.
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Graphical Analysis
Figures C- 17 and C- 18 posit the effects of differing attacker and defender weapon

mixes (or different combined arms balances) on the attacker's casualty-velocity trade-off
frontier. In Figure C- 17, three alternative weapon mixes are given for the attacker: a
balanced (i.e., equal fractional composition) case CVTbalA, an armor-heavy mix
CVTarmA, and an infantry-heavy mix CVTinfA, with a balanced defender weapon mix
assumed throughout.8 0 The balanced attacker case CVTbaUA is essentially that of the
nominal trade-off frontier as given in Figure C-1. The armor-heavy mix CVTarmA
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reduces attacker casualties for high attack velocities since it contains fewer thin-skinned
infantry fighting vehicles and ATCs and more tanks, which are better suited to high speed
mounted attack. Casualties fall only slightly as velocity decreases, however, since armor
effectiveness is relatively insensitive to velocity. The infantry-heavy attacker mix
CVTinfA, on the other hand, increases attacker casualties at high velocity because it
contains a larger fraction of IFVs and ATCs, which suffer more heavily than tanks in a
mounted assaulL CVTinfA has a steeper slope than CVTarmA, however, since infantry is
better able to reduce its casualties through increased preparation and execution time.
Note that for the attacker, artillery and infantry have roughly similar effects on casualties
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79 Note, however, that this relative independence of aircraft effectivenes and atnacker velocity may be
much more characteristic of fixed-wing aircraft than rotary-wing aircraft; helicopten may be
substantially susceptible to variations in opposng tactics (such as the increased use of dismounated

infanry, rilery, or heavier overwatch by armored vehicles).
80

As noted above, aircraft and ACM performance is effectively independent of an

velocity and thus

is not explicidy depicted here.
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as a function of velocity; the effectiveness of each is highly sensitive to velocity, and each
tends to reduce casualties when velocity is reduced. CVrinfA thus represents the effect of
either an infantry-heavy or an artillery-heavy weapon mix for an attacker.
Figure C-1 8 gives the effects of four different weapon mixes for the defender: a
balanced case CVTbalD, an armor-heavy mix CVTarmD, an infantry-heavy mix
CVTinjD, and an artillery-heavy mix CVTartyD, with a balanced attacker weapon mix
assumed throughout. The balanced defender case CVTbalD is identical to that of the
balanced attacker case CVTba/A in Figure C-17. As with the attacker in Figure C-17, the
infantry-heavy mix CVTinD produces higher attacker casualties at high velocity than the
balanced case CVTbalD: dug-in infantry performs well against a high-speed mounted
attack, and CVT/inf provides a larger number of such infantry for a given total force size
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than CVTba/D. Infantry is vulnerable to methodical attack, however. Thus the infantryheavy CVTinfD performs less well than the balanced case against lower velocity attacks,
and CVTinDj thus produces fewer attacker casualties than CVTba/D for low values of V.
Conversely, armor-heavy defenses are relatively unaffected by more extensive attacker
preparation, but neither does their effectiveness increase as fast as infantry-heavy
defenses when the attacker neglects to prepare his attack. Thus CVTarmD will tend to
produce higher attacker casualties at low velocity than the more infantry-heavy CVTifnD
or CVTba/D, but it does not penalize the attacker as heavily for high assault speeds as do
the more infantry-heavy cases.
While the effects of infantry- and armor-heavy weapon mixes are thus broadly
similar for attackers and defenders, the effects of artillery are opposite. For both sides,

8

Note that Figures 17 and 18 both assume tripartite "combined arms" mixes consisting of armor,
infantry and artillery such that, for the purposes of the figures, more of any one means less of the other
two. In the equations and the associated code, we will find it convenient to separate atillery (a form of
fire suport) from infantry and armor (the maneuver forces). As a consequence, the attion expressioni
(equation 19) treats artillery additively; that is, it does not assume that more artillery necessarily
reduces the armor or infantry available to either side in the tactical engagement at the point of attack.
Were artillery treated additively here, the implication of the military logic described above would be an
"artillery heavy" casualty-velocity tradeoff frontier with a higher low-velocity value than the balanced
curve for artillery heavy defenders vs non-artillery heavy attackers; a lower low-velocity value thm the
balanced curve for artillery heavy auackers vs non-atlery heavy defenders; and each curve would
tend to converge with the "balanced" frontier at high velocity (where artillery is less effective for either
attackur or defenders). The functional form of equation 19 is intended to reflect this relationship.
Note also that for both Figures 17 and 18, the specific cross-over points between curves will vary with
the quality of the weapons within the class, and the nature of the local terrain. While the cross-overs
depicted are consistent with the experimental results described in appendix D, it is thus the shape and
particularly the slope of the curves depicted that is of general applicability, rather than the relative
height of"my given curve.
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more barrage time means more casualties from artillery fire for the other side. Since both
Figures C-17 and C-18 are denominated in units of attackercasualties C, the result is a
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decrease in C as velocity decreases when the attacker is the side with the artillery-heavy
mix (effectively, curve CVTinfA in Figure C-17), but a greater impact on casualties when
velocity decreases when the defenderis the side with the artillery-heavy mix, CVTarrD
in Figure C-18.82
These changes in the casualty-velocity trade-off frontier imply corresponding
changes in the attacker's optimal velocity. These changes are illustrated in Figure C-19.
Relative to a balanced attacker weapon mix CVTbal, an armor-heavy weapon mix
CVTarm produces an increase in the attacker's optimal velocity from V 1 to V2 , an
increase in the attacker's optimal casualty level from C 1 to C2 , and, in this case, a
decrease in net territorial gain as a result of moving from IG1 to IG2 . By contrast, an
infantry-heavy mix CVTinf produces a decrease in optimal velocity from V1 to V3 , a
decrease in the attacker's optimal casualty level from C1 to C3 , and, in this case, a further
decrease in net territorial gain as a result of moving from IG1 to IG3 .
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Note, however, that these changes in net territorial gain as a result of variations in
weapon mix are substantially smaller than would be the case if we were to assume
weconstant attacker velocity. If the attacker fails to modify his behavior, a eduction in
attacker tank strength (such as that associated with the transition from CVTbaj to CVTinj)
would produce an increase in casualties for a constant velocity VI from C1 to C4 , and in
the process cut net territorial gains from IG1 to IG4 . This outcome results in both higher
casualties (C4 vs C 3 ) and smaller total advances (IG4 vs IG 3 ) than would be the case

were he to adapt to the altered circumstances.

3

82 For the purposes of clarity. this effect has been exaggeraed in Figure 18; while this sharp an effect
might obtain for an infantry-heavy attacker, it is unlikely for a balanced attacker as is assumed hem.
Moreover, it is not necessarily the cae that the slope will be negative as depicted here; we contend
hem only that it may be smaller than that of the balmced cae.
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Figure C-19. Optimal Velocity Choie as a Function of Weapon Cls Mix

In effect, the ability to modify force employment behavior offers combatants a
substantialopportunityfor mitigatingthe effects of changes in physical circumstancesin this case a reduction in tank inventories. To the extent that we fail to take proper
account of this effect in our analyses of the impact of changes in force-to-space ratio, we
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thus risk a substantial overestimate of the potential impact of the changes in question.
H. TERRAIN
The final category of independent variable raised in the literature concerns the
military geography of the theater of war. As we have noted above, this broader category
incorporates two sub-issues: the impact of variations in natural terrain, and the impact of
variations in "man-made" terrain in the form of barriers and obstacles. Both are clearly
important. For our purposes, however, the natural terrain of the European theater is

U
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effectively a constant. While topography does change over time, the pace of such change
is slow and relatively insensitive to considerations of national security. Barriers and
obstacles, on the other hand, are much more amenable to policy intervention-and have
at least as significant an influence on military outcomes. Given this, we will concenrate
primarily on the question of man-made terrain in the form of barriers anW ,.hel effects.
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First, however, it is important to note one key function of natural terrain for the
dynamics described earlier: terrain establishes an upper bound on the size of a single
assault wave for a given frontage. If too large an assault force is crammed into too small
a space, it increases its vulnerability to defensive artillery, and loses its ability to take

evasive action under fire, to choose the least exposed path between its jump-off point and
its objective, to maintain efficient formations that maximize its own firepower, or to
direction quickly to meet unexpected threats. As a result, all terrain has a "carrying capacity." Adding forces beyond the carrying capacity of the terrain produces less
and less additional combat power for each unit added-and may even reduce total
combat power in extreme cases. As a rule, the more open the terrain, the higher the
carrying capacity for mounted attack. The rougher the terrain, the lower the carrying

Schange

capacity.
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Central Europe, while no Switzerland, is nevertheless not ideal terrain for largescale mounted warfare. The Federal Republic is substantially closer country than, for
example, the steppes of western Russia on which the Red Army learned its craft. 84
Moreover, the continuing urbanization of Germany is gradually reducing the amount of
open space in the border zone, further constricting the available maneuver area.8 5 In
with the threat of nuclear attack and conventional artillery fire, these
considerations of terrain tend to confine Central European attackers to local force
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For recent discussions of the role of terain constraints on local force concentrations, see Mearsheimer,
Conventional Deterrence, op. cit., pp. 181-183; and John J. Mearsheimer, "Numbers, Strategy and the
European Balance" Intetonal Scuity, VoL.12, No.4, Spring 1988, pp. 174-185. For a discussion

of a USAREUR study suggesting that terrain constraints on force concentration would significantly
hamper Soviet offensive operations in Central Europe, see Charles D. Odorizzi and Benjamin F.
Schemmer, "An Exclusive AFJ Interview with General Glenn K. Otis," Armed Forces Journal
InzcradmL January 1987, pp. 44-47. For a more general treatment of the role of terrain in modern
ground force operations, see, for example, Richard Simpkin, Raceatbthe
fi, op. Cit., pp. 57-78.
84 For a general description see Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterrence op. cit., pp. 176-181. The North
German plain is often assumed to offer the best tank country in the Central Region, but even it is
hardly ideal. See General James IL Polk (ret.), "The North r'ernan Plain Attack Scenario: Threat or
Illusion?" Staei
ve Summer 1980. pp. 60-66. For a discussion of the role of Russia
topography in the formation of current Soviet doctrine for mobile armored warfare, see S. Labuc and
C.N. Donnelly, "Modeling the Red Force: Simulating Soviet Responses in Battle" in Reiner KL Huber,
(ed.), Systems Analysis and Modeling in Defense (New York and London: Plenum, 1984), pp. 829843.
85 See Paul J. Bracken, "Urban Sprawl and NATO Defense," Surival, November/December 1976, pp.
254-260; and Bracken, "Models of West European Sprawl as an Active Defense Variable" in Reiner K.
Huber, Lynn F. Jones. and Egil Reine, (eds.), Military Stratem and Tactics (New York and London:
Plenum, 1975), pp. 219-230.
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I
densities no greater than about 10 to 20 armored vehicles per kilometer for a single
assault wave.86
With respect to man-made terrain, military barriers and obstacles can include
anything from trees felled across a forest trail, to blown bridges, minefields, antitank
87
ditches and barbed wire, all the way to reinforced concrete bunkers and pillboxes.
Barriers and fortifications have been a major element of land warfare for centuries, and
constitute a traditional economy offorce technique--i.e., one which enables small forces
to hold wide frontages so as to fice manpower for other uses. They are thus a natural
option for defenders attempting to cope with low force-to-space ratios.
How, then, are we to assess their effects? We must begin by recognizing some
key characteristics of barriers. First, barriers delay an attacker, but rarely do barriers in
and of themselves bring an attacker to an outright halt. Any barrier can be cleared given
sufficient time and effort, and most barriers can be cleared (albeit more slowly) by
maneuver units without engineering support. Moreover, many barriers, such as minefields, can be overcome without delay if an attacker is willing to pay the price in terms of
additional casualties. The purpose of a barrier is thus not to prevent movement per se,
but to slow that movement, to channel it in directions that lead attackers onto prepared
defensive positions, or to force attackers to accept heavier casualties if they chose not to
delay or be detoured.

Second, barrier effectiveness is closely related to the strength of the forces
defending the barriers. The barrier may, for example, delay an attacker at long range

I

3
I
i

3

3
i

where the defender will enjoy a better loss-exchange ratio, but the actual casualty impact
on the attacker will depend on the number of defenders present to fire, and on the number
of attackers available to return th'-t fire. A pillbox can only kill attackers if manned and
armed, and any pillbox can be overcome given sufficient numerical odds against it.

86
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For representative Soviet densities, see Headquarters, Department of the Army, E..Q:10L-2-- Th
Soviet Army: Operations and Tactics (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, July 1984), pp. 5-11, 5-12. For

representative US densities, see Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 71-1. The Tank and
Mechanized Infantry ComonyxTeam (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, November, 1988), p. 3-11.
87 For a detailed treatment of obstacle types and constction techniques, see Headquarters. Department
of the Army, FM 5-102 Countermobilitv (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, March 1985). For ob&le
clearance techniques, see Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 5-101- Mobility (Washington,
D.C.: USGPO, March 1985). For survivability enhancement "barriers" for defenders, see Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 5-103. Survivability (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, June 1985).
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I
Third, it is difficult to measure the magnitude, or scope, of a given defender's

I

barrier system in absolute terms. Few defenses are wholly devoid of barriers, given the
broad definition of the term as it occurs in the literature. An infantryman who positions a
claymore mine in front of his foxhole constitutes a "barrier" of a sort, and most defending
units will create ad-hoc barriers and survivability improvements as a matter of routine
upon occupying a position.

I

5

To assess their effects on combat outcomes, however, it will be necessary to
develop some measure of the quantity or extent of a given barrier system for graphical
purposes, equivalent man-hours of engineering effort can be used as a rough first approximation.8 8 While any soldier can create an obstacle, specialized assets are capable of
producing more extensive barriers in less time with fewer people. By the same token,
large forces of unspecialized manpower (e.g., infantry units) can nevertheless create a
substantial obstacle system given sufficient time. A scale for measurement by which any
combatant can be expressed as some multiple of the barrier-creation capability of a
specialized engineer permits us to put such alternatives on a common yardstick.
Thus, in evaluating barrier effects, we must recognize that attackers exercise an
important element of choice in contending with any given barrier, and that we cannot
assess the effectiveness of a barrier in isolation from the strength of the defensive
maneuver units manning it. Taken together, these two observations enable us to represent
the effects of defensive barrier employment in terms of its effects on the attackers tradeoff between velocity and casualties.
1.

I

Graphical Analysis
This effect is described graphically in Figure C-20. CVT1 and CVT2 represent

posited casualty-velocity trade-off frontiers for defenses of constant size and weapon mix,
but differing levels of barrier preparation-with CVT2 representing the greater engineerequivalent man-hours of effort. As shown in Figure C-20, for any given velocity, greater
defensive barrier effort produces greater attacker casualties, but this effect is not uniform

I

across all values of V. In particular, for low attack velocities, a given difference in barrier
effort produ,*s the smallest increase in casualties; the higher the velocity, the greater the

88he equations below and the associatd comiputer code, on fth
otwherlod, will use the nomina effect,
of an rassmed banier vysem on aacker.defender loss exchmnge ratios at the point of satk as a more

direct apprximation of the net effect of a given barrier system.

I
I
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I
difference in attacker casualties for a given level of barrier construction effort. In effect,

I

barriers present attackers with a choice between maintaining a high velocity at a substantial cost, or slowing down to clear the barrier-thereby limiting losses but delaying the
attack accordingly.

A2

Vt l

I
U
"V
Figure C-20. The Impact of Barrier Defenses on the Casualty-Velocity Trade-off Frontier

Within this framework, the effect of barriers can thus be combined with the
effects of other changes as described above. In particular, reductions in the number of
defenders available at the point of attack for a constant level of barrier effort would shift
CVT1 and CVT2 to the right (as well as potentially reducing the level of barrier effort
itself by limiting the labor available to the defender for barrier construction, and hence
reducing the extent of the resulting defensive works to a level below that represented by
CVT2 )"

I
I
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For any given set of circumstances, the implied change in the attacker's optimal
velocity choice--and the consequent change in net territorial gain-is as depicted in
Figure C-21. For the increase in engineer-equivalent man-hours represented by CVT2
relative to CVT1 , the optimal attacker velocity falls from V1 to V2 , yet casualties nevertheless increase from CI to C2, resulting in a decrease in net territorial gain from IGI to
IG2. If the attacker chooses instead to maintain his velocity and simply accept the
resulting increase in casualties, the outcome is given by point B in Figure C-21.
Casualties increase much more substantially to C3, with a consequent further decrease in
net territorial gain to IG3. In effect, barriers therefore both slow the optimal attacker' s
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advance, and increase the defensive loss-exchange ratio--but do so proportionately to the
force-to-force ratio and the weapon mix at the point of attack
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Figure C-21. Optinal Velocity Choice asa Function of Barrler Defense
L

EQUATIONS

Given the analysis presented above, we must now develop a set of equations to

3

embody these trade-offs and enable us to compute an explicit value for net teinitornal gain
as a function of our specified independent variables. In most instances, the functional
forms required to represent the trade-offs we have described will be too complex to
permit direct, closed form solution for the tangency points and intersection points identified in the graphical analyses above. Our strategy in developing a quantitative
expression of those relationships will therefore be to develop an equation to predict net
territorial gain given any particular set of force employment choices; ensure that the
predicted ground gains respond in the manner described above to variations in those
choices; then use numerical approximation techniques to estimate the optimal values for

I
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I
the endogenous choice variables given specified values for exogenous variables (such as
technology or barriers).

For our purposes, the nature of this optimum is game theoretic. That is, we can
describe a theater offensive as a two-person, zero sum game. The players are the two
combatants, Blue and Red. Player strategies are the force employment choices given
above. A Blue strategy thus consists of a unique quadruple of values for Blue's fraction

I

I

I

of forces deployed forward, predeployed depth, fraction of forward forces withdrawn, and
fraction of reserves used for counterattack. 89 A Red strategy consists of a unique assault
velocity. The payoff for a given combination of a Red and a Blue strategy is the net territorial gain that Red would achieve in an offensive fought with the given force employment choices by Red and Blue. Red tries to maximize this payoff; Blue tries to minimize
it. As a point of departure, we will assume that Blue chooses a strategy which is then
observed by Red, enabling Red to choose its own strategy with prior knowledge of Blue's

choice. Red's optimal strategy is thus simply the velocity which maximizes net territorial
gain for the given Blue strategy. Blue's optimal strategy, given that Blue must choose
without prior knowledge of Red's choice, is the quadruple for which the maximum net
territorial gain as a function of Red's velocity choice is lowest (i.e., the minimax

strategy). 90
Given this game theoretic context, our task here is thus to develop a set of equations to compute a payoff (i.e., a net territorial gain) for a given set of Red and Blue force
employment choices and exogenous independent variables. (For more detail on the algorithm used to identify the optimal choices given this functional relationship between

3

3
3

choices and payoffs, see appendix E). We will compute this net territorial gain payoff in
five steps. First, we will define some additional terms. We will then develop an expression for the attackers attrition, after which we will describe the attackers rate of advance,
- Sesvecifi
re1pect toBow'
90 Note that the use of a sequential move game is cservative with respect to Blues ability to bold
(which is our primary interest here). In a real confrontation, the defender would have some (albeit
imperfect) prior knowledge as to the a
s likely assault velocity, while the attacker would have
only imperfect knowledge of the defenders strategic choices prior to launching his attack. By
assuming a sequential move game in which the defender knows only the functional relationship
between Blue srategy, Red strategy and outcomes, but the attacker observes the defender's actual
choices prior to moving, we can therefor be confident that my Blue strategy which holds Red shot of
breakthrough would also do so in a simultanmeus move gpme in which neither side could observe dte
other's behavior in advance. The same does not hold true for strategies that produce Red breakthrvug,
however-that is, some Blue strategies that produce brakthrughs under the sequential game structure
assumed here would not produce breakthroughs under a samultaneous gan asumption.
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the density of flank defenses the attacker requires to thwart defensive counterattack, and
finally, we will combine these to obtain an explicit expression for net territorial gain.9 1
1.

I

3

3

Preliminary Defimitions

To begin with, let B be the total Blue maneuver (i.e., infantry and armor) strength
available for combat in the theater at the initiation of hostilities, measured in AFVEs. Let
BAT be the total Blue artillery available for combat, measured in tubes. Let us further
define BFWD to be the number of Blue AFVEs allocated to forward positions, and BRSv

to be the number of Blue AFVEs allocated to theater reserve. If *FWD is the fraction of
his total AFVEs Blue chooses to allocate forward, then BFWD = *FWDB. Since Blue has
only a total of B AFVEs, BRSv = B - BFWD.
As for Red, let us define R as the total Red maneuver strength available for
combat in the theater at the initiation of hostilities, measured in AFVEs. Let RART
denote the total Red artillery available for combat, measured in tubes. Let ROFV be the
number of AFVEs allocated to the sector of main attack by Red. Note, however, that
ROFv will often be greater than the maximum number of AFVEs Red can simultaneously

3

present in an attack, since the terrain limits the density of forces an attacker can mass on a
given frontage to a finite value PMAX. We will therefore define REH as the number of
AFVEs Red presents simultaneously within direct fire range of the defender in a single
assault wave (or "echelon"). 92

If we define ITHR as the length of the theater fiontier to be defended (measured in
kilometers), and .ArK as the combined length of Red main attack frontage in the theater,
then we obtain a simple abstraction of the military geography of a theater of war, as

1

Atition to the defender will be treated implicitly via the number of engagements fought during the

at
's advace and the number of denders witdrawn fom each of these nmgagements--us
defender losses due to deep interdiction by the amcker.
92 In fact, trrain consraints on concentration are unlikely to be as absolute as msggeste hedre; far more
likely is a diminishing marginal return relationship in which additiona forces beyond a given

3

concenatmion yield snaller (but non-zero) benefits the larger their number. As a simplifying uuiumpban, however, we will asmsne here dot tme is a finite limit to concenuiion pux. It should also be
noted that while RSCB cannot exceed pMAX, it need not equal PMAX' Casualties to an engagpd
echelon, for example, will tend to decrease R 5CH to levels below pmAxa M an opeation poowds
replaement of one echelon by another will ernd to resuor RECH t0 levels MProximamg PM" at
regular intervals, but since this exchange is time consuming it is executed far less frequently tan

casualties are suffered

I
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depicted in Figure C-2293. Ultimately, XATK would be chosen optimally by the RedI
attacker;94 as a point of departure, we will assume a XAT determined as a simple
function of the size of the Red theater force:
XLT = ko+ k;R

(1)

where ko and k;L are constants.95

BRSV

B)

BLI

B I
B1

BF

Figure C-22. Theater Geometr

This geometry introduces two additional terms BI mi~d BOM. To define these, let
us assume, as an initial simplifying assumption, that Blue deploys his forward forces in
several discrete, identical lines (e.g., four, as illustrated in Figure C-22). T"his enables us
to describe Red's advance through the defended zone as a series of discrete engagemetsI
in which Red assaullts successive Blue lines. In this context, BuI denotes the number of
Blue AFVEs deployed on agiven line withinthe Red attack frontage XAK, and thus3

93 While this absmucdan could be madie smar detailed Wn
furthe woink (far exupbe, by diffaminiting fte

now wrengd of Blue defensi lines, by dinusigdifferent usnuabm of line wn diffeemo pmua of
es mid will be uWaind3
die damer, or so on), the skmple version given han is sofficient far o ur;

a nurmly-ducpointof dep uue
9oreovew, in acaul combam, Red would ordeinaily abck in seveal sectranm mna once uwber dhu a sngeb,
comubined ofrotae =s shown here FWr maly*i Vpur ýpos
however, we will describe dieohotr3
oucomein m oenofomlined atckk
front ruhedm
-I
ian wm ofgapphicaily kicalied sulsew
in purteculor. the form Sive br is inoe@"e to provide the smplest possibl fauuuliio. dio wonld
fiilame dowawnid scalin from a known froonta value on the basi of observed (Soviet) practmc

with

respec
p on offensve fiontag as a function of foree siz= foir a mer detailed discruion, includingI

values (cd sauees) for constans see oppendice F and D.
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I
constitutes the size of the Blue force opposing each assault. Since the lines are identical,
BLI is the same for each line at the outset of hostilities. This implies:
B

FWD B XATK
nULXTHR

(2)

where nu is the number of pre-deployed Blue defensive lines.

I

Blue, however, will move reserve AFVEs to the attack sector once he discovers
its location. As a further simplifying assumption, let us assume that Blue allocates those
arriving reserves which are to be used for reinforcement (as opposed to counterattack) to
the last line which Red will be able to reach. That is, Blue neither wastes his reinforcements by deploying them so far from the international border that Red is halted prior to
reaching them, nor does Blue spread his reinforcements out in penny packets among
forward lines likely to be overrun by Red. Rather, Blue masses his arriving reinforcements for a single, decisive battle on the line that he expects will-with the benefit of
reinforcement-be the point at which he has the best chance of halting the attacker. Let
us define the strength of this line as BOM (measured in AFVEs). Thus, while BLI is the

same for each line and is constant over time, BOM is initially the same as BU, but
increases over time as Blue reinforcements arrive. In particular, if we assume that these
reserves are initially distributed more or less uniformly across the theater.

0 if t<tB p+tBsr
T *('-CA) 1-,
nm[0, VVPSVB RVT

0

|

(1-

(3))
84 (1 -CA)J

"THR

ax 0.
nBMP

]
3

VRSV

0 if
where v•.(t)

3

VRSV
-

tBS + tB

EP

is the rate at which Blue forces arrive on the decisive line, tBpR!p is the

time required by arriving defenders to prepare their positions before undergoing attack,
t- is the time at which Blue reserves begin to move toward the point of attack, VSV is
the speed of Blue's reserves (in kilometers per hour); O.THR/VRSV + tBST + tBpREp)
approximates the time at which the last of the blue reserves an'ives; 84 denotes losses to
Red long range tacair and ACM (in AFVEs per hour); and +CA denotes the fraction of

I

I
Blue reserves designated for use in counterattack (thus 1-4CA provides the fraction of
reserves to be used in reinforcing BOM). 9 It follows that:

BLI + max [•0 (t - t1-U

BMtif

-

t-- )t YB

4

t-tB9FMP -tBrPJT < VI

B
Bl + BRSV (I-*A

4 (t -

(4)

We will denote the number of Blue artillery tubes available for the support of a
given defensive line as BARTLI; similarly, RARTECH gives the number of Red artillery
tubes available to support a given assault echelon. Note that because of its range, artillery
organic to several lines of defenders or to several assault echelons of attackers can be
used to support any given line or any given echelon, thus:
BARM = *FBA

I

A

I

I

i

(5)

"THRU
R

RART

ARTEMCH = "ATK OMAX kAE

(6)

R

where kAE is a constant representing the number of assault echelons of artillery the

3

attacker masses forward for support of a single echelon.
The depth of the Blue defense, D, is a function of two forms of depth-predeployed and rolling, or withdrawal-induced. To relate these two, note that predeployed

i

depth is determined by the number of Blue defensive lines, nrI, and the depth of a single
line, DLI; that the number of AFVEs assigned to each Blue line is the same, Bu, and that
the fraction of AFVEs withdrawn from battle on any given line is given by w (like nLu,
96
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chosen by the defender). If wSUJv denotes the fraction of AFVEs on any given line that
survive attack by Red tacair and short range ACM during withdrawal and thus redeploy
successfully, then when any given line is taken by Red, a force of (wSURV BLI) is made
available to extend the depth of the Blue defended zone, where:

I

u

wSURV

B LI

(7)

w(BuL RS)

and where:
(8)

"RS= (81RiARTECHI + 87R)kACMC

with 8 1R denoting kills of Blue AFVEs by Red short range ACM (in units of Blue
AFVEs killed per assault per Red artillery tube); 82R denoting kills by Red close air
support aircraft (in units of Blue AFVEs killed per assault per two kilometers); and
kACMC giving the ratio of ACM and CAS effectiveness against moving targets to ACM

3

and CAS effectiveness against stationary targets

I

i ARIWH denotes a scaled quantity

to correspond to a nominal two kilometer attack frontage for the purposes of casualty
estimation.9 9

Let us assume that Blue has prepared secondary positions of comparable defensive potential to those of the initially manned forward lines, and that Blue will fight from
these secondary positions in the same manner as he does from the initial lines--and in
particular, that he continues to withdraw a fraction w of the strength on any given line
prior to its capture. Let us further assume that Blue cannot prepare an infinite number of
potential positions, and thus limits preparations to a depth such that Blue can continue to
mount a defense of size BU on the secondary lines as well. It follows that the ultimate
number of prepared lines in the Blue defended zone will be:

A97
CM will onnly be less effective api stationary, concealed arpes tha agaist exposd,
movig ois. Simiy, CAS is lem effective when to
ams m
otempoe kAaCWC i
des i effeat
a measue of the diffaence in effectiven=es agaimt cncealed and eqoed lhyrge .
96 Scaling is necesosy etploic fully the JANUS ms by whikh arition cosams were fit, mumch as
the JANUS experimenb were fought at the baalion level on a two kilmeer fonta. For scalimg
fcts and a morn detailed uniem, ete discmuion accomqpuyft equation 19, belm.
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+ WsURVna + WsURvnLI +.... + WsURVnlI

o-_

n~r

(9)

where:

Wx+I

WSURV nil > 1

(10)

•StRv nL I<

and

I

We can rewrite (9) as the sum of a finite series:

w'11
nUrroT =nLI J W~oSURVI
from which it follows that:
1-WU

)

(12)

SURV/
Given that (10) implies:
(13)

VWSURV nLl+ r=

and since our definition of Blue's defense preparation criterion implies that defenders
surviving the xth withdrawal will not be able to occupy prepared positions (and hence
will be relatively combat ineffective), we will therefore assume that for combat purposes,
the defenders surviving the xth withdrawal, c, are of negligible value; hence we will

I
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assume that for combat purpose, e = 0, and thus, by (13):
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wx ffi•
- 1
WSURV

(14)I
14
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which enables us to rewrite (12) as:99
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nLm

(15)

iu- WSURV

ITO - WSURV

Since the total depth of the defended zone in kilometers is the product of the total
number of lines nLITOT, and the depth of each line DLU, we can thus write:

=DLI(-nI-- wsURV)

(16)

D 1- WSURV
2.

Attrition

We will now develop an expression to quantify the casualty-velocity tradeoff
relationship depicted graphically in Figures C-1 through C-12 and C-17 through C-21. In
particular, predicted casualties must reflect the effects of attacker velocity, defender depth
and withdrawal, weapon class, terrain preparation, and local force-to-force ratios in the
manner described above. We will then use that expression to describe Red attrition in
terms of the number of echelons of Red forces that are lost in taking any given Blue line,
a form which we will find convenient f r computing net territorial gain, below.
To this end, we must define some additional terms. We will consider attacker
casualties in terms of the losses in maneuver unit AFVEs required in order to take a
single defended line, for a given frontage XATK. Let us define this quantity as C, a real
number between zero and infinity. Given this definition, we may consider a given
defended line "taken" for any assault in which Red's available assault forces at the point
of attack exceed C. Note, however, that as C is defined in absolute, rather than percentage terms, it will vary with the scope of the engagement, and thus must be expressed as a
function of XATK.

I

,

{/zfj]
- WSURV
1

SIn preference tthis foam, the code in appendix E uses the approximation given in equation (15),
resulting in a difference of between zer and 1.0 in the value of nUl=JT, md thus, by equation (16), a
difference of betwem zwo and DUI in the depth of the Blue defense.

I
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Attacker assault velocity V will be defined as per the discussion above: the time
between initiation of attack preparation and arrival of the first successful assault wave on
the objective, divided by the distance covered by that assault wave (V is thus a real
number between zero and infinity, in kilometers per hour). Note that the attackers choice
of V is thus not necessarily the same as his realized rate of advance 4ROA. V represents
the pace of the assault itself while that assault is actually underway, but a given engagement may consist of a combination of assault and lull time, in which attackers re-group
after an unsuccessful attempt, or in which the commander and his staff plan commitment
of additional echelons to the assault. Engagements in which many waves, or echelons, of
attackers are required to defeat a stubborn defense may thus involve a sizeable interval in
which no attackers are visibly pushing forward. The larger the number of echelons
required to take a given defensive line, the longer the total lull time involved in the
engagement. The attacker's realized rate of advance, •IROA (in effect, the overall rate at
which defensive lines fall to the attacker) is thus a function both of (a) the rate at which
assault waves close with the enemy, and (b) the number of such waves required, and thus
the total duration of the lull time. V as given here refers only to the first of these; the rate

m

I
m

3

at which defensive lines fall to the attacker, VROA, will be discussed in greater detail

n

under "Attacker Rate of Advance" below.
Our description of attacker casualties must also include the effects of defensive
depth on attacker losses. To capture this interaction, we must reflect both the mass effect
and the entropic effect of depth, and we must account for the reduction in attacker
casualties associated with "rolling depth" via defender withdrawal. The mass effect is
already incorporated in the definition of BLI as given in equation 1 (i.e., BU is given as a
decreasing function of n, i). To capture the entropic effect, let us define a real number Y,
between one and infinity, as a scalar multiple by which to represent the increase in
attacker casualties in a given assault as a result of entropy induced by the lead echelon's
advance through defended depth prior to the assault in question, relative to an attack
conducted with perfect coherence under otherwise identical circumstances. In particular.
Y,= I + k8 DL hnA&..T

(17)

m

I

where DLI is the depth of a single defended line (measured in kilometers from the
forwardmost occupied position of one line to the forwardmost occupied position of te
line behind it); nASLT is the number of successive attacks the given assault wave has
completed prior to the attack in question (and thus the number of defended lines it has
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traversed); and k8 is a constant. 10 A y value of 1.5, for example, would signify that an
assault conducted after an advance through (DLInASLT) kilometers of defended territory

would suffer 50 percent higher casualties than one conducted with perfect coherence. A Y
value of 1.0, on the other hand, would correspond to the commitment of a fresh assault
echelon which had not been subject to entropic effects and thus would suffer no

additional, or excess casualties as a consequence of lost coherence.

I

To account for the reduction in attacker casualties as a result of defensive withdrawal, let us define a quantity a between zero and one, as a scalar multiple by which to

I

represent the decrease in attacker casualties in a given assault as a result of early
termination of defensive fire upon withdrawal, relative to a fight to the finish under

otherwise identical circumstances. In particular:

k5

Sa

(18)

- -w

where w is the fraction of the defending force withdrawn, and k5 is a constant. An a
value of 0.5 would signify that an assault against a defense which withdrew a fraction w
of its AFVEs would suffer only 50 percent of the losses it would have taken if the
defender had fought to the finish. (Equation 18 thus corresponds to the curve depicted in
Figure C-10 for k5 >1).

SWith

3

respect to the effects of terrain preparation, it will be necessary here to be
somewhat circumspect. Whereas it is possible to test functional forms and fit values for
constants with respect to phenomena such as withdrawal or entropy on the basis of
JANUS investigation, the limitations of the LLNL version of JANUS available at IDA
make a detailed exposition of the impact of particular levels of barrier construction effort

I

problematic. While the general impact of increased barrier deployment will be taken to
correspond to that depicted in Figures C-20 and C-21, we will thus not attempt to
compute a specific effect as a function of a specific labor contribution. Pending a more
detailed study of this effect, we will in the meantime approximate its impact by defining a
parameter B, a real number between one and infinity, to be a scalar multiple by which to
denote the increased slope of the attacker's casualty-velocity tradeoff frontier as a result
I00

Representing the inacrese in attacker casualties associated with entropic effects per kilometer of
defensive depth penetrated by a single assault echelon. Since k8, D%and nASLT are all positive, non-

zero real numbers, y therefore cannot be less than 1.0. Values for key constants are fit statistically
from the JANUS results described in appendix D. For values and procedures, see appendix D below.

I
I
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of the availability to the defender of additional barrier preparation labor not organic to the
defending maneuver units themselves.

I

As for the effects of differing combined arms balances, let us define a quantity
OINF, which is the sum of the fraction of the attacker's total AFVEs which are infantry,
and the fraction of the defender's total AFVEs which are infantry. Recall that the effects
on the casualty-velocity trade-off of increasing infantry content were broadly similar,
whether the increased infantry belonged to the attacker or the defender (see Figures C- 17
and C-18). While one could imagine differences in detail sufficient to justify separate
treatment, statistical tests on the results of the JANUS runs conducted to evaluate these
equations failed to support such a formulation (see appendix D). In the absence of further
experimental work, OINF is thus presented here as a single, summary value. Note also

n

3
I

that since maneuver force strength is expressed in terms of notional infantry and armor
components, it is therefore redundant to represent armor fractions explicitly; they are
implicit in OINF. Note that artillery and tacair/ACM strength, however, are not implied
by iINF and thus require explicit representation, as given in equations (5) and (6) above.
Finally, we will represent the local force-to-force ratio at the point of attack in
terms of AFVEs actually in contact with the enemy at any given time-that is, RECH and
BLI as defined above. The effect of attacker echelonment, for example, is thus to provide
forces for a series of firefights, each of whose local force-to-force ratio is determined
solely by the strength of the forces within direct fire range of one another at the time of
the firefight itself. Similarly, artillery and other fire support will be represented in terms
of systems immediately available for participation in the given firefight.
Given the above definitions, we may now write: o10

101

Note that this equation can produce unrealistically high casualty estimates for extreme values of
some independent variables-in particular, for very low values of #Wp,

n

the combined attacker and

defender infantry fractions, and kARM" . the number of Red artillery tubes per two kilometers of
attack frontage. The particular form of this equation emerged from the empirical work described in
appendix D, where the range of values represented in the experimental data extended from 0.1 to 0.9
for the fraction of the attackee's AFVEs that were infantry and from 0.1 to 0.9 for the fraction of the

defender's AFVEs that were infantry; hence, the data represents values of #no between 02 and 1.8.

Similarly, the experimental data included Red arillery tube totals ranging from six to 52 tubes per two
kilometers. Caution must therefore be exercised in interpreting results for infantry fractions or Red
artillery inventories very far outside those bounds. Similarly, caution should be exercised for values of
the other independent variables which greatly exceed the bounds of the experimental data from which
the equation was fit, which included velocities (V) ranging from one to eight kilometers per hour, local
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(21)

( IR kARTECH + 87MR) kA~CM

and where k1 , k 3 , k4 , and k6 are constants; 8 1B denotes the contribution of Blue short
range ACM (in units of Red AFVEs killed per assault per Blue artillery tube). 10 2 82B

denotes the contribution of Blue close air support aircraft (in units of Red AFVEs killed
per assault per two kilometers of front). 81R gives the kills of Blue AFVEs by Red short
range ACM (in units of r" ue AFVEs killed per assault per Red artillery tube); 82R gives
the kills by Red close air support aircraft (in units of Blue AFVEs killed per assault per
two kilometers); kACMC gives the ratio of ACM and CAS effectiveness against moving
targets to ACM and CAS effectiveness against stationary targets.1° 3 As noted above, C is
given as a function of attacker velocity, a, 1, P, weapon class availability and the local

force-to-force ratio, BgUI / R BCH (where BU
BU and A

I

H are reduced by the effect of

H
preliminary engagement by ACM and CAS). C is also scaled to account for the scope of
the engagement by reference to )LATK; inasmuch as the JANUS experiments to be

farce to force ratios %,A

ranging from 7.5:1 to 1:1.5, and Blue arillery inven•tries

iaging from

zero to 104 tubes per two kilometers. For a more detailed discussion, see the treatment under
"limitations*below.
102

Sim short range ACM is organi to ground combat formaons, it availability wilconsequenty
be a function of the availability of the. combat units with which it is masociated. This is rqesmensed

here by expressing ACM contributions in terms of of traditional artilley availability.
As noted above, ACM will ordinarily be less effective against stationary, concealed targets than
against exposed, moving ones. Similarly, CAS is less effective when targets are not exposed. kACoy
provides in effect a measure of the differen in effectiveness against concealed and exposed targets.

I
I
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described in appendix D were conducted at the battalion level on a two kilomnter attack
frontage, (and since constants were estimated on the basis of these results), the expression
and
'
is scaled against a baseline of a two kilometer front. Similarly, •U

I
•

AR1

RARTWH denote scaled quantities to correspond to a nominal two kilometer attack
frontage for the purposes of casualty estimation.'°

4

Note that since y in equation 19 is given as a function of nASLT, C is thus
dependent on the number of assaults carried out by the lead echelon prior to the reference
engagement. As a more general measure, we will therefore derive from (19) an
expression for Red attrition in terms of the average number of echelons required to take a
line, and the related quantity NASLT, the total number of assaults carried out by any given
echelon. To obtain NASLT, we will substitute for y using (17), decompose (19) into
separate functions of nASLT and ROl-V, integrate and solve for NASLT. Observing that C
= dROFv/dnASLV, that for a given echelon's first engagement y = 1, and that the number
of engagements a given echelon will survive is independent of ;ATK;10 5 treating the

U
i

3

direct contribution of Blue short range ACM and tacair implicitly (via the limits of
integration in 26, since g]BS does not change as a function of nASLT); and substituting for
y, we obtain:
dOF

[S1 +Q 2 (nASLT

dnASLTQ2A

104

[ aQ,

TR

RS)Q

(2£
(22)

C

The JANUS rims by which the constants were fit consisted of a series of engagements fought on a
two-kilometer assault frontage (see appendix D for a momr complete description). The constants estimated from those runs therefore represent quantities per two kilometers of froin Since red's theater
attack frontage as a whole will ordinarily be greater than two kilometers, the casualty equation is written in such a way as to compute casualties per two kilometers of front; this figure is thin scaled up to

the actual theater Mack frontage (by multiplying the bracketed quantity by one-half the actual frontage

in kilometers). To do this, it is necessary to express red md blue forces at the point of attack in terms
of AFVEs per two kilometers of front, i.e.: Au = B *2AATK; 'ARM= BART

105

Although marginal casualties-and thus C in eq

I

3

*2A i' et-.

ati 19-.-K not In effect, as

flCK
i

I

both the number of Red AFVEs in a single echelon (of fixed density pMAX) and the absolute number
of Red casualties suffered per line taken, increase in direct proportion. Hence, they cancel for the

pupses of determining the number of lines a given echelon can take, and nASLT is thus independent
of.XA1- even though C is not.
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where:
A
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I

• 3IF +,•

+

=PkAV+*k4

ARTECH(IV

(23)

k6

ARTl+I +

Q2 =k 8 DLI

5'

(24)

which implies:
dROFV •WH

=-(I + %nL-Q)

(25)

A~SLT
2
ASLT

(A

a QI(BU_-4RS)
and:1 06

i

(2pMAX-PBS) dRo

I

!

I

0
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^-

2RT

(+Q

aQI(B LFR-S)

2 nAT-Q 2

)dnsLT

(26)

NASLT

where RBpT is the cut-off (or breakpoint) strength per kilometer for a given echelon at
which Red will replace it with another (RBpT is thus a real number between 0 and PMAX),
and (2 PMAX--pBS) is the initial strength (per reference two kilometers) of a Red echelon
as it is committed to direct fire action against Blue. The quantities (2PMAx-$LRS) and

5
S

2 RBfr

thus define the initial and final strengths of the committed Red echelon. NASLT,
in these terms, gives the total number of assaults the given echelon will be able to
complete before reaching its end strength. Integrating, we obtain:
(2pLBS)2 -(2R

2

3
5

dn

P7)2

_
.=(1I-Q2 ) NSLT +

II (BLý'S)

2NASLT

(27)

which is a readily solvable quadratic in NASLT; we will use the inverse of the largest root
of this equation as the expression for Red attrition in terms of the number of echel',ns of
Red forces that are lost in taking any given Blue line (nECH):

U
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Given

ImtR•

/ASLT

m&•,

/&BIASLr
which is necessarily so, since Red's caalndties as a

result of an additioal assault ate suffered by the engaged echelon, L.
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1EC

-(28)

Finally, let us address the related question of the attacker.defender loss exchange
ratio, h, for the special case of the attacker's assault on the final Blue line. In particular,
for this decisive, final battle we can make a number of simplifying assumptions. First,
we can assume a fight to the finish-Blue has no further pre-deployed positions behind
the final line to which he could withdraw. Second, we can assume rough numerical
parity for forces in direct contact, given the substantial degree of reinforcement
characteristic of this case (Red's total surviving force in the attack sector may still
substantially exceed BOM, but the force that Red can present simultaneously within direct
fire range of the Blue defenses is unlikely to greatly outnumber Blue's local defenders).
10 7
Third, it follows that this local numerical parity occurs at a level approximating PMAX.
Finally, we can assume minimum entropy for the Red assault waves-to the extent that
this is truly the decisive battle, Red has a substantial incentive to husband his resources
carefully, and thus to replace spent assault echelons rather than wasting scarce troops.
Given these assumptions, given that the strength of the nominal defense (and thus
and
the number of Blue casualties suffered for the loss of C attackers) is (PmAXJATK),d
observing that for these circumstances Blue's defensive density (and thus Blue's
proportional artillery availability) is equivalent to Red's assault density, we can write:
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It is also possible that BOM could exceed PMAX if Blue's arrival rate were high enough, and the
duration of the fighting long enough. Arrivals in excess of ph" would be forced to deploy to the rear
of the final line as initially defined, but there need be no visible gap between the line and the
dispositions of the later arrivals; in effect, ifBoM > PMAx then Red will confromt a final line of density

I

py but extended continuously in a belt (rather than a "line") with greater tactical depth. While it is
possible that Red could continue to advance beyond the nominal final line by fighting through part of
this belt, it would be extremely difficult to hold the additional ground taken in this way (since the
"breathing space" normally afforded Red by Blue's inter-line separation distance is zero here; thus
consolidation of taken positions would be extremely difficult). Whether Red expends valuable forces
at a high rate to advance temporarily, partway into a continuous belt that cannot be taken and then
withdraw to more defensible positions to the rear, or whether Red conserves strength and halts at the

I

5

edge of such a belt, the net territorial gain, G, will be the same.

106

If BOM exceeds pMAX, absolute casualties (for both sides) would be higher if Red chose to assault
the final "belt", but since neither side can cause more than pMAX AFVEs to be simultaneously engaged
per kilometer of front, the ratio of Red to Blue casualties wil stay the same regardless of the absolute
size of either force overall. Thus h, the loss exchange ratio, is as defined in equation 29 whether Bo!
exceeds pMAx or not.
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(29)

+8 lBkARTECH + 82B

Rate of Attacker Advance

The attacker's realized rate of advance, VROA, can be described in terms of the
depth of a single Blue line (and thus the distance advanced by Red per line taken) and the
overall time required to take a Blue line.
As for the latter, the overall time required to take a line is the sum of the total
combat time required to place an assault wave successfully onto the objective, tCBT, and
the time required to commit a sufficient number of assault waves to defeat the defenders
on the objective, tCyT. As for the former, the definition of velocity given above implies:
DX
te

j

(30)

VT='

As for the latter, for any single echelon, the time required to carty out a commitment to action is the sum of two components: a more or less constant preparation time,
tOPREPI10 9 and a variable movement time for the conduct of the approach march between
the echelon's assembly area in the rear and the jump-off line for the assault, tMv. This
movement time is a function of the number of echelons required to take the position at
hand. If two echelons are needed, the second need travel only the set-back distance of its
own assembly area to reach the jump-off line. If three are needed, however, the third
echelon must traverse not only the set-back distance of the second, but also the separation

I
109

During which staff planning for the movement to contact, and especially, for the execution of the
assault itself is completed. While some advance planning can be done p•or to an actual commitment

order, it is not always possible to anticipate

ctly the point of commitment or the indicatad axis of

advance. Moreover, the circumstances of the battle at the point of attack will inevitably change over
time, requiring modification of orders so subordinate commanders within the echelon to be commited,

and possibly the modification of coordination and support arrangements with higher command
authorities. Thus, it is unlikely that any commitment of a previously unengaged formation can be
commenced without a preliminary delay for command and staff plaming.

I

I
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I
distance between the second wave's assembly area and the third's. 110 Thus, for a given
number of echelons nECH required to take a single defensive line, the average travel time

I

required for an echelon to reach the jump-off line can be written as:
nECH DASY
VM2VV

(31)

where DASY denotes the depth (or setback separation) of a single echelon's assembly
area.

Given that echelons which fail to take the defended line must still advance a

substantial distance under fire before it is recognized that a further echelon will be
required, we thus obtain:

R
2
YROA

DLI
t.C,

(32)

1
3

3
3

+ nECH (tOPR.P + IM)

where tOpREp is the preparation time required prior to committing a given echelon; and
by substitution:

(33)

DLI

"-V"+nECH

4.

+

2V-V

I

Red Flank Density

To develop an expression for PFLK, Red's flank density, we will consider the
issues of flank defense and counterattack as special cases of the general defense and
attack problem. As we noted in our earlier discussion of counterattack, Red's objective

I

with respect to flank defense is to deploy only enough force to prevent a Blue

110

Of course, if Red's station-keepingwere perfect, every time an echelon advanced into action, all
other echelons behind it would instantaneously advance a distance equal to the inter-assembly-area
setback-with the result that movement time for the approach march would be commt with respect to
the number of echelons required to take a single line. Alternatively, if no such station-keeping
movement took place at all, the final Red echelon commiutted xrior to culmination would require a
preliminary approach march equivalent to the entire distance G plus the cumulative setbacks of all
priorechelons. Although neither bound is plausible, it is difficuk touy where actual peformance will
fail between these bounds. For our purposes, we will therefore assne d station-keepig moves are
executed only when a line is taken, but that such moves are executed perfectly when they ae
attempted. Thus, while engaged against a given Blue line, no statioa keeping occurs mad the final
echelon called for against that line must conduct an approach march of a distance equal to the
cumulative setbacks of the other echelons committed before it against that particular Blue line.
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counterattack from breaking through. Any more than this minimum represents an
Sunnecessary diversion of potential assault forces from the essential task of penetrating
Blue's defense; any less than this is to risk catastrophic failure should Blue break through
and cut off Red's spearhead forces. How then can we specify this minimum, given the
military logic of attack and defense described above? Our approach will be to develop a
general expression for net territorial gain as a function of the strength of the defenses
occupying the attacker's chosen frontage, set this net territorial gain equal to the distance
Red can afford to allow the Blue counterattack to advance without cutting off the Red
spearhead, then solve for the minimum flank defensive strength consistent with this Blue
advance distance.

3

3
3

To do this, we must introduce additional notation to denote the reversed identity
of attackers and defenders under a condition of counterattack. In particular, BCA will
represent the total AFVEs available to Blue for the counterattack (and is thus the counterpart to ROFV in the theater attack case). BCAECH will signify the number of Blue AFVEs
committed to a single assault echelon, while BARTECH will denote the number of Blue
artillery tubes available to support that echelon. Blue's counterattack frontage will be
given by XA- RLI will represent the Red AFVEs defending a single line; CCA, the

I

number of counterattacker casualties suffered in taking a single Red defensive line;

Sin

ROM(tCA), the number defending the reinforced line at time tCA (where tCA denotes time

hours since the initiation of the counterattack-note that unless Blue's counterattack
and Red's theater attack begin at the same moment, tCA*t); and nUCA the number of lines
with which Red defends a given flank. Correspondingly, 'ROM(tCA) denotes the rate at
which Red flank reinforcements arrive, and VBCAT the rate at which Blue loses

counterattack strength over time during the counterattack.

VCA will be Blue's

counterattack velocity, and 4tROACA, the overall rate at which Blue advances through the
Red flank defense.

ILet

us begin the development by specifying BCASITt), the initial size of the Blue
counterattack force against which Red must defend. Note that this quantity changes over
time as Blue builds up a larger force of arriving reserves in positions suitable for counterattack. The timing of the counterattack thus affects the size of the counterattack force.
To define BCAST(t), let us therefore begin by addressing the issue of counterattack
timing.

8
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In a sense, the ideal time for Blue's counterattack is the culminating point of Red's
offensive. As Clausewitz argued, this is Red's moment of greatest vulnerability;
moreover, the later the jump-off time for the counteroffensive, the larger the counterattack force Blue will have assembled at the point of attack. Yet if Blue delays too long, he
runs the risk that Red will ignore his counterattack threat, concentrate a larger force at the
spearhead point, and attempt to break through before Blue's counterattack can be
completed. For the threat of counterattack to be serious enough to compel a real
diversion of Red assault forces, it must thus be launched early enough to break through
Red's flank defenses before Red breaks through Blue's theater defense. It follows that
Blue must begin his counterattack early enough that:
(34)

tBKB~ <tBRKR

where tBRKB denotes the projected time at which Blue's counterattack would break
through Red's flank defense, and tBRKR denotes the projected time at which Red's theater

I
I

3
1
I

offensive would break through Blue's theater defense. As a rough approximation:
tBRKR

(35)

/ROA

Dt
CA

°

S=O

(36)1

KCROA

where kO is a constant denoting the blue theater commander's preliminary estimate of
what his rate of advance will be once the counterattack is launched, and where tjo is the
("jump off") time at which the counterattack is launched, implying:
D
VROA

DCA

(37)

K --

To determine the size of the counterattack force available as of tJO, note that (like
BOM), the size of the counterattack force, BCASTI(t), is bounded. As an upper limit, Blue

IO
I

can amass no more counterattackers than he has reserves--no matter how much time he
has available before jump-off--and a fraction of these reserves, (1-#CA) are to be used in
reinforcement rather than counterattack. At the lower limit, no reserves are available for
any purpose until tBST, the time at which Blue begins to move those reserves to the point
of attack. Thus:

C
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(38)

0 if tJO < tBST
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To continue our development, note that the special circumstances of counterattack
enable us to make a number of simplifying assumptions relative to the treatment of the
theater attack problem. As noted above, for example, the width of the penetration corridor limits the depth available for flank defense; in fact, not even this distance is really
available, inasmuch as a clear channel must be maintained through the center of this
corridor to permit continued resupply and reinforcement of the Red spearhead. The width
of this clear channel, kO, will ordinarily be proportional to XATK, in that the widtr the
attack frontage, the larger the number of attackers occupying that frontage (for a constant
PMAX), the larger the number of roads required for resupply, and thus the wider the
corridor required to provide the necessary number of non-intersecting routes."'1 Given
this, we can define the total depth available to Red's flank defenders, DCA, as:
DCA =

i

2

(39)

where XATK is the Red theater attack frontage (in kilometers), and thus the width of the
Red penetration corridor, while XLOC denotes the the width (in kilometers) of the
minimum clear channel through that corridor required for the continued supply and
reinforcement of the Red spearhead. Since Blue may counterattack both flanks
simultaneously, the depth available for defense against a single pincer is thus half the
total. The constrained width of this line of communications through the
penetration

3

~

For a map analysis suggesting an average ratio of about 1:3 between XLOC and XATK,
see S.

Biddle, "Non-Intersecting Routes per Kilometer, FRG," wpulse maiuscrip, IDA.
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corridor also suggests that for Red, the rate of reserve arrival (WROM(tCA)) can be
approximated by a constant, rather than computed as a function of the number of reserves
in the theater as for Blue (i.e., since road availability through a narrow corridor is likely
to be the binding constraint on Red reserve arrivals, it is unlikely that large increases in
reserve numbers would produce corresponding increases in reserve arrivals for Red).

I
5
3

This restricted depth implies a number of consequences. First, it suggests that the
number of Red defensive lines is essentially fixed by the width of the penetration
corridor, i.e.:
DCA

m

nLICA = 1 + DLI

(40)

where DLI, the depth of a single defensive line, is assumed to be the same for Blue and

Red.
These depth constraints suggest that Red will typically be unable to afford an
elastic defense on the flanks of his penetration corridor, but rather must stand and fight to
the finish. This in turn implies that for the special case of counterattack, cc = 1; in effect,
we will assume that Red does not withdraw when there is so little depth to withdraw into.
As a consequence, we would expect a modest number of high-intensity local engagements rather than extended, rolling delays in depth. Thus, we can further assume y = 1,
since these conditions are least likely to produce the extended advances by single
echelons through multiple engagements that produce high y values. Relative to Blue's
theater defenders, Red's flank defenders will have significantly less time to prepare
defensive barriers and obstacles; we will therefore assume B = 1 for the purposes of

3
3
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counterattack. Finally, we will not explicitly consider counter-counterattacks; that is, the

1

flanks of Blue's counterattack penetration are likely to be short enough that Red attacks
against Blue's counterattack force would be dealt with by the Blue spearhead itself, rather

I

than by dedicated, passive flank defenders.1 1 2 As such, there need be no diversior. of

Blue strength into flank defense per se.

I
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Moreover, the length of Blue's flanks would in any case be short enough that the nminal valu of
allocating arriving reserves to counter-counteranack would pmsumably be low for Red relative to the

marginal value of allocating those formes to reinforcement of the Red omega line (see the analysis of
counterattack vs reinforcement abnve). Thus, even if we considered counter-counterattack explicitly as

a Red option, it would rarely be an optimal choice.
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Given this notation and these simplifying assumptions, we will now develop a
number of key expressions which will enable us to describe net territorial gain for the
counterattack as a function of RLI. Rather than solving directly for RLI, however, we will
find it algebraically more compact to begin this process by relating RLI and CCA, the
casualties suffered by the counterattacker in taking a single Red defensive line; we will
then express the counterattacker's ne. territorial gain first as a function of CCA, solve this
expression for CCA, and only then substitute for RLI, and the corresponding density of
Red flank defenders PFLK.

I

To do this, let us first observe that, given our simplifying assumptions, we may
rewrite (19) for the special case of counterattack as:

i

. (2 -'j

CA

(41)
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where:
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-
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^
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A

orsndg

and where RU denotes the scaled equivalent of k corresponding to the two kilometer
benchmark frontage used in the JANUS runs from which the constants were estimated,

1

2 PMAX

gives the initial strength of a single Blue counterattack echelon (for the same two

kilometer benchmark frontage), VCA denotes the Blue assault velocity, iARTI gives the
scaled number of artillery tubes available to support a single Red defensive line, and

I
I
I

C
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echelon. 113 Given our
•ARTECH gives the number of tubes supporting a single assault
assumption that for counterattack, y = 1, and given that the strength of a single Blue
counterattack echelon is (PMAX)CA), it follows that:

nBCHCA

(46)3

CA

=

PMAX-CA

3

and:
•FBCAGCA

-

I

CCA
LD(47)

where nECHCA is the number of Blue counterattack echelons required to take a single Red
defensive line, and VBCAGCA is the counterattacker's loss rate per kilometer of realized
advance. 1 14 This in turn enables us to define the counterattacker's realized rate of
advance in terms of C \ (and thus, implicitly, in terms of RL). In particular, by analogy

I

3

to (33):
VROACA = DLI

CCA

D

CCAD AsY(48)

AS
+ 22
kt
/
C
LI
MVRSVPMAXLATK
VC-AtOPREP
PMAXATK

I

where tOPREP is assumed to be the same for Blue counterattackers and Red theater
115
attackers.
Given this, we can define the Blue counterattacker's attrition rate in AFVEs per
hour of counterattack, VBCAT, as:
=BCAT
CCA DU
VROACA
=-CA

(49)

3
I

and thus the strength of the Blue counterattack force at any given time tCA, subsequent to
the initiation of the counterattack as:

mlus .
T,~-2R A n / XI. and %
-R
RTCH= 2 ARTECHt;LCA.
C'
A hI
echelons amreplaced only when urmihilated; Le., that BBpr = 0.
114 114LAssuming that Blue countertack

113

115

Note

in our simplifying asumpinms above we have argued that nUQMCA will no0owdiaiy

fall far below 1; it can, however, be variably greater than I depending upon circumstmce.
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UBCA(tCA)

=ýMax [O0'BCAST(t)+tCA ý'BCAT]

(0

Note also that we can now use (41), by analogy from (29), to define hCA, the loss
exchange ratio (now Blue casualties/Red casualties) for the decisive engagement on Red's
reinforced line, as:

3
i

3

h CA

2pQlo
2MAX

(51)

The final key expression in RLI is the strength of the final Red defensive line as a
function of tCA. Assuming that Red will move unengaged reserves to reinforce this final
line once the Blue point of counterattack is known,1 16 then we may write, by analogy to
(4):
tiREIT
j RIA if tCA 5 tRST +
M(CA) =-- RI + (tCA "tRST" tRPR

Itif
i

(52)

CA > tRST + tR p
We will now use these expressions to describe the net territorial gain attained by
Blue's counterattack, GCA, as a function of CCA. In particular, let us define:
G(CA (tCA)

I•

) VROMOA)

(53)

= tCA VROACA

We earlier described the dynamics of theater-level attack and defense in terms of a
"culminating point" at which a weakening attacker is no longer able to advance against a
reinforced local defense at the attackers chosen point of attack; let us denote the time at
which this culminating point is reached for the Blue counterattack as tCA* In particular,
we may define t"A as the earliest time at which:117

1

116

Note, however, that unlike (4), we will not specify an explicit upper bound here. In effect, we will
use an explicit bound on the size of the Red reserve force itself (which will be defined to be only as
large as necessary to prevent a Blue breakthrough) to prevent Red from moving more reserves to the
final line than he has forces available in the theater to be moved.

117

Equations (50)' (51) and (52) together imply that where tý does not exist, Red's allocation of
forces to flank defense is inadequate to halt the Blue counterattack prior to its breaking through.
Inasmuch as we will define Red's offensive force avilability as the excess of total fore over the

requirement for adequate flank defense of the ground taken by Red in the offensive, and inasmuch as

I

I
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I
hCA RO. ( týA

=BA

(544)1

(tA)

I

which implies, given (50) and (52):18
tCA

=

3

+ tRPREP) 4'ROM(tCA)
BCAST(t) - hCA RLI + hCA ($ST
hCA VI/ROM(tCA) - VBCAT

E

3

and thus, the net territorial gain for the Blue counterattack:
BCAST(t) - hCA RU+

]

ROACA
( )hCA (tRST + tPREP) VROM(tCA)
hCA VROM(tCA)

-

(56

VBCAT

To rewrite this expression in CCA and solve, note that:
"'BCAT/

~

=

(57)1

V.BCAGCA

and that (41) implies that:
(2p MAX - RRS2) +'A']
+
2
QX0
Ru= CCA

i
(58
(58)

Given this, rearranging terms, and substituting, using (56), (58), (47) and (57), and given
that Red's optimal flank density obtains when GCA (tA) = DCA, we obtain:

(59)

1CA + C-b +•=0
CA

CCA

where:

I
I

U
BcA(tcA)

as defined in equation (50) is always a positive number, any condition under which ta• does

not exist for some value of Ru is therefore a condition under which Red net tWritorial gain will be
zero - which is an outcome consistent with the logic of permitting Red to take only a much ground as
he can hold against Blue counrac
I18

And assuming for the sake of compactness that the resulting tCA lies between the bounds
speified in (52) above; the alternative development for týA outside these bounds, while tedious, is
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I

2
p•,

2

cv• D•

MXCA VRSV

t PR
PD A CAW

I

(60)

DChCA VRoM(CA)
UI.

MO )

MAX'CAL
D

DCA hCA VROM(tCA)

+ DwCA+2P QC
A R2
ULQ10

U
h

(61)

CA
ABS2 -B
CAST(t)

I -v2

(62)

hCA VROM (tCA) (tRST + tRPP)

3

a readily solvable quadratic in CCA, which enables us to solve for RLI by substitution
using (58). Given that, we obtain the Red flank density:

(63)

RP n- CA
'CA

5
I

I

3

5.

Red Net Territorial Gain

It remains to interrelate the terms developed above to provide an expression for
Red net territorial gain. In particular, we seek here to describe the conditions under
which Red will reach a culminating point, to distinguish these from conditions that
produce breakthrough, and for circumstances where culmination obtains, to specify Reds
net territorial gain at that culminating point.
First, however, we must define a few final quantities relating to Red force availability for offensive use. In addition to the flank defense "overhead cost" described in the
previous section, Red must also deploy forces along the international border away from
Red's intended point of attack, and Red must also withhold unengaged reserves at least
sufficient to meet the demand for reinforcement of in-place flank defenses in the event of
Blue counterattack. Forces allocated to such duties cannot be used in the Red offensive
spearhead. As for the latter, the number of Red AFVEs required for reinforcement of
flank defenses is given by:

R

(64)

{ if t()CA <tRsT +t,

RSV=L 2VROM (tCA)(t*CA - tT-tRRE

t
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otherwise

Red's required force density (in AFVEs per kilometer) for defense of the border
away from the intended point of attack, pMN, is determined by two related requirements:
the need to pin Blue forward forces away from the main attack sector to prevent their
easy disengagement and displacement to the point of attack, and the need to defend
against a possible cross-border counterstroke by uncommitted Blue reserves. Unlike
Red's flank defense requirements, we will not attempt to model these quantities in detail
here; rather, we will simply assume that Red must set aside a certain, constant number of
AFVEs to pin each opposing forward AFVE, a certain, constant number of AFVEs to
defend the international border against attack by each Blue counterattacker, and that these
requirements are additive in nature. Thus:

P

+ kDEFBRSVCA
MN
ATK

(65)

I
i

3

3

THR

where kpN and kDEF are constants.119

Given these definitions, we may now specify the size of the offensive forces with
which Red opens the operation, ROFVST:
ROFVST = R - pMINTHR - I.ATK) - RRSV

(66)

This initial quantity of available offensive forces diminishes over time, however,

n

as a combined result of casualties in taking Blue defensive lines, losses to Blue tacair and
ACM, and as a result of ongoing diversions of otherwise-offensive forces into flank
defense, thus:

[nECHATK(pMAX - RB~r) + 83
/ROFVT ---

A

DLI

ROA

2p(7
FLK

]

(67)

where VROFVT is the net rate at which Red's offensive spearhead changes size (in AFVEs
per hour), VROA is the Red rate of advance (in kilometers per hour), and 83 denotes Red

These expressions are given here in mers of two constants a more mtisfactoy approach would be
to compute Red's off-axis requirements by the same logic used to determine combat outcomes
generally, assuming putative attackers in the form of Blue counterstroke forces, and other
circumstances as a function of Red's need to prevent a breakthrough off-axis while prosecuting his own
offensive at the chosen point of attack. This approach is, of course, utilized to compute Red's
requirements for defense against Blue counterattacks directed against the Red penetration itself; to
extend this logic to Red's defense of the international border away from the penetration coridor would
increase computer rim-times substanially, and has not been implemented here.
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AFVE losses to Blue long range tacair and ACM (per hour). 120 Thus, Red's available
offensive strength at any given time, t, is:
R OFV(t) = max [ O,RoFVST + t VROFVT]

3
,

(68)

Given these definitions, we may now describe Red's net territorial gain at any
given time t as:
G(t)

(69)

vROA

As we have discussed above, this ground gain may produce either breakthrough or

culmination short of breakthrough; let us begin by considering the case in which culmi-

3

nation obtains. In particular, let us define a time t* at which Red reaches its culminating
point; that is, the earliest time at which: 121
h BOM(t*) = ROFV(t*)

(70)

Substituting for BOM(t*) and ROFV(t*) using (4) and (68), and rearranging terms,

3

we obtain:
t*-[R oFvST

-h

B I+ h

B.,t

(t..p+

t.T)]

h VBOlff(t) - VROFVT

3

I

and thus, Red net territorial gain for conditions under which the Red offensive reaches
culmination prior to breakthrough is given by:

I120

Red AFVE

losses to Blue CAS are included in the determination of nECH, the number of Red

echelons required to take a Blue defensive line; see (19) above.
121

Whe-e no such time exists.-that is, where the strength of Red's offensive spearhead (a declining
function of time) never comes into equilibrium with the strength of Blue's defenses on the omega line
(an increasing function of time)--or where this equilibrium is reached only after Red has advanced
beyond the depth of Blue's prepared defense, the result is by definition brealmkthgh, rather than
culmination (breakthrough being the consequence of the absence of a culminating point; see the
discussion under "theater dynamics" above). The case of Red breakthrough is discussed in greamw
detail below.

I
12

Foin

t 3MW

+

t~r; development for the alternative case follows readily from (4)

by substitution.

I
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I
G(t*) =

h 1BOMF(t) - 41ROFVT

(72)

As for the alternative outcome-in which the defender fails to impose culmination
and a breakthrough occurs-the conditions defining this case can be described using the
culminating point expression given in equation 72. Recall that a breakthrough, as
described earlier, is in effect an attacker penetration that exceeds the depth of the
e' ended zone prior to the defender bringing sufficient reserves to the point of attack to
halt the attacker's advance. This outcome will obtain if and only if:G(t*) > D

3

(73)

where G is as given in equation 72, and D is defined as the total depth of the defended
zone in kilometers, as given in equation 16. As a point of departure for analysis, we will
assume here that if this condition holds and Red thus breaks through, Blue is effectively
defeated; in effect, we will assume an arbitrarily high net territorial gain for any offensive
that breaks through the Blue defense. 123
6.

3

Limitations

Equation 73 completes the development of the relationship between net territorial
gain and the given independent variables. These equations have important limitations,
however, and must be used with discrimination. As we noted in the introduction to this
appendix, for example, the class of phenomena addressed by these equations is limited to
high intensity land warfare between sophisticated opponents. As a result, these equations
cannot be used to determine counter-infiltration or administrative/logistical requirements
that might limit a combatant's ability to reduce forces to very low levels in a theater or
war. Likewise, while these equations may be of some utility with respect to high
intensity conflicts outside the European theater (e.g., the Mideast or southwest Asia), they

3
3
1
I

123

This is of course not necessarily the cae attackers could be too nea exhaustion at the point of
breakthrough to exploit their victory, arriving defender reserves could succeed in re-establishing a

defensive perimeter infront of the attackes exploitation force, or arriving reserves could counterattack
an unconstrained attacker with sufficient success to contain the exploitation. None of these are
impossible, though some may be substantially unlikely. It seems appropriate, however, to begin with a
simple assumption that attacker breakthrough defeats the defender in modern warfare. This
assumption could be relaxed to consider some or all of the alternatives noted here, but this has not been
attempted in this appendix.
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are not appropriate to consideration of low intensity conflict, and their applicability to
combat between low-sophistication opponents is unclear.

I

The equations above employ a number of simplifying assumptions to streamline
the analysis-while many of these could be relaxed in further work, they must be taken

into account for appropriate use of the existing formulation. These include the inability
of forward defensive forces to displace laterally for counterconcentration; the summary

treatment of Red's off-axis force requirement to defend against Blue cross-border
invasion; the restrictions on Red's range of choice with respect to attack frontages and the

I

employment of forces in flank defense; and the absence of a requirement for residual Red
forces to exploit fully an accomplished breakthrough or a detailed treatment of operations
subsequent to such a breakthrough.
There were also a number of potentially significant issues which, due to time and
resource constraints, received limited attention here. The effects of variations in natural
terrain or weapon quality (as opposed to weapon class); the highly aggregate treatment of
tacair and ACM; constraints (other than en route air or ACM attack) on the ability of
defenders to withdraw successfully under fire; and the absence of an explicit consideration of weapon classes beyond armor, infantry and artillery (e.g., attack helicopters or air
defense systems), or of logistical or command systems per se, are all issues which would
benefit from more detailed consideration than was possible here. The extent of formal

3

Sproof for deduced properties is quite limited in the discussion above; a more thoroughgoing mathematical argument would be a valuable addition. The effects of intangibles
such as morale or training are not considered here, nor are the potential roles of

3

San

3

I
I

organizational or social variables. We also do not consider here the possibility of variations in the fundamental war aims of the two sides. That is, it is assumed throughout that
the underlying objective of the theater invader is to seize and assert political control over
the territory of the invaded (and/or to annihilate the opposing armed forces as an essential
means to this end). Yet it is possible that at very low force levels--where seizure and
control of territory (or annihilation of opposing forces) can become very difficult--that
aggressor would instead choose what Archer Jones has termed a "raiding strategy,"
where opposing forces are avoided and where military power is used for coercive
purposes, to threaten with destruction economic and political assets which are vulnerable,

C
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I
but which an aggressor could not hold against counterattack.1Z An unconventional aim
of this sort, while not without historical precedent, and while potentially worthy of further
analysis, nevertheless lies beyond the scope of the theory developed here. Similarly,
protracted guerilla-style infiltration or terror campaigns have not been considered here.
Finally, it should be noted that less attention was devoted to the equations'
behavior in some regions of the potential independent variable space than in others. In
particular, given the focus of the study on the implications of low force levels, the consequences of very high force levels received limited consideration. While we might expect,
for example, diminishing marginal return effects with respect to various phenomena
addressed in the equations (e.g., reserve arrival rates as a function of theater force size; or
planning and command response times as a function of the size of committed forces),
these effects were not given explicit attention. Where the implications of large force size
were clearly crucial-as in the case of the attacker's local AFVE concentration-

I

3

phenomena that are probably best represented by diminishing marginal return relationships are instead approximated by imposed ceilings.
Similarly, the nature of the functional forms which emerged from the JANUS

I

testing display particular sensitivity for certain values of certain independent variables.
In particular, for very low levels of attacker artillery RARTECH, equation 19 will tend to
predict unreliably high attacker casualties. To a lesser degree, very low values for #INF,

I

the combined attacker and defender infantry fractions, will tend to inflate casualties. An
exponential form for either variable would eliminate this over-sensitivity, but the tests
conducted did not provide sufficient variance in these parameters to estimate an
exponential form with sufficient confidence. We have thus retained the form given in
equation 19 as a point of departure (for a more detailed discussion see appendix D);
caution should be exercised, however, in interpreting results where independent variable
values diverge significantly from the range of values considered in the experimental data

1

from which this form was fit.125 Finally, the particular form chosen for the denominator

I

I
124

Archer Jones, The Ant of Warmi the Westrun World (Chicago: University of Miinis Press, 1987).

125

pp. 666-7.
Where, as noted above, that range extended from from 0.1 to 0.9 for the fraction of the atackes
AFVEs that were infantry and from 0.1 to 0.9 for the fraction of the defender's AFVEs that were
infantry; hence, the data represents values of #
between 0.2 and 1.8. For Red atillery, the

experimental data included inventories ranging from six to 52 tubes per two kiometem Ranges for
other varibles included velocities (V) ranging from one to eight kilometers per hour, local force to
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I
in the red artillery term of the casualty expression (equation 19) can create difficulties at
very high theater force-to-force ratios (or very high red artillery inventories). In particular, for theater force-to-force ratios in excess of about 2.0, the (1+V) formulation creates a
casualty-reduction incentive for red to choose very row velocities that can be so strong as
overwhelm the disadvantages of allowing blue to counterconcentrate fully in the

3to

meantime--and strong enough to cause a disproportionate increase in net territorial gain
for force-to-force ratios at which this effect is possible. If instead, constants are reestimated using the same experimental data but according to a functional form in which
(I+V) is replaced with (.I+V), the resulting casualty equation is nearly as strong a fit to

i

Sin

5

the experimental data, but the incentive for very low red velocity choices is greatly
reduced and as a consequence, net territorial gain for force-to-force ratios above 2.0 is
greatly reduced. Further experimental work-and in particular, the accumulation of addi26
tional data for very low assault velocities-will be required to resolve this instability;1
the meantime, however, caution is warranted in interpreting results for force-to-force
ratios above 2.0.
This completes our formal description of net territorial gain G, as a function of
force employment (i.e., the attacker's choice of V, and the defender's choices of 4g'D,
83, 84,), terrain (B), and of
82,
,
81NF
nLI and w), weapon mix (BART, RART,
course the force-to-space and force-to-force ratios (B, R, and X.THR). For convenience,
kCA,

variable definitions have been collected in Table C-1. Computations associated with
these equations have been automated in the form of a FORTRAN code described in
appendix E; the validity of these equations in experimental testing is addressed in
appendix D.

I
I
I
force ratios iA, r1 ranging from 7.5:1 to 1:1.5, and Blue artillery inventories ranging from zero to
1 104 tubes per two kilometers.
The lower the assault velocity, the greater the computer time required to complete a single JANUS
experimenlt. As a result, resource constraints have made it impossible to complete a sufficiently large
number of very low velocity runs to distinguish conclusively between the fits obtained for the

respective functional forms. Additional experimental work is ongoing, but incomplet at the present
time.

S
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Table C-I. Variable Definilsl7

B

Blue maneuver forces in theater (AFVEs), B: R-•[0,o] (#)

BART

Blue artillery in theater (tubes), BARr

BARTECH

Blue artillery supporting a single counterattack echelon (tubes), BARTECH: R--+(O,oo)

9ARTECH

Blue artillery supporting a single counterattack echelon (tubes, scaled to two-kilometer

3

R-4[0,-) (#)

benchmark frontage), AApTCH: R--qO,0)
Blue artillery supporting a single defensive line (tubes), BARTI R-4[0,0o)
Blue artillery supporting
a single defensive line
(tubes, scaled to two-kilometer
benchmark

BARTL
SARTL

frontage),
BcA(tcA)

T

R--[0,00)

U
3

Blue maneuver forces assigned to counwrattak surviving at tiue tc (AFVEs), BCA(tCA):
R-+[O,oo)

BCAST(

Blue maneuver forces available for counterattack at time counteratck begins (AFVEs),
BCAST(t): R-4[0,00)

BCAECH

Blue single assault echelon maneuver force initial strength (AFVEs). BCAECH: R--[0.)

ACAECH

Blue single assault echelon maneuver force initial strength (AFV.s, scaled to two-kilometer

BFWD

Blue maneuver forces allocated to forward positions (AFVEs), BFWD: R.-+[0,oo)

BU

Blue maneuver forces defending a single defensive line, (AFVEs), BU: R--)(0,oo)

benchmark frontage), A
CAE

: R~-+[0,00)

Blue maneuver forces defending a single defensive line (AFVEs, scaled

two-kilometer

benchnark fro=tage), AU: R-K(O,0)

127

3

3

Exogenous independent variables are denoted by (#); endogenous independent variables by (##);
constants by ($); the dependent variable is G. All other variables given are endogenous instrumental
variables.
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Table C-1 (continued)

i

BRSV

3BOM(t)
I

I
3
g

Blue maneuver forces defending final defensive line at time t (AFVEs), BOM(t): R-[I0,oo)

C

Red casualties required to take a single blue defensive line (AFVEs), C: R-+(0,0a)

CCA

Blue casualties required to take a single red flank defensive line (AFVEs), CCA: R--)(0,00)

D

Overall depth of the blue defended zone (kilometers), D: R--(O0oo)
Depth of an assembly area (kilometers), D

R-4(0,oo) ($)

DCA

Depth of red's flank defense against blue countterattack (kilometers), D CA : R--+(0,00)

DU

Depth of a single defensive line (kilometers), D~i

G(t)

Red net territorial gain at time t (kilometers), G: R-+ [0,oo)

GCA(tCA)

Ground gained by blue counterattack at time tCA (kilometers), GCA(tCA): R--[0,00)

h

Loss exchange ratio in combat on final blue defensive line (dimensionless: [red AFVEs
lost/blue AFVEs lost]), h: R--[i0,.o)

hCA

Loss exchange ratio in counteroffensive combat on final red defensive line (dimensionless:

l

R--(+0o) ($)

[blue AFVEs lost/red AFVEs lost]), hCA: R-+ [0, a.)

ko

I

Blue maneuver forces allocated to theater reserve (AFVEs), BRSV: R-4•0,0)

SkI

Constant, minimum attack frontage (kilometers) ($)
Constant, related to C (dimensionless) ($)

kp

Constant, red AFVEs required to pin one forward blue AFVE away ftom the point of atack
(dimensionless) ($)

kD]F

Constant, red AFVEs required to defend against one reserve blue AFVE away from the point
of attack (dimensionless) ($)

Sk

3

Constant, related to C (dimensionless) (S)

I
I

i
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Table C-1 (continued)

k4Constan

related to C (dimensionless) ()

g

k5

Constant, related to a (dimensionless) ($)

k6

Constant, related to C (dimensionless) ($)

k8

Constant, (fractional increase in attacker casualties due to entropy effect of depth per

kilometer advanced trough defended teritry) ($)
kACMC

Constant, ratio of ACM and CAS lethality vs stationary targets to ACM and CAS lethality vs

3
3

moving targets (dimensionless) (S)
kAE

Constant, number of offensive echelons whose organic artillery is available to support a single

I

assault by the lead echelon (dimensionlers) ($)
k

Constant, increase in attack frntage per offensive AFVE (kilometers/AFVE) ($)

nASLT

Number of successive assaults completed successfully by a single offensive echelon prior to

I

reference assault (dimensionless), nASLT: R--(O,oO)
N

Total number of successive assaults completed successfully by a single offensive echelon

5

(dimensionless), NASLT: R--+(Oo)
SNumber

of offensive echelons required to take a single defensive line (dimensionless),

nEC: R--•0,oo)
"nECHCA

3

Constant, estimated number of blue echelons required to take a single red defensive line;
related to t1 0 determination (dimensionless), nEC

A:R-+(0,00) ($)

n

Number of predeployed blue defensive lines (dimensionless), nil: R-+[1,0) (k)

nLICA

Number of predeployed red flank defense lines (dimensionless), nLCA: R-4[I,-)

n LJTOT

Total blue defensive lines, predeployed and subsequently occupied (dimensionless),

3
I

nrOT: R-,[l,oo)
QI

Instrumental quantity, related to red casualties per average assault
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Table C-1 (continued)

S2

Instrumental quantity, related to red casualties per average assault

3Q0
I

Instrumental quantity, related to CCA

R

Red maneuver forces in theater (AFVEs), R. R--.(0,oO) (#)

RART

Red artillery in theater (tubes), RART: R-4[0,

IRART

I

H

ARTECH

R.ART

SARTLU

3R
I

T

RECH
ECH

(#)

Red artillery supporting a single assault echelm (AFVEs), RARTECH: R--[0,oo)

Red artillery supporting a single assault echelon (tubes, scaled to two-kilometer benchmark

fhntage),ft

3

@o)

R-:-(0,oo)

Red artillery supporting a single defensive line (tubes), RARTLi R-+[0,0o)
Red artillery supporting a single defensive line (tubes, scaled to two-kilcmeter benchmark
frontage)jXRTU: R--[OOo)
Red residual maneuver strength at which a single assault echelon will break off an attack
(AFVEs), RpT: S--+[0, PMAX] (#)
Red single assault echelon maneuver force initial strength (AFVEs), R.

: R-+[0,oo)

Red single assault echelon maneuver force strength (AFVEs, scaled to two-kilometer

benchmark frontage),.'ft : R-+(0,00)
RLu

5

U •Red

Red maneuver forces defending a single defensive line (AFVEs), R.Li R-,[0,eo)

maneuver forces defending a single defensive line (AFVEs, scaled to two-kilometer

benchmark frontage), ftI: R-[0,00)
RRSv

SROFV(t)

Red contingency reserve for augmenting flank defenses (AFVEs), RRSV: R-+[0,00)
Red mareuver forces assigned to offensive use surviving at time t (AFVEs),

SRoFV(t: R--[0,oo)

I
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Table C.I (continued)
ROFVST

Red maneuver forces available for offensive use at time theater offensive begins (AFVEs).
ROFVST: R-+(0,00)

ROM(t)

Red maneuver forces defending final defensive line at time t (AFVEs), ROM(t): R---[O.o)

t

[0.)
Time (hours, measured from initiation of theater offensive), t: R--O,

t*

I

'Timered culminating point is reached (hours, measured from initiation of theater offensive).

t*: R--•(OOO)
t

'CA

Tune blue counterattack reaches culminating point (hours, measured from blue conteuattack
jump-oft, teCA: R--(O,.)

tBPRF.P,

Time required to prepare blue reinforcement positions for combat (hours, measured from blue

reinforcement arrival), t3PREP: R
tBRKB

c[0,
-) (#)

Estimated time that blue will break through red flank rear defense line if not halted (hours,

measured from blue counterattack jump-off), tmRU: R-4[,-)
tBRKU

Estimated time that red will break through blue theater rear defense line if not halted (hours.
measured from initiation of theater offensive), t.RKR: R-+[O, oe)

tBST

Tume that blue begins to move reserves toward point of attack (hours, measured from

initiation of theater offensive), tBS

R-*oo,

3
3

Time blue counterattack jumps off (hours, measured from initiation of theater offensive),

tJO: R-[o,-w)I
tMV

!I

") (#)

ATime (hours, measured fiom blue counterattackjump-off), tA: R-[O, -. )
tio

3

Time required for uncommitted assault echelon to complete approch march (hours, measured

a

from completion of preparation), tMV: R-=,[0,o)
tOPREP

Time required to prpr uncommited assault echelon to begin approach march (hours,
measured from termination of preceedng echelon's assault), tOPR: R--*-,o.) (#)

STime required to prepare red flank reinforcement positions for combat (hours, measured from
red reinforcement arrival), tRPREP: R-+[O, so.) ()
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Table C-1 (continued)

I

tRST

Time that red begins to move reserves toward point of counterattack (hours, measured from
initiation of blue counterattack), tRS: R---*(-o,-) (#)

3

V

Assault velocity (kilometers per hour), V: R-+(0,00) (##)

SVCA

Counterattack assault velocity (kilometers per hour), VCA: R--O,0o) (#)

VRSV

Reserve road march velocity (kilometers per hour), VRSV: R--(0,O) (#)

w

Fraction of maneuver forces defending a given line to be withdrawn (dimensionless),
R-+[0,1] (if)

WIU

Fraction of maneuver forces defending a given line that survive withdrawal (dimensionless)
w
wSURV : R--+[0,1)

i

Instrumental quantity, related to CCA

3

Instrumental quantity, related to CCA
E

a

Instrumental quantity, related to CCA

Scalar multiple representing the decrease in auacker casualties in a given assault as a result of
early termination of defensive fire upon withdrawal, relative to a fight to the finish under
otherwise identical circumstances (dimensionless), cc R---(O, 1]

Scalar multiple representing the increased slope of the attackers casualty-velocity tadeo
frontier as a result of the availability to the defender of additional barier preparation labor not
organic to the defending maneuver units themselves (dimensionless), P: R--[I, -o)

7

Scalar multiple representing the increase in attacker casualdes in a given assault as a result of
entropy induced by the lead echelons advance thuough defended depth prior to the assault in
question, relative to an atck conducted with perfect coherence under otherwise identical
circumstances (dimensionless), T. R--[lp)

B1I

Blue short range ACM contribution (red AFVE kills per blue artillery tube per assault per two

5kilometers),

81B: R-*

iI
I
I

.a.

Q

i

Table C-I (continued)

SBlue

CAS contribution (red AFVE kills per assault per two kilometers),
8 2B :

R-+ [0' (ftCH-81B)] (*)

8 1R

Red short range ACM contribution (blue AFVE kills per red autillery tube per assault per two

82R

Red CAS contribution (blue AFVE kills per assault per two kilometers),
82R:

R-+ [ o. o ,-8,,)](e)

83

Blue BAI-long range ACM contribution (red AFVE kills per hour), 83: R-+ [0,RoFVST] (0)

84

Red BAI-long range ACM contibution (blue AFVE kills per hour), 84: R-+ 10,BRSV] (4)

*CA

Fraction of blue reserve AFVEs allocated to counteratack (dimensionless),
*CA: R-4[O,1] (#)

FWD

Fraction of blue AFVEs deployed forward (dimensionless), #FWD: R-+ (0,1] (##)

#INF

Sum of fraction of red and fraction of blue maneuver AFVEs that are infantry (dimensionless),
#INF: R-e [0,21 (#)

NS

Contibution of blue CAS and short range ACM on defense (red AFVE kills per red assault

Ps

1
5
3
i

[o

0. ýft]

per two kilomneters), iLS R
NBS2

f
3

Contribution of blue CAS and short range ACM on offense (red AFVE kills per blue assault

per two kilometers), LBS2 : R -+[ o1,]

!

Contribution of red CAS and short range ACM on offense (blue AFVE kills per red assault

3

per two kilometers), pRS: R

-+

[

0. A.
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Table C-1 (continued)

I

/.LRS2

Contribution of red CAS and shAm range ACM on defense (blue AFVE kills per blue assault

3per
3ATK

Length of led theater attk frontage (kilome er

3

X'CA

Length of blue counterattack frontage (kilometers), "CA: R -+ (0,.o) (U)

XLOC

Length of red frontage required as clear channel to resupply and reinforce assault elements

two lometers), LRS2: R -+

I

5

[ o,
TK:

[

0.A7m )R

(kilometrs). X C: R -+ (0•)
A

Length of theater (kilometers), AM: R-+(O,.) (#)

PFLX

Density of red flank defense (AFVEs per kilometer), pFLK: R-)10, -)

PMAX

Maximum maneuver force density for single assault echelon at point of atack (AFVEs per

kilometer), pMAX: R--)(0.-) (#)
iPMN

3

Minimum maneuver farce density required by red away from poit of anack (AFVEs per

kilometer), pMIN: R--+[0,.o)
VROA

Rate of Red theater advance (kin per hour), VROA: R -+ (Op.)

VROFVT

Rate of change in available Red attack forces (AFVEs per hour). fROFVT: R -+ (-.,, 0]

VROFVG

Rate of change in available Red attack forces (AFVEs per kilometer of penetaon),
VROFVG: R -+ (-a. 0]

I

#BOMT<t)

Rate of arrival of Blue reserves on final line (AFVEs per hour), VBOMT<t): R

3

VROACA

Rae of Blue counterattack advance (km per hour), VROACA: R -+ (Op.)

VBCAT

Rate of change in Blue counterattack force due to losses (AFVEs per hour),
lVBCAT: R -+ (- o.O]

i

-+

yBCAS't) Rate of buildup of Blue reserves for couterattck at time t (AFVEs per hour),
i

SwBCAOCA

I.

A{

t): R -+ (0,-)

Rate of change in Blue counterattack force due to losses (AFVEs per kiomete" of
penetion), VBCAGrA: R - (- , 0]
0
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Appendix D
TESTS FOR VALID)ITY
Stephen D. Diddle and David G. Gray
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A. INTRODUCTION

I

3
3
£
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Appendix C describes a formal theory of force to space ratios, and motivates that
theory in terms of inherent, or a priori plausibility. A priori plausibility alone, however,
is a weak basis for confidence in a theory or its policy implications. To merit greater
confidence, a theory must survive attempted falsification through systematic comparison
with real world outcomes. This appendix describes the testing methodology, experimental design and procedures, and results obtained in the falsification attempts undertaken in
this study. The equations described in Appendix C are those that survived this process of
test; potential alternative formulations that failed under testing are described. Finally,
constant parameter values for the equations described in Appendix C are estimated from
experimental results.
B.

TEST METHODOLOGY
Three broad alternatives were considered as test methodologies. Ex post facto

techniques use past events as evidence; "large n" or statisticalex post methods control for
extraneous effects by exploiting partial correlation within a large database of many past
events, while "small n" or comparative ex post methods obtain control by careful
selection of a small number of events for in-depth study. Ex ante techniques create new
events for evidence by conducting experiti'ents in which control is obtained by deliberate

manipulation of the circumstances of the observed event.I
For our purposes, none of these methods is wholly sufficient. Statistical ex post

I

techniques require a suitable data base. Existing data on historical combat results, however, are of uneven quality and lack coverage of variables crucial to the phenomenon
under study here. 2

1

For comparisons of these approaches, see Arend Lijphart, "Comparative Politics and the Comparative
Method," American Political Science Review, September 1971, pp.682-693; Harry Eckstein, "Case
Study and Theory in Political Science" in Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby, (eds.), SUM~g1~l

of lnguira, Vol.7 of The Handbook of Political Science (Menlo Park, CA: Addison-Wesley, 1975),

2

pp.79-137; Richard A. Brody and Charles N. Brownstein, "Experimentation and Simulation," in
Greenstein and Polsby, op. cit., pp.211-264; and Alexander L. George, "Case Studies and Theory
Development: The Method of Structured, Focused Comparison," in Paul G. Lauren, (ed.), WlomaX*
New Apnroaches in History Theory and Policy (New York: Free Press, 1979), pp.43-68.
Probably the best currently available database on historical combat results is that compiled by the
Historical Evaluation and Research Organization (HERO), and described in Robert L. Helmbold uid
Aqeel A. Khan, Combat History Analysis Study Effort (CHASE): Prog-eSS RCe=n, (Bethesda, MD:
U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency, August, 1986), CAA-TP-86-2. The quality of these data is
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a
Comparative ex post techniques offer the potential for superior data quality and
more appropriate variable coverage. Comparative methods, however, are labor intensive,
and thus are most practical where the number of cases can be kept very small. This is a
problematic requirement for a multivariate theory such as that proposed in Appendix C.
Under the right circumstances, a small number of cases can conclusively disprove even a
multivariate theory, but rarely can a multivariate theory be lent substantial credibility by a

I

I

3

small number of cases alone.3
Ex ante techniques offer superior flexibility and span of control and enable a
multivariate theory to be more fully examined. For our purposes, however, a true ex ante
experiment would require actual combat and thus is clearly impractical. As a

3

consequence, experiments must be conducted via simulation, rather than in the real world
itself; thus ex ante techniques involve some loss of verisimilitude relative to ex post facto

observation of real combat results.
Any given technique poses a particular set of tradeoffs. Ideally, a combination
would offer the greatest potential confidence in the validity of the outcome; time and
resource constraints, however, make simultaneous pursuit of multiple methods impossible

disputed; see T.N. Dupoy, et. al., Analysis of Factors that have Influenced Outcomes of Battles and
Wars: A Data Base of Battles and Enaements (Bethesda, MD: U.S. Army Concepts Analysis

Agency, September 1984), CAA-SR-84-6, VoL 1, Main Report, for reviews of data samples by referees
from the the U.S. Army Military History Institute; the U.S. Army Center of Military History; the

I

Department of Military History, U.S. Military Academy; and the U.S. Army Combat Studies Institute.
A similar data collection effort conducted by the RMC/Vertex Corporation and sponsored by the
SHAPE Technical Center produced statistical results consistent with the presence of significant data
errors. For a description of the data collection effort and statistical results, see Rex Goad, "Predictive
Equations for Opposed Movement and Casualty Rates for Land Forces." and James K. Cockrell,
"Prediction of Advances in Combat," in Reiner K. Huber, Lynn F. Jones, and Egil Reine, (ads.),
Military StrateXy and Tactics: Computer Modeling of Land War Pmblems (New York and London:

Plenum Press. 1975), pp.267-285, and 153-165, respectively. In neither case, moreover, are the data
structured in such a way as to facilitate an examination of hypotheses focusing on force employment
variables ("depth," and "reserves," for example, are addressed in the HERO database by a summary
assessment that for the battle in question, the variable was either "an advantage decisively affecting the

3

outcome,* "a disadvantage decisively affecting the outcome," or neither. See T.N. Dupuy, et. al., op.
cit., Vol.2, pp. 1-2,4; neither effect is addressed by the Vertex data). While data appropriate for a large
n statistical approach to this inquiry eventually may become available, current sources are problematic
for our purposes.
See Eckstein, op. cit., pp.79-137; George, op. cit., pp.43-68. An exception concerns instances where a
small number of alternative theories constitute an exhaustive set of plausible explanations for the

phenomenon in question. Here, a well-selected "critical case" approach can at times conclusively
disprove one or more of the alternatives, thus lending substantial weight to the other in the absence of
any other plausible explanation. Alternatively, a "least likely" critical case can sometimes offer a

I

I
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for this study. 4 Pending such a broader guage approach, we have relied here on ex ante

computer simulation for initial testing.
Simulation has proven to be a valuable "in vitro" experimental tool in a variety of
disciplines; it is widely exploited, for example, in aeronautical engineering, astrophysics,
and a growing range of other applications in which true experiments are too risky or too
expensive for routine use. 5 Simulation can involve the use of analogous physical
systems, such as a wind tunnel; mathematical representations of physical systems, as in
computer models of fluid dynamics; or combinations of the two, as in man-machine
computer-assisted conflict games.6 Although simulation is only a partial substitute for ex
post facto observation, and is best used in conjunction with at least selective ex post
examination, it can be an invaluable tool under the proper circumstances. In particular,
computer simulation is most appropriate for applications in which fundamental properties
are well understood, but in which the propositions under test involve interactions among
component elements too complex for direct deduction from those fundamental properties.
To the degree that these preconditions obtain, simulation enables theories pertaining to

I

5
3

aggregate behaviors to be tested subject to the validity of the disaggregate representation
7
of the simulated entities themselves.

The theory in Appendix C, for example, contends in part that increased attacker
velocity increases the minimum casualties the attacker will suffer in an assault on a
defended position. To test this proposition, we need a disaggregate simulation that
correctly represents the fundamental properties of movement, observation, target acquisi-

tion, hit and kill for particular weapons, and that enables the user to control assault
velocity (and the related variables of barrage duration for artillery, or dismounting of
infantry). We then can test propositions about the aggregate behavior of many such

£
powerful corroboration for a true theory. For our purposes, however, neither an exhaustive set of
plausible alternatives nor a suitable "least likely* case have yet been identified.
4

5

Further evaluation of comparative ex post techniques is highly desirable as a complement to this initial
testing, as is being pursued as a follow-on effort to this study.
For an informal survey of this growing field, see "The World in a Grain of Silicon," TeconomiL

June 10, 1989, pp.79-82.
6

7

See Brody and Brownstein, op. cit., pp.211.264.
Ibid. That degree may be incomplete-.as is the case, for example, in the current state of the art in
combat simulation-in which case simulation testing will be useful but necessarily inconclusive as the
sole b~asis for the validity of the theory under test.

I
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weapons as velocity changes, subject to the validity of the simulation of individual
shooter-target duels and individual movement or observation phenomena.

i

The particular computer simulation chosen for this purpose was the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory's Janus model.

i

Janus is an interactive, brigade level, two sided game created to explore
relationships of combat and tactical processes using a stand-alone, event
sequenced, stochastic, computer simulation ....Janus is an event-driven
simulation that models fighting systems as entities (tank, helicopter,
howitzer, etc). Entity characteristics include descriptions of the weapons
carried, weapon capabilities, movement speeds and how they are

attenuated by terrain effects, accountability of ammunition and fuel, crew
performance, sensor data describing how the battlefield is observed, as
well as supply/resupply data. 8

n

g

Janus is highly disaggregate and extremely detailed with respect to physical
interactions between weapon systems. Individual weapons move, acquire targets, hide,
shoot and die. Target acquisition, determination of hit and determination of kill (given
hit) are computed stochastically for each interaction. Movement and intervisibility are
determined using digitized Defense Mapping Agency representations of actual Central
European terrain. Surface features such as rivers, roads, towns and vegetation, and terrain
elevation features such as hills, plains and ravines are all incorporated explicitly. Janus
displays the progress of the battle across this terrain with high resolution, real-time
graphics.

m

3

Whereas the physics of weapon interactions are handled by the model, force
employment is determined directly by the user. Weapon deployments, movement orders
and firing authorization are all controlled through a graphical input-output system that
permits the experimenter a high degree of control over variables such as depth, formation,
direction of advance, withdrawal, suppressive fire, speed of closure, and, of course, force
levels or weapon types. Combat outcomes can be observed directly on the screen as the

engagement unfolds and systems advance, retreat and are lost to enemy fire.
While Janus has not been validated to the same degree of confidence as have, for
example, aeronautical engineering models, it has nevertheless survived substantial empirical testing--especially through systematic comparison of simulation output and the
results of U.S. Army field exercises on the instrumented test range of the Army's National
Janus Users Manual. Version 4.0, (Livermore, Ca.: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories,
January 4, 1988), Inuoduction, p. 1.
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Training Center at Fort Irwin, California. 9 The U.S. Army, the U.S. Marine Corps, and
the Canadian National Defense Force have each evaluated the simulation and certified it
as an appropriate representation of small unit combat for purposes of analysis, doctrinal
development, and for the training of field grade officers. 10 While it is unlikely that any
simulation of combat can ever attain the degree of validity associated with purely
physical engineering models, the Janus simulation has been validated to an unusually
high degree. It thus substantially meets the dual demands of control and disaggregate
validity, and is well-suited for the conduct of controlled experiments to test the theoretical
propositions advanced in Appendix C. 1
C.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Although Janus provides the control and disaggregate validity required for sound
ex ante experimentation, its scale restricts the potential scope of testing. Janus is a
brigade level simulation; it cannot directly accomodate a 40-division theater force.

I
9

See, for example, L. Ingber, H. Fujio, and M.S. Wehner, "Mathematical Comparison of Combat

Computer Models to Exercise Data," forthcoming in Mathematical and Computer Modelling L.

3

I

Ingber and D.D. Sworder, "Statistical Mechanics of Combat with Human Factors," forthcoming in
Mathematical and Computer Modelling; and L. Ingber, "Mathematical Comparison of Janus(T)," in
S. E. Johnson and A. H. Lewis, (eds.), The Science of Command and Control: Part IT-Coning with
£mplexilL (Washington, D.C.: AFCEA International Press, 1989), pp. 165-176.
10 Current Janus users include the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command C'RADOC), the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College (Fort Leavenworth), U.S. Army Southern Command
(Panama), U.S. Army I Corps (Fort Lewis), the Berlin Brigade, the U.S. Marines Corps (Quantico
Marine Base), the Canadian National Defense Headquarters, the Institute for Defense Analyses, and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.
1 Note, however, that no matter how valid or useful a depiction of small unit combat, JANUS is not a
predictive theory for the outcomes of theater level warfare. This is partially due to its scale-JANUS
is a brigade level simulation, and cannot accomodate a theater-size terrain file or force szructure,. More
importantly, however, JANUS per se-as are all small scale combat simulations-is insufficiently
specified to address the kinds of theoretical questions of interest here. To conduct a JANUS run, the
user must provide detailed unit deployments, movement orders, battle formations, and fire plans. The
computed combat results are then specific to the particular circumstances chosen for that run. Since an
infinite number of possible configurations could be established, the task of choosing appropriate
circumstances is clearly crucial, yet without some further theoretical guidance it is not necessarily clear
how to establish sets of circumstances appropriate for addressing, e.g., the effects of theater level force
to space ratios. JANUS is much like a wind tunnel in this regard; a wind tunnel is not a theory of lift,
or even a model of aircraft performance that enables one to deduce directly the optimal configuration
of a wing. Rather, it is a very detailed device for obtaining knowledge about the behavior of a complex
system by trial and error. If the hypotheses to be tried are well-chosen, it can be an extremely valuable
tool, but it is not in itself a predictive causal theory for the phenomena of interest to us here.
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Simulations capable of handling larger forces, however, lack the detail and flexibility

required for effective experimentation. 12
To exploit Janus' unique capabilities, a "critical node" strategy was employed.
Janus alone cannot directly address the entire chain of inference embodied in the theory,
but not all steps in that chain are equally important for the validity of the outcome. Some,
such as the theater dynamic structure that interconnects assault, reserve counterconcentration and counterattack, are matters of substantial consensus among writers and

analysts. 13 Others, such as the description of overall advance rate given assault velocity

U

I
U
3

(see Appendix C), are necessary components, but are not of fundamental significance for
the theory as a whole. A limited number of key propositions, however, are both novel

and crucial to the entire chain of inference. In particular, the tradeoff between casualties
and velocity serves as the analytic foundation of the theory. This relationship drives
advance rates, losses, and counterattack effectiveness, and thus plays the central role in

I

determining optimal force employment choices and the resulting net territorial gain

outcome. While the theory as a whole could still be invalid even if this relationship is
true, the theory would be fundamentally unsound if this relationship were false.
Moreover, this relationship is a novel contribution, and thus is not subject to circumstan-

tial support by any existing analytic consensus. The casualty-velocity tradeoff is a
"critical node" for the validity of the larger chain of inference; by focusing testing on this
issue, we can obtain a substantial degree of insight into the validity of the theory as a
whole pending complementary test by ex post facto techniques.

3

3
3

The Janus experiments are designed to disprove this proposed relationship
between casualties and velocity if it is in fact false, and to provide experimentally fit
values for constant parameters if the relationship is not disproven. With respect to the
former, the experiment must test each of six contentions essential to the description of the
casualty-velocity relationship in Appendix C:

I

12 For surveys of relevant models, see for example James G. Taylor, "Attrition Modeling" in Reiner K.
Huber, et. al., (eds.), QVerational Research Games for Defense (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1979),
pp.139-89; Alan F. Karr, "Lanchester Attrition Processes and Theater-Level Combat Models" in
Martin Shubik, (ed.), The Mathematics of Conflict (New York: Elsevier, 1983), pp.89-126; Garry D.
Brewer and Martin Shubik, The War Game: A Critique of Military Problem Solving (Cambridge, MA.
Harvard University Press, 1979); U. Candan, L.S. Dewald, and L.R. Speight, Present NATO Practice
in Land Wargnming, (The Hague: SHAPE Technical Center, 1987), Professional Paper STC-PP-252
13 Which does not, of course, necessarily make them true. It does, however, provide some relative
measure of confidence pending formal test--and thus it does suggest that the presumed theater
dynamics are appropriately regarded as a secondary target for validation efforts.
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14
that minimum attacker casualties increase as velocity increases;
(1)

(2) that the slope of the resulting casualty-velocity curve increases as the fraction
of infantry or artillery in the attacker force mix increases (and, thus, that the
slope decreases as the fraction of armor increases);
(3) that the slope increases as the fraction of infantry in the defender force mix
increases, and that the slope decreases as the defender fraction of armor and
artillery increases;
(4) that minimum casualties increase as the local attackerxdefender force-to-force
ratio decreases, for all attack velocities;

1

(5) that minimum casualties increase as the depth of the defense (and thus the
average distance travelled by a given assault echelon prior to launching a

5

given assault) increases; and
(6) that minimum casualties decrease as the fraction of defenders withdrawn
increases.

5

To test these contentions, a modified complete factorial design was employed.

3
3
5

Two hundred and seventy-seven separate Janus engagements were fought under 55
unique scenarios comprising three different force-to-force ratios, three different weapon
mixes for attackers, three different weapon mixes for defenders, at four different assault
velocities. Not all permutations were militarily feasible, however, and certain combinations of characteristics led to disproportionately lengthy Janus execution times. Where a
slow-running scenario was unlikely to add significant variance to the resulting attacker
casualties or where the scenario was infeasible, a full program of experimental engagements was not run, but a sufficiently broad sampling was provided as to enable gross
effects to be perceived. 15 A total of five randomly selected terrain samples were drawn
from among the set provided by LLNL; preliminary assessments, however, failed to yield
14

As discussed in Appendix C, it

is not required that the casualty-velocity relationship be monotonically

positive for all velocities and all weapon mixes. In instances wherein a slowly advancing, infantryheavy attacker faces an artillery-heavy defender, casualties could increase as velocity decreases.
However, the theory does contend that, for all velocities above some value, attacker casualties increase
as velocity increases.

15 For example, it was discovered that at low force-to-force ratios, extreme velocities cannot be attained
by armor-heavy attackers against infantry-heavy defenders.

Such scenarios were infeasible.

Alternatively, at very low velocity, low force-to-force ratio scenarios in which both attacker and

defender are armor-heavy produce results very similar to higher velocity assaults (since the attacker
lacks the supporting arms to exploit the longer preparation and the defender is largely invulnerable to

such support were it available); yet run times for these scenarios are prohibitively long. To achieve a
complete factorial design including a full complement of such scenarios thus would have been
impossible, with the result that fewer velocity increments could be run for such combinations given
available resources.

I
I
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statistically significant variance in casualty results across these particular samples, and
the bulk of the experimental engagements were consequently fought on a single,
randomly selected terrain file. Defensive depth was assessed separately for depths
beyond one engagement per assault echelon; six engagements were fought in which
assault waves advanced through one level of depth prior to the recorded engagement, and
five engagements were fought in which assault waves advanced through two separate
levels of depth prior to the recorded engagement. These engagements were characterized
by a single force-to-force ratio and a single (balanced) weapon mix for attackers and
defenders. Defensive withdrawal was assessed separately by correlating attacker and
defender casualties over time during a given engagement; it was assumed that withdrawal
at an arbitrarily selected time would successfully terminate the engagement with final
attacker casualties being those incurred as of the reference time.
Casualty data from these engagements were then fit to several candidate functional forms consistent with the curves developed in Appendix C. Falsification criteria
consisted of coefficient values outside the bounds implied by those curves for the
functional form that best fit the experimental data (for detailed criteria, see below). In the
event that the experimental data failed to falsify, those coefficient values provided fitted
constants for use in the VFM model that implements the equations developed in
Appendix C.
D.

3

3
3
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For each scenario (a unique combination of force levels, weapon mixes, velocity
and terrain), a variety of assault configurations were examined subject to the proviso that
each configuration met the required velocity and represented a plausible use of forces in
the context of known military doctrines. The lowest casualty configuration was accepted
as the efficient assault for that velocity. Defenders were deployed along standard doctrinal lines. 16 Defensive deployment was held constant across scenarios with a given
defensive force composition and terrain sample. Although Janus can be run as an interactive game, all experimental runs were conducted as closed simulations; i.e., movement
and engagement orders, dismount points and artillery preparations were determined as

16

i

See, for example, Headquarters, Department

I

I
3

dhe Army, FM 71-2. The Tank and Mechanized

Infantry Battalion Task Force (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 30 June 1977); Headquarters, Department
of the Army, FM 71-. The Tank and Mechanized Infantry Comnanv Team (Washington, D.C.:
USGPO, 22 November 1988).
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scenario conditions and not altered during the course of experimental runs for the given
scenario. 17
Velocity was defined as the distance to be covered by the assault (measured in

kilometers from the jump-off point of the initial assault wave to the objective line),

I

3
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3
3
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divided by the time required to cover the given distance and defeat the defenders on the
objective. 18 "Defeat" was defined as the destruction of 60 percent or more of the defending AFVE score. Elapsed time was measured from initiation of preparatory artillery fire
to the arrival on the objective line of the first assault wave for which the defender defeat
criterion had been met. Given that Janus is a stochastic simulation, velocity by this
definition can vary for individual runs within a scenario. Four broad classes of attempted
velocities were considered, however: a slow case, in which available infantry were
dismounted following 60 minutes of preparatory artillery by the accompanying airtillery
complement and four minutes of smoke preparation; a moderate case, in which infantry
were dismounted following 12 minutes of preparatory artillery and four minutes of
smoke; a fast case, in which a mounted assault followed four minutes of smoke and a two
volley suppressive artillery barrage; and a very fast case, representing a hasty attack in
which a mounted assault proceeded directly from the march with only the support of
suppressive artillery that could be brought to bear during the advance itself. 19

Attacker casualties were assessed as AFVEs lost prior to engagement termination,
where termination was determined by either defensive withdrawal or the defeat of
defenders on the position.
For scenarios involving depths beyond one engagement per assault echelon, depth

was measured as the distance between the initial jump-off point and the ultimate objective
line, in kilometers. The purpose of these runs was to test the entropic effects of depth on
attack coherence as described in Appendix C, where this effect is measured in terms of
fractional increase in casualties for assaults conducted after a preliminary combat advance
to the given depth, relative to an assault conducted at an identical force-to-force ratio at
zero depth (i.e., with no preliminary contested advance prior to jump-off for the reference

17

As would be the case for non-interactive simulations such as CARMONETrE or BASIS. Interactive
operation would dramatically increase the set-up and execution times for the given runs, in addition to
doubling the personnel required to conduct the runs themselves.
18 Attacker jump-off points and objective lines were held constant across scenarios conducted on a given
terrain sample.
19

As noted above, not all of these proved feasible for all scenarios.
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assault). To obtain the proper control (i.e., to obtain two engagements differing only in
the opposed distance covered prior to the engagement of interest and not differing, for
example, in strength as of final jump-off), assault echelons advancing into depth were
opposed by non-firing defenders prior to the assault's reaching its final jump-off Line. In
this way, equal jump-off strengths could be ensured between deep and shallow attacks,
yet the entropic effects on the attacker's coherence of encountering defenders in prepared
positions could be obtained, at least in part. In any case, these effects are only partially
addressable through Janus, which can assess the loss of orderly formation through evasive
maneuver and advance over broken terrain, but cannot assess commander overload or
fatigue. All of these are contributors to the entropic effect described in Appendix C,
however, thus the coefficient estimates resulting from Janus testing must be considered

1
I
5
I
3

underestimates of this effect.
E.

RESULTS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data for scenarios involving depths beyond one engagement per assault echelon
and data for defensive withdrawal were compiled separately and analyzed using Minitab
on a WIN TurboAT personal computer. All other data were compiled and analyzed using
SAS on a VAX 8600.
The SAS procedure used for this study was PROC NLIN, a technique used by
SAS to fit nonlinear regression models by least squares. 20 PROC NLIN uses the GaussNewton iterative process to estimate parameter values. 2 1 With this method, initial values

3
3
3
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20 Although the final functional form is itself linear, the majority of functional forms that were explored
by this study were non-linear. For this reason, it was necessary to use PROC NLIN.
21 The description given in the text, and the following, more mathematical explanation, are drawn from
SAS User's Guide: Statistics- Version 5 Edition, (Cary, N.C.: SAS Institute Inc.,1985), pp. 584 - 586.
For a general non-linear function Y = F(BO, B1, B2 .... Bk, XO, X2...... Xj), in which B0...Bk are the k
parameters and XO...Xj are the j independent variables, initial values for the parameters BO...Bk are
estimated from the data. Call these initial estimates BY'...Bk'. The function Y is then approximated by
the following Taylor series expansion of Y using BO'...Bk':
Y = F(B0Y...Bk',XO...Xk) + DO(BO-BO) + DI(BI-BI) + ... + Dk(Bk-Bk)
where Dk, the partial derivative of Y with respect to the parameter Bk, is evaluated for BO = BO'.
BI = bl', ... Bk = Bk'. This approximation of Y is a linear function of the k variables (BO-BI),
(BI-BI), ... (Bk- Bk). Using the principle of least-squares, values dO...dk can be estimated for
(BO-B1),...(Bk-Bk'). These values, dO...dk, represent corrections to the initial estimates for the
parameters BO...Bk. SAS then calculates a second approximation to BO...Bk, namely BO"=B0'+dO,
Brl=BI'+dl,..., Bk"=Bk'+dk. A new Taylor series expansion of Y is generated using BO"...Bk" in
place of BY'...Bk'. This expansion of Y is used to estimate corrections to BO"...Bk". These corrections,
dl'...dk', are used to calculate BY"...Bk'. This iterating process is repeated until the error sum of
squares for the ith iteration meets the criterion given in the following footnote.
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for the constants are estimated from the data. A linear approximation of the nonlinear
function is then generated using these initial parameter estimates and the partial derivatives of the nonlinear function with respect to these parameters. The principle of least
squares is used to find, from the linear approximation, corrections to the initial estimates

for the constants. These corrections are used to find new estimates for the parameter
values, which in turn are used to generate a second linear approximation to the nonlinear

I
3

function. This second linear approximation is used to generate new corrections to the
parameter estimates. The process is repeated until the error sum of squares is minimized. 22
1.

Statistical Fits

For the functional form,
casualties=
[(B/R)AKrb]*[(K3*inf*vel)+(k4finf)+((kl*Ba)/(vel+l))+(k6/(Ra*(vel+l)))], 23

I

where
inf =

infa + infd,

infa =
infd =
B=
R=
vel =
Ba =
Ra =

fraction of attacker AFVEs that are infantry,
fraction of defender AFVEs that are infantry,
blue maneuver force strength (AFVEs),
red maneuver force strength (AFVEs),
assault velocity (kilometers per hour),
blue artillery strength (tubes), and
red artillery strength (tubes),

the treatment in Appendix C implies the following falsification criteria: 24

3

I
I

For PROC NUN, the iterating process is terminated if, for the ith iteration, the following condition has
been met:
(SSEi-I - SSEi) / (SSEi + l0A-6) < 10 A-8.
2 Note that tacair and ACM effects are not explicitly included here; the treatment in Appendix C denotes
these effects in terms of AFVEs removed from direct fire combat by these weapons, where the
determination of the number of AFVEs so removed is exogenously determined. As such, it was not
experimentally assessed here.
24 The value of k4 has no bearing on the falsification criteria. While statistically significant, it plays no
part in the six essential contentions of the theory (given earlier in this appendix).
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k3 < = 0 (implying that casualties do not increase with velocity, and that the slope
of the casualty-velocity curve does not increase with increasing infantry

fractions); 25

I
I

kl < = 0 (implying that the slope of the casualty-velocity curve does not decrease
as the defender's artillery fraction increases); 26
k6 < = 0 (implying that the slope of the casualty-velocity curve does not increase
as the attacker's artillery fraction increases); 27 and
Krb < = 0 (implying that casualties do not increase as the attacker:defender force28
to-force ratio decreases).

I

SAS produced the following statistics regarding the constants k3, kl, k6, and k4:

2

These criteria derive from contentions 1,2, (as pertains w the fration of attacker infantry) and 3 (as
pertains to the fraction of defender infantry). Contentions 2 and 3 imply that if the partial derivative of
dC/d(vel) with respect to the fraction of infantry, d2C/d(vel)d(infa) and d2 C/d(vel)d(infd) respectively,
were not each monotonically positive, the result would tend to disconfirm. Equivalently, if
d2 C/d(vel)d(int) were not monotonically positive, this result would also tend to disconfinm. The form
of the partial derivative is
d2C/d(vel)d(int) = k3 * (B/R)AKrb.
As [(B/R)AKrb] is always positive, disconfirmation requires that k3 be negative.
Contention 1 implies that if the partial derivative of C with respect to vel, dC/d(vel), were not
monotonically positive (at least for velocities above some value), then the result would tend to

I

disconf'rm. The form of this partial derivative is
dC/d(vel) = [(B/R)AKrb] *

( (k3"inf) -((kX*Ba)/((vel+1)"2.)) - (lW(Ra*((veI+)A2))

.*

As [(B/R)**Krb] is always positive, above some velocity (defined by k3, ki. k6, inf, Ba. and Ra), this
partial derivative is monotonically positive (indicating that higher velocity will give higher casualties)
if (and only if) k3 is positive; thus, disconfi'mation requires that k3 be less than, or equal to, zero.
26 This criterion derives from contention 3 (as pertains to artillery), which implies that if the partial
derivative of dC.d(vel) with respect to Ba were positive, the result would tend to disconfinu. The form

of this partial derivative is
d2 C/d(vel)d(Ba) = [(B/R)AKrb] * [- (klI((vel+l 2))].
If kI is less than or equal to zero, the partial derivative will be positive, and thus imply
disconfirmation.
27 This criterion derives from contention 2 (as pertains to artillery), which implies that if the partial
derivative of dC/d(vel) with respect to Ra were negative, the result would tend to disconfirm. The

form of this partial derivative is
d2 C/d(vel)d(Ra)

3

= [(B/R)AKrb * k6/((Ra*(vel +1)A2)).
If k6 is less than or equal to zero, the partial derivative will be negative, and thus imply
disconfirmation.
28 This criterion derives from contention 4, which implies that if the partial derivative of C with respect to
B were negative, the result would tend to disconfirm. The form of this partial derivative is
dC/d(B) - [Krb * ((B/R)A(Krb - 1))] * [positive factors].
If Krb is less than or equal to zero, the partial derivative will be negative, and thus imply
disconfirmation.
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std.err

estimate

Sparameter
k3
kI
k6
k4

3

0.37
0.42
100.51
.12

14.81
0.54
727.97
7.05

t-ratio 29
40.03
1.29
7.24
6.29

sum of squares (corrected total):
183387.2
49185.9
error sum of squares:
277
degrees of freedom:
2
0.73
adjusted R : 30

3

In the mathematical expression that produced the best fit to the data, Krb was not
estimated. In effect, therefore, Krb was constrained to be equal to one. All mathematical
expressions in which Krb was not so constrained produced estimates of Krb in the range

0.9 to 1.1.
All fitted parameter estimates thus fall outside the falsification range identified
above, with confidence in excess of the .01 level for k3, k4, and k6; and with confidence
in excess of the .20 level for kl. Thus, the observed experimental data tend to
I

corroborate the hypothesized relationship.
Representative comparisons of observed data and fitted casualty curves are
provided in Figures D-1, D-2 31 , and D-3. Each figure illustrates one of the key relation-

3
3
3

I

I

ships postulated by the theory. Figure D-1 provides experimental results and predicted
casualties for a single weapon mix (i.e., the "balanced" attacker and defender case) as a
function of velocity and local force to force ratio. Figure D-2 provides experimental
results and predicted casualties for a single local force to force ratio (i.e., the "medium"
force to force ratio) and attacker weapon mix (i.e., the "balanced" attacker case) as a
function of velocity and the defender's weapon mix. Figure D-3 provides experimental

29 This isthe approximate T-ratio, calculated as estimaszldm.enr
30 The meaning of the R2 value is somewhat ambiguous for functional forms that have no constant term.
The given R2 is therefore illustrative only. The R2 was calculated as I - (error sum of squmre/ total
sum of squares). The sum of squares has been corrected to account for the lack of a constant, and is
identical to the true total sum of squares for the data.
31 With respect to the impact of an increase in the defender's artillery fruction, Figure D-2 does ot cleary
resemble the curve postulated in Appendix C, in which casualties actually decreased as velocity
increased. As noted in the text, that curve represented an extreme ce. We contend only that the slope
of the casualty-velocity curve (as compared to the actual number of casualties suffered) decreases as
the defender's artillery fraction increases.
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results and predicted casualties for a single local force to force ratio (i.e., the "medium"
force to force ratio) and defender weapon mix (i.e., the "balanced" defender case) as a
function of velocity and the attacker's weapon mix. Not all possible permutations of
these variables have been illustrated here-the figures are intended to be representative of
the general quality of fit, rather than to provide an exhaustive summary of the data.

For the functional form
gamma = ( 1 + (k8 * depth)),
where

gamma = fraction of zero-depth casualties suffered in an assault conducted at the
given, non-zero depth, and

3
3

depth = length of opposed advance prior to the reference engagement
(kilometers),
the treatment in Appendix C implies a falsification criterion of
k8 <= 0.32
This form expresses gamma as a percentage increase in casualties relative to an

3

hypothetical engagement fought under conditions varying only in depth of engagement.
However, the Janus experiments measured absolute casualties suffered by an attacker
during an assault. It was therefore necessary to re-express gamma in terms that would
permit direct estimation of k8 from absolute casualty data:

I

casualties = Co + (k8'*depth),
where Co is the number of attacker casualties that would be expected at zero depth under
otherwise identical conditions. In appendix C, attacker casualties and gamma are related
in the following way:

I

casualties = gamma * Co;

3

= ( + (k8* depth)) * Co
Thus:

3

casualties = (1
+ (k8 *depth)) * Co = Co + (k8*depth)
which implies:

32 This criterion derives from contention 5, which implies that if the derivative of gamma with respect to
depth were negative. the resut would tend to disconfinn. As d(gamma)/d(depth) wk8,.ltlfi~i
requires that k8 be less than or equal to zero.

I
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k8 = (k8' / Co).
Correspondingly, the falsification criterion given above for k8 can be restated in terms of
33
k8': to disconfirm, k8' must be less than or equal to zero.
For the functional form
casualties = Co + (k8'*depth),

3

Minitab generated the following statistics for k8' and Co:
parameter
Co

std. error

estimate
58.61

5.56
k8'
sum of squares (corrected total): 7272.8
error sum of squares: 3763.1
degrees of freedom: 28
adjusted R2 : 0.46

T-ratio

2.73

21.50

1.11

5.02

The fitted estimate for the parameter k8' lies outside the falsification range identifled above, with confidence in excess of the .01 level; thus the observed experimental
data tend to corroborate the hypothesized relationship.
These parameter estimates imply a value of 0.09 for k8.
Observed data and the fitted gamma curve are compared in Figure D-40 4

1

3
3
3
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33 This follows directly from the definition of kS in terms of Co and k8'. If k8 is to be less than or equal
to zero, then k8' must be less than or equal to zero, as Co must always be grea etha o equal to zero

(it is not possible to suffer negative casualties).
34 Figure D-4 provides an exhaustive, rather than a representative, depiction of the results obtained in the
withdrawal experimentation (note, however, that overstrikes are present, but difficult to discern

visually).
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Figure D-4. Experimental Results: Entropic Effect of Depth

For the functional form
alpha = 1 - [kW * (wAklO)],
where

3e

alpha = fraction of fight-to-the-finish attacker casualties suffered when the

wf

defender withdraws a fraction of his strength, w; and
fraction of defending AFVE strength withdrawn,

the treatnent in Appendix C implies the falsification criterion:

51)

35

klO< = 0; or

2) kW < = 0.

35 This crierion derives ftom contenfion 6, which implies that a positive derivative of C with respect to w
would tend to disconfirm. As dC/dw = (-l*klO*kW*(wA(kl-l))), if either klO orkW is negative (but
not both), then dC/dw would be greater than zero and the results would wd to disconfirm (if both klO
and kW were negative, then dC/dw would be negative, as postulated in appendix C, although the
resulting form would produce the problematic behavior of rising attacker casualties as increasing
fractions of defenders are withdrawn, reaching a maximum value when all defenders withdraw prior to
the initiation of combat).

I
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Minitab generated the following statistics:
parameter

estimate

std. error

kl0
2.51
sum of squares (corrected total): 154.58
error sum of squares: 62.71
degrees of freedom: 218
adjusted R2 : 0.59

0.08

T-ratio
31.86

The mathematical expression that provided the best fit did not estimate kW. In
effectm kW was thereby constrained to equal one. Mathematical expressions that did not
so constrain kW produced estimates for kW that were close to one, but the inclusion of
kW lowered the adjusted R2.

1

3
3

The fitted parameter estimate falls outside the falsification range identified above,
with confidence in excess of the 0.01 level. Thus, the observed experimental data tend to
corroborate the hypothesized relationship.
Observed data and the fitted alpha curve are compared in Figure D-5. 36
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SFigure D-5 provides an exhaustive, rather than a representative, depiction of the results obtained in the
gamma experimentation.
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Figure D-5. Experimental Results: Effect of Defender Withdrawal

2.

Alternative Functional Forms
Many other equations were tested against the data. An abridged list of alternative

functions, accompanied by the reason that each was rejected, follows:
1) A nonlinear form for the (inf*vel) relationship: Three formulations provided
statistically significant parameter estimates (at a confidence level in excess of .05):
(velAinf), (inf*eAvel), and ((infAk)*(velAk)).
substantially lower adjusted

R2 .

The first two expressions resulted in

The third expression lowed the adjusted R2 somewhat,

and produced parameter estimates very close to 1.0 (e.g., 1.11 and 1.04 respectively).
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2) An isolated velocity term ([(B/R)*K*vel], for example): No tested formulations yielded significant parameter estimates (at the .05 level).
3) Alternative forms for the infantry term: Three expressions were attempted:
(K*inf), (K*infAk), (K/(inf+l)). Only the first resulted in a slightly higher adjusted R 2 ,
but only for values of K such that zero velocity would imply negative attacker casualties.

D
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4) Alternative forms for the Ba term: Four expressions were attempted: (K*Ba),
(K*Ba*eAvel), (K*Ba*velAk), (K*BaAk). Each of these expressions reduced the adjusted
R2 .
5) Alternative forms for the Ra term: The following expressions were attempted
for both Ra and (RaAk): (K*Ra), (K*Ra*eivel), (K*Ra*velAk), (K/((Ra(vel+l))+1)).
Each of these expressions reduced the adjusted R2 .
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Appendix E
VARIABLE FORCE EMPLOYMENT (VFM)
MODEL DOCUMENTATION
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D. Sean Barnett

Dennis DeRiggi

I
I
A. INTRODUCTION

3

Appendix C describes a methodology for computing Red's net territorial gain as a
function of given values for the force to space and force to force ratios, weapon technology, military geography and force employment. While all computations associated with
the theory are elementary, they are niumerous and tedious. Moreover, to solve for optimal
red and blue force employment choices, and thus to compute optimal red ground gain, it
is necessary to solve a two-person zero sum game with a potentially very large strategy

i

space.
To facilitate the calculations involved in this
process, a small computer program

was developed. The resulting VFM (Variable Force eMployment) model calculates
minimax Red ground gain by generating Blue strategy vectors, computing ground gained

3
3

as a function of Red velocity for each vector, and selecting the vector that results in the
smallest maximum Red gain. The resulting solution is an approximation of the true

optimum; the user controls the accuracy of the approximation (and the running time of
the program) by specifying the number of vectors within the set of allowable Blue

strategies to be generated.
The VFM model was written in Microsoft FORTRAN (5.0) and developed on a

3

COMPAQ 386/25 personal computer. It was compiled using the FLIC command and
linked with the LLIBFOR7LIB FORTRAN library.
The model returns an approximation to both the optimal net territorial gain, and
the strategy vector that produced it, as a function of the force to space ratio. It thus
enables the user to vary any of the parameters embodied in the theory and generate tables
of consequent optimal ground gain and the associated optimal blue and red -,mployment
choices.

5

1. Approximation Algorithm
The set of feasible Blue strategies lies within a four dimensional rectangular
polytope. The size of the polytope depends on the admissible values for the four compo-

3
3

nents of the Blue strategy vector. These components are the fraction of Blue forces
committed forward, the fraction of Blue reserves allocated to counterattack missions, the
fraction of Blue forward forces withdrawn from any given defensive line, and the number
of Blue defensive lines. In Appendix C, these variables are denoted by 4WD, kCA, w,
and nU, respectively.

E

U
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The approach by which VFM approximates Red's minimax ground gain is as
follows. The code calculates ground gain as a function of Red velocity for all possible
combinations of the values of the components of the Blue strategy vector that have been
selected by the user. The optimum Blue strategy is the combination of vector component
values that results in the smallest maximum ground gain.
The user selects the values of the components of the Blue strategy vector through
the VFM input values that control the iterative process by which VFM finds the approximate optimum Blue strategy. The first iteration covers the entire allowable Blue option
space and produces a first approximation of the optimum strategy. The second and
subsequent iterations cover areas around the immediately preceding approximations to
produce closer and closer approximations, until the last iteration produces the closest.
For the first iteration, the user sets the allowable range of each component of the Blue
strategy vector and the number of points between the endpoints of each range at which
VFM will calculate ground gain. The user also sets the number of iterations that VFM
will perform and the number of points between the endpoints of the vector component
ranges of the second and subsequent iterations at which VFM will calculate ground gain.
In all iterations, the values of the vector components include the endpoints of the allowable ranges and the values of the interior points. The interior points are evenly spaced
and are separated by a distance equal to the size of the range divided by the number of
interior points. In each iteration, VFM calculates an approximation of the minimax

I

I
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ground gain for all possible combinations of values of the vector components.
In the second and each subsequent iteration VFM defines new ranges and new
component values and calculates minimax ground gain. In the second iteration the new
range of each vector component is defined by the value of the same component of the
vector that produced the first approximation plus and minus the distance between the
interior points of that component in the first iteration. The number of evenly spaced
interior points is set by the user, the value of the interior points is determined as for the
first iteration. The process of the second iteration is repeated for all subsequent iterations,
using the values of the vector components that produced the immediately preceding
approximation and the user-selected number of interior points to define the new vector
component ranges and values.
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B.

3

1. Data Preparation

USER'S MANUAL

The VFM input data set consists of 41 records in list-directed format. Each record

begins with a character string, enclosed in single quotes, that identifies the variable or

3

variables contained in that record. (A sample data set follows this section.) Data records
are grouped into two categories: range value and single value. Range value records
contain the minimum, maximum, and increment of the particular variable in question.
For example, the fraction of forces that are forward deployed would be specified in a
range value record. The minimum allowable fraction, the maximum allowable fraction,
and the size of the steps the user requires would appear on the record. In contrast, single
value records contain the one value assigned to the relevant variable during program
execution. The ratio of BLUE artillery tubes to BLUE maneuver forces would be
specified in a single value record.
All variables in a range record, with the exception of the record name, are
FORTRAN type REAL. Most single value records contain REAL variables. The sole

3

exception is NGRID, which is an integer.
Minimum and maximum values for each component of the Blue strategy vector
are specified in one data record. The first entry in the record is the name of the variable.
The minimum and maximum allowable values are the second and third entries, respectively. The number of points between the minimum and maximum values is the fourth

entry.
Red velocity and Blue force size are assigned values in increasing order from a
given minimum to a given maximum. The step size is the specified increment.
Incremental variables are specified in the data set as a record with four entries. The first
entry is the name of the variable; the second and third entries are the minimum and
maximum allowable values; the fourth entry is the step size.
Single valued variables are specified by a record with two entries. The first entry
*

is the variable name; the second is the single value to be assumed throughout the
program.
2.

I

Variables

The following is a list and short description of each of the VFM input fries.
Records (and variables) are presented in the same order as they appear in the file. The
i
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FORTRAN type (real or integer) of each variable is specified after the name of the record
in which it appears. Range and single valued records are identified as such.
FCODE
WCODE
NLO
FCA
VEL
REP
FORCE
BETA
FBI
FRI
IHATIB
IHAT2B
IHATIR
IHAT2R
IHAT3
IHAT4
HATFAC
TDSTB
TDSTR
BRAT
RRAT
LAMA
LAMCA
DROMDT
DENSMAX

(real range) an interval of admissible values for the fraction of Blue forces
deployed forward. Specified by lower and upper bounds, and number of
interior points.
(real range) an interval of admissible values for the fraction of Blue forces
that are withdrawn whenever Red overruns a Blue defensive line.
Specified by lower and upper bounds and number of interior points.
(real range) an interval of admissible values for the number of defensive
lines along which Blue is initially deployed. Specified by lower and upper
bounds and number of interior points.
(real range) an interval of admissible values for the fraction of Blue forces
that will be used for counterattack missions. Specified by lower and upper
bounds and number of interior points.
(real range) the interval and step size of possible Red velocities. Specified
by lower and upper bounds and step size.
(real range) the set of Blue force sizes for which minimax computations
are to be performed. Specified by a minimum, maximum, and step size.
(real single) the theater ratio of Red to Blue maneuver forces.
(real single) value of BETA (see Appendix C).
(real) fraction of Blue maneuver frces that are infantry.i
(real)fraction of Red maneuver forces that are infantry.
(real) Blue short range ACM contribution (Red AFVEs killed per blue
artillery tube per assault).
(real) Blue CAS contribution (Red AFVEs killed per assault).
(real) Red short range ACM contribution (Blue AFVEs killed per red
artillery tube per assault).
(real) Red CAS contribution (Blue AFVEs killed per assault).
(real) Blue BA!/Long Range ACM contribution (Red AFVEs killed per
hour).
(real) Red BAT/Long Range ACM contribution (Blue AFVEs killed per
hour).
(real) variable indicating whether or not IHAT variables will be scaled
according to force size (0.0 implies no scaling, 1.0 implies scaling).
(real) delay time for Blue reserve movement (hours).
(real) delay time for Red reserve movement (hours).
(real) ratio of blue artillery (in tubes) to blue maneuver forces (in AFVEs).
(real) ratio of red artillery (in tubes) to red maneuver forces (in AFVEs).
(real) default width of Red assault frontage: used if zero value input for
LAMFAC (kilometers).
(real) default width of Blue counterattack frontage: used if zero value
input for LAMFAC (kilometers).
(real) rate at which Red forces arrive at Red 'omega', or final, line (AFVEs
per hour).
(real) maximum allowable Red force density in main attack (AFVEs per
kilometer).

E-4
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3

I
I

DNSMXCA

(real) maximum allowable Blue force density in counterattack (AFVEs per

kilometer).
LLOC

(real) default width of Red resupply corridor: used if zero value input for
LAMFAC (kilometers).

NECA
VCA
TDPREP
TOPREP
DASY

(real) number of Blue echelons required to overrun a Red defensive line
during a Blue counterattack operation.
(real) velocity of Blue counterattack (kilometers per hour).
(real) defensive preparation time (Red and Blue, hours).
(real) offensive preparation time (Red and Blue, hours).
(real) distance between assembly areas for successive echelons

(kilometers).
DL

(real) spacing between defensive lines (same value for Blue and Red)

(kilometers).

5

KPIN
KDEF
KA
RMIN
VR
LAMFAC
FINEDIV
NGRID
3.

(real) parameter related to 'DENSMIN' (see Appendix C).
(real )parameter related to 'DENSMINW (see Appendix C).
ratio of ACM lethality vs stationary targets to ACM lethality vs moving
targets
(real) residual force level at which a given Red echelon breaks off assault
(AFVEs per kilometer).
(real) speed of reserve forces (kilometers per hour).
(real) scaling coefficient for LAMA, the width of the Red assault.
(real) number of interior points in iterations after the first.
(integer) number of iterations.

Sample Input File

7 following is a sample file containing all variables and variable names as they
The
would appear in an actual input file. Typically, a user would modify such a file to fit

3

specific needs and interests. All records begin with the name of the variable in question.
Single valued records have one number (real or integer) per record. Records for Blue
strategy vector components have the minimum and maximum values and the number of
points between them at which VFM will calculate ground gain in the first iteration.
Records for incremental range variables list the minimum, maximum and increment.
'FCODE'
"WCODE'
'NW,'
TFCA'
'VEL'
FEP'
'FINED!Vt

I
3

'NGRID

"DUMP'
'FORCE
i

0.01
0.01
1.00
0.01
0.10
2500.0
4.0
4.0
1.0
1.00

0.99
0.99
10.10
0.99
10.10
50000.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
0.25
2500.0

E-5
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1.5
0.6
TBr
0.6
FRr
0.0
IH-ATIB'
IHAT2B'
8.0
0.0
IHATIR'
0.0
'IHAT2R'
'THAT3R'
60.0
'IHAT4R'
25.0
1.0
HATFAC
4.0
'TDSTB'
6.0
'TDSTR'
'BRAT
0.30
'RR.AT
0.30
'LAM
0.0
'LAMCA'
0.0
'DROMDT
65.0
'DENSMAX
15.0
'DNSMXCA'
15.0
12.0
.LLOC
2.0
'NECA'
5.0
'VCA'
850.0
'LAMT
"ITDPREP'
6.0
'TOPREP'
2.0
'DASY
22.5
'DL'
5.0
'KPIN"
0.5
0.5
'KDEF
0.5
x'e
6.0
'RMIN'
W
10.0
LANFAC 0.00045
4.0
'FINEDIV"
3
NGRID'
BETA'

4.

3
3

3

U
1

1

Output

Output from VFM is directed to both the monitor and a user-specified file. No
graphical functions are performed. The VFM model writes one standard record for each
Blue force size. This record consists of the Blue force size, Red ground gain, minimax
Blue strategy and optimal Red velocity. Recall that Blue strategy is a vector whose
components are the Blue forward fraction, the Blue counterattack fraction, the initial

E-6

3
3
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number of lines along which Blue deploys forces and the Blue withdrawal rate. If the
variable 'DUMP' is set equal to 1.0, VFM produces an expanded record of the
intermediate quantities used to calculate Red ground gain and the optimum Blue strategy.
5.

Running the Model

There are two methods of running VFM: interactively or in batch mode. To run

3interactively,

the user simply tp the word "vim" (without quotes), then strikes the
"enter" key. VFM will respond by querying the user for the name of an input file. The

user must respond by typing the name (in single quotes) of an existing file. Next, VFM
will query the user for the name of an output file. The user must respond with a new file
name (again, in single quotes). If a file already exists with the name supplied for the
output file, the program will abort. (File names, including suffix, should not exceed

twelve characters).
The following is a typical sequence of user prompts and responses. Prompts are
upper case and responses are lower.
ENTER NAME OF INPUT FILE
'inpl.dat'
ENTER NAME OF OUTPUT FILE
'outl.date
If all file names are acceptable to VFM, the program will run to completion and create an
output file with the specified name. No further prompts will be sent to the user.

ITo

run in batch mode, the user submits a "BAT"' file (i.e., batch file) that essen-

tially contains all the information that would be entered directly in interactive mode.

3

Typically, the batch file contains a single line with the name of the program to be
executed (in this case "vim") and the name of a data file containing the responses to
program prompts.
For example, a sample batch file might contain the single line
vfm<pipe.dat

3

where "pipe.dat" is the file containing the names of the VFM input and output files.

I

Specifically, "pipe.dat" might look like this:
'inpl.dat'
'outl.dat'

3

I

i
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Again, ff all file names are acceptable to VFM, the program will run to completion and create an output file with the specified name.
6.

I

Code Modification
The VFM code can be modified easily to meet user needs. All source code is

i

writen in Microsoft FORTRAN 5.0.

i

C. PROGRAM LISTING
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IDA
VARIABLE FORCE EMPLOYMENT MODEL. IN MOST CASES, THE
VARIABLE NAMES USED IN THIS PROGRAM ARE CLOSE OR
IDENTICAL TO THE NAMES USED IN APPENDIX C. THE FEW
EXCEPTIONS ARE THESE:
CODED 'F' CORRESPONDS TO 'PHIF' IN THE REPORT.
CODED 'FCA' CORRESPONDS TO 'PHICA'.
CODED 'BRKTH' CORRESPONDS TO 'D'.

C

IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)

INTEGER JREP,

MREP,

HIT, ENUF

INTEGER MIMXROW, ROW, TOOMNY, HALF, CYCLES
INTEGER FINEG, FINEI, NGRID
INTEGER * 4 NSEED, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND, HNDRD
DIMENSION F1(9), F2(9), FCA1(9), FCA2(9), NL01(9),
1
NL02(9), W1(9), W2(9), FINC(9), FCAINC(9),
1
NLOINC(9), WINC(9)
LOGICAL PFLAG

I

LOGICAL QFLG
C
COMMON /BLACK/

1 FIRSTF,

LASTF,

FIRSTFCA,LASTFCA,

2 FIRSTNLO,
3 FIRSTV,
4 FIRSTREP,

LASTNLO,
LASTV,
LASTREP,

FIRSTW,
INCRV,
INCREP

LASTW,

COMMON /BLUE/

5 FORCE,

BETA,

6 DLTA1B,DLTA2B,

FRI,

BONN,

FBI,

DLTA1R,

DLTA2R,DLTA3,DLTA4,

E-8i

HATFAC,

I

I

1
I

RRAT,

7 TDSTB,

TDSTR,

BRAT,

8 LLOC,

DENSMAX,DNSMXCA,NECA,

LAMA,
VCA,

LAMCA,

DROMDT,

LAMTH

COMMON /YELLOW/
1 TDPREP,

I

TOPREP,

DASY,DL,KPIN,KDEF,

KARMIN,

VR,

COMMON /GREEN/
1 DCA,

HCA,HTERM,

NEQ11,NEQ12,NEQ13,QCA,Q10,

JBS2,URS2

COMMON /PURPLE/

1 FAHB,

FAHR,

FAMB,

COMMON /RED/
1 FDIV, FCADIV,

DATA K1,
DATA K6,
DATA

FAMR,

NLODIV,

K3,K4,
K8

FP,

WDIV,

HLOMAX,

HAVB,

K5 /0.544, 14.8, 7.047,
/727.97, 0.086/

2.51/

ZERO /0.0/

DATA KAE /

6.0/

CALL INPUT

(NEAR,

ENUF,

TOOMNY)

HATFAC= 1.0 - HATFAC
FIN
= FBI + FRI

Q2

= K8 * DL

NEQ1l = BETA*K3*FIN
NEQ12 = K4/FIN
C

RMAX

=

2.0*DENSMAX

MREP = (LASTREP-FIRSTREP)/INCREP + 1
REP = FIRSTREP

DO 700 JREP = 1, MREP
WRITE (*,1004) 'G','F','FCA','NLO','W','V'

MIMXG = 5.0E6
B =REP
R = FORCE * B

3
i

IF(HATFAC .LT. 0.999) THEN
HATFAC B/60000.0

ELSE
E-9

HELONS

FINEDIV, NGRID,

C

I

LAMFAC

DUMP

HATFAC

=1.03

END IF
IF(LAMFAC.GT.0) THEN
LAMA = 20.0 + LAMFAC*RI
LLOC = LAMA/3.0
ELSE
END IF
NS

=

LAMTH/LAMA

= DENSMAX * LM
RE
DCA = 0.5*(LAMA-LLOC)
BCACON= DL/VCA + NECA*(TOPREP + 0.5*NECA*DASY/VR)
BCACON= DCA* (BCACON) /DL

C
C
C
C
C

LOOPS FOR BLUE FORCE EMPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION:
F
FCA
NLO
W
CDETERMINE SIZES OF VARIABLE INCREMENTS AND3

C
C

INITIALIZE VARIABLES:

FINEG=l
FINC (1) =(LASTF-FIRSTF) /FDIV
FCAINC (1)=(LASTFCA-FIRSTFCA) /FCADIV
NLOINC (1)=(LASTNLO-FIRSTNLO) /NLODIVI
WINC (1) =(LASTW-FIRSTW) /WDIV
Fl (1)=FIRSTF

F2 (1)=LASTFI
FCA1 (1) =FIRSTFCA
FCA2 (1) =LASTFCA

NLO1 (1)=FIRSTNLO
NLO2 (1) =LASTNLO
Wl (1)=FIRSTW
112(1)=LASTW
C
C

RESET VARIABLES AND INCREMENTS FOR FINE GRIDS
900 IF(FINEG.GT.1)THEN
FINEI=FINEG-1
Fl (FINEG) =MIMXF-FINC (FINEI)
IF(F1 (FINEG) .LE.FIRSTF)F1 (FINEG)=FIRSTF
F2 (.r!i4EG) =MIMXF+FINC (FINEX)
IF (F2 (FINEG) .GE. LASTF) F2 (FINEG) =LASTF3
FCA1 (FINEG) =MIMXFCA-FCAINC (FINEX)
IF (FCA1 (FINEG) .LE.FIRSTFCA) FCA1 (FINEG) =FIRSTFCA

E-10
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~FCA2 (FINEG) =MIMXFCA+FCAINC (FINEI)
IF (FCA2 (FINEG) .GE.LASTFCA) FCA2 (FINEG) =LASTFCA
NLO1 (FINEG) =MIMXNLO-NLO INC (FINEI)

I

5

~IF(NLO1 (FINEG) .LE.FIRSTNLO)NLO1 (FINEG)=FIRSTNLO
NLO2 (FINEG) =MIMXNLO+NLO INC (FINEI)
IF (NLO2 (FINEG) .GE.LASTNLO) NLO2 (FINEG) =LASTNLO
Wi (FINEG) =MIMXW-WINC (FINEI)
IF(Wl (FINEG) .LE.FIRSTW)W1 (FINEG)=FIRSTW
W2 (FINEG) =MIMXW+WINC (FINEI)
IF (W2 (FINEG) .GE. LASTW) W2 (FINEG) =LASTW
FINC (FINEG) =(F2 (FINEG) -Fl (FINEG) )/FINEDIV
FCAINC (FINEG) =(FCA2 (FINEG) -FCAl (FINEG) )/FINEDIV
NLO INC (FINEG) =(NLO2 (FINEG) -NLOl (FINEG) )/FINEDIV
WINC (FINEG) =(W2 (FINEG) -Wi (FINEG) )/FINEDIV

ENDIF
C

RUN LOOPS

C

F LOOP
F=Fl (FINEG)

g910
C

CONTINUE
FCA LOOP
FCA=FCAl (FINEG)

920 CONTINUE

I
IC
UBL
C

NLO LOOP

~NLO=NL0l (FINEG)

930 CONTINUE

WLOOP

W=Wl (FINEG)
940 CONTINUE
=

B*F/(NLO*NS)

BR. = B*(l-F)
BRBAR= BR* (1-FCA)
BCAP = FCA*(0.5*BR
(V*BR/LAMTH
DBCADT =FCA*
ECA?
AMAX1(BCAP, 0.0)

-DLTA4*HATFAC*LAMTH/VR)

DBCADT= AMAX1(DBCADT, 0.0)

RA

=

RE

BAL = BL

5

g

RRAT *
*BRAT

*

A
NLO

~BHATAIL = 2.0 * BAL/LAMA
BHATL

=

2.0 * BL/LAMA

RHATAE, = 2.0 * RAE/LAMA

-

DLTA4 *HATFAC)

77
NEQ13
HTERM
UB
UBS
URS

Ki * BHATAL + K6 IRHATAE
Ki * RHATAE + K6/RHATAE
DLTA1B * RHATAE + DLTA2B*HATFACI
DLTA1B * BRATAL + DLTA2B*HATFAC
DLTA1R*RHATAE*KA+ DLTA2R

=
=
=
=
=

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C

RMIN2 = 4.0* RMIN*RMIN
RMAX2 = (IRMAX- UBS) * (PAX-UBS)5
DBDT =
(1.0-FCA)*(VR*BR/LAMTH - DLTA4*HATFAC)
DBDT =
AMAX1(DBDT, 0.0)
DBTRNS=
DBDT * (TDPREP + TDSTB)I
DENSMIN =(KPIN*B*F
+ KDEF*BR*FCA)/LAMTH
RSTERM =R
DENSMIN*(LAMTH - LAMA)
RSTERM

0.0)

=AMAX1(RSTERM,

C
ALPHA =
1.0 - W**K5
WSURV =W
* MAX(1.0 - URS/BL,
0.0)
BRKTH =
DL*(WSURV - NLO)/(WSURV - 1.0)
IF(RMAX2 .GT. RMIN2 + 1.OE-2) THEN
QRAT

ALPHA*AMAX1 (0.0, BHATL

=

-

URS) /(RMAX2-RMIN2)

NECCO = QRAT *(1.0-Q2)5
GMAX = 0.0
ROW = ROW +1
GLAST = -1.0
v
= AMAX1(FIRSTV,-1.0+SQRT( NEQ13/NEQ1M)
C

"THIS IS THE V LOOP"

100

CONTINUE3
Qi
NE

=
=

(NEQil * V + NEQ12 + NEQ13/(1+V))
Q1*(NECCO+SQRT(NECCO*NECCO + Q2*QRAT/Q1))

CAV

=

NE*LAMA*(DENSMAX-RMIN)

H

m

H

=0.5*

DTDG

- 1.0/V + NE*(TOPREP + 0.5*NE*DASY/VR)/DL

DGDT

=

NEQ11*V + NEQ12 + HTERM/(1+V)

+ UB

H/DENSMAX

1.0/DTDG

BCA

=

0.5*DBCADT*(BRKTH*DTDG-BCACON)

BCA
BCA

=
=

AMAX1(BCA,0.0)
AMIN1(BCA, ECAP)
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IF(LAMFAC.GT.0)LAMCA = 10.0 + LAMFAC*BCA

£
5XBAR

ZBAR

=1.0/VCA

YBAR

=TOPREP/(DL*DNSMXCA*LAMCA)

RD*NSXADSMC*ACALMA

=0.5*DASYI

CALL CASUAL

(ZERO,
TDSTR,
XBAR,
LITA,

3
1

2

IRLFAC
3
C

3
I

DROMDT, Ki, K6,
TDPREP,
YBAR, ZBAR,
LITB, LITC)

-URS2) /Q10

=AMAX1((2.0*DNSMXCA

CTERM

=

LITC

CASCA
CASCA

=
=

QUAD (LITA, LITB, CTERM, QFLG)
AMAX1(CASCA, 0.0)

-

BCA

IF QFLG = .FALSE., THEN QUAD = -1.
DTDGCA = XBAR* CASCA*CASCA + YBAR
TCA = DCA*DTDGCA
REDRES = DROMDT*AMAX1 (TCA -TDSTR

~REDRES = AMINi (REDRES,
C

0.0)

RS = RSTERM - REDRES
THIS IS RS(0)
IF(

+ ZEAR

*CASCA

0.0)

-TDPREP,

RSTERM)

TCA .LT. TDSTR + TDPREP) THEN
CASCA = BCA - 0.5*HCA*LAMCA*UBS2
=DL*CASCA/ (DCA + DL*HCA*RLFAC)
CASCA = AMAX1(CASCA, 0.0)

ICASCA
I
ELSE
IDENSFLK
3
31
3C
END IF

FLANK(CASCA, LAMCA, RLFAC, RL)

=

DRDG

=

DRDT

=

DRDG

TOMEGA

=

TSTAR (BL, BRBAR, DBDT, DBTRNS, DRDT,

-(CAV/DL+ 2.0*DENSFLK + DLTA3*DTDG)

GRND = DGDT

*

*

DGDT

H,

RS,

.GT.
.GE.

TDSTB)

AMAX1(TOMEGA,0.0)

CHECK FOR BREAKTHROUGH;

IF (GRND
IF(GRND

TDPREP,

INCREASE W IF NEEDED

BRKTH) GO TO 951
GLAST)THEN

E-13

IF

(GRND .GT. GMAX)
MAXIV= V
GMAX = GRND

THEN

MIMXNE=NEI
MIMXDF=DENSFLK
MIMXBC=BCA

MIMXT=TOMEGA
MIMXDT=DTDG
MIMXD=BRKTH

MXDIFF=DBDT* (TOMEGA-TDPREP-TDSTB)1
MXBAR=BRBAR

MIMXDB=DBDT3
MIMXLA=LAMA
MIMXTC=TCA
MIMXC=CAV
MIMXRS=RS
END IF

GLAST1=GLASTI
GLAST = GRND
END IF
IF(.NOT.((GRND.LT.GLAST1).AND.(V.GT.2.0)))THEN
IF(V .LT. 1.0)THEN
DELV= INCRV

ELSE3

C
C
C

DELV=INCRV*V
END IF
V = V + DELV3
IF(V .LT. LASTV)GOTO 100
ENDIF
AT THIS POINT, RED HAS CALCULATED THE OPTIMAL V FORI
MAXIMUM GROUND GAIN FOR THE CURRENT SET OF BLUE
PARAMETERS (F,NLO, ETC).
IF (GMAX .LT. MIMXG) THEN
MIMXG -GMAX
MIMXV = MAXIV

MIMXROW = ROWI
MIMXFCA = FCA
= W
MIMXW

WRITE

MIMXNLO = NLO
MIMXF
= F
(*,1007)MIMXG, F,FCA,NLO,W,
MNE=MIMXNE
MDF=MIMXDF
MBC=MIMXBC
MT=MIMXT
MDT=MIMXDT

E-14

MIMXV

I
MD=MIMXD

I

MDIFF=MXDIFF
MBAR=MXBAR

i

MDB=MIMXDB
MLA=MIMXLA
MTCA=MIMXTC
MC=MIMXC
MRS=MIMXRS

5

5
3

END IF
ELSE

WRITE (*,*)

'RMAX^2

< RMIN-2'

WRITE (1,*) 'RMAX^2 < RMINA21
END IF
SC END OF W LOOP
951 W=W+WINC (FINEG)
IF(W.GT.W2(FINEG))GO TO 941
GO TO 940
C END OF NLO LOOP
941 NLO=NLO+NLOINC (FINEG)

IF(NLO.GT.NL02(FINEG))GO TO 931
C

GO TO 930
END OF FCA LOOP

931 FCA=FCA+FCAINC (FINEG)
IF(FCA.GT.FCA2(FINEG))GO
GO TO 920

TO 921

C END OF F LOOP
921 F=F+FINC (FINEG)
IF(F.GT.F2(FINEG))GO TO 911

GO TO 910
911 IF(FINEG.LT.NGRID)THEN
FINEG=FINEG+1

GO TO 900
ELSE
FORCE OPTIMIZATION LOOPS ARE FINISHED
WRITE MINIMAX VALUES TO THE OUTPUT FILE

C
C

WRITE

1

3i

(*,

1001)

'

GROUND

',

MIMXG

WRITE (1, 1003) REP , MIMXG, MIMXF,
MIMXFCA
MIMXW,
MIMXV,
MIMXNLO,
IF(DUMP.EQ.1 .0) THEN
WRITE (1,*) 'NE', MNE
WRITE (1,*) 'RHO FL',MDF
WRITE (1,*) 'BCA', MBC
WRITE(1,*) 'T*',MT
WRITE (1,*) 'DT/DG',MDT
WRITE (1,*) 'D',MD
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I
i

WRITE(1,*) DB/DT*T',MDIFF

3

WRITE (1,*) BR*(I-FCA) ',MBAR

WRITE(1,*) 'DBDT',MDB
WRITE (1,*) 'LAMA', MLA
WRITE (1,*) 'TCA',MTCA

WRITE (1,*) 'CAV',MC
WRITE (1,*) 'RS(0) ',MRS
ENDIF
ENDIF

C

END OF REP LOOP
REP = REP + INCREP
700 CONTINUE
1000

FORMAT

1001

FORMAT (

(A9,

1X,

3F10.3)

1002
1003

FORMAT
FORMAT

1004

FORMAT (7(6X,A4)/)i

1006
1007

FORMAT
FORMAT

IX,A9,F10.0)I

(2(1X,A9,E1O.3))
( IX, F8.0,',',

F12.1,

5(',',F9.5))

(715)
(7F10.3)

m

STOP
END
C

C
C

------------------------------------------------------SUBROUTINE CASUAL (DBCADT, DROX, KI, K6, TRS, TRP,
YBAR, ZBAR,
XBAR,
1
BIGB, BIGC)
BIGA,
2
NOTE: USER MUST SUBTRACT 0.5*DBRKTH*DBCADT*DTDG FROM
THE VARIABLE BIGC BEFORE CALLING QUAD.
REAL DBCADT,

DROX,

KI,

REAL XBAR,

YBAR,

ZBAR

REAL BIGA,

BIGB,

BIGC

I TDPREP,

TOPREP,

BETA,

TRS,

BONN,

I

TRP

DASY,DL,KPINKDEF,

REAL

5 FORCE,

K6,

KA,RMIN,

VR,

LAMFAC

FBI, FRI,

6 DLTA1B, DLTA2B,DLTA1R,DLTA2R, DLTA3R, DLTA4R, HATFAC,
7 TDSTB, TDSTR, BRAT, RRAT, LAMA, LAMCA, DROMDT,
8 LLOC, DENSMAX,DNSMXCA, NECA, VCA
REAL EHAT,
REAL HCA,

HTERM,
KBA,

TERM,
Q10,

NEQII,
QCA

REAL BHATAE,

RHATAL,

UBS2,

URS2

E-16

NEQ12,

NEQ13

COMMON /BLUE/
5 FORCE, BETA, BONN,FBI, FRI,

I'6
58
5I

DLTA1B, DLTA2B, DLTA1R, DLTA2R,DLTA3R, DLTA4R,HATFAC,

7 TDSTB, TDSTR, BRAT, RRAT, LAMA, LAMCA, DROMDT,

LLOC, DENSMAX,DNSMXCA, NECA, VCA, LAMTH
COMMON /YELLOW/

TDPREP,

TOPREP,

DASY,DL,KPIN,KDEF,

KA,RMIN,

COMMON /GREEN/
1 EHAT, HCA,HTERM, NEQ11,NEQ12,NEQ13,QCA,Q1O,
DATA RHATAL,

3

KBA /50.0,

VR, LAMFAC

UBS2,URS2

6.0/

HCA = NEQ11*VCA + NEQ12 + HTERM/(1+VCA)
HCA = HCA + DLTA1R * BHATAE + DLTA2R

HCA = 0.5*HCA/DNSMXCA
BHATAE = 2.0*DNSMXCA

*BRAT *KBA

010 = Kl*RHATAL + KE/BHATAE
010 = 010/ (1.0 + VCA) + NEQ11 * VCA/BETA + NEQ12

UBS2 = DLTA1B * BHATAE * KA + DLTA2B*HATFAC
URS2 = DLTA1R * RHATAL + DLTA2R
QCA = HCA*DROX*(TRS + TRP)
TERM = HCA*DROX + 0.5*DBCADT

IBIGA

=

EHAT*XBAR*TERM

BIGB = EHAT*YBAR*TERM + EHAT/DL
BIGB = BIGB + HCA*AMAX1(2.0*DNSMXCA-URS2, 0.0)/Q10
= EHAT*ZBAR*TERM + 0.5*HCA*LAMCA*UBS2
BIGC = BIGC - QCA
LIGC = BIGC - 0.5* DLTA1R*RHATAL*LAMCA*EHAT/DL
= BIGC - 0.5* DLTA2R*LAMCA*EHAT/DL
RETURN
END

IBIGC
IBIGC

REAL FUNCTION QUAD (A,B,C, FLAG)
REAL A,B,C, DISC, EPSILON
LOGICAL FLAG
DATA EPSILON /1.OE-6/
DISC

IF

=

B*B

(DISC

-

.LT.

4.0

*

0.0)

A

*C

THEN
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I
FLAG = .FALSE.

ELSE

GT.

IF (ABS(A).

I

EPSILON) THEN

QUAD = 0.5*(-B + SQRT(DISC)
FLAG = .TRUE.

)/A

ELSE
EPSILON)THEN

IF(ABS (B) .GT.
QUAD = -C/B

I

FLAG = .TRUE.
ELSE

FLAG = .FALSE.
END IF

I

END IF
END IF
IF(.NOT.FLAG)
RETURN
END
C

3

QUAD = -1.0

REAL FUNCTION FLANK
REAL
1 TDPREP,
1 DCA,

TOPREP,

HCA, HTERM,

REAL CASCA,

DASY,

(CASCA,

DL,

KPIN,

RLFAC,

KDEF,

RL)

RMIN,

NEQ11,NEQ12,NEQ13,QCA, Q10,

LAMCA, RLFAC,

COMMON /YELLOW/
1 TDPREP, TOPREP,

LAMCA,

DASY,

DL,

VR,

ILAM

UBS2,URS2

RL

KPIN,

KDEF,

RMIN,

VR,

ILAM

COMMON /GREEN/
1 DCA,

HCA,HTERM,

NEQ11,NEQ12,NEQ13,QCA,Q10,

UBS2,URS2

RL = AMAX1(CASCA, 0.0)*RLFAC
RL = RL + 0.5*LAMCA*UBS2

RL = AMAX1(RL,

0.0)

FLANK = RL*(1.0+DCA/DL)/LAMCA
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION TSTAR (BL, BRBAR, DBDT, DBTRNS, DRDT,
H, RS, TDPREP, TDSTB)
1
REAL BL, BRBAR, DBDT, DBTRNS, DRDT,HRS,TDPREP, TDSTB
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3
I
I

3
3
I

I

REAL Ti, T2, TOMEGA
LOGICAL TFLG

I

Ti

DBTRNS

S

BL

-

(RS + H * Ti) /(H*DBDT

TI=

DRDT)

-

~IF(DBDT*Ti- DBTRNS .LT. BRBAR) THEN

3
3
I
3

IF(Ti.GT. TDPREP + TDSTB)THEN
TOMEGA = Ti
ELSE
TOMEGA = (H*BL - RS)/DRDT

END IF
TFLG = .FALSE.
ELSE

T2 = H* (BL + BRBAR)

-

RS

T2 = T2/DRDT
TOMEGA = T2

TFLG =.TRUE.
END IF
TSTAR =TOMEGA

I

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INPUT (NEAR, ENUF, TOOMNY)
IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
9 FINAME, FONAME, CODE

CHARACTER *

I

INTEGER

ENUF, TOOMNY

INTEGER NGRID
REAL LAMFAC
COMMON /BLACK/
1 FIRSTF, LASTF,FIRSTFCA,LASTFCA,
2 FIRSTNLO, LASTNLO, FIRSTW, LASTW,

a4

3 FIRSTV,

LASTV, INCRV,

FIRSTREP, LASTREP, INCREP

COMMON /BLUE/
5 FORCE, BETA, BONN,FBI, FRI,

36
1

DLTAiB, DLTA2B, DLTA1R, DLTA2R, DLTA3, DLTA41 HATFAC,
7 TDSTB,

TDSTR,

BRAT,

RRAT,

8LLOC, DENSMAX, DNSMXCA,

LAMA,

NECA,

LAMCA,

VCA,

DROMDT,

LAMTH

COMMON /YELLOW/

1 TDPREP, TOPREP, DASY,DL,KPIN,KDEF, KA,RMIN, VR,

I
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LAMFAC

I
COMMON /RED/
1 FDIV,

FCADIV,

NLODIV,

WDIV, FINEDIV,

NGRID,

C
WRITE (*,*)
TYPE NAME OF
READ
(*,*)
FINAME
WRITE (*,*) ' TYPE NAME OF
READ
(*,*)
FONAME
OPEN (UNIT=31,FILE=FINAME,
OPEN (UNIT=I, FILE=FONAME,
C- - - ---- -- - ---- ------ -

OUTPUT FILE
STATUS='OLD')
STATUS='NEW')
------ - ---

*) CODE,

READ (31,
READ (31,
READ (31,
READ (31,
READ (31,
READ (31,
READ (31,

*)CODE, FIRSTW, LASTW, WDIV
*) CODE, FIRSTNLO, LASTNLO, NLODIV
*) CODE, FIRSTFCA, LASTFCA, FCADIV
*) CODE, FIRSTV, LASTV, INCRV
*) CODE, FIRSTREP, LASTREP, INCREP
*) CODE, FINEDIV
*) CODE, NGRID

READ (31,

*) CODE,

DUMP

(31,

*) CODE,

FORCE

READ (31,

*) CODE,

BETA

READ (31,
READ (31,

*)
*)

FBI
FRI

READ

CODE,
CODE,

READ (31, )CODE,
READ (31, *) CODE,

DLTA1B
DLTA2B

READ (31,

DLTARB

READ
READ

(31,
(31,

CODE,
*) CODE,
*) CODE,

RED (31, *)
*CODE,
CODE,
RED(31,
READ

(31,

*)

READ

(31,

*) CODE,

READ (31,

CODE,

*) CODE,

TDSTR

U
I

BRAT

*)

RRAT

READ (31,

*) CODE,

LAMA

READ
READ

*)
*)

LAMCA
DROMDT

READ (31,

CODE,
CODE,

*) CODE,

i

TDSTB

HATFAC

*) CODE,

(31,
(31,

FDIV

DLTA3
DLTA4

READ (31,

CODE,

LASTF,

I

DLTA2R
DLTA3

READ

(31,

g

INPUT FILE

READ (31,

FIRSTF,

DUMP

DENSAX
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READ (31,

*) CODE,

DNSMXCA

READ

*)

CODE,

LLOC

READ (31,

*) CODE,

NECA

READ
READ

(31,
(31,

*) CODE,
*) CODE,

VCA
LAMTH

READ (31,

*) CODE,

TDPREP

READ
READ

*)
*)

TOPREP
DASY

(31,

(31,
(31,

READ (31,

CODE,
CODE,

CODE,

DL

READ (31,

*)

CODE,

KPIN

READ

(31,

*)

CODE,

KDEF

READ (31,

*)

CODE,

RMIN

READ

(31,

*) CODE,

VR

READ

(31,

*) CODE,

LAMFAC

READ (31,

WRITE
VEL','OPTW',

RETURN
1004 FORMAT
END

CODE, KA

(1,1004)'
'

REP','GMIN','OPTF','

FCA'

(7(6X,A4))

E

!
I
I

!
I
I
i
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Appendix F
BASE CASE DATA
Stephen D. Diddle

I
I
A. INTRODUCTION

I

This appendix lists and documents the VFM data file used to produce the base
case results illustrated in the main body of the paper (for a listing of the VFM source

I

code, see Appendix E). Inasmuch as the base case is intended to correspond roughly to
the ground weapon mix and tacair balance that would obtain in Central Europe in the
aftermath of a CFE agreement, the data given here are based where possible on Central
European weapons effectiveness values and orders of battle, as these would be modified
by the draft CFE treaty. Documentation is provided here for those data treated as a
constant for the discussion in the paper. Endogenous force employment variables are
given here as ranges and thus require no documentation, while values for exogenous

i

3

independent variables treated in the main text are motivated in the text itself.
Values for the accuracy-of-approximation parameters are somewhat arbitrary;
larger numbers of force employment increments, and higher values for FINEDIV or
NGRID will always yield a closer approximation of the true optimum G (and the true
for force employment choices) at the cost of increased run times. The values

Soptima

3

given here were intended to provide a very close approximation at the cost of very long
run times.' A more typical run with 10 increment steps per blue force employment
choice and a velocity step size of 0.25 would produce an execution time of about 45
minutes when run on a COMPAQ 386/25 with a standard math co-processor and would
yield an approximation within about five to ten percent of the red net territorial gain

reported here.

I
1 The

run described here, if executed on a single COMPAQ 38(25 with a standard math co-processor,
would require almost 150 hours to complete. The results repotlcd here were consequently obtained by
dividing each such run among many PCs (e.g., by assigning the first PC REP values from 2500 to 5000,
the second from 7500 to 10000, etc.). The result is an extremely close approximation of optimal net
territorial gain, and the smooth curves shown in figures I-1 through 1-2 and 1-6 through 1-8. Optimal
force employment approximation accuracy is somewhat more sensitive than net territorial gain to
increment size; the run described above produces smooth net territorial gains as a function of force to
space ratios, but is not accurate enough to produce smooth curves for force employment optima as a
function of force to space ratios. Consequently, an even closer approximation was used to produce
figures 1-3 through 1-5, in which force employment increments exceeded 200 per .01-.99 force
employment variable range. Similarly, these runs were produced by dividing each run among many
PCs, and in this case, by conducting multiple runs for each REP, reducing in each successive run the
range of variation for each force employment choice around the previously estimated optimum while
holding the number of increments constant. The resulting net territorial gains, on the other hand, were
for all REPs within two percent of those produced by the input file given above.

I

3

F-i

I
1

B. DATA FILE LISTING
"FCODE'
'WCODE'
'NLo'
'FCA'
'VEL'
'REP'
'FINEDIV'
'NGRID'
'DUMP'
'FORCE'

0.01
0.01
1.0
0.01
0.10
2500.0
4.0
4.0
0.0

25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
0.05
2500.0

1.00

1.5

'BETA'
'FBr 2

0.6

FRW 3
'IHATIB'
'IHAT2B' 4
'IHATIR'

0.6
0.0
8.0
0.0

5

0.0

IHAT2R'

0.99
0.99
10.1
0.99
10.1
50001.0

1

I
2 Assuming

a post-CF ratio of 30,000 armored troop carriers (with associated infantry) to 20,000 tanks for

each side in the Central Region. See Alan Riding, "Arms Pact to Codify Europe's New Power Balance,"
r Times, 18 November 1990, pp.lff.
The New Yom
3 Ibid.
4 Figure given is for West German, British, Belgian, Dutch, French and US. aircraft committed to NATO
in peacetime or immediately available upon mobilization, and excludes
and either present in the theaterDavid
ht•" lAQM&e
G. Gray, IDA IU~dl~ified Cmvetinl FEg•IM &%
intercepto and recce aircraft.
tothe Ura19,(Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, October, 1990) IDA D-708,
pp.34-36 provides data for aircraft numbers; aircraft numbers were translated into AFVE kills per two
kilomete front per engagement (as required for IHAT2B), on the basis of the following assumptions:
that attack frontages are as computed by VFM, and that all NATO aircraft are used against the main
attack sector. that NATO aircraft fly three sorties per day, suffer five percent losses and kill 0.5 red
AFVEs per sortie (see Joshua M. Epstein, The 1988 Defense Budret (Wasington, D.C.: Brookings,
1987). p.44); that NATO ground attack aircraft are allocated evenly between close air support and
battlefieldairinterdiction; ta an average ground engagemept lasts about five hos; and that the performance of the aircraft surviving after two days of combat constitutes a reasonable average value for the
blue air contribution across the duration of a nominal theater offensive operation (as posted in VFM;

!

I

see Appendix C).

5 Only the SU-25 was assumed to be used for close air support; for SU-25 inventory, see Gray, op. cit.,
pp.37-41. Half of all Soviet SU-25s were assumed to be committed to the NATO Central region; it was
further assumed that these would fly two sorties per day, suffer five percent antrition and kill .25 blue
AFVEs per sortie (see Epstein, The 1988 efense Budget op. cit., p.44); that attack fronitges are as
computed by VFM, and that all SU-25's are used in the main attack sector;, that an average ground
engagement lasts about five hours; and that the performance of the aircraft surviving after two days of
combat constitutes a reasonable average value for the blue air contribution across the duration of a

nominal theater offensive operation (as posited in VFM; see Appendix C). The result was a negligible

contribution of 0.16 AFVE kills per two kilometers per engagement; this was rounded to an input value
of zeo.

F-2

1
U

I
S'IHAT3R'
'IHAT4R'

3

6
7

'HATFAC 8

"TDSTB' 9
'TDSR' 10
'BRAT 11
rRRAr 12
'LAMA' 13
1LAMCA' 14
'DROMDT 15

I
1

60.0
25.0
1.0
4.0
6.0
0.3

0.3
0.0

0.0
65.0

6

Data sources and assumptions as per note 4 above; note that whereas IHAT2B is defined in terms of
AFVE kills per two kilometers per engagement, IHAT3 is defined in terms of AFVE kills per hour
(theaterwide). IHAT2B and IHAT3 are thus different va!ues, although the underlying assumptions with
respect to aircraft numbers and performance are the same here.
7 See Gray, op. cit., pp.37-41. Figure given is for Soviet, East German, Polish, and Czech aircraft
presumed committed against the NATO Central regio and either present in the theater in peacetime or
immediately available upon mobilization, and excludes interceptor, recce, and dedicated close air
support aircraft (i~e., the SU-2.,). Performance assumptions we as per note 5 above; note that whereas
IHAT2R is defined in terms of AFVE kills per two kilometers per engagement, IHAT4 is defined in
terms of AFVE kills per hour (theaterwide).
8 It is assumed in th base case that any ground force reductions wre accompanied by corsoding
reductions in twacir (there is no ACM in the base cawe force structures).
9 See Statement of General Fred K. Mahaffey, Director, Requirements Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations and Plans in Denartment of Defense Authorization for
_Apropriations for Fiscal Yewn
1991 -Hearin• Before the Conmmittee an Armed Services. United Smt . ROM~lt]'m,,
itha
~
~Second
Session Part 5 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), p.303. Gen.

i

10

I

~

Mahaffey estimat three hours of command an control time required forn the moment a decision is
reached by higher command to begin count
erazio to the time a brigade or larger reserve fornation could be given movement orders; in addition, we assume here that one hour is required for the
theaw commander to process the necessary data and make that decision. Thus, if the stimulus for
action is the initiation of the Soviet attack, it follows that reserve units would receive movement orders
four hours aft the attack begins.
It is assumed here that in the midst of an ongoing theater offensive, WTO command, control and

decision time would be slightly longer for response to NATO counterattack than would be NATO's
response to the initial WTO theater attacA.
I1I Gray, op. cit., pp. 5-11, assuming theate parity.
12IbidL.,pp.16-31.
13 Constant fmtage optio was not used, houtages were inslad Computed via non-=0 LAAC.

3

Ii

14 Constant frntage option was not used; ftWUgs were instadCMlmW via non-zV LAMFAC.
15 Assuming Soviet-style march column density, as per Headquarters, Department of the Army,
FM 100-2-1- The Soviet Army Operation and Tactics (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 16 July 1984),
p. 5-5; figure given assumes 32 AFVEs per nominal Soviet battaliom, two routes availab"e for moving
reserves to the point of counterattack, and a reserve velocity of 10 kilometers per hour (we below). For
a sensitivity anlysis, see Appendix G.
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I
'DENSMAX 16
'DNSMXCA' 17
ILOC 18
'NECA' 19
'VCA' 20
TLAMTH'
'TDPREP' 21
TOPREP' 22
'DASY' 23
'DL' 24
'KPII 25
'KDEF 26

'11' 27

16

15.0
15.0

0.0
2.0
5.0
850.0
6.0
2.0
22.5
5.0
0.5
0.5
0.5

Ibid., pp.5-11 and 5-12, gives a range of 12.5 to 17.5 AFVEs per kilometer for the Soviet Army;
Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 71-1. The Tank and Mechanized Infantry Companv Team
(Washington, D.C.: USGPO, November 1988), p3--ll, implies a range of II to 17.5 AFVEs per kilo-

meter for the U.. Army, the figure given is intended as a rough mean within these bounds.

17 See amt 16 above.
18

Constant LOC width option was not used; LOC width was instead computed via non-zero LAMFAC
(i.e., as one-third the computed attack frntage).

19

Estimate; based on observation of VFM-computed optimal ne for theater attwker (for sensitivity, see

Appendix G).
20 Estimate; based on observation of VFM-computed optimal V for theater attacker (for sensitivity, see
Appendix G).
21 See Mahaffey, op. cit., p3030, which estimates three hours to prepare the reinforcing formation for
movement (after receipt of orders), and three hours to prepar defensive positions after arrival (for sensitivity, wee Appendix G).
22 M1002- np. cit., p.5-14 estimates one to three hours' reaction time for a Soviet regimental assauk
echelon. The figure given is intended as a rough mean within these bounds; NATO single-assault wave
response time is assumed to be roughly similar (for sensitivity, see Appendix G).
23 Ibid., p.5-18, estimates an inter-echelon separation distance of 15-30 kilometers. The figure given is
intended as a rough mean within these bounds; NATO separation distance is assumed to be roughly
similar (for sensitivity, see Appendix G).

24 Ibid., p.6 - 7 , estimates a WTO first echelon battalion defensive position of two kilometers' depth,

separated from the second echelon position by two kilometer, and with greater separation distances
between larger formations. The figure given is intended as a rough overall theater average; NATO
spatial distribution is assumed to be roughly similar (for sensitivity, see Appendix G).
25 Estimated, se Appendix C, note accompanying equation 65 (for sensitivity, see Appendix 0).
26 Estimated; see Appendix C, note accompanying equation 65 (for sensitivity, see Appendix 0).
27 Estimated on the basis of Stephen D. Biddle, How to Think About Conventional n
(Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, May 1986), IDA P-1884, Volume I, pp.10-15 (for
sensitivity, see Appendix 0).
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S'RMIN' 28
'VRI 29

3

q.AMFAC 30

6.0
10.0
0.00045

I

a
I
I
I
I
i

In
28

Figure given corresponds to 40 percent of a DENSMAX value of 15 (see note 16 above). For estimates
of percentage losses at which assault forces bocome ineffective, see Headquarters, Department of the
Army, Soviet Army Onerations (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, April 1978), IAG-13-U-78, p.5-6; also
EhU02L op. cit., p.8-1 (for sensitivity, see Appendix G).
29 See Marshall Hoyler, "Notes on Reserve Movement," Institute for Defense Analyses, unpublished
manuscript (for sensitivity, see Appendix G).
3 0 Corresponds to
a total main effort attack frontage for a putative three-front, 88,000 AFVE offensive of
60 kilometers, given kO = 20 kilometers (see Appendix C, equation 1). For frontages, see Michael
Sadykiewicz, Soviet-Warsaw Pact Western Theater ff Miltar (peratins: Orjanizati and Missions
(Santa Monica, CA. RAND. August 1987) RAND N-2596-AF, pp.39,78; als¢ John Hine&. "Tr1w Operational Calculations for Equal Security Under Arms Control," Conference Paper presented at the
"*International Symposium on Conventional Stability in Europe: Prerequisites and Analysis Requirements," 10-13 October, German Armed Forces University, Munich. For alternative estimates, see for
example F_12
op. cit., pp.4-2 to 4-6, and 5-18 to 5-20. For a sensitivity analysis, see AppendixG.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
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Stephen D. Biddle
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A. INTRODUCTION

Not all values required as input for the VFM model can be known with certainty.
The values given in Appendix F represent best estimates, given data available in the

literature, but in some cases the uncertainties associated with those best estimates can be
substantial. To what degree do the conclusions developed in the main body of this paper

depend on the particular best-estimate data values given in Appendix F? This appendix
addresses this question by providing the results of a series of sensitivity analyses for those

input variables not addressed explicitly in the main text.
B. DISCUSSION

I

5
3

For each input variable considered, a set of VFM runs were conducted for values

of that variable representing the plausible range of uncertainty associated with that
variable. To show the effects of variation most clearly, a higher theaterwide force to
force ratio of 1.75:1 was employed as a base case; 1 sensitivity runs were conducted as
univariate excursions from this base. Given the number of variables involved, interaction
effects resulting from simultaneous changes in several variables were not explicitly
considered. In effect, these sensitivities thus represent partial derivatives of net territorial
gain (G) with respect to the variables considered.

The results of these runs are illustrated in Figures 1 through 12. In each figure,

3
3
3

net territorial gain is plotted as a function of the forc= to space ratio and of the value of
the parameter under study. The result is a surface showing how the relationship between
force to space ratios and combat outcomes responds to changes in the value of the given
parameter. Two such surfaces are depicted for each figure: a dark surface representing
the base case control (for which the value of the parameter is held constant at its base case
value), and a lighter surface showing the response of the combat outcome (G) as the
parameter changes, other variable values held constant. The degree of divergence
between the surfaces thus indicates the degree of sensitivity of the model to the parameter
in question; the more nearly coincident the surfaces, the more nearly insensitive is the

1 For a theaterwide force to force ratio of 1:1, many sensitivity runs produce degenerate net territorial gains

of zero or near zero. A higher theaterwide force to force ratio provides a larger range of non-zero
territorial gains, and is thus better suited to demonstrate the underlying sensitivities of the model.

I

3

G-l

I
model to the parameter. Surfaces were plotted using the IDA Response Surface
2
Methodology from the Advanced Technology Combat Simulation Project.
Overall, the analyses conducted show mostly modest sensitivity to variations in
parameter values. In Figure 2, for example, a Red reserve arrival rate (WROMOCA) of
about half its base case value of 65 AFVEs per hour produces net territorial gains (G)
only about 15 percent below base at low force to space ratios, with results being less
divergent elsewhere. Similarly, in Figure 3, a reduction in the mean depth of an assembly
area (DASY) to a value less than half that of the base case produces a divergence in
outcomes of about 15 percent at low force to space ratios, with less divergence elsewhere.
More broadly, Figures 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9 show maximum divergences of less than 20
percent of the base case value for any point on the surface. Figures 1, 8, 10 and 11 show
maximum divergences of between 20 and 50 percent. Figure 5 demonstrates substantial
sensitivity to Red assault termination criteria above about 8 to 10 surviving AFVEs per
kilometer, for force to space ratios above about 30,000 to 40,000 Blue AFVEs per 850
3
kilometers, but substantially smaller divergences elsewhere.
Figures 6 and 12, however, represent exceptions. In Figure 6, reductions in
reserve velocity below about 8 kilometers per hour can result in net territorial gains more
than twice those of the base case for a wide range of force to space ratios. Increases in
reserve velocity produce a smaller, but still non-trivial response relative to the base case.
For all values of VRSV examined, however, the relationship between the force to space
ratio and net territorial gain remains continuous, relatively smooth, and relatively shallow
for force densities above the G-maximizing level. The underlying phenomenon is thus

2 For a detailed description, see Peter S. Brooks, et. al., The IDA Advanced Technology Combat
IDA P-2329, (Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, forthcoming).
SimulatioDi
3 In effect, Red cannot gain ground without suffering casualties. If an assault is terminated soon enough
(i.e., at a high enough value of RMiN--and thus a low enough level of casualties, PMAX - RMN), then
Red gains little ground. In the limit, if RMIN = PMAX, then Red would be forced to terminate the
engagement before being exposed to fire and could gain no ground at all. As Figure 5 shows, however,
as long as this termination criterion is not set very close to Red's initial force size (i.e., pMAX; equal to
15.0 for the base case), then G is relatively insensitive to its precise value. Although RMN is treated as
a constant in this paper, it is properly regarded as a force employment option for the attacker; the
decision as to when to call off an assault is doctrinally (or morally) rather than physically determined.
Thus, if RMN values above a certain level posed insurmountable problems for Red, Red in theory could
choose to press the assault harder. This potential force employment option has not been implemented in
this version of VFM. Nevertheless, the value for RMN used in the base case puts Red in a relatively
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insensitive region of the response surface, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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essentially the same, regardless of VRSV-what changes is the absolute distance Red can
advance at any given Blue force density.
In Figure 12, net territorial gain is shown to be highly sensitive to changes in
KACMC (the ratio of ACM effectiveness against stationary targets to ACM effectiveness
against moving targets) in the neighborhood of 0.20 to 0.30. To examine KACMC,
however, it was necessary to introduce a further change relative to the base case. Since
the base included no advanced conventional munitions, these sensitivities were run with
both Red and Blue assumed to deploy short range ACM systems capable of killing 0.5
AFVEs per assault per traditional artillery tube available at the point of attack. Thus the
excursions and the base are not comparable cases here in the sense that they are in
Figures 1through 11; the dark surface in Figure 12 is intended to provide a point of
reference rather than to serve as a base for sensitivity assessment as elsewhere in this
appendix.
Nevertheless, it is clear that variation in KACMC can have a major impact on net

territorial gain. For a force to space ratio of about 25,000 Blue AFVEs per 850
kilometers, an increase in KACMC from 0.0 to 0.33 increases G by more than a factor of
two. For lower force to space ratios, the result was to transform a defense equal or

superior to that of the no-ACM base case into an offensive breakthrough (the data were
truncated at a value of G = 200 to simplify presentation). As a result, we must conclude
recommendations with respect to the utility of short range ACM as a hedge against
the effects of lower NATO force levels are substantially sensitive to assumptions as to
ACM's relative effectiveness against moving and stationary targets.

5that
3
3

The VFM model thus appears to be only moderately sensitive to variations in the
parameters considered her-, exceptions with respect to the role of target posture for ACM
effectiveness and the velocity of reserve formations notwithstanding. In no case were the
basic conclusions of the study found to be dependent on particular values of these
parameters. The predicted net territorial gain is subject to change as a result of changes in
uncertain inputs, but the relationship between net territorial gain and the force to space
ratio remains fundamentally the same. Thus, while specific outcomes may vary, the
central conclusions of the study are substantially robust with respect to uncertainty in

*

input data values.
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